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TED KOPPEL
(VO) For the first time in many years, no Americans are being held
hostage in the Middle East or the Persian Gulf.

TERRY ANDERSON, FORMER HOSTAGE
You wake up every day and you summon up the energy, from somewhere,
even when you think you haven't got it, and you get through the day.

KOPPEL
(VO) Does Terry Anderson's release mark the beginning of a new era in
the Middle East? Joining us live tonight, Iran's ambassador to the
United Nations, and recently released hostage Thomas Sutherland.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Tokyo, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Good evening. Granted that television journalists often do strange
things, but even we would not have traveled all the way to Tokyo to
report on the release of Terry Anderson from his long imprisonment in
Lebanon. We are here in the studios of the Japanese television
network, NHK, for a couple of special Nightline broadcasts tomorrow
and Friday, marking the 50th anniversary of the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor. More about that at the end of this program. Today,
though, there is something approaching universal relief over the fact
that the last American hostage, Terry Anderson, is finally free
agaln, His family, friends and colleagues rejoice on a personal
level, but even those with little or no interest in Anderson's
personal trial recognize that the taking of hostages and the enormous
efforts expended to free them have been a frustrating and often
painful distraction. It paralyzed the Carter administration and
sucked the Reagan presidency into what came to be known as the
Iran/Contra scandal. Even for the Bush administration, it blocked the
possibility of normalizing relations with Iran, it impeded efforts to
improve relations with Syria, and always, perhaps even to this very
day, it has been an attractive option for impotent extremists to
focus world attention on their agenda. Whether that era has now
finally come to an end is the focus of this broadcast tonight. We
begin with this report from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
{VOl It was the end of an ordeal and the end of an era.

TERRY ANDERSON, FORMER HOSTAGE
You can't imagine how glad I am to see you. I've thought about this
moment for a long time, and now it's here, and I'm scared to death.

MARTIN
(VO) It was an era in which America the powerful became America the
impotent, It began a dozen years ago, the taking of Americans hostage
by Iranians, and later by their supporters in Lebanon. It became an
international obsession. It crippled two American presidents. It made
one appear a weakling. It made the other seem to be lying or amiably
incompetent.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(November 13, 1986) We did not, repeat, did not trade weapons or
anything else for hostages.

MARTIN
(VO) Between 1979 and today, terrorists took away the freedom of more
than 170 American citizens, for periods of a few days to nearly seven
years. They took the lives of at least four Americans kidnapped at
gunpoint, a sailor, a spy, a soldier, a librarian. The world watched
a series of ghastly videotapes, men at the point of a gun that
couldn't be seen saying things they didn't believe to an audience
that didn't understand. Some Americans said today they will always be
haunted by that,

WASHINGTON, DC RESIDENT
To see them, you know, communicating or attempting to communicate
with us, just the feeling of this frustration in not being able to go
in and get them out.

MARTIN



(VO) The terrorists' goal in Iran was to humiliate America. Their
goal in Beirut was to free fellow terrorists held in prisons around
the world, and call attention to the suffering of their fellow
Shiites in Lebanon. By today, only two Germans remained hostage
there. (on camera) Through it all, American leaders and diplomats
promised never to negotiate, but then searched desperately for ways
to negotiate. The deals they made ended, finally, in disaster, and
eventually the two sides talked only through intermediaries.

NICHOLAS VELIOTES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE, 1981 - 1983
This is best characterized as constructive hypocrisy. And yet, having
participated in this for some years, I can't think of a better way to
do it. We simply cannot change our policy.

MARTIN
(VO) What did change in the end was the world. The Soviet Union fell
apart, and dropped its support of Syria, which was protecting the
captors in Lebanon. In recent months, Iran signaled it wanted to
restore relations. The hostages stood in the way. The credit for
getting this point across, says Pulitzer Prize - winning analyst Jim
Hoagland, goes to George Bush.

JIM HOAGLAND, "THE WASHINGTON POST"
The kidnappers, their Iranian and Syrian protectors, realized that
this administration would not pay a high price for those hostages,
that the value had gone down with the change of administrations. All
of that had an effect on those isolated mercenary hostage - takers in
Beirut.

MARTIN
(VOl Today, the last remaining American hostage came out.

JOHN DOMENICO PICO
Mr Anderson, your freedom is a victory for all. Welcome back.

MR ANDERSON
Thank you, sir. I'm very grateful to be here.

MARTIN
(VO) In New York, fellow workers applauded his release. In
Sacramento, relatives smiled and wept. In Norristown, Pennsylvania,
the sign went up to mark the last of 2,455 days. The first day was a
Saturday morning in 1985. Anderson vanished into Beirut's dungeons.
From them emerged a series of videotapes dictated by the kidnappers
to seek sympathy for their cause. Today, before his release, his
kidnappers released a final videotape.

MR ANDERSON
"And we are going to free the last captive, Terry Anderson, thus
folding this page of the hostage file before glorious Christmas".

MARTIN
(VOl And then it was over. Tonight, he was taken to Damascus, to
begin the long journey back to his homeland. Diplomats and analysts
say the future may hold better relations with Iran, brighter
prospects for an Arab - Israeli peace, and greater freedom to seek
the removal of Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq. But one former
diplomat said he prays for still one more result.

HODDING CARTER, FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
I hope there will never again be this kind of obsession, this kind of
certainty that Americans held hostage is the same thing as America
held hostage.

MARTIN
Whether or not that happens, this was the day Americans could finally
say their frustration over the plight of their captive countrymen can
now come to an end. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
Joining us now live from Fort Collins, Colorado is Thomas Sutherland,
who was released two weeks ago after more than six years as a hostage
in Lebanon. For most of that time he was held with Terry Anderson.
Tom, I heard Terry say something before, just when he came out, which
I'd like you to interpret for us. He said now that he's free, "I'm
scared to death". Why?

THOMAS SUTHERLAND, FORMER HOSTAGE
Possibly because outside is a whole new world, and he and I both have
to adapt to that world, and to make our way in it, but I really don't
think that deep down Terry Anderson is scared to death, I think he
was saying that in part jokingly because, like us, he has been
listening to news broadcasts systematically for over two and a half
years, on the BBC and the Voice of America and many other local
stations in the Middle East, and we were thoroughly abreast of
everything that was going on in the world. But being a passive
listener to what's going on is a little bit less demanding,
considerably less demanding, really, than being an active participant
in it. Personally, I find it exciting to be back and again active in
the real world, and I'm sure in a half a day, Terry Anderson will
feel the same way.

KOPPEL



What's the most disorienting thing about being free again, after so
many years of not having any freedom at all?

MR SUTHERLAND
Oh, personally, I really don't find anything terribly disorienting,
Ted. I've been on a great high ever since I was released in Damascus,
and had a wonderful time in Wiesbaden with the US Air Force hospital
there, and arriving in San Francisco I had a tremendous welcome from
the press and the people there, and a marvelous Thanksgiving with my
oldest daughter, our four - and - a - half - year - old grandchild,
whom I had never met, and my son - in - law, whom I had never met.
Back in Fort Collins, we had a tumultuous welcome with 10,000 people
in the field house, Moby Gym, and so I haven't found anything
threatening, it's all been welcoming and exhilarating.

KOPPEL
I know that there were some moments of enormous depression for you
while you were in captivity. We'll talk about those with Torn
Sutherland in just a few moments. We will also be joined by former
National Security Council aide Howard Teicher, who accompanied Oliver
North on the secret 1986 mission to Teheran to try to free the
hostages. And we'll be joined by Iran's ambassador to the United
Nations, Kamal Kharrazi.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We're back with former hostage Thomas Sutherland, and joining us from
out Washington studio is Howard Teicher, a former aide of the
National Security Council who was part of the negotiating team that
went to Iran to try to get the hostages released. And from our New
York studio is Iran's ambassador to the United Nations, Kamal
Kharrazi. Tom Sutherland, I don't want to dwell on this, and one of
my associates who is out there in Fort Collins with you told me that
you don't mind talking about it. I did not know that you three times
attempted suicide while you were in captivity. Can you tell us about
those low moments and what drove you to that point?

MR SUTHERLAND
Yes, sir. At a time in late 1986, when we were being held in an
underground prison in individual cells, two meters by two meters by
two meters, and a big steel door on each one, and an open space at
the top for ventilation, at the top of the door, that is, it was in a
location between the airport and the Mediterranean Sea, just to the
west side of the highway running down to Sidon, and there we suffered
a great deal, I would say. Conditions were terrible, and isolation.
We were being, I think, somewhat punished for a misunderstanding,
really, concerning the tape that David Jacobsen had made, when there
was an item on it concerning William Buckleyls wife. William Buckley
had no wife, and the people in New York had said was there a secret
coded message included here? And they got very irate about that, and
as a result, when we were put into this new prison underground, we
were subjected to much harsher treatment. We were isolated, the food
was bad, they kept me for a long time without light, for a couple of
weeks with no light outside of the door. They wouldn't even give me a
candle to eat by, and they really were causing me a lot of grief. And
I thought to myself, "I'll be damned if I'm going to put up with
this, I'd sooner die". And so I tried to pull a plastic bag over my
head and suffocate myself, but I found out on each try that it got
very painful, and as it got more painful, the vision of my wife and
three daughters appeared before me ever more clearly, and I decided
each time, "Gee, I can't go through wi th this," and I would pull it
off. And now, of course, I'm glad I did that, but it was a period of
great depression, and I know for a fact that Terry Anderson felt very
depressed. He considered that cell experience the worst in his
captivity as well.

KOPPEL
Did he also consider suicide, do you know?

MR SUTHERLAND
No, sir, as far as I know, he never confessed to having such
thoughts.

KOPPEL
Let me turn now to Ambassador Kharrazi. Mr Ambassador, given the kind
of pain that so many of these hostages went through, is there
anything, as you look back now on the last 12 years, beginning with
the hostage - taking in 1979, is there anything that justifies what
was done to these men?

KAMAL KHARRAZI, IRANIAN REPRESENTATIVE TO UN
Not at all. It's a very painful story, and you know, we have been
always condemning hostage - keeping, and Iran has been the first
victim of this phenomenon, as having five hostages in Lebanon. So
nobody can justify hostagetaking.

KOPPEL
And yet one could almost argue that this modern phase of



hostagetaking began when the 52 American hostages were taken in
Teheran at the US embassy.

AMB KHARRAZI
Yes, that's true, but the US hostages case in Teheran is much
different from hostages in Lebanon, and it's all out of frustration,
but basically they differ.

KOPPEL
Is it fair now to assume that now that, for example, what was it,
$260 million has been paid by the United States government to the
Iranians for some of the weapons that you had purchased and now that
all the American hostages are free once again, that US - Iranian
relations will begin a process of genuine normalization?

AMB KHARRAZI
I don't think so at this time, because there are a lot of grievances,
and attitudes in my country are not ready for any sort of
development. I believe both countries have to base any sort of
development of relations on mutual respect, and as to this point,
that we understand that the United States is ready to recognize the
Islamic revolution and respect the ideals of my country, people, so
certainly we have time. And it all depends on the administration here
to be prepared for such a drastic change of policy.

KOPPEL
Mr Ambassador, we've got to take a break. When we come back I'll turn
to Howard Teicher, who was a member of the National Security Council
under President Reagan to talk with him about lessons learned. Back
with Howard Teicher in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we are back now with Howard Teicher, who served on the Reagan
administration's National Security Council at the White House, and
was one of those who went with Robert Bud' McFarland and Oliver
North to Iran in 1986 in an effort, (Al, to make contact with what
were then called the moderate elements in the Iranian government, and
(8l, to get the hostages out. Forget for a moment, Mr Teicher, now,
about the scandal that flowed out of that ultimately. Was it a smart
idea, as you look back?

HOWARD TEICHER, FORMER MEMBER, NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
Well, it was certainly a good idea to try to establish a relationship
with Iran. We see here the fruits of Iran's initiative in Lebanon to
bring about freedom for the hostages. The Iranian government decided
to use its influence, and it succeeded. Of course, the way that the
US government handled the initiative at the time was extremely
flawed, as we now know in retrospect, and clearly contributed to the
failure of the initiative at that time.

KOPPEL
Did the US government inadvertently add to the length of time that
each of these hostages was held simply because it raised the ante, in
effect? It seemed to be providing an incentive. It demonstrated how
important the hostages were to the US government.

MR TEICHER
Well, I have to agree that we enhanced the value of the hostages in
the formulation of our policy in the eyes of the Iranian government.
I don't believe that those who held the hostages were necessarily
aware of what was going on behind the scenes. For them the key issue
were the DOWA 17, those being held in prison in Kuwait, that was the
fundamental reason that they were taking Westerners hostage, to bring
about their freedom. But certainly, providing weapons or other forms
of value enhanced the value and made the hostagetaking seem like a
worthwhile business.

KOPPEL
Tom Sutherland, I rather suspect that over the many years that you
were held hostage, there must have been times when you thought, "I'd
really like to be able to talk to an Iranian official". Is there
anything that you would like to say now, either of a positive or of a
negative nature, to Ambassador Kharrazi who is with us?

MR SUTHERLAND
Well, I would like respectfully to question the ambassador's
contention that Iran was not involved in the Lebanese hostage crisis
all of this time. I was under the strong impression that Iran was an
active supporter financially and otherwise of the group in Lebanon,
the Hezbollah, that was responsible for hostagetaking. And certainly,
during the time that we were associated with them, they seemed to
have unlimited amounts of money. They drove around in Mercedes Benz
cars, they had color television sets a go - go, they had TV monitors
to keep track of us in the rooms, they had plenty of new clothes for
us whenever they wanted, and they had apartments allover the place.
And that whole operation must have cost them a lot of money. And if
Iran wasn't underwriting the operation, then I wonder who was?

KOPPEL



KOPPEL
Tomorrow night, David Brinkley hosts an extraordinary co - production
by ABC News and Japan's NHK Network, Pearl Harbor, Two Hours That
Changed the World, beginning at 9:00 pm Eastern Time. And later on
Nightline, the first of two special broadcasts, Pearl Harbor Plus 50,
How the US and Japan See Each Other Today. That's our report for
tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Tokyo. For all of us here at ABC News,
good night.

Mr Ambassador, that is certainly a question that I think has nagged
at the minds of a lot of Americans over the past few years. How do
you respond? Where did the money come from, and indeed, how and why
did Iran have influence with the hostage - takers if it was not
involved with them in any way?

AMB KHARRAZI
The influence that we have been exercising is just spiritual
influence, not any direct connection with those who have kept these
hostages. And it's only this spiritual influence that has been
helpful to seek the release of these hostages. Where the money has
come or how they have obtained all of these facilities, that is
something which has to be investigated. But what relates to us is the
exercise of influence that has been helpful for the secretary general
to win his plan.

KOPPEL
We have only about 40 seconds left here, so Howard Teicher, very
quickly, do you think that the hostage plague is now over, or is it
inevitable that sooner or later someone will try it again?

MR TEICHER
I think for the near term the hostage crisis is over. It's key that
the US government and our allies make it clear to those states that
might support any type of terrorist behavior that they will be held
accountable, that there will be a price paid in some form or another,
and that the value to be attached to taking people hostages is no
longer what it used to be.

KOPPEL
All right, Howard Teicher, Ambassador Kharrazi, Tom Sutherland - let
me welcome you back, and through you, symbolically also welcome Terry
Anderson back. It's good to have you all horne again, and thank you
very much, all of you, for being with us. I'll be back in a moment
with a program note.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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PETER JENNINGS
The new civil rights law is in the news again. With the President's
signature hardly dry, a row has broken out over the fine print. And
as anyone who's ever read a contract knows, the fine print can be
everything. In the case of the civil rights bill, it has to do with
how the new law will be interpreted; what Congress intends and what
Mr. Bush wants the government bureaucracy to do. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH SIGNING LAW) In the Rose Garden yesterday, the issue seemed
settled: a civil rights law had been negotiated, passed by Congress
and was being signed by the President. (GRAY) Mr. Bush had
disavowed and called back White House counsel Boyden Gray's
restrictive interpretation of the law. The cosponsors were pleased
by the President's words of support.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
It was a statement of reconciliation; a statement of bringing the
country together on the issues of race.

SENATOR JOHN DANFORTH
The President has spoken and I would think that anybody who now
tries to undo the President's stated policy is going to have a
problem with the President himself.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH) But would they? The President had quietly approved a new
interpretation by Gray which actually gave businesses more
discretion in defending themselves against charges of discrimination
by women, blacks and other minorities. (DANFORTH) When he saw
that, Senator Danforth said the words were "plain wrong" and
"contradict" the wording of the bill. Senator Kennedy said he was
profoundly disappointed.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
They just haven't given up. But I don't think there's any question
about what the law is. When the President signs it, it isn't what
his interpretation of that law is, it's what the law is and it's
clear on its face and its clear what the draft is intending.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So what had seemed settled is not. These newest civil rights
guidelines will probably be challenged in court. Sponsors of the
law expect that their interpretation will be upheldl but they worry
it could take years for that to happen. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
The potential effect in the workplace of all this to-ing and fro-ing
about affirmative action guidelines is no less confusing than what
went on at the White House last night. The guidelines date all the
way back to 1965 and they cover more than 40 million workers. While
Mr. Bush said today they will remain in place, all the talk of a
directive phasing them out made workers and employers all across the
country anxious today. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONSTRUCTION SITE) Allover the country today, Hispanic and Black
workers are holding construction jobs because of federal orders that
require aggressive recruiting of minorities and women in the
workplace. But the prospective order created some apprehension.

ERNEST CAMACHO
It would send the wrong message, especially to those contractors who
are currently trying to make every effort to try to include
minorities and women in the workplace.

JOHN MARTIN
Civil rights laws passed by Congress and a series of guidelines from
presidents all the way back to Lyndon JOHNson encourage government
agencles and private firms with government contracts to hire
minority workers.

LARRY LORBER
And to. in effect, abolish it all by the stroke of the pen would not
only restate government policy, but would also leave a two plus
decade history of experience floundering.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH SIGNING BILL) That was the argument made by business
executives and members of the federal bureaucracy to deal with
minority issues. Many of them were astonished by the overnight news
reports of the proposed order.

JOSHUA SMITH / US COMM MINORITY HIRING
I was startled, I was surprised, but then the more I read the more
absurd it got in my ...as far as George Bush ...and I just felt that
he would not issue such an order.

JOHN MARTIN
Others, like former Democratic Congressman Parren Mitchell, worry
that just the discussion sent a mixed message.
So what is the net result of what took place today?

PARREN MITCHELL
Confusion. Absolute confusion. Did he mean it. didn't he mean it,
what was his objective?

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The President insisted his objective was to support
affirmative action, but the net effect of the last 24 hours has been
to raise doubts in the workplace. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY, ABC NEWS
The Bush - Quayle ticket will be on the Republican ballot for
President and Vice President next year. For the two of them and for
the Democrats yet to be chosen, it'll be a less - than - ideal time
to be running for office - the country's economic and social problems
being as severe as they are, with the solutions hard to find, but
they must be found somehow. (VO) We'll ask about this of today's
guest, Vice President Dan Quayle and, in future weeks, other
candidates. We'll have some background today from our man, Jack
Smith, and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and
Hodding Carter, here on our Sunday program. (on camera) Today's news
is that, in Louisiana, David Duke, the former Nazi and former Ku Klux
Klansman, lost and lost badly - 61 percent for Edwin Edwards to 39
percent for Duke. ABC's Jim Wooten is in New Orleans. Jim?

JIM WOOTEN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Into the wee hours in New Orleans' French Quarter, they
celebrated victory for their once and future governor. Edwards'
margin was stunning and seemed to surprise everyone except him.

GOV EDWIN EDWARDS, (D), LOUISIANA
Tonight, Louisiana became first - first to turn back the merchant of
hate, the master of deceit.

WOOTEN
(VO) Duke conceded the defeat of his candidacy, but not the message
of his campaign.

DAVID DUKE
That campaign is not over. It's only just beginning.

WOOTEN
(VO) His presence in this rancorous campaign energized an odd
coalition of blacks and whites, liberals and conservatives, Democrats
and Republicans, most of whom rejected Duke's claims that he is no
longer racist or anti - Semitic. They just didn't believe him. But
almost half of those who voted for Edwards said they were more
interested in stopping Duke. (on camera) They did stop him from
becoming governor, but that doesn't mean David Duke and his message
will now vanish from the politics of the South or the country. Given
his proven base and popularity, he needs only to enter a few
presidential primaries next year to become the RepUblicans' worst
nightmare. Jim Wooten, ABC News, New Orleans.

MR BRINKLEY
Jim, thank you. David Duke is standing by in Baton Rouge. Mr Duke,
come in, if you will, and tell us what happened yesterday and why
people did not believe you had ~ you denied your past. They didn't
believe you.

DAVID DUKE
Well, a lot of people did believe me. I mean, we received, according
to the Times - Picayune, 55 percent of the white vote. We got four
percent of the black vote, which is higher than many Republicans
receive, and we got 56 percent of the RepUblican vote in the State of
Louisiana. So most Republicans and most white people in my state did
believe me and we got beaten by power. We got beaten by the special
interests, by the massive political machines that were mobilized
against me. I was outspent dramatically and also, the people in my
state were given economic blackmail. They said if they voted for me,
we'd lose jobs, we'd lose business, we'd lose tourism and they were
really afraid of that. They endorsed the principles I believe in -
welfare reform, equal rights, neighborhood schools, not forced busing
and less taxes and less government. I think there's a message that's
corning out of this election that's just like eastern Europe.

MR BRINKLEY
Wasn't there some truth in the charge that if you were elected,
conventions and tourists would not come to Louisiana?

MR DUKE



I don't think there's any fundamental truth in that charge. That was
said when the ERA was passed here - nothing really happened. That was
said when pro - life legislation was passed here - nothing really
happened. But my opponents, through massive venom in our media here
and through a massive advertising campaign, were able to convince the
voters of that.

MR BRINKLEY
Do you have any further political plans?

MR DUKE
Right now, I don't have any plans to run for President. You know, I
do think that we need to address these issues in America. I think
that President Bush should not have signed the so - called Civil
Rights Bill. It reinstates the Griggs decision. It basically says
that a person is guilty until proven innocent, which reverses 200
years of jurisprudence. I don't believe in quotas. I believe in equal
rights. I think also, we shouldn't be opening our trade borders with
Mexico. If a company in Mexico doesn't pay decent wages and if it
pollutes the environment and then competes with American firms,
American working people and American businesses can't compete with
that kind of competition.

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Duke, thank you. Thank you very much. We asked Edwin Edwards to
come in this morning and tell us what he thought. He said he couldn't
make it. Otherwise, Secretary of State James A. Baker is in China. He
had a press conference this morning and said, in negotiating with the
Chinese leadership about human rights and other questions, he made
some progress. We'll be back with all the rest or today's program in
a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
A president can win wars, bring former enemies to the peace table and
accomplish all kinds of things, but in elections, the American people
are much happier, more likely to reelect him if they have money in
their pockets, if they feel their jobs are secure. Right now, many
American pockets are empty, many jobs are gone and of those
remaining, some are shaky, so the political prospects for both
parties are, to say the least, uncertain. Some background from Jack
Smith. Jack?

JACK SMITH, ABC NEWS
(VO) David, the Republican administration that earlier this year,
looked so invincible in the afterglow of the Gulf war and with a then
- reviving economy, now for the first time appears vulnerable to the
Democrats in next year's presidential election. Friday, the Dow Jones
stock index tumbled 120 points, its largest drop in two years, this
while pessimism about the economy is mounting, unemployment claims
are up, retail sales and wages are down. That was just the news this
week. Voters across the country are increasingly unhappy and tend to
blame the President for spending too much time on foreign affairs.

1ST AMERICAN VOTER
"When are you going to Americans?" That's what I would say to him.

2ND AMERICAN VOTER
If there was a good alternate to Bush, I would vote for him.

REP RICHARD GEPHARDT, MAJORITY LEADER
If the election were held today, I think it would be a very close
contest and I think Democrats would have a great chance of winning
the presidency.

SMITH
Indeed, polls this week show the President's popularity down so much
since the Gulf war that for the first time since being elected,
George Bush is in a dead heat with an unnamed Democrat, not that such
comparisons generally mean a lot, but it now looks like he faces a
challenge from the right as well. (VO) Conservative commentator Pat
Buchanan in reportedly getting ready to run, but more worrying for
the White House is former Ku Klux Klan leader, David Duke, who lost
yesterday's gubernatorial election in Louisiana. If he runs too, many
think he could siphon off as much as eight or 10 percent of the vote,
most of it from the President. (interviewing Would that be crucial
for George Bush in this election?

EDWARD ROLLINS, REPUBLICAN CONSULTANT
It would be crucial if it's a close election. If the election turns
out to be one in which Bush is drawing 51, 52 percent of the vote,
particUlarly across the South, it could make a difference in several
states. It could be significant.

SMITH
(VO) That's why the President next year will be relying on his Vice
President, Dan Quayle and his links with the Republican right wing.
Quayle has been the butt of jokes, but behind the scenes, has proven
an effective spokesman, taking on the nation's lawyers and this week
helping speed up the approval of new drugs. Still, neither his



loyalty nor his energy will help Bush with the electoral weaknesses
revealed by the recent upset in the Pennsylvania senate race.
Political unknown Harris Wofford defeated Bush's Attorney General
Richard Thornburgh by focusing on the economy and on health insurance
- middle class issues that Democrats say are being neglected by the
Administration.

RON BROWN, CHAIRMAN, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
Most people know now that George Bush is very vulnerable and he
should be 'cause he's had a do - nothing domestic agenda, a do -
nothing economic recovery policy for America.

SMITH
(VO) When the President put off a trip to Asia, the timing - the day

the election results came out - made it look like panic.
PRES GEORGE BUSH

An especially urgent piece of legislation should be passed.
SMITH

(Va) And this week, when the President signed onto a bill extending
benefits for the unemployed, after twice blocking an extension, he
appeared to be running scared.

REP DAN ROSTENKOWSKI, (D) CHAIRMAN, WAYS & MEANS COMMITTEE
If you're a middle income American, you get a tax cut.

SMITH
(Va) Democrats have now crafted a plan for middle class tax relief,

but the President's opposed because he fears it'll drive up interest
rates.

PRES BUSH
We're going to resist the quick - fix solutions out there.

SMITH
(va) With the President's aides reportedly divided over what to do,

the President has been blaming Congress for not passing a domestic
package that includes his crime and highway bills, but Democrats
think George Bush is missing the boat.

GEOFFREY GARIN, DEMOCRATIC CONSULTANT
The lesson of Harris Wofford in Pennsylvania is that there is a good
Democratic case for change on health care, on jobs and on education
and the Republicans haven't figured out the answer yet.

SMITH
Events are feeding Democratic fantasies that history can repeat
itself and George Bush become the Herbert Hoover of 1992. It is a
fantasy, but the White House has yet to come up with a concerted
campaign strategy or vision to counter it. David?

MR BRINKLEY
Jack, thank you. Coming next, our only guest today, the Vice
President of the United States, Dan Quayle, in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Vice President, thanks for coming.

J DANFORTH QUAYLE, VICE PRESIDENT
Thank you.

MR BRINKLEY
Pleased to have you with us. You know George Will and Sam Donaldson.
First, let's get this out of the way. Are you annoyed by nightclub
comics and television comics making jokes about you all the time?
Does that bother you?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Absolutely and I wish that you, David Brinkley, would tell them to
knock it off.

MR BRINKLEY
You do?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
You might have an impact on them.

MR BRINKLEY
I doubt it very much. It doesn't bother you, does it or does it?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
No, it doesn't.

MR BRINKLEY
Okay. George?

GEORGE WILL, ABC NEWS
David Duke was beaten, but got a majority of the white vote in an
American state. Are those voters racists or is something legitimate
bothering them that either party ought to address and does the
Republican Party have plans to address whatever legitimate grievances
that majority has?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
George, let's put this in perspective. First and foremost, it was a
complete repudiation, almost complete repudiation of David Duke. He
went down considerably from the election that he ran against United
States Senator Bennett JOHNson and much of the credit's got to go to
people like Buddy Roemer, the former Governor, David Treen and the



Republicans in Louisiana that were following the advice of the
Republican President, to say, "Swallow hard and support Edwin
Edwards," and they did. Republicans switched and voted for former
Governor Edwards and now David Duke has been thoroughly defeated.
Now, to your question - the message. The message of David Duke is
this, basically - big government, anti - big government, "Get out of
my pocketbook," cut my taxes, put welfare people back to work. That's
a very popular message. The problem is the messenger - David Duke,
neo - Nazi, ex - Klansman, basically a bad person. The people in
Louisiana have seen through it, so what the people were voting for -
what the people were voting for, I think, was the message, certainly
not the messenger, but the people of Louisiana, I give them a lot of
credit. They did the right thing.

MR WILL
There's another person threatening to take that message to New
Hampshire and elsewhere next year and that is Brother Buchanan from
the journalistic community. He says that there is precious little
conservative left about the Bush Administration. Taxes are high as a
percentage of GNP, federal outlays are high, the economy's stalled.
The President promised, as a candidate, to produce 30 million new
jobs. He's 29 million short at this point. What do you say to Pat
Buchanan and a lot of other conservatives who say, "We like what he
says"?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, first, I don't know whether Pat Buchanan's going to run for
President or not. If he does, so be it. I'm sure that he and the
people that support him have no illusion that he's going to be
elected President. But what Pat Buchanan says we will be more than
happy to point out some of the facts. First of all, most
conservatives, I'm convinced, will continue to support President
George Bush. This president does have a conservative agenda. He's the
one that is asking Congress to have a jobs tax cut creation bill,
known as the capital gains tax cut. He's the one that's holding down
spending. Is the economy in good shape now? No. And that's what it
is. It's the -

MR WILL
Pardon me, in what sense -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
- frustration level out there and I can identify with that.

MR WILL
In what sense is he holding down spending, since itls at an all -
time record?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, let me tell you, if the Democratic Congress had its way,
George, the spending would be a lot higher.

MR WILL
Is that the - but is that a - you're saying it could be worse?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, it'd be a lot worse. Any Democratic -

MR WILL
Can you go to the country, saying, "It could be worse"?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Could be worse, but lookit, the American people elected an divided
government. Now, we have to deal with a Democratic Congress, a
Democratic Congress that wants to spend far more than a RepUblican
president does and if you want to talk about spending, this president
has held down spending to what the Democratic Congress would give
him.

SAM DONALDSON, ABC NEWS
Mr Vice President, it is said that you and the inner circles at the
White House, along with Jack Kemp who goes public, wants a stimulus
package from the Administration, wants it now. Why won't the
President move?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Look, all of us want a stimulus package and we want it now and we'd
like to see it now.

MR DONALDSON
Except George Bush.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Oh, no. The President wants it now and let me tell you what -

MR DONALDSON
Well, where is his package, Mr Vice President?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Sam, you know this and 1 will say it again. It is on Capitol Hill, it
has been on Capitol Hill. Three is a silver bullet out there that
could help this economy and it is the jobs creation tax cut known as
the capital gains tax cut. It's been on Capitol Hill for a number of
years and it's been stopped by one United States Senator -

MR DONALDSON



Well, is that it, sir? I mean, is that it? Is that his package?
VICE PRES QUAYLE

That is part of the package. There are two other components to it.
MR DONALDSON

Well, has he proposed tax cuts for the middle class? Has he proposed

VICE PRES QUAYLE
There was a proposal that we supported that was a tax cut for the
middle class. Senator Dole offered it on the - on - in the Senate a
couple of weeks ago. But let me point out that this capital gains tax
rate reduction, it will create jobs. Nobody really argues with that
and one person up there has denied that capital gains tax cut from
becoming realiLy and putting - helping to put people back to work.

MR DONALDSON
Well, is the President -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
And George Mitchell -

MR DONALDSON
George Mitchell?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
- and therefore, let's not call this the "George Bush" recession. It
ought to be called the "George Mitchell" reception - recession.

MR DONALDSON
Well, 1S the President -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
He's the one that has held it back.

MR DONALDSON
Are you telling me, sir, that the President, then, is going to say to
Congress, "You will stay in session this year until you pass a
stimulus program for this economy"? Will he make that challenge?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
The President has said time and time again, "Pass my economic growth
package" - it's up there - but we're also saying, "Look, Congress, if
you're not going to pass the growth package, then, fine. Go home.
Talk to the American people and I'll tell you, the American people
are going to hold your feet to the fire and when you come back in
January, we'll talk again". And the President hasn't been -

MR DONALDSON
So he's not going to ask Congress to stay in session until it does
something?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
If they're willing to pass his economic growth package, we'd like to
have the Congress stay in session and pass it, but the Congress has
said they're not going to pass it.

MR DONALDSON
But may I - may I ask you about this credit card cap which, at the
moment, seems to be sweeping Capitol Hill - to cap credit card
interest rates at about 14 percent. I know the White House opposes
it. will the President veto it if it reaches his desk?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
I don't - first of all, I don't think - I'm not sure the Congress
will pass it now after what happened to the stock market Friday.
Congress likes to have both sides of an issue and this is a perfect
case for them 'cause now they're on record one week, supporting a
cap, and the next week, they'll say, "Oh, well, we really didn't want
to have the stock market react like this. Furthermore, there was no
debate on this issue and we didn't realize that millions of people
would lose their credit cards if we pass this legislation". And I
predict that Congress won't even pass it, but I don't -

MR DONALDSON
But if it should, sir?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
And furthermore, the President is going to resist this. He will
continue to resist it and it will not be -

MR DONALDSON
But if it should pass, will he veto it?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, I am convinced that the President - I'm not going to say
whether he will or not - that's the President's decision - but I -
let me just say this. I am confident that the President will make
sure that this does not become law and if that requires a veto, so be
it.

MR WILL
One major inhibition on federal action to stimulate or otherwise
right now is the budget deal, worked out about 14 months ago, set
severe restrictions on spending in three categories. People say,
"Look, it was negotiated under duress. The Soviet Union existed then,
it doesn't exist now. It's out of date. Let's scrap it". Other people
say, "Let's get right through the next election". What's the case for



VICE PRES QUAYLE

going through the next election with this budget deal about which no
one seems very happy?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, a couple of things. First of all, the people that want to scrap
the budget deal just want to basically emasculate national defense
and national security, in other words, just basically do away with
the Department of Defense and Dick Cheney and Colin Powell and
everybody else other there and the President's not going to have any
of that. Secondly, if you undo the budget agreement, you're going to
see spending - domestic spending, social spending - rise again and
that's what ~ that's what many people are after, just emasculate
defense - that doesn't mean we can't take reductions in defense. We
have and we will and therefore, let's not undo some very good
spending restraint caps that we have in the budget. But look, you're
heading into an election year - 1992 is going to be very important.
There's going to be a lot of politics and there'll be a lot of things
on the cable and we'll take chern one at a time.

MR BRINKLEY
Let me interrupt here briefly. We'll be back with more questions for
the Vice President in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Vice President, running for President is getting to be a very
popular thing to do. Next time, we may have - we will have George
Bush, I'm sure. We may have Mario Cuomo or somebody. Pat Buchanan is
said to be planning to run and I'm sure David Duke is going to run.
That's quite an array. You think the country could survive it?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
well, let's say it's going to be a very interesting presidential
campaign and as I have said before, that you in the media are going
to try to make it interesting and you got some interesting -
potentially some interesting public figures that mayor may not get
into the race. I don't know -

MR BRINKLEY
What will your role be in the next election, without regard for who's
running? What will your job be?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
That'll be a traditional role of the Vice President to advance -

MR BRINKLEY
You're not going to be the "pit bull," as you said once?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
well, I'll be the pit bull. When people start to attack the
President, I'll answer in kind and will be out there vigorously, not
only defending the President against unreasonable critics - and
there'll be a lot of unreasonable critics of this President - but I
will also be advancing his record. We have certain responsibilities
of raising money, political potpourri and -

MR DONALDSON
What do you think of that name that David just used, Mario Cuomo?
Everyone sort of thinks he may, if he chooses, get into the race this
comlng week. I don't have any idea about that.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Wait a minute. What do you mean? He - that's your man, Sam.

MR DONALDSON
Well, waiting for Mario -

Mario is your man.
MR DONALDSON

Waiting for Mario is getting a little tiresome, you know. It's -
VICE PRES QUAYLE

For you? Is it?
MR DONALDSON

Well, nothing personal, but my question to you, Mr Vice President, is
would he be the toughest? Would he be a tough a competitor? There is
a school of thought that says he'll be a pushover.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, if Mario decides to run, it will be a good Democratic primary
campaign, first. I can't imagine the Democratic challengers out there
to the President are going to just rollover and play dead just
because Mario decides to enter the presidential race. If he is the
nominee, go back and look at some of the stuff that was said in 1988.
At that time, we had another liberal, northeastern Democratic
governor. At that time, we talked the - or he talked about the
"miracle" of - or the "Massachusetts miracle" and we'll probably be
talking about the "nightmare of New York". There'll be a lot of
similarities.

MR DONALDSON
Well, who's going to run your campaign? JOHN Sununu is telling people
publicly that he's going to run the campaign out of the White House.



Is he?
VICE PRES QUAYLE

Look, the President will run the campaign and the President will make
the decision on who are going to be the campaign operatives. He has
not made that decision, but I would imagine, in a reasonable period
of time, that he will.

VICE PRES QUAYLE

MR DONALDSON
But will Sununu have a key role?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, absolutely. He's the Chief of Staff.

MR WILL
Mr Vice President, you are a supporter of term limits. In their
biggest test of 1991, they failed in the State of Washington. Can you
tell us why you think they failed in the State of Washington and if
you think term limits will indeed be enacted for Congress and if so,
how that will come about? What's the mechanism?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Two things - the reason they were defeated. One, the special interest
groups came in very heavily at the end of the campaign. And you tell
me the close association between my friends the Trial Lawyers of
America and the National Rifle Association - the only thing that they
have in common is that they like to keep people there, that they
don't want to see a change and they can deal with their own special
interest groups within this town. So special interests weighed in
very heavily. Secondly - and this is one of the problems, I'm getting
this enacted immediately - there was some merit to Speaker Foley's
comment that the people of Washington would be at somewhat of a
disadvantage if their elected representatives to Washington were
limited and the representatives they trotted out to California - if
the California representatives were not limited. And there's
something to that and that's why it's got to be across the board,
that it's probably not a good idea to do it one state at a time. So
what's going to happen is this, George. State legislators will be
limited. As you limit state legislators around the country, they're
going to start running against congressmen and women. They're going
to find out how difficult it is to beat an incumbent. They're going
to find out how unfair it is and how the special interests weigh in
and then, it will take petitions, et cetera, to change it by a
constitution - and I would predict that if a Constitutional amendment
is submitted to the American people, it will be ratified.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, there's one other thing. They made it retroactive in the State
of Washington -

That was another -
MR BRINKLEY

- which would have swept out the congressmen they already have -
VICE PRES QUAYLE

But even more than that, David -
MR BRINKLEY

- which is not the way to do it.
VICE PRES QUAYLE

Yeah. Yeah, even more than that, there is something that you have to
deal with on if the State of Washington representatives are limited
and others aren't because power in this town is awarded to those that
have been here a long time.

MR WILL
Two quick questions, one about the stock market. It will open on
Monday with a big bell. Where do you think it will go then and why do
you think it lost 120 points?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, I hope that it stabilizes.

MR WILL
But why do you think -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
That's above my pay grade, to start to predict the stock market. I
can predict other things. I think there are a number of factors. I do
believe that the Congress about to enact this legislation that would
cap credit cards was certainly a factor. There were some other
factors that an economist had told me about, but we also - George,
let's realize that we have been at historic highs for the stock
market, so to have it drop - no one likes to see it drop, but -

MR WILL
This -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
- we shouldn't be overly concerned.

MR WILL
The Administration and with some help from overseas came up with
evidence that two Libyans were involved in the bombing of Pan Am 103,



some of the human rights aspect. But if you want to see how a
country of Singapore has succeeded with economic development,
also say political development, though I do disagree -

MR DONALDSON
But isn't it a form of autocracy?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
- and when you talk about -

with
the

I would

that it is a reasonable surmise that the Libyan government was
involved. Now, previously, the Administration has said that is,
indeed, a poison gas plant in the desert in Libya.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Rabta.

MR WILL
Now, why would it not be a proportional and constructive contribution
to world peace to punish them for Pan Am 103 by blowing up that gas
plant in the deserL?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, first, we have very direct evidence on who these people are.
They were Libyans. When all the facts are out, you'll find that this
is an unbelievable investigation with pinpoint accuracy. Obviously,
the President is reviewing his options and he's consulting. One of
the ~ or one of the things that we learned from the Persian Gulf war
was the importance of having the coalition, having others involved
and the President is in the process of consulting our allies and -

MR WILL
On military actions?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
All sorts of options. I'm not rule any in or out. I don't think you
expect me to.

MR BRINKLEY
Sam, we have a few seconds left - quick question.

MR DONALDSON
Well, Mr Vice President, I noticed, in The Wall Street Journal, an
article on you recently, that you said you admired two former prime
ministers, Margaret Thatcher and Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore. Why do
you admire Lee Kuan Yew?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Because what he's done for Singapore and also his tremendous grasp of
geopolitics. He is one of the more interesting people I have talked
to. He has brought Singapore along to economic progress. I do
disagree with him -

MR BRINKLEY
But -

VICE PRES QUAYLE
- I do disagree with him on some of the human rights issues and think

MR BRINKLEY
Okay -

MR DONALDSON
You're aware, sir, that he has this Internal Security Act which jails
dissidents withollL trial?

VICE PRES QUAYLE
As I said - and I've talked to him about this and I do disagree

MR DONALDSON
Newspapers are kicked out.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Well, I was the one that took The Wall Street Journal's case to Lee
Kuan Yew to have them re - establish themselves in Singapore.

MR BRINKLEY
We've got to go, Sam. Mr Vice President, thank you. Thank you.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Thank you, David.

MR BRINKLEY
You're off the hook. Thanks very much for coming. Pleasure to have
you.

VICE PRES QUAYLE
Thank you.

MR BRINKLEY
Coming next, our discussion here - open to anything to that won't
cause legal problems - and joining us will be commentator Hodding
Carter, in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Well, we've got Pat Buchanan who's one of us, sort of, sort of
running for president, so it is said. We've got David Duke winning
the white vote in Louisiana. We've got the economy, which is in
trouble. What do you all want to talk about? George, you start.

MR WILL
Well, I want to start with one fact about this Louisiana vote, an



MR CARTER

extraordinary turnout - what, 80 percent, something like that?
MR BRINKLEY

Yes, highest ever.
MR WILL

Now, we hear it said all the time it is disgraceful and a shame that
so few Americans and it is a sign of national health when people vote
more. Well, one way you get a high turnout is to have a Nazi running
against a crook. I mean, make the - now, I'm not sure that's what we
want. This simply buttresses an old contention of mine that one
reason a lot of people don't vote is that they're reasonably content.

MR DONALDSON
Well, that's another thing. David Duke ~ the Vice President was
right, in my opinion. David Duke's message did not lose in Louisiana.
The messenger - and that shows the importance of who's actually
saying the words and who's putting forward the message - lost and
thank goodness he did. But the message of discontent is out there and
the Administration ought to pay attention to it and ought to put
forward some immediate stimulus package if they're going to try to
get out of the recession. Otherwise, George Bush is a dead duck.

HODDING CARTER, PBS COMMENTATOR
Well, but that's the point. The message and what is behind the
message also gets mixed up a lot of times. Louisiana's been in a
depression for six or seven years. The fact that some of the people
in Louisiana - and apparently 55 percent of the white folk - tend to
believe that the reason they had economic times is because a welfare
mother makes $41 a month with two children doesn't really get in the
way of reality, which is the problem is not the welfare system, the
problem is not affirmative action, it's a lousy economy. Now, a
demagogue named David Duke may try to play games with that. In fact,
national Republicans may try to play games with that by making people
believe it has something to do with welfare. It has something to do
with a lousy economy.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, why doesn't somebody offer an answer to that, the lousy
economy? What is the answer? Do you know? Does anyone know? David
Duke talked about it, but didn't have an answer.

MR CARTER
One of the answers thac it's not, actually, is trying to pretend that
there are little specific one - notes that are going to work. One of
these days, as the coming - together in Louisiana, which beat David
Duke, there's got to be some coming - together in which people say,
"Actually, we all have to do some trading off here. We're not going
to do some little simple thing that's going to kick this segment or
that segment and we're going to win". It's going to require the same
kind of sacrifice from a lot of people who have been not sacrificing
as the sacrifice that people have had give up.

MR BRINKLEY
What sacrifice are you talking about?

MR CARTER
I'm talking about sort of across - the - board willingness for
sometime to say, "Actually, we cannot continue to believe that
spending is going to be the way our children are going to better off,
that saving and investing is going to have to be - "

MR DONALDSON
well, we can spend if we'll pay for it, but I thought it was
interesting, David -

No, wait -
MR DONALDSON

- when you asked David Duke - at the end of your interview with him,
you said - if I recall your words - "Well, what are your plans now,"
or "Do you have any plans?"

MR BRINKLEY
Further political plans.

MR DONALDSON
And he said, "Well, I don't know whether I'm going to run for
President". You didn't ask him about the presidency. Of course, you
were right, he's going to run for president and Pat Buchanan's going
to run and Pat is not a Nazi -

MR BRINKLEY
Of course not.

MR DONALDSON
- and I think the President is in trouble when it comes to the right
wing crazies who have been part of the Republican Party. They'd have
to support -

MR BRINKLEY
well, won't that be some election with David Duke, Pat Buchanan,
George Bush and somebody from the Democrats -

MR DONALDSON



MR WILL

And Mario Cuomo. I was going to say -
MR BRINKLEY

If you have your way.
MR DONALDSON

Now, this is the last Sunday you're going to hear me say, "Where is
Mario?"

MR BRINKLEY
You mean, you're never going to mention him again?

MR DONALDSON
Well, I didn't say that.

MR BRINKLEY
All right.

Promise?
MR DONALDSON

No, I didn't say that.
MR WILL

Buchanan is not going to -
MR DONALDSON

The word is he's going to get in this week. Of course, live been
wrong before on that.

MR WILL
Pat Buchanan almost certainly will not be nominated in 1992, but
Truman in 1952 was challenged within his party in the primaries,
JOHNson in '68.

MR DONALDSON
Yeah, but George, Truman had a 21 percent popUlarity rating.

MR WILL
Gerald Ford was challenged in '76, Carter in 1980.

MR CARTER
And Jimmy Carter - and they all went.

MR WILL
The challengers didn't get elected in those years, but the other
party did, so it's a serious business.

MR CARTER
And the reason they were challenged not only had to do with the
economy, it had to do with the faults within their own parties, that
is, the fault lines. And the Republican coalition is now facing the
same kind of fault lines that the Democrats faced for a long time.
They are not natural allies, running up and down. The country - club
RepUblican, the social - issue RepUblican, the Southern Republican
are not all talking about the same thing.

MR DONALDSON
And it's interesting. Nest year, Bush is not, apparently, going to
have Jim Baker to manage his campaign. Jim Baker's the Secretary of
State and I think he's likely to remain that. If he has JOHN Sununu
managing it, I think that's going to be a drag on it.

MR CARTER
I wondered why you asked that question.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, I wondered why you -

MR DONALDSON
To drag in JOHN Sununu.

MR BRINKLEY
We got a roomful of smart alecks here. How would we solve the problem
with the economy? George, what would you do? Let's say you had the
power to do it. What would you do?

MR WILL
I would cut the capital gains tax. I'd even abolish the capital
gains.

MR BRINKLEY
It should be abolished.

MR WILL
Clearly, we cannot raise taxes in a recession. There is not a single
instance in human history of a recession being cured by increasing
the burden of government on people. You just can't do that now. But
one thing you'd do is you'd stop the Mickey Mouse. I mean, in the
first place, the President comes out and says, "What people need to
do is spend more money on their credit cards" - in other words, run
up more consumer debt to make a healthy economy - and therefore, the
banks ought to run down the interest rates". Then the Senate -
world's greatest deliberative body, they fancy themselves - without
really anything that can be called deliberation, vote 74 to 19 at the
behest of that economist D'Arnato from New York who you wouldn't trust
to run a lemonade stand. He's now going to set the interest rates on
credit cards. I mean, this is the kind of panicky, short - range
behavior that doesn't recognize a fact that I think Hodding's talking
about. We are now in arguably an 18 - year recession, since 19 -
since the oil shocks of '73 and we -



Qh, good.
MR BRINKLEY

MR DONALDSON
Well, I'll tell you what we have to do to get out of it.

MR WILL

Tell us, Sam. What?
MR DONALDSON

First of all, taxes are being raised. They're being raised by all the
states. There's a lot of fire and fight out there, but someone has to
pay the bill and with the federal government not being able to do it
and not doing it, the states have to take up the burden. If you think
your taxes aren't being raised, you're nuts. I wouldn't raise taxes
right now on Capitol Hill, but I wouldn't cut the capital gains tax.
That "trickle - down" idea that all the rich people should be allowed
to have this kind of money won't work.

MR WILL
It's nOL rich people.

MR DONALDSON
I would start cutting spending. And I'd put a means test in all of
our entitlement programs. I think we've got to get hold of Medicare.
We've got to get hold of Social Security. We've got to get hold of
those programs, not abolish them, not cut people off, but start means
testing and start reducing the expenditures there. We've got to get
hold of our fiscal side, David.

MR WILL
Would you means test Social Security?

MR DONALDSON
Yes, I would and I'm not running for pUblic office -

MR WILL
Would you means test - I guess not.

MR DONALDSON
- as you can tell. You bet I would. I think people who are wealthy,
just because they reach 65, shouldn't think that they have an
entitlement in that regard because if we don't, George, we're going
to have the kind of deficits in perpetuity and the kind of debt that
the country won't be able to handle.

MR CARTER
Consistency is all.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, I don't think the political courage to do that exists in this
country.

MR DONALDSON
I think the people are smarter, David.

MR CARTER
How about the political intelligence to hold to a policy long enough
for people to understand that there actually is a policy, as opposed
to a rolling set of expedients? I mean, one of the problems is just
simply the idea that no one is serious about this, that every year,
we want to change whatever the prescription was from the year before.
Neither our foreign friends, the Japanese and the Germans, believe
we're serious, nor the American people. They look up here and we keep
saying there's some new trick to it. There's no trick to it. You've
got to have an economic policy over time, which says burdens are to
be shared equitably and the long term is more important than the
short. And that really does mean - that really does mean that you
cannot be out there -

MR DONALDSON
Well, we should break the budget agreement, the so - called budget
agreement. That should be broken apart so that monies can be
transferred back and forth, so some savings in the defense area can
be applied to middle income tax relief, can be applied to areas
within the -

MR CARTER
Well, George actually would agree that the budget agreement's not the
greatest thing that ever worked, but you better be able to say,
before you bust it, what you're going to do with it in some way that
makes some sense, rather than what will happen, as the Vice President
was saying, in a piecemeal way in 1992 - bockity - bockity - bockity
- and we're in real trouble.

MR DONALDSON
Yeah, I like that.

MR BRINKLEY
We've got a few seconds. George, I'll give you the last word because
you had the first word.

MR WILL
The Tax Foundation in this town says the average American family
works until May 8th this year - a record now, May 8th - just to pay
their tax bills. It's too much and the American people want to work
only until April.



MR BRINKLEY
Ten years ago today, it started like this.

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News in Washington, This Week With David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY
Good morning. We're glad to have you with us. We have a new Sunday
program for you which we hope you will find useful. We will look at
what has been happening, what is happening now and what we can see
happening next week.

MR BRINKLEY
(VOl We started here with arguments about the federal budget and
spending and over these 10 years, nothing has changed. On that first
program, we were to talk with David Stockman and how, scandalously,
he told the truth about the budget process, but he didn't show up.

DAVID BRINKLEY
Why, at the last minute, did he back out of appearing on ABC's new
Sunday program? Because he figured - and probably rightly - that that
would keep it alive for another week and he wants it to die of
natural causes and quickly and to force people to talk about
something else - anything.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And we have talked about anything else and everything else for
10 years now and while we didn't get Stockman, we got about everybody
else you ever heard of.

COL MUAMMAR QADDAFI
We refuse to bow our heads in front of America and we refuse to be
agents or under the domination of America and we refuse to be slaves
of America.

REV JESSE JACKSON, OPERATION PUSH
Republicans disregarded us and Democrats held us in contempt, so
actually, we're fed up with the both of them.

BISHOP DESMOND TUTU, NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNER
And I would say that the West has been trying to persuade the white
South Africans since 1948. Isn't it time that they listened to the
victims of apartheid?

FERDINAND MARCOS,
If all these childish claims
settled, I think we'd better

PRESIDENT OF THE PHILIPPINES
to popularity on both sides have
settle it by calling an election

to be
right

MR BRINKLEY
Okay, thank you all. Thank you all. This, today, was our 525th time
we had this program, 10 years today, and we'll be back with a few
words about that, in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

now.
MR BRINKLEY

{VOl Some won, some lost, but they argued their cases here on Sunday
mornings.

ADOLFO CALERO, CONTRAS MILITARY LEADER
We are not running a Roman circus. We're running a guerrilla war.

ROBERT MCFARLANE, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER
The issue, Sam, is that at no time did we send, did we authorize, did
we otherwise encourage anything to a terrorist anywhere.

ALEJANDRO BENDANA
People want to stop fighting. People do not want to continue to get
killed in Nicaragua on account of a US war.

REP JIM WRIGHT, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
I have violated no rule, I'm certain. I may have done some things one
time and another in my career that were bad judgment, but whatever
mistakes I made, they've not been dishonest.

JOHN TOWER, DEFENSE SECRETARY DESIGNATE
"I hereby swear and undertake that, if confirmed, during the course
of my tenure as Secretary of Defense, I will not consume beverage
alcohol of any type or form, including wine, beer or spirits of any
kind".

MR BRINKLEY
{VOl Gradually, it became a world - wide forum for politics, war and
peace.

SEN PHIL GRAMM, (R), BUDGET COMMITTEE
Balancing the budget's like going to heaven. Everybody wants to do
it, they just don't want to do what you have to do make the trip.

MOHAMED AL-MASHAT, IRAQI AMBASSADOR TO THE US.
You will be - you will be humiliated and you - it will be the
beginning of the downfall of America.

JAMES A. BAKER, SECRETARY OF STATE
We still have a very dangerous dictator here. He remains armed to the
teeth. He is threatening a critical region of the world at a defining
moment in history.

GEN NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF, COMMANDER, ALLIED FORCES IN THE GULF
He has miscalculated one more time. I think he had absolutely no idea



of what he was going to be up against and I think he's probably in a
state of semi - shock right now, trying to figure out what to do.

YITZHAK SHAMIR, ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER
To talk, to negotiate ~ this is the way to get peace.

ANDREI KOZYREV, RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
And this will be one of the immediate concerns for us, to change
fundamentally the foreign borders of the Soviet Union and of Russia
in order to recognize openly that the western democracies are our
best friends and -

KAMEL ABU JABER, JORDANIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
When reasonable men get together - and I hope that the other side is
reasonable, the Israeli side, I mean - I think a solution is always
possible.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) Some thoughts from a man who helped define the decade.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
I like people and I think the heroes of the world and of America are
all out there on those streets and going to jobs in the morning and
so forth. And they are heroes.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO} We'd got a lot of answers from our guests over the years, but
some days are easier than others.

SAM DONALDSON
Well, you ducked the question, Mr Secretary.

ALEXANDER HAIG, SECRETARY OF STATE
Well, I'm sometimes very good at that, Sam, but now, why don't you
ask it again?

GEORGE WILL
Are you prepared to name your vice presidential choice?

SEN GARY HART, (0), PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Yes.

GEORGE WILL
who?

SEN HART
I'm prepared. I didn't say I would.

GEORGE WILL
Oh, give us a break.

SAM DONALDSON
So you think, in the case of the Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko, the
US government was correct?

MARGARET THATCHER, BRITISH PRIME MINISTER
You know, I'm always the essence of sweet reasonableness.

GEORGE WILL
Tomorrow, when these documents are released, will people say that the
Ferraro - Zaccaro household has paid its fair share?

REP GERALDINE FERRARO, DEMOCRATIC VICE PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEE
They sure will and George Will, tomorrow afternoon, you're going to
call me up and apologize for your column of today.

SAM DONALDSON
You don't use drugs?

MAYOR MARION BARRY, (D) WASHINGTON, DC
I'm not - I'm not causing those murders. Those murders are caused by
people -

SAM DONALDSON
Mr Mayor, let me just ask you - you don't use drugs?

MAYOR BARRY
No, absolutely not.

SAM DONALDSON
You seem to be saying it is, in fact, negotiable.

MOSHE ARENS, ISRAELI DEFENSE MINISTER
Well, I don't see you as a representative of the Syrian or Jordanian
or Jordanian ~ Palestinian delegation.

SAM DONALDSON
Oh , I am not, I assure you. I am not.

MR ARENS
Well, and I don't feel that I should negotiate with you.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And some days, nothing worked.

DAVID BRINKLEY
In the meantime, we can hear you. While we're fixing the picture,
tell us what you think about the Social Security problem and how you
would like to see it dealt with.

1ST GUEST
Well, first of all, when I ran for office, I made this commitment. We
made a commitment to the people -

DAVID BRINKLEY
Well, we don't hear the audio, either, do we? Dr Giamatti of Yale
University will not be with us today, as announced, because he could
not get to the studio. He is fogged in on Martha's Vineyard.



REP WRIGHT

REP WRIGHT
If we fully trusted the Soviet Union -

DAVID BRINKLEY
We have a satellite problem.

GEORGE WILL
Are you bearing this in mind and what is your information to do with
- General there, I'm not sure you can hear me, having dropped your
ear piece.

DAVID BRINKLEY
Thank you for being with us today.

REP WRIGHT
Thank you, David.

PETE WILSON,
David, first, I can tell

(R) SENATOR - ELECT, CALIFORNIA
you that I can hear Chic Hecht very well. My

DAVID BRINKLEY
Well, maybe you can tell us what he said.

SEN WILSON
My preference - I'd be happy to transmit for him.

DAVID BRINKLEY
- along with Pierre Salinger, the -

2ND GUEST
Still can't get it out, but it's all right.

SAM DONALDSON
Just take a deep cough. I mean, that always helps.

DAVID BRINKLEY
I'm sorry about the satellite, but it came back on.

REP WRIGHT
It was a Communist plot, David?

DAVID BRINKLEY
Well, it probably - it may have been. If so, we'll let you know what
happened. Anyway -

Thanks, pal.
MR BRINKLEY

(VO) Usually, the world came to us and we went around the world to
summits and conventions, from a 13th century castle in Germany to a
mountain stream in Colorado.

DAVID BRINKLEY
Should they have moved the US capital to Colorado?

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And there were mornings when the world intruded on us.

BOB DYK, ABC NEWS
Helmeted police, carrying riot shields and clubs, stormed Solidarity
Union headquarters without warning and -

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) The triumphs of tyranny:

2ND ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT
(VO) The Filipino opposition leader, Benigno Aquino, was being led
off the aircraft in a quiet, almost friendly manner. Minutes later,
shots rang out.

3RD ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT
The battles continued into Sunday morning, with tanks and troops
finally forcing students to evacuate Tiananmen Square, running for
their lives.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) Triumphs of democracy:

GEORGE WILL
Can you tell us how much of the army is no longer loyal to Mr Marcos?

JUAN PONCE ENRILE, FORMER PHILIPPINE DEFENSE MINISTER
It is a sizable group.

4TH ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT
(VO) After 27 years in prison, Nelson Mandela walked out today, a
free man.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) Terrorism and tragedy:

5TH ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT
(VO) In the early light this morning, American and French troops
picked their way through the rubble of two compounds in Beirut,
searching for their comrades.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) Wac

6TH ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT
(VO) A hundred tanks, maybe more, crossed the Lebanese border this
morning.

DAVID BRINKLEY
The ground war started this morning as the Americans and their allies
attacked with massive firepower that shook the earth.

MR BRINKLEY



SAM DONALDSON

(VO) Peace:
PETER JENNINGS, ABC NEWS

Well, David, I think your assumption is perfectly correct. Something
is clearly happening because at this moment, Mr Reagan and Mr
Gorbachev are holding a fourth, unexpected meeting.

MR BRINKLEY
{VOl And of course, money, politics, taxes, Washington:

PRES REAGAN
If Ronald Reagan, do solemnly swear -

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And there were some days:

DAVID BRINKLEY
As for the news since the Sunday morning papers, there isn't any, so
we'll be back with today's program in a moment.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) We've always had background reports from "our man" to layout
the issue before we talk about it - JOHN MARTIN, Jim Wooten, Jack
Smith were our mainstays over the years - and some of ABC's best
correspondents reported from their own locations.

GEORGE WILL
- that we exclude the evidence because we don't like how it was got -

SAM DONALDSON
Oh, horsefeathers.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And we had our little discussions and disagreements among more
or less reasonable men and women.

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANT
Senator Biden, it seemed to me, was at a loss to find a word to
describe the behavior of Mr Meese. I will submit one. I think it was
perhaps -

Some people say -
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANT

It's certainly not illegal, perhaps not unethical. It was certainly
tacky.

GEORGE WILL
- and egos get involved In an entire disproportionate process -

SAM DONALDSON
George, Lhat's wrong.

HOODING CARTER, PBS COMMENTATOR
I would have to - I'd have to really disagree.

SAM DONALDSON
Go ahead, Hodding, and then I'm going to have a crack at it.

MR CARTER
It's a nice transition to go from S&L to Oliver North.

DAVID BRINKLEY
It is a nice one.

MR CARTER
It is, I'll tell you why - because we had a group of people who
raided and raped the treasury. We had another group of people who
raided and raped the Constitution.

BOB MAYNARD, "THE OAKLAND TRIBUNE"
In a society that has been crippled by racism, if you don't like
these mechanisms, what mechanisms do you like?

SAM DONALDSON
Well, the -

COKIE ROBERTS, ABC NEWS
Look, the fact of the matter is white men ought to be very grateful
for affirmative action programs when it comes to universities.
Otherwise, they would be the minority in most freshmen classes.

SAM DONALDSON
Well, that's a sexist thing from you, Cokie Roberts.

COKIE ROBERTS
And it's also a correct one.

GEORGE WILL
The average eighth grader in the United States spends five and a half
hours a week doing school work -

SAM DONALDSON
Okay, in school work, George -

GEORGE WILL
Wait a minute. Just simmer down. Just five and a half -

SAM DONALDSON
Well, that's twice you've said that and I think if we check the
transcript, I've simmered down mainly during this monologue of yours.

MR BRINKLEY
(VO) And at the end, I've offered a few smart - alecky remarks.

DAVID BRINKLEY
When the candidates first start making small noises about running for
president, send them all up in a Goodyear blimp with some bottled



water, Spam, Ritz crackers and clean shirts and require them by law
to stay at least 1,000 feet off the ground until one month before
election day. Then they'll be allowed to come back. A court here in
Washington ruled that the Food and Drug Administration must test and
approve the drug used by some states for lethal injections to execute
criminals - test it to see if it's quick and effective. How is Food
and Drug going to test it? Whom will they test it on? It says that
within 30 days afte~ the last nuclear blast, the IRS will be all set
up to assess, collect and record tax payments and ready to issue, as
necessary, new forms on how to keep your taxes paid during the
emergency. It says in the areas of the country hardest hit,
delinquent taxpayers will be given a little extra time. Otherwise,
taxes will be collected as usual.

MR BRINKLEY
Terry Irving and tape editor Larry Shaw worked on that for weeks, so
we thank them. So that's 525 Sunday programs, some good, some not;
1,853 guests, some interesting, some boring; 4,680 gallons of coffee,
some good and some barely drinkable. Sam Donaldson ate only the
chocolate off 3,120 doughnuts and let the rest of them in little
piles on his plate, which is kind of unattractive. Our thanks to you
for staying with us and we would like now to recognize those who have
helped us get all this done for 10 years.
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(VO) As the peace talks begin, signs of a serious division between
Palestinians in the occupied territories: those Palestinians who are
for peace talks and against the hard - line ways of the past, and
those who vow never to surrender in their fight against Israel.
Tonight, we'll talk with PLO chairman Yasir Arafat.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline, the peace conference. Substituting for
Ted Koppel and reporting from New York, Barbara Walters.

WALTERS
The man who has been a major player in the Middle East for longer
than almost anyone else is not at the Madrid peace conference, but
tonight he's demonstrating that he must still be reckoned with.
Earlier this evening, a PLO spokesman was quoted as saying that Yasir
Arafat gave final approval to the speech the Palestinian delegation
is scheduled to give at the peace talks tomorrow. It's a story that,
if true, could threaten the chances for any real progress, because
Israel has refused to deal with the PLO. Tonight I talked with Yasir
Arafat, and he denied the story, although he did say that wherever
there are Palestinians, he'll be there. Mr Arafat also denied that
Palestinians are behind recent terrorist attacks in Israel, charging
that Iran is to blame. You'll see the Arafat interview in just a few
minutes, but first, a report on Palestinians living in the Israeli -
occupied territories. The peace conference is highlighting the fact
that Palestinians share something in common with the Israelis; not
all of them agree on which way the peace process should go. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) This was the day the Middle East turned and watched itself from
a distance. From television, Israeli settlers on the West Bank
learned that Presidents Bush and Gorbachev had been welcomed to Spain
to discuss the fate of the region. They watched the American
president say everyone has the right to live within secure borders,
but both sides may have to sacrifice.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
Peace cannot depend upon promises alone. We believe that territorial
compromise is essential for peace.

MARTIN
(VO) In East Jerusalem, Palestinians watched with worry and a little
wonder. They pointed to delegates like old friends. They rated
performances. When the Egyptian foreign minister laid out the case
for Palestinian rights, he won their vote.

1ST PALESTINIAN
Of course, he was very, very, very good, more than Bush and
Gorbachev.

MARTIN
(VO) But they saw no sign of the PLO, except for a piece of cloth, a
kefiah, the headdress everyone associates with Yasir Arafat, draped
on the shoulders of Palestinian delegate Saeb Erakat. Back home in
the Middle East, this was the day Palestinians tried to dispel
Israeli fears about their reputation for violence. At a small town in
the Gaza Strip, where dozens of comrades have died in demonstrations
over the past three years, the Palestinians gave an Israeli soldier
balloons for his Jeep. He put them up; there was an atmosphere of
celebration. At a town called Khan Yunis, in the southern Gaza,
Palestinians turned out by the thousands to demonstrate their support
for the peace conference. They carried olive branches and whistled.
They carried the PLO flag and called out the name of Yasir Arafat.
Their message: justice through peace talks. They weren't alone. In
Ramalah, dozens of Palestinians drove through town, blowing horns and
waving olive branches.

2ND PALESTINIAN
We are a peaceful people here. We are not terrorists we are not
against peace.



3RD PALESTINIAN

MARTIN
(VO) In Jerrin, Palestinians marched and fired in the air. It looked
threatening, but from behind their masks they said they support the
peace conference. But not everyone did. In the same town of Jerrin, a
small band of masked men fired in the air and carried a banner
calling for armed struggle. Again in Ramalah, two masked young men,
Islamic fighters from a group called Hamas, said they reject the idea
that the Israelis will compromise.

3RD PALESTINIAN
We are going to lose everything in Madrid.

MARTIN
Why are you so certain of that? Isn't it possible there would be some
compromises?

No.
REV AUDEN RANTISI

These young people who are sharing this with you, they have been born
under occupation, and they haven't seen anything good about
occupation. Occupation is a terrible thing for any people, because
they have lost the opportunity for education, opportunity for a
vocation in life, and so therefore, you know, they cannot see any
bright future.

MARTIN
(va) But in East Jerusalem, there was talk of a bright future. Arab
shopkeepers staged a strike to show their support for the peace
conference, and a businessman said the future holds promise for
neighbors of a Palestinian state.

4TH PALESTINIAN
We will be independent and we will have our own government. Of course
we will live in peace with Israel and with the rest of the world.

MARTIN
(Va) An Israeli woman said she might now be able to visit Syria.

1ST ISRAELI
that they will seek and talk peace, and if we have to
so we will, and if they have to give something, I
too.

It's
give
hope

about time
something,
they will,

MARTIN
If that's the spirit that develops in Madrid, there's little doubt
here that the anxieties of the Israelis and the anger of the
Palestinians will ultimately be channeled into positive new
directions, but for the moment, both sides here are uncertain. (Va)
At Bethlehem University this week, a rally called to denounce the
peace conference drew several hundred students, including a group of
outside leaders who also reject the idea of accommodation. But as it
began, a student leader who favors the conference stood up and called
for a walkout. About a third of the audience got up and walked out to
show their approval of the peace talks. After the departure, a hooded
figure denounced Arab brethren who chose to go to Madrid.

5TH PALESTINIAN
(through interpreter) Those Arabs who always speak about unity are
now participating with the Americans in destroying this unity.

MARTIN
(VO) With so much dissension, some believe the conference has helped
widen a gap that was growing between Palestinians inside the
territories and PLO leaders outside, but Palestinian lawyer and
writer Jonathan Khuteb sees it instead as a transformation which
poses a more fundamental question. (interviewing) Has Yasir Arafat
lost power as a result of this?

JONATHAN KHUTEB
Not at all, not at all. Quite the contrary. I think Yasir Arafat now
has more support on the inside, which enables him to deal with the
more extreme elements on the outside. Today, the sense of power of
the PLO and of Yasir Arafat is in the occupied territories. It is
here that he gets the courage to be moderate.

WALTERS
When we come back, our interview with PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Just a few hours ago, I talked with PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat. Mr
Arafat spoke to us from Marrakech, Morocco, where he was visiting
with King Hassan of Morocco. (interviewing) Mr Arafat, all your life
you have worked towards establishing what you consider the rights of
your people. Now there is a peace conference in Madrid, and you are
not there. How does that make you feel?

YASIR ARAFAT, PLO CHAIRMAN
Who told you that I am not there?

WALTERS
Well, you are not there in person?

MR ARAFAT



Well, you see, any Palestinians who are there in the role is
representing me personally and representing the PLO, because every
Palestinian inside the occupied territories or outside it, according
to our charter, according to our constitution, is a member in the
PLO.

WALTERS
So even though you are not there in body, you are there every other
way?

MR ARAFAT
No doubt. As I told you, it is clear and obvious, and I have full
confidence with all of them, with the Palestinian delegation, with
any Arab delegates within the conference, and also with all our
friends in the same conference.

WALTERS
A PLO spokesman claims that your aides have helped to write the
opening statement by the Palestinian delegation that will be
delivered at Madrid. Is that true, and if so, what will it say?

MR ARAFAT
You see, as I told you, we have an embassy there in Madrid, and we
have by different means contacts with the steering committee, but not
with the delegation directly.

WALTERS
Well, what will be said tomorrow by the delegation? What have you
personally instructed them?

MR ARAFAT
I didn't give instruction - instruction for them.

WALTERS
Does the PLO - and this means you - have to approve any deal struck
with the Israelis by the Jordanian - Palestinian delegation?

MR ARAFAT
I would like to ask why you are asking me this question?

WALTERS
Well, because -

MR ARAFAT
Because you are - every person is in need of the PLO approval. Then
why Shamir and his cabinet - and not all the Israelis, only Sharnir
and his cabinet and some of his Likud hosts - is trying to cover the
sun with their fingers. For how long?

WALTERS
Mr Arafat, last night on this program, a member of the Jordanian -
Palestinian delegation told us that, in return for Israeli
concessions, the Palestinians would agree to an interim period of
autonomy and ultimately a future confederation with Jordan. Is - do
you accept that? Is this the PLO position per se?

MR ARAFAT
We are ready to establish a confederate relation between Palestine
and Jordan, according to free choice between the two brotherly
peoples.

WALTERS
If the Israelis do what?

MR ARAFAT
To follow up what has been declared by President Bush's initiative,
peace for territories, implementation of 242 and 338, which means
withdrawal from the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories,
including East Jerusalem, and the political legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people, according to the international legality and
United Nations resolutions.

WALTERS
East Jerusalem is not even being discussed at this conference. Does
it have to be part of the agreement for an autonomy?

MR ARAFAT
To speak frankly, Barbara, do you think that this can be accepted by
the Palestinians or by the Arabs or by the Moslems or by the
Christians? No Palestinian, no Arab, no Christian, no Muslim can
accept the Israeli slogans concerning Jerusalem.

WALTERS
So it isn't just territorial concessions or land for peace. Jerusalem
is part of the picture, even for an interim agreement of autonomy?

MR ARAFAT
That is clear and obvious. We have not only - it is not only a
Palestinian subject or a Palestinian cause. It is an Arab cause, it
is a Muslim cause, it is a Christian cause. And according to this, we
can't avoid or we can't accept the Israeli slogans concerning
Jerusalem.

WALTERS
In a moment, more of our interview with PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Continuing our interview with PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat.



(interviewing) ChaiLman Arafat, the autonomy proposal sounds rather a
lot like the deal offered to the Palestinians at Camp David. It was
also autonomy and then negotiations at some future point. What's
changed? You wouldn't accept it then.

MR ARAFAT
Camp David is not my platform. My platform, as has been declared by
President Bush, political, legitimate rights of the Palestinian
people, according to the international legality and the United
Nations resolutions.

WALTERS
If you -

MR ARAFAT
We are more than six million Palestinians, and the self -
determination is a sacred right for the Palestinian people, for all
the people allover the world. It is one of the main items in the
American institution and in the United Nations charter.

WALTERS
Mr Arafat, if you were to have an interim agreement of autonomy, how
many years are you talking about before you would insist on -

MR ARAFAT
Let us have - the Baltic example, or Namibia, modern, which actually
an American solution in Namibia. We can accept the same as has been
done in Namibia, or in the Baltic states.

WALTERS
I want to ask about something else that has been taking place this
week. Earlier this week, two Israeli civilians were killed in an
attack on a b~s. Were you aware of this operation before it was
conducted?

MR ARAFAT
Definite not. Definite not.

WALTERS
Definite - do you condemn -

MR ARAFAT
Definite not. But in the same time, you have to remember how many
Palestinians have been killed within the last week. During the air
raids, yesterday, early in the morning, one woman had been killed and
three had been wounded in Gaza. Another child has been killed beside
Ramalah. Okay? As you see, we are facing oppression, we are facing
crimes, and I had repeated many times that this oppression and these
crimes from the Israeli officials and from the Israeli army and from
the Israeli armed settlers were response, negatively, in the whole
peace process. For how long?

WALTERS
Well, it is tragedy on both -

MR ARAFAT
We are looking to achieve peace, real peace.

WALTERS
It is tragedy on both sides.

MR ARAFAT
No doubt.

WALTERS
Mr Chairman, do -

MR ARAFAT
And for this we have to work hard to achieve real peace.

WALTERS
- right. But you -

MR ARAFAT
Just peace.

WALTERS
Do you condemn this violence?

MR ARAFAT
From both sides.

WALTERS
From both sides?

MR ARAFAT
But not to forget that these are opposition - these are from fanatic
groups who have held their meetings in Teheran, but what is going now
against my people, against my masses, against our children, our
women, was official organized terrorism from the state -

WALTERS
If you -

MR ARAFAT
- from the cabinet, orders from the Israeli cabinet, from the Israeli
army.

WALTERS
- are you saying that the violence that was caused this week, or the
attack, came out of Iran, was orchestrated by Iran?

MR ARAFAT
They have declared it, Barbara. You know that they have declared it,



WALTERS

many - officially that they will continue in this communique which
has been declared recently in Teheran.

WALTERS
Mr Chairman, if you yourself could sit across the table right now
from Yitzhak Shamir and negotiate, without rhetoric, without history
lessons on either side -

MR ARAFAT
And without preconditions.

WALTERS
- what - all right, with no preconditions, what sort -

MR ARAFAT
Without preconditions, I have declared it many times, you know,
Barbara.

WALTERS
- well, what I wonder is, if you were sitting there yourself, what
sort of compromise - compromise - would you try to strike?

MR ARAFAT
Let us search for peace of courageous men, like De Gaulle. Or if not
- if there is no De Gaulle in Israel, why not to search for de Klerk
in - like South Africa, and now Mandela has opened talks with -
between de Klerk and Mandela.

WALTERS
I have one final question, okay?

MR ARAFAT
Okay.

WALTERS
All right. You have devoted your entire life to your people, to
trying to have their independence, their independent state. To so
many, you are a hero. To some few of the younger people who are now
questioning your strategies, your effectiveness, you and I have
talked for so many years, I am getting older, some are saying that
you are, perhaps, too old and should step down?

MR ARAFAT
I am not too old.

WALTERS
How does that make you feel?

MR ARAFAT
Maybe you are too old, but not - I am not too old.

WALTERS
I'll settle for that.

MR ARAFAT
You are still - you are beautiful and young, Barbara.

WALTERS
Well, I'd like to tell you that compliments will get you nowhere, but
I think on this note I will close with, I am sure, wishes on all
sides that this peace conference does succeed. I thank you, Chairman
Arafat, for being with us tonight.

MR ARAFAT
Thank you, but in the same time, I am sure that we will have our
independent state sooner or later, and you have an open invitation to
visit me in Palestine.

WALTERS
Thank you, Mr Arafat.

MR ARAFAT
Thank you.

We'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Let me tell you about my colleagues. Tomorrow on PrimeTime Live, an
undercover investigation into the secret weapon in the anti -
abortion campaign, phony abortion clinics. That's our report for
tonight. I'm Barbara Walters in New York. I will be with you again
tomorrow night, and for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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BARBARA WALTERS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN,

BARBARA WALTERS
(VO) It's now Wednesday morning in Madrid where, in just a few hours,
Arabs and Israelis will begin face - to - face talks aimed at ending
generations of fighting. Tonight, a conversation that couldn't have
taken place a week ago, a Palestinian and an Israeli talk directly to
each other about the chances for peace.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline, the peace conference. Substituting for
Ted Koppel and reporting from New York, Barbara Walters.

WALTERS
One of the criticisms of the Middle East peace conference in Madrid
is that it will be ~iLtle more than a photo opportunity, that with so
much attention and so little time, there will be little substantive
work done in the opening session. But consider this. There have been
five wars between Arabs and Israelis since 1948, Syria is still
technically at war with Israel, and there have never been face - to -
face talks between Israeli officials and Palestinian leaders. The
fact that there is any formal contact at all between Israel and the
Arabs should be taken as a sign of progress. The talks begin
tomorrow, wiLh opening remarks by the sponsors, President Bush and
Soviet President Gorbachev. It's the first step in a process that
could take years. ABC's Jim Laurie is in Madrid, and he's outside the
royal palace, where the talks will be held. Jim, what can you tell
us?

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Barbara, in just a few hours, as you said, right here at the 200 -
year - old royal palace, the talks will begin. There'll be the
opening statement by the host country, Prime Minister Gonzalez will
speak, then President Bush and Mr Gorbachev will also have their
turn. The only Middle Eastern nation to speak today will be Egypt.
The real heated conversations and discussions will begin tomorrow,
when the other delegates have their opportunity. But during the day
Tuesday, there were some remarkable encounters leading up to the
opening. The Israeli prime minister, Yitzhak Shamir, sat down for the
first time with President Gorbachev. (VO) It was the first top -
level meeting between the two states since before the 1967 Arab -
Israeli war. The two nations had only reestablished diplomatic
relations 10 days ago. Shamir, during the day, again reiterating his
position that he has no intention of trading land for peace at this
conference. (on camera) The Palestinians, meanwhile, were very
active, at least with the media. (VO) In fact, they were involved in
a tremendous crush of reporters and cameras as they came into the
press center here in Madrid. They were nearly crushed in their
attempt to get the word out that they were upbeat about the talks,
they had high expectations, the delegation adviser and spokesperson,
Hanan Ashrawi, saying at the same time that she denied any
suggestions that she or her delegation had anything to do with
provocations in the Israeli - occupied territories, in terms of
violence there. (on camera) And finally, the Syrian delegation
arrived during the day. (VO) They have said very little so far, have
kept a very low profile, but of course it has been very critical that
the Syrians take part. It was the Syrians agreeing with Secretary
Baker to come here that broke the deadlock and made these talks
possible. Barbara?

WALTERS
Thanks, Jim. Jim, at the news conference today, President Bush said
that the US is in Madrid as a catalyst. So is there anyone else there
who can exert real influence in the negotiations?

LAURIE
Well, I would say the United States is the principal influence
broker, if you would. There are others who are trying, for example,
Egypt held a coordination meeting today with other Arab states, and
the Egyptian delegates have been told that they should provide, as
much as they can, a go - between effort between the Palestinians and
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the Israelis. The hope, Egyptian sources tell us, is to urge Israel
to make initial concessions, particularly on the question of ordering
a halt to Israeli settlements in occupied territories, at least
that's the Egyptian hope. Of course, the other player, the co - host
in all this, or co - sponsor, I should say, is the Soviet Union, and
althoug~ the Soviets have very much a diminished role in the world
and in the Middle East, Mr Gorbachev in his news conference earlier
said that he would like to offer the good offices of the Soviet Union
to propel the peace process. As we say, with diminished influence,
it's hard to say how much the Soviets can actually bring to bear in
this case, but they will at least be willing to soothe their former
Arab allies and, in the new relationship that they are building with
Israel, they will try to provide some kind of constructive role.
Barbara?

WALTERS
Thank you, Jim. It is interesting with Egypt, because, of course,
they are the only Arab nation at peace with Israel, so they can talk
to both sides. Well, one of the phrases you'll hear a lot about the
next few days and weeks is land for peace. It's the idea that the
Israelis would give up their claim to the occupied territories in
exchange for peace. But what would peace actually mean for the
thousands who live in those lands, Israelis and Palestinians? ABC's
JOHN MARTIN traveled to the occupied West Bank.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VOl Hussein Tamemi is a Palestinian teacher who leads a simple life
in a small village called Nabi Saleh. He is wary of grand gestures,
perhaps for good reason. Fourteen years ago, just as Anwar Sadat of
Egypt was visiting Jerusalem in a grand reversal of his country's
state of war with Israel, Tamemi discovered his family's land cut off
by barbed wire. It had been strung by armed settlers who proclaimed
it their new community. They called it nevah sufh. That was the day I
met Hussein Tamemi.

HUSSEIN TAMEMI
They are occupying or they are taking by force my land, which I -
which is my land, and I want to die in it and I want to give my life
for it.

MARTIN
When I first came here in 1977, that was just a rocky hillside strung
with barbed wire, but Tamemi saw what was about to happen, and in his
anger, he called it an ironic gift from Sadat. (VO) The gift grew
into a hillside crowned by dozens of houses. On a visit I made in
1982, Tamemi told me it felt like, "Someone has put on my coat and
refuses to let me wear it". These are some of the people who wear his
coat. Shifra and Jonathan Blass live with their children in the
settlement built on Tamemi's land. Jonathan is the settlement's
rabbi, its leading religious figure. Shifra is a political activist,
working to keep the settlements and the occupied territory in Israeli
hands. She has gone to this week's peace conference in Madrid to work
on public relations for a settlers' group. Despite her hard - line
views, she is aware of the gulf between Arab and Jew.

SHIFRA BLASS, WEST BANK ISRAELI SETTLER
And I think it's about time we started thinking of a peace mentality,
where on the ground, not in the smoke ~ filled conference rooms,
people look at each other as potential neighbors, because
geographically we're close.

MARTIN
(VO) The Blass and Tamemi families live close, but yet so far. They
live within sight of each other's houses, on one hillside a modest
Palestinian village of farmers and out ~ of - work young men, on the
other a prosperous Israeli settlement of young professionals and
their families.

MR TAMEMI
The settlement expanded. It's more than - I think more than 200
houses.

MARTIN

MARTIN
How many people live there, do you know?

MR TAMEMI
I don't know.

Have you ever been there?
MR TAMEMI

No.
MARTIN

You've never visited?
MR TAMEMI

Never.
MARTIN

(VOl The Tamemi family is large, but not impoverished. Yet its
dilemma is a small example of the anguish Palestinians feel as they



MARTIN

approach the bargaining tables of Madrid. Israelis feel the dilemma,
too. Shifra Blass says it is not just a question of Israeli right and
Palestinian wrong.

MRS BLASS
If that were the only question, I would say who cares about autonomy,
and who cares about other people's rights? That's not the point. It's
also a practical matter, of how will we live together, because I see
that as being the future.

MARTIN
One of the questions that delegates in Madrid might discuss is what
to do in a case like this? What could Israel offer Hussein Tamemi?
What could it offer the people on his land? What could he offer in
return?

MR TAMEMI
Every minute, every hour, every day, every week, every year I am
living here, and my land is in front of me daily, every moment. How
can you feel? It's the same feeling.

JONATHAN BLASS, WEST BANK ISRAELI SETTLER
There are no cases where Arabs had their land taken away from them
and appealed to the supreme court of the state of Israel and didn't
get redress. The situation is that I imagine something like nine -
tenths of these cases have proved to be false claims.

MARTIN
(VO) Tamemi's answer is that the high court has ruled he doesn't have
proper documents to claim the land. That proof is in Turkey, he says,
where his family's tax records were taken when the Turks were driven
out of Palestine almost 75 years ago. (interviewing) Well, what would
you like to do? What would you like to see happen?

MR TAMEMI
I'd like to take my land back, first. Because I told you before, if
the Palestinian government wanted to take it, I will be satisfied.

MARTIN
What if they wanted to let the settlers keep it in exchange for a
peace agreement?

MR TAMEMI
It's their decision.

Would you accept that?
MR TAMEMI

Yes, I'll accept it.
MARTIN

(VO) Last night, Jonathan Blass took three of his children, Benjamin,
Shuki and Ataret, to a giant rally in Tel Aviv. Tens of thousands of
settlers urged Prime Minister Shamir not to trade land for peace with
Arab neighbors. And last night, in Hussein Tamemi's village, there
was a wedding. The groom, a construction worker, his face slightly
disfigured from being shot during a demonstration against Israeli
occupation, his bride, a machine operator in a biscuit factory. The
village women and children chanted songs, but not for the marriage.
They sang instead for the success of the intifada, their fight for
independence. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, on the occupied West
Bank.

WALTERS
Earlier this month, Israel's ambassador to the US appeared on
Nightline with a prominent Palestinian leader. The Israeli ambassador
was under government orders not to talk directly to the Palestinian.
Tonight, a sign that, at least on this one point, the Israelis have
softened their position. When we come back, an Israeli official will
speak directly to a Palestinian leader, Eliahu Ben Elissar, a member
of the Israeli delegation, and Dr Mamdouh al-'Aker, a member of the
Palestinian delegation.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

WALTERS
Joining us now from Madrid is Mamdouh al-'Aker, a physician who is a
member of the Pales~inian delegation to Madrid, and Eliahu Ben
Elissar, of the Israeli delegation, who was Israel's first ambassador
to Egypt. He is a member of Prime Minister Shamir's Likud Party.
Gentlemen, it is my understanding that you two have never met, nor
talked directly to each other, until right now. Is that so? Yes?

DR MAMDOUH AL-'AKER, PALESTINIAN DELEGATION MEMBER
Yes.

ELIAHU BEN ELISSAR, ISRAELI DELEGATION MEMBER
Unfortunately, this is the case, and I am very happy to be able to
talk to Mr al-'Aker, to Dr al-'Aker.

DR AL-'AKER
Thank you.

WALTERS
Let me start off, since this is an historic occasion, by being
moderator rather than interlocutor, rather than questioner, and ask



each of you, if you could have one question answered by the other,
what would it be? Mr Ben - Elissar, you can ask anything now of Dr
al-'Aker. What is it?

MR BEN ELISSAR
Well, I don't know whether I have a question or a suggestion. Why do
we have actually to spend money in order to come from the same region
where we both live that far, as far as to Madrid, which is a
wonderful place, but what for? Why don't - why can't we meet simply
at home and try a~d mend fences, try and find a formula that will
enable both of us, our families, to live together, since I have no
doubt whatsoever that we are doomed to live together forever.

WALTERS
Dr al-'Aker, would you like to answer that and pose your own
question?

DR AL-'AKER
Yes, by all means. If it were not that we are at a disadvantage,
there is an asymmetry between our cases. We are occupied, and
unfortunately, he is on the occupier side. And having negotiations in
these conditions and in the occupied territories, this will
immediately mean that we are holding these negotiations under duress.
So to redress this imbalance between the two situations, it had to be
done this way, in Madrid.

WALTERS
What is your question to Mr Ben Elissar?

DR AL-'AKER
I would like him to really have an honest and serious answer to this
question. Is he ready, or his government ready, to accept the
principle of land for peace, and to implement it by the withdrawal of
the Israeli occupation army from the occupied Palestine?

MR BEN ELISSAR
Dr al-'Aker, first of all, since you find it difficult to start
meeting where you live, where I live, well, since we are both Middle
Easterners with a tradition of hospitality, may I invite you to my
private home in Jerusalem, where I live together with my family in
Jerusalem, just come over and you know how we can host each other. I
am ready to come to your home and -

WALTERS
What about answering his question?

MR BEN ELISSAR
- yes, and I'll answer this question as well. We have proven, during
our negotiations with Egypt while we were negotiating with them for a
peace treaty, that we were ready for concessions. We were ready for
territorial concessions as well. You know very well, and everybody
knows, that this case between you Palestinians and us Israelis is
completely different, and that we have to start somewhere a process,
and this is exactly what we are doing now, starting a process to
solve the 100 - years - old conflict. We are not ready to negotiate
now, not even in the presence of famous Barbara Walters, but I am
happy that this is a good start.

WALTERS
Well, "famous Barbara Walters" certainly cannot even begin to think
about negotiating, all we can do is to give you two a forum.

MR BEN ELISSAR
Don't forget, Barbara, that you were the one to be present -

DR AL-'AKER
May I say something?

MR BEN ELISSAR
- between Prime Minister Begin and President Sadat in Jerusalem in
1977. Maybe that you are privileged to do it now again with, of
course, all due respect to other propositions.

WALTERS
That was indeed a privilege. May I, in modesty, just pause now,
please? We will come right back, Dr al~'Aker, and give the first
opportunity to talk to you. We'll be back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Continuing our discussion with Dr Mamdouh al-'Aker and Eliahu Ben
Elissar. Dr al-'Aker, Mr Ben Elissar reminded us of that time when
Anwar Sadat came to Israel and, as a result, after some time there
was peace between those two nations. So let me take a big jump, let
us say that the Israelis do agree to freeze the settlements on the
West Bank. They said they won't; let us say they do. Would the
Palestinian delegation agree then to have autonomy, an interim
agreement, rather than insisting on an independent Palestinian state
right now?

DR AL-'AKER
Actually, we have come to this conference on the principle of the
implement~llon of U~ res lutions 242 and 338, and the principle of
land for peace. If the Israeli government would accept - and I hope
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WALTERS

that they will - these principles, we are ready and we are willing to
accept the - an interim phase that will lead, later on, to
independence, which we accept that one of the options for the final
status is the confeoeration with Jordan, and because of this, we have
accepted to be as part of a joint delegation with Jordan, and in
spite of the unfair and unjustified constraints being put on us as a
delegation, even we were not treated as any other delegation, as a
full member of this conference, we were asked to participate as part
of this joint delegation -

WALTERS
Dr al-'Aker, would freezing the settlements be enough?

DR AL-' AKER
- but coming back to the -

WALTERS
Would freezing the settlements be a big enough sign? Yes or - ?

DR AL-'AKER
Yes, but it's not a matter of freezing. I think the important step is
to stop all the settlement activity, all through the - while the
conference is going on, and all through the interim phase, because
there will be no meaning to carryon with this with any agreement or
carryon with the peace conference while the main issue, which the
land, is being confiscated every day.

WALTERS
Mr Ben Elissar, eve0 though Prime Minister Shamir has said no
freezing of the sett:ements, no stopping construction, no land for
peace, let us rake ~~st that first step. Would your delegation
consider freezing the settlements and stopping construction?

MR BEN ELISSAR
What I would suggest, what we would suggest, actually, is first
thing, in this conflict, to stop violence. We consider the
Palestinians as instigating and, unfortunately, operating on lines of
terrorism. I know very well that on the Palestinian side we Israelis
are being accused of using violence. Why don't we agree, as simply to
start the process somewhere and somehow, to stop violence. As we say,
terrorism of the Palestinian side, and as the Palestinians blame us
on the occupied side.

Could I -
MR BEN ELISSAR

This is first thing -
WALTERS

- could I ask you just one question on that point?
MR BEN ELISSAR

- and then -
WALTERS

Yeah.
MR BEN ELISSAR

- and then let's see, letts see how things go further on. Freezing of
settlements is not the point. The point - and we ought to remember
it, even now on very few hours before the conference starts, that the
Palestinian side and the Arab side has rejected for decades any
proposal to partition land, to come to terms with the Israelis. All
of a sudden they come and tell us, "Well, today we are ready".

WALTERS
Forgive me for stopping you, sir -

MR BEN ELISSAR
After 50 years, after 70 years -

WALTERS
- forgive me for stopping you, but we only have one minute, so since
you talked about violence, I would like to get this point across. The
violence that's taken place the last two days in Israel, do you at
all hold the Palestinian delegation or the PLO itself responsible for
that violence?

MR BEN ELISSAR
No, I have no doubt whatsoever, actually. Well, as there is even one
organization that has recognized and acknowledged as having performed
one of the terrorist operations.

WALTERS
Dr aI-tAker, do you -

MR BEN ELISSAR
And members of the advisory group of the Palestinians who are present
in Madrid have actually even instigated to such -

WALTERS
I have lo just give Dr al-'Aker the last moment. Is your delegation
behind the violence?

DR AL-'I\KER
Actually not - not at all, actually. Let me put the record straight.
Actually, it is the violence of occupation which is the main problem,
to have - to be occupied. You have the right to defend yourself, and



DR AL-'AKER

the intifada is basically a civil protest -
WALTERS

Gentlemen -

- against the occupation.
WALTERS

_ gentlemen, I wish we had more time, but you will have a good deal
of time, we hope, to have the breakthrough, and we have seen the
beginning how far there is to go. We thank you for being with us and
for talking directly to each other on this, what we consider a very
important occasion. Thank you. We'll be right back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Tomorrow on World News Tonight, Peter Jennings reports from the peace
conference in Madrid. And that's our report for tonight. We will see
you tomorrow nighL with more on this subject, of course. I'm Barbara
Walters in New York, and for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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DIANE SAWYER,
JOHN MARTIN,

NEW YORK, NY USA
WASHINGTON, DC USA

DIANE SAWYER
On Capitol Hill today, the latest chapter in the scandal over BCCI
which has been called the most corrupt bank in history. Senators
want to know why it took investigators so long to find out that the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International secretly controlled a
major American banking institution. The answer turns out to be
quite embarrassing for the CIA and the Treasury Department. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

(HEARING)
it failed
illegally

JOHN MARTIN
It sounds like comic opera. The CIA admits to senators
to tell prosecutors six years ago that BCCI secretly and
controlled First American Bank of Washington.

RICHARD KERR
was on the activities that BCCI was involved in with
drug traffickers or traffickingl money laundering,
or arms deals.

Our focus
regard to
terrorism

JOHN MARTIN
But instead of telling the Justice Department that BCCI secretly
controlled the Washington bank, the CIA told the Treasury Department
twice. That was a mistake said a senator.

SENATOR HANK BROWN
If you knew about a fire, you don't call the city manager's office,
you call the fire department. They called the city manager's
office.

JOHN MARTIN
(TREASURY BLDG EXT) But here is act two: the Treasury says the
first CIA report was too vague. (BANK EXT) It says the second CIA
report was misplaced for nearly two years, but even after Treasury
officials read it, they didn't think it was important enough to give
to prosecutors. As a result, the investigation into BCCI was
delayed for three more years, long enough to create the banking
scandal of the century. The CIA asks for understanding.

RICHARD KERR
Well it's easy in hindsight to make jUdgments about what ...given the
way things have developed. Obviously if we'd had that kind of
hindsight we might have done it differently.

JOHN MARTIN
Had the Justice Department gotten these clues sooner, one of the
world's most complicated cases might be closer to being cracked by
prosecutors in Congress.

SENATOR JOHN KERRY
This is not Perry Mason where somebody like Clark Clifford or
Bob Altman is going to suddenly sit at the witness table and say oh,
my God, you know, you got me on this.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) In the next episode, Treasury officials will be asked to
explain why they thought the CIA reports had no more information
than the newspapers. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) It has been one of the western world's greatest fears, that
Saddam Hussein and Iraq would become members of the world's most
exclusive club. Now, dramatic video and secret documents obtained
United Nations inspectors outline the scope of the Iraqi nuclear
program.

HANS BLIX, INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
They had a vast nuclear program, with over 10,000 people involved in
it.

KOPPEL
(VO) Tonight, how close Saddam Hussein actually came to building the
bomb, and how US companies helped him.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Roughly a year ago, when President Bush and other senior members of
his administration were making the case that the defensive posture of
Operation Desert Shield had to be replaced by the offensive
capabilities of Operation Desert Storm, a number of reasons were
cited. Among them, but not all that prominently among them, was the
suggestion that Iraq might be within a few years of developing a
nuclear military capability. What was not stated at the time, very
possibly because us intelligence didn't know it, was just how
imminent that danger was. It was only after the war and after UN
inspection teams began aggressively to investigate Iraq's nuclear
capability that several alarming realities became clear. Iraq's
nuclear program was a lot bigger and a lot closer to being a genuine
threat than most government experts had previously believed, or at
least revealed. And much of what the Iraqis had used in developing
that program came from the West, including Us companies. That is the
focus of our broadcast tonight, beginning with this report from JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VOl This is the dawn patrol in the nuclear age, United Nations
inspectors on the trail of secret documents and equipment inside
Iraq. (September 23, 1991)

1ST UN INSPECTION TEAM MEMBER
In the process of identifying the documents as we entered various
rooms, we certainly scanned very quickly, and there were a few of the
documents that we immediately realized were important.

2ND UN INSPECTION TEAM MEMBER
And we want to make sure that we are going to be able to leave this
evening with those documents.

IRAQI OFFICIAL
That1s your viewpoint, but we have a different viewpoint on this
matter.

UN INSPECTION TEAM MEMBERS
We're heading for the front gate of the facility. Two Iraqi soldiers
are moving to the side, and we have two vehicles blocking our way.
Flash - Flash Vienna forcibly removing documents from convoy. These
are the top secret documents from the Iraqi nuclear program that were
taken out of the vehicles at the gate. A lot of smoke coming out of
almost the top balconies.

MARTIN
(VOl Crucial documents may have gone up in smoke, but from 40,000
pages of confiscated materials, the United Nations has discovered
that Iraq's nuclear weapons industry was far bigger and more
sophisticated than western intelligence ever imagined. Saddam Hussein
intended to turn Iraq into a nuclear weapons power, and he might have
succeeded, not within five years, but 12 to 18 months. Even now, with
so many documents missing and the likelihood that much of Iraq's
nuclear equipment has been hidden away, there is every reason to
believe that Saddam Hussein still has the nuclear ambition. Dr Hans
Blix is the director of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

by



HANS BLIX, INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
They had a vast nuclear program, with over 10,000 people involved in
it, and that - this was for weapons production. The fact that we have
gradually discovered so much more is disturbing. We are stretching
our arm down into che barrel and we are coming up with more and more.

MARTIN
(VO) To develop a nuclear weapons program, here is what Iraq had to
do. One, it needed a design for a nuclear bomb. Two, it needed the
components to make the mechanism that would trigger a nuclear
explosion, reflectors, lenses, software to simulate conditions.
Three, it needed a supply of radioactive material, either plutonium
or enriched uranium. This requires an industry of its own to refine
weapons - grade materials. And four, it needed a way to get the
weapon to the target, a missile delivery system. What has astonished
western experts and analysts is that Iraq was able to carryon all
these programs simul~aneously and secretly. Fifty years ago, in the
vast Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb, the United States
faced a similar challenge.

LEONARD SPECTOR, CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT
There are some very startling similarities between the Iraqi program
and the Manhattan Project. In the Manhattan Project during World War
II, we didn't know which of the different technologies was going to
be successful, so we tried them all at once. The Iraqis did very much
the same thing.

GARY MILHOLLIN, THE WISCONSIN PROJECT
Even in the Manhattan Project, the United States did not try to
design a nuclear weapon, make the nuclear weapon material, design a
big supergun to shoot it 400 miles and also design a missile system
to deliver it. We were trying to do the first couple or three things,
but I don't know of any country that's tried to do them all
simultaneously to the extent that Saddam has tried. The man had a
breathtakingly large array of activities going on at once.

MR MILHOLLIN
(VO) Designing the weapon came first. UN inspectors found this top -
secret progress report. It is proof, they say, that Iraq had moved
into a fifth generation of design using information and testing
equipment purchased from a network of private companies around the
world, including the United States.

MR MILHOLLIN
Iraq got oscilloscopes from the Tectronics Company in the United
States which would - cou~d have nuclear applications and would be
useful in diagnosing a nuclear weapon test, for example. But this
went out with a Commerce Department license. It looks as if Iraq
spent a lot of time studying the western export control system, and
particularly ours, and figuring out ways to defeat it. And it looks,
from what we are finding in Iraq now, that they were very successful.

MARTIN
(Val Al Atheer is where Iraq moved the headquarters for its design
program early last year. It was a sophisticated nuclear physics
research facility devoted to weapons design and manufacture. Yet
western intelligence was unaware of its purpose and allied planes
barely damaged the complex.

MR SPECTOR
We were not looking as hard as we could have and should have at Iraq.
Iraq during the mid - 1980s was treated as not exactly an ally, but
not an enemy either.

MARTIN
(VO) Creating nuclear materials to fuel the weapon carne next. Iraq
began secretly processing natural uranium from its own mines and
purchasing it overseas. Last June, United Nations inspectors got a
tip and a surprise. A defecting Iraqi engineer pointed inspectors to
a major urani~m en~~chme~t project. The Iraqis tried to hide their
equipment during a w~ld ~hase. The inspectors discovered that Iraq
had built sophisticated devices called calutrons to separate the
uranium.

MR MILHOLLIN
We simply missed it. We had no idea it was even there. I think it -
that should cause us to reevaluate our intelligence - gathering
capabilities.

MARTIN
(Va) Iraq had more surprises. It was experimenting with a way of
enriching uranium with gas centrifuges, based on foreign technology.

MR MILHOLLIN
There are a number of small German companies that were used as
conduits to export the technology which has been supporting the
centrifuge program. The employees involved were ex - employees of a
company in Germany called MAN Technologie.

MARTIN
(Va) Next came the drive for a missile delivery system, to target



enemies with nuclear warheads,
DR BLIX

So there was a linkage. I mean, they did have missiles there, Scud
missiles, we all know that. But there was a linkage between the
nuclear weaponization program and a missile program. Not very
surprising, actually.

MR MILHOLLIN
All of the electronic infrastructure you need to support a big
missile design program went to Saad 16 from the United States. The
primary supplier was the Hewlett Packard Company. Millions of dollars
of its exports went to Saad 16, all licensed by the Commerce
Department, and the Commerce Department knew that Saad 16 was a
missile development site.

MARTIN
(VO) The United Nations knocked out another form of propulsion
technology, this gigantic supergun with a range of up to 700 miles.
It was discovered and destroyed by UN technicians. (on camera) What
worries intelligence analysts is that the more the UN inspectors
find, the less the West is sure it knows of what went on in Iraq. It
is this fear of the unknown, of what might still be hidden away, that
is driving the outside world to press for more dawn patrols, patrols
that will continue digging throughout Iraq for many years to come.
This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, Iraq's ambassador to the United Nations, Abdul
Amir al-Anbari, who says Iraq is now fully complying with UN
requests, and David Kay, one of the leaders of the UN inspection team
that's trying to uncover the scope of Iraq's nuclear weapons program.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Earlier today I talked with Iraq's ambassador to the United Nations,
Abdul Amir al-Anbari, who joined us from our New York studios, and
from our Washington bureau, David Kay, one of the leaders of the UN
teams that for six months now have been searching for evidence that
Iraq was trying to build nuclear weapons. Mr Kay testified today
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Dr al-Anbari, would it
be fair to say that you would not have been privy to the nuclear
program in which your government was engaging? In other words, there
was no reason for you to know precisely what was going on.

ABDUL AMIR AL-ANBARI, IRAQI AMBASSADOR TO UN
You are right, but I have to say that the UN inspectors have changed
the rules of the game, because although they have said it's totally
irrelevant to Resolution 687 of the United Nations, which simply
commanded or required that Iraq would have all its mass destruction
weapons destroyed and that it would forego any research in the
future, that's all that the resolution asked, and that's all what the
inspectors are to do. They have nothing to do with the future
intention or planning of the Iraqi government.

KOPPEL
But the reason I began my question to you that way is since you
obviously have been put out as one of the leading spokesmen of your
government in this country, and others who have been put out
presumably also may not have known what was going on, unless and
until the world community can be reassured that it knows what Iraq
was doing, it's very difficult to find a starting point from which to
proceed.

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, they have been totally free to go anywhere, anytime, to inspect
any sites and to seize any documents or machinery they have. And so
far, over a period of three or four months, seven teams, each one of
them consisting of 40 to 50 members, some of them scientists, others
some other function they do, and they have inspected almost every
building in every part of the country. And we are still cooperating
with them, so -

KOPPEL
Dr Kay - if I may interrupt you, Dr al-Anbari, when Dr al-Anbari
talks about the complete freedom with which you were able to move
around, obviously, we all have memories of you being stuck in a
parking lot for several days, so that freedom did have its
limitations, didn't it?

DAVID KAY, IAEA INSPECTOR
Well, it certainly did for us, and on several occasions, not just
during the sixth inspection. During the second inspection we were
denied entry to Abu Sharid military base and Fallujah, for the
purposes of inspection. I certainly didn't feel like we had freedom
of movement then.

KOPPEL
Give us a sense now, from what you have discovered and from the
analysis which I gather is still ongoing and from what your teams are



doing in Iraq at the moment, give us a sense of how far along that
nuclear program was.

DR KAY
Well, that is a difficult question to answer, because we have had
from the very beginning an incomplete declaration by Iraq as to what
its program was, so we're still mapping. Our assessment at mid -
course, right now, is that the program was parallel, broad - scoped
and very sophisticated in the way it was approaching the problem.

KOPPEL
And it could not have done what it did - when I say "it," I mean the
government of Iraq - without the cooperation of certainly a lot of
foreign companies. Is it even possible some foreign governments,
including our own?

DR KAY
I've seen no evidence that there has been direct foreign government
participation in the program at all. In fact, I think the program is
an indigenous Iraqi program using foreign expertise and supplies
where necessary.

KOPPEL
Now, what about the foreign companies? I know that you folks have
been able to compile a list using Iraqi documents of some of the
foreign companies that were involved, including US companies. At
which point, if at all, will that list ever be made public?

DR KAY
Well, the position right now is - and we're still working on this
list, there is not a complete list - is that companies - countries
who approach us aboGt companies of their own, we will supply the
information that we currently have. The ultimate disposition of this
list is, of course, in the hands, really, of the Security Council.

KOPPEL
Now, what about the ultimate disposition of the lists that are given
to independent countries, the German government, the British
government, the US government? Is there reason to believe that the
publics of those different countries will ever find out who in their
country was participating in and contributing to the Iraqi nuclear
program?

DR KAY
I think that will be up to the individual countries involved, and
their own national decision - making process.

KOPPEL
Now, Dr al-Anbari, you have already indicated some displeasure with
the UN process in your country. In point of fact, what they are
looking for righe now is even more Draconian than anything that has
happened in the past.

AMB AL-ANBARI
Indeed.

KOPPEL
They are requiring that UN teams be allowed to go where they want,
when they want, at little or no notice, to the point that I suppose
you could argue that whatever national independence you have is being
set aside for a while. Correct?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, as a matter of fact, they are occupying the country by remote
control and sometimes by physical occupation, but I don't feel that
this will be practically - could be carried out by any UN team or any
inspectors.

KOPPEL
What is it specifically that you object to?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, I don't know. I think, you know, there is a saying in Arabic
that if you want to be obeyed, don't ask for the impossible. Well,
what they have asked in the last resolution, 715, is simply
impossible to carry out.

KOPPEL
Namely?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Namely, that Iraq should supply any information, any material,
anytime, completely, promptly, without any delay, answer any
question, no matter how senseless, how sensible - or unsensible, so
it's very easy in the future to accuse Iraq that it has violated the
resolution, and it's very easy to say that, well, we cannot simply
implement the resolution the way it has been stipulated.

KOPPEL
Let's take a break. When we come back, Dr Kay, I'd like you to
address the question of how reasonable, how practical and how likely
it is that the Iraqis will be able to comply with what the UN is now
asking for. We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL



KOPPEL

Dr Kay, you heard what Dr al-Anbari had to say a few moments ago
about the impracticality of what the UN is asking for right now. Do
you agree?

DR KAY
No, I don't think at all that it's impractical or impossible. Seven -
fifteen, first of all, is a Security Council resolution, and the role
of the inspectors is simply to implement that resolution. The
resolution is designed to provide the international community with
security over a long term, that Iraq has not resumed its clandestine
program of producing weapons of mass destruction. It will be an
intrusive inspection regime, there is no doubt about that, but that
is necessary by the very clandestine nature that the Iraqis in the
past pursued that program.

KOPPEL
What about the sovereignty of Iraq as a nation?

DR KAY
Well, that is a question more appropriately addressed to lawyers. As
I say, our task is really defined by the Security Council in passing
the resolution, which passes on to the inspectorate the task of
implementing it.

Doctor -
AMB AL-ANBARI

Let me comment on that, Mr Koppel. I don't think the UN or the
Security Council authorized the inspector team to pass information
directly to their own government without the consent of the United
Nations. This is why Iraq is very suspicious of the motives and the
integrity, really, of some members, at least, of the inspection team.
So they don't put the UN umbrella and they apply either all sorts of
tactics which are either theatrical or illegal.

KOPPEL
You've never shrunk before from being specific, so please don't
shrink from it now. Who are you talking about?

AMB AL-ANBARI
I'm talking about the gentleman who is on the interview, and he has,
as a matter of fact, I don't know whether he is penalized or not, but
the UN admitted that he did violate his mandate.

KOPPEL
Violated it in what sense, and then we'll let Dr Kay respond.

AMB AL-ANBARI
In the sense of passing information directly to Washington without
the consent or the prior knowledge of the United Nations.

KOPPEL
Dr Kay?

DR KAY
Well, I think this is confusion about several incidences grouped
together. I personally can assure Dr al-Anbari that I have never,
during the course of an inspection, passed any information directly
to Washington. There was one occasion during the sixth inspection, in
which we were trying to get a report from the parking lot but failed
to get a circuit to either Vienna or New York, and one team member
managed to get a circuit open to Washington for the purpose of
transmitting a report of the team, not a document, for retransmission
to New York and Vienna. It certainly was an unusual set of
circumstances, not a normal procedure, but in fact I think certainly
the director general of the IAEA and others have spoken to me not in
unfavorable terms about it, but as an operational necessity under a
very difficult set of circumstances.

KOPPEL
Dr al-Anbari, I mean, among the things that we are now learning are
many of the things that you, among other Iraqi officials, have been
denying in this forum and in many, many others over the past year or
more, namely, the existence of these superguns ranging from a
supergun that was able to fire shells 150 miles to apparently one
that was not completed that would have had the capacity of firing
shells some 400 miles. What was the purpose of that supergun?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, I really don't know the purpose, but the important thing that
none found any weapon, nuclear or biological or other things they
have been looking for. All they are speCUlating -

KOPPEL
I think you're - I think you're wrong on that, Dr al-Anbari, and I
defer to Dr Kay. We were talking just before the program, he tells me
indeed such shells were found. Dr Kay?

DR KAY
Well, we have certainly found a number of things, clandestine
enrichment programs. We found ~ other inspectorate teams have found
Scud warheads loaded for chemicals. There's a vast range of weaponry
that has been found in Iraq.



KOPPEL

AMB AL-ANBARI
But none of them is relevant. None of them is relevant. Let us keep
to the framework of Resolution 687, which requires the destruction of
whatever weapons you have or you can find (unintelligible), so why
speculate about the future intention or about future programs of
Iraq? No government on earth announces its future plan in nuclear
energy_

KOPPEL
I think perhaps -

AMB AL-ANBARI
Not the United States, or Israel or Germany or any other country.

KOPPEL
- I think perhaps there's a slight note of confusion here, because
when Dr Kay speaks about Scud missiles loaded with chemical warheads,
that has nothing to do with the future, that has to do with what
already exists, with what has been found.

AMB AL-ANBARI
No, I am talking about the nuclear program future.

KOPPEL
I understand, but I was talking about the chemical warheads on the
Scud missiles.

AMB AL-ANBARI
Okay, they can destroy it and I believe they did destroy it.

KOPPEL
What's going -

AMB AL-ANBARI
That -

- please, finish.
AMB AL-ANBARI

- and that's within the frame of reference of Resolution 687. Please,
don't go into speculation. We have really nothing to do with the
future planning or what could have been the planning of the Iraq
government. The important thing is now to destroy all mass
destruction weapons in an orderly, fashionable, courteous way, and
also to have Iraq undertaking not to produce any in the future, which
you have did - and we did send a letter undertaking not to do so.

KOPPEL
Dr al-Anbari, I mean no personal offense to you, but why should
anyone believe an undertaking of the Iraqi government when quite
clearly the Iraqi government has been lying about all those
undertakings that it's made in previous years?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, no government, as I said, would - don't forget that in 1981 we
were unprovokedly attacked by Israel and they destroyed our peaceful
nuclear reactor. So we have good reason to really not to announce or
to declare our program. Secondly, no government, the United States or
otherwise, has announced its future nuclear program, and all
governments, I tell you, once in a while they make all sorts of false
claims and accusations.

KOPPEL
Dr Kay, we only have a few seconds left in this segment. How are you
going to be able to establish a baseline of where the Iraqi nuclear
program really stands without, on the one hand, totally intruding on
Iraq's sovereignty and, on the other hand, accepting their word?

DR KAY
Well, I think, in fact, we are going to have a vigorous inspection
regime, and that is the only way to get at the truth. We have had
now, I think, by count, five successive declarations by the Iraqi
government as to what their program was. Each has been larger than
the previous. We simply cannot rely at this point on truth, because a
deception pattern has been too bold and too long.

KOPPEL
Dr Kay, I thank you very much. Dr al-Anbari, as always, it's good to
have you with us. Thank you for joining us.

AMB AL-ANBARI
Okay.

KOPPEL
I'll be back in a moment with a program note.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Tomorrow on 20/20, Barbara Walters interviews Vice President Dan
Quayle and his wife, Marilyn. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted
Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
The Bush Administration may be on the verge of winning another fight
over a controversial nominee, not as explosive as the Thomas
appointment but very bitter. Five months after Mr. Bush nominated
Robert Gates to lead the CIA, the Senate Intelligence Committee is
finally prepared to vote tomorrow. ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports that
Mr. Gates today won some crucial support.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOREN) The Intelligence Committee Chairman, Democrat David Boren
of Oklahoma, said he will vote for the nominee.

SENATOR DAVID BOREN
I believe Robert Gates, on balance, is well equipped and well
qualified to be the next director of Central Intelligence.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMITTEE) With seven Republican votes almost certain, Boren's
support would give Gates enough votes to recommend his confirmation
to the full Senate. (HEARING) The White House would like help from
three Democrats who say they haven't decided: Glenn of Ohio, Nunn of
Georg ia and DeConcini of Arizona. (GLENN !NUNN!DECONCINI) DeConcini
said today he was still concerned that Gates failed to forecast the
Soviet collapse, either from blindness or perhaps politics.

SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI
He is the expert, but he gave the kind of answers that he was
expected to give from the White House and I think that's the
lingering problem that some of us have with Mr. Gates.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) What the Republicans are counting on is that the senators will
confirm Gates because they are battered and bruised by the fight
over Clarence Thomas and will not want to engage in what one White
House representative calls back-to-back bloodletting. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
The Bush Administration may be on the verge of winning another fight
over a controversial nominee, not as explosive as the Thomas
appointment but very bitter. Five months after Mr. Bush nominated
Robert Gates to lead the CIA, the Senate Intelligence Committee is
finally prepared to vote tomorrow. ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports that
Mr. Gates today won some crucial support.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOREN) The Intelligence Committee Chairman, Democrat David Boren
of Oklahoma, said he will vote for the nominee.

SENATOR DAVID BOREN
I believe Robert Gates, on balance, is well equipped and well
qualified to be the next director of Central Intelligence.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMITTEE) With seven Republican votes almost certain, Boren's
support would give Gates enough votes to recommend his confirmation
to the full Senate. (HEARING) The White House would like help from
three Democrats who say they haven't decided: Glenn of Ohio, Nunn of
Georgia and DeConcini of Arizona. (GLENN/NUNN!DECONCINI) DeConcini
said today he was still concerned that Gates failed to forecast the
Soviet collapse, eithe= from blindness or perhaps politics.

SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI
He is the expert, but he gave the kind of answers that he was
expected to give from the White House and I think that's the
lingering problem that some of us have with Mr. Gates.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) What the Republicans are counting on is that the senators will
confirm Gates because they are battered and bruised by the fight
over Clarence Thomas and will not want to engage in what one White
House representative calls back-to-back bloodletting. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well now that Clarence Thomas has been confirmed, it is fascinating
as in any battle to look back at how it was fought. In this case
Judge Thomas and supporters were able to deal with an explosive
charge that could have destroyed his nomination. On how, ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(WH/BUSH) Republican strategists in the White House have been
denying any role in creating Judge Thomas' defense and the President
has been keeping quiet about it.

REPORTER
Sir, did you personally approve the idea of the attacks on
Anita Hill?

JOHN MARTIN
(THOMASES-DANFORTH) Republicans say Thomas led the charge, they
followed. The plan was to deny everything in an opening statement,
rule out all questions about his private life, attack the accuser
and attack the committee.

JUDGE CLARENCE THOMAS
How would any member on this committee, any person in this room or
any person in this country would like sleaze said about him or her
in this fashion?

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMITTEE) Republican senators questioned Hill's motivation and
chipped away at her credibility. (HILL) For example, when she
changed her story about whether a Senate staff member had ever told
her that her charges might force Thomas to withdraw.

SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER
So Mr. Brudney did tell you that Judge Thomas might not wish to
continue to go forward with his nomination if you came forward?

PROFESSOR ANITA HILL
Yes.

JOHN MARTIN
Senator Specter turned this into a major threat.

SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER
It is my legal judgement that the testimony of Professor Hill in the
morning was flat-out perjury.

JOHN MARTIN
They questioned her judgement.

SENATOR ALAN SIMPSON
Why in God's name would you ever speak to a man like that for the
rest of your life?

PROFESSOR ANITA HILL
That's a very good question and I'm sure that I can't ...not answer
that to your satisfaction.

JOHN MARTIN
(HATCH HOLDING "THE EXORCIST") Then they read from an obscure court
decision and a famous novel to suggest, without proof, that Hill had
been coached to embellish her story and they began hinting that they
had evidence demolishing Hill's reputation.

SENATOR ALAN SIMPSON
And now I really am getting stuff over the transom about Professor
Hill. I've got letters hanging out my pocket, I've got faxes.

JOHN MARTIN
(THOMAS) Thomas painted his critics as bigots and a lynch mob,
insisting that stereotypes of black sexual power were being used
against him. The Democrats seemed on the defensive.

SENATOR PAUL SIMON
And we have to make judgements and I don't think the answer ...1
don't know how we're going to improve the process.

JUDGE CLARENCE THOMAS
I think that this is clearly wrong.

SENATOR PAUL SIMON
I think we are 1n agreement that the process has to be improved.



JOHN MARTIN
(SU) In the end, the threat to this nomination was defeated by a
combination of effective counterattacks and the inability of
Democrats to protecL the only witness who stood between
Clarence Thomas and the Supreme Court. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
It's been another very challenging day on Capitol Hill for the man
who President Bush wants to run the Central Intelligence Agency.
All through the week now at the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Robert Gates has had to listen to subordinates who said he was a
bully and slanted his reports to suit the stridently anticommunist
views of the Reagan Administration. Well today Mr. Gates was before
the committee himself again, trying to get back on top. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(GATES) It was a showdown and Robert Gates came out swinging.
(HEARING) For more than an hour he told the committee the
allegations against him were false, he used the word false 11 times.

ROBERT GATES
This allegation that I allowed a President to get CIA dis information
is a particularly reckless and pernicious charge.

JOHN MARTIN
He was also repentant.

ROBERT GATES
We were wrong at times, but our judgements were honest and
unaffected by a desire to please or to slant and I never distorted
intelligence to support policy or to please a policymaker.

JOHN MARTIN
Gates insisted he had been misunderstood by subordinates who
testified earlier that he slanted a report on the papal
assassination plot to make it look as if the Soviet Union was behind
it. He denied he cut out a note pointing out the limited scope of
the information.

SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Did you rewrite the key judgements?

ROBERT GATES
No sir, and these analysts say that I did not.

SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Did you rewrite the summary?

ROBERT GATES
No sir.

SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Did you drop a very interesting scope note?

ROBERT GATES
Not according to these analysts Senator.

SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Well I'm asking you though, I don't want the analysts' opinion I
want yours if you have ...

ROBERT GATES
Senator let me ...what I've given you this morning, I certainly
didn't remember.

JOHN MARTIN
Gates said he had had to rely on former associates to help him
recall his actions after five years. Through it all there was a
sense of partisan combat. Republican Rudman attacked Gates·
critics.

SENATOR WARREN RUDMAN
To manufacture facts, and I believe some were manufactured, to
inaccurately quote individuals and documents and to cite anonymous
hearsay is and I choose my words carefully, McCarthyism pure and
simple.

SENATOR HOWARD METZENBAUM
What will the people of America think if we confirm for this
position a man against whom so many have been willing to come forth
and challenge?

The selection of the
popularity contest.
the President thinks

ROBERT GATES
head of American intelligence is not a
I sure as hell wouldn't win one at CIA ...but
that 1'm the right man for that job.



JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Whether the committee agrees won't be known until it votes,
but what is likely is that by his performance today Robert Gates has
repaired much but not all of the damage he has suffered here this
week. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
At the Senate Intelligence Committee of course, not the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Washington today, another day of airing the CIA's dirty laundry
in public. Questions of Robert Gates' objectivity to lead the
agency have led to a particularly nasty review of internal CIA
business and that in turn has now led to some bitter politics.
JOHN MARTIN reports from Capitol Hill.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMITTEE) The new tension in the committee was obvious first
thing this morning. (D'AMATO) Republican D'Amato of New York and
Democrat Metzenbaum of Ohio quarreled when D'Arnato demanded that the
committee call a witness whose testimony might support Gates.

VOICE OF SENATOR HOWARD METZENBAUM
And I object to this.

SENATOR ALFONSE D'AMATO
Well it's too bad if you object. Listen, we listened to you for
hours and I want to finish my statement and I'm going to finish my
statement no matter what you do.

JOHN MARTIN
The fight symbolized partisan pressure building on both sides in a
committee that started with only two Democrats out of eight
apparently committed to vote against Gates. Now the number seems to
be growing and the seven Republicans seem worried. (GOODMAN) Today
the Republicans tried to discredit the testimony of several
witnesses, especially former CIA analyst Melvin Goodman, who have
accused Gates of slanting, distorting and inventing intelligence to
satisfy the Reagan White House.

SENATOR WARREN RUDMAN
But to accuse Bob Gates of somehow being guilty of something in
that, is to absolutely exaggerate and to deny the existence of the
facts. Would you agree with that?

MELVIN GOODMAN
No, I'm sorry sir I'd like.

SENATOR WARREN RUDMAN
I didn't think you would.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOLLINGS) Democrat Hollings of South Carolina said the testimony
had raised serious doubts about Gates.

SENATOR ERNEST HOLLINGS
Well I indicated that I would support him. I'm leaning now, unless
he changes my mind after hearing him, I wouldn't vote for him
because I don't think it's in the best interest of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The Hollings swing is significant because it could signal
wider erosion of democratic support for Robert Gates. Most of the
other Democrats aren't saying for now just how they'll vote until
Gates returns for a final round of questioning. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.

J
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PETER JENNINGS
In Washington, the Senate Intelligence Committee heard today from
two men who served in the CIA with President Bush's nominee to be
the new CIA director. What they said about Robert Gates did not
implicate him in the Iran-Contra scandal, but one of them did reveal
new details about the CIA's role in the scandal. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FIERS) One of the witnesses today was Alan Fiers, head of the CIA
Central American task force at the time the Iran-Contra scandal
became public. (LS COMMITTEE) Fiers said nothing that would
undermine Gates' contention that he did know about the diversion of
funds to the Contras. And in his testimony, Fiers gave an unusual
inside description of how sensitive the CIA believe the White House
operation was. (PHOTOS) He described a meeting between CIA
Director William Casey, Operations Director Clair George,
Oliver North and Fiers.

ALAN FIERS
(TESTIFYING) And the Director looked at Ollie and
Alan tells me you're operating in Central America.
And Ollie looked at the Director and said "No sir,
operating ..."

SENATOR DAVID BOREN
You're talking about Contra ...

ALAN FIERS
..Contra, operating in Central America. Ollie looked at the

Director and said "no". The Director said "good. I want you to
understand you're not to operate in Central America", We walked out
and Clair and I went back to his office and I was somewhat ...left
incredulous. And he said "Alan, you've got to understand and what
you saw going on in there was a charade" and I said "Jesus Christ
Clair, if that's true this will be worse than Watergate if it ever
comes out in the open".

JOHN MARTIN
Fiers testified he often kept information about the scandal from
both Casey and Gates. (SU) Nominee Gates who became Deputy CIA
Director just seven months after the scandal became public, appears
unshaken in his story that he knew little about it. And so far most
of the witnesses have backed him up. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.

said, "Ollie,
Is that true?"
I'm not
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PETER JENNINGS
As we said at the beginning, the Iran-Contra affair dominated the
hearings today for the man President Bush has chosen to lead the
Central Intelligence Agency. The problem for Robert Gates is that
five years ago when the Iran-Contra operation broke wide open, he
was the number two man in the CIA and there are many in Washington
today who still find it hard to believe him when he says that he
knew nothing about it. ABC's JOHN MARTIN on Mr. Gates' first day of
testimony.

JOHN MARTIN
(GATES) It didn't take long, less than an hour this morning for
Gates' Democratic opponents to fire opening salvos in prepared
statements questioning his role in the Iran-Contra scandal.

SENATOR BILL BRADLEY
During the summer of 1986 he ignored growing signs that profits from
selling arms to Iran were being diverted to the Nicaragua Contras
contrary to law.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMITTEE) The committee released 54 pages of written replies
Gates offered over the summer recess. At least 46 times he said he
did not recall or remember or know of the scandal. Today Gates
repeated that he knew little or nothing of what happened, but
conceded he made mistakes.

ROBERT GATES
I should have been more skeptical about what I was told. I should
have asked more questions and I should have been less satisfied with
the answers I received, especially from Director Casey.

JOHN MARTIN
Among his failures, Gates said, was not pushing Casey for an
explanation of a offhand remark by Oliver North about Swiss bank
accounts and the Contras.

ROBERT GATES
And Mr. Casey basically said well, I didn't pick up on what he said
or I didn't catch it and there's nothing to itl don't worry about it
and I let it go.

JOHN MARTIN
Gates insisted he was overwhelmed by other events and kept out of
the loop on Central America by Casey and the agency's operations
director Clair George who has been indicted on charges of lying to
Congress.

SENATOR DAVID BOREN
Did Mr. Clair George ever tell you about the diversion of funds to
the Contras?

ROBERT GATES
He did not.

SENATOR DAVID BOREN
Did Mr. Clair George ever tell you that North had made a statement
to him about the diversion?

ROBERT GATES
He did not.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Committee sources concede they have no smoking gun to shake
his story on Iran-Contra so they plan to pursue another avenue of
attack: that because of Gates' personal assessment of the
Soviet Union, the CIA exaggerated the threat to the United States
causing the US to squander hundreds of millions of dollars in
unnecessary military expenditures. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
And now a farewell. Tonight Lhe Weekend Report is going off the
air. After more than a quarter century we end the broadcast that
first appeared February 6th, 1965. What a time it was.
{MONTAGE OF EVENTS) Civil rights advocates marched at
Selma, Alabama, American troops took their first combat role in
Vietnam, Los Angeles restored order after the Watts riots. We
reported, so did others, an obscure burglary at the Democratic
headquarters in the Watergate Hotel.

SAM DONALDSON
(6/18/72) The police said they were thoroughly professional, the
suspects are saying nothing, the Democrats say they have no idea who
would want to spy on them.

JOHN MARTIN
We reported beginnings and endings. The beginning of a coup just 28
days ago.

KAREN STONE
(8/18/91) The Soviet news agency Tass is reporting that the Soviet
Vice President Gennadi Yanayev has taken over as President there.

JOHN MARTIN
(VATICAN SCENES) The beginning of a papacy: JOHN PaulI's election
13 years ago and his death just 35 days later. The beginning of a
new war.

PRESIDENT BUSH
(1/16/91) I have therefore directed General Norman Schwarzkopf to
use all forces available including ground forces to eject the Iraqi
Army from Kuwait.

JOHN MARTIN
The end of an old war.

SAM DONALOSON
The Vietnam cease-fire takes effect, the formal cease-fire
agreements are signed in Paris. (SIGNING)

JOHN MARTIN
(CZECHOSLOVAKIA SCENE) And the end of a cold war. (MANDELA) The
end of imprisonment and the beginning of hope.

NELSON MANDELA / ANC
I gree~ you all in the name of peace, democracy and freedom for all.

JOHN MARTIN
We reported disaster.

BILL BEUTEL
Good evening. Today in the Canary Islands, 400 miles off the coast
of Africa, there was the worst disaster in the history of aviation.

TOM JARRIEL
(10/23/83) Tonight the Pentagon says at least 146 Marines died when
a terrorist blew up the building at Beirut Airport where most of
those men were sleeping.

ANNOUNCER
This is the ABC Weekend News.

JOHN MARTIN
The weekend Report took many forms.

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, this is the Weekend Report.

JOHN MARTIN
In all we used more than 30 anchors: Peter Jennings, Sylvia Chase,
Sam Donaldson, Christine Lund, Ted Koppel, Lynn Sherr, Max Robinson,
Jeanne Meserve, Brit Hume, Carole Simpson, Jack Smith. Some
anchored only a few times. (MONTAGE OF ANCHORS) Tom Jarriel
anchored more than 15 years. Usually viewers got a first glance at
history still unfolding.

TOM JARRIEL
(11/4/79) Good evening. The United States Embassy in Teheran was
taken over today by students protesting the admission into the
United States of the deposed Shah of Iran.



FRANK REYNOLDS
(5/1/82) So on this first day of May, the guns of war were heard in
the far south Atlantic and Great Britain and Argentina sent their
young men into combat.

GARY SHEPARD
(6/4/89) Beijing's bloody Sunday is history now, but there are
visible reminders everywhere of the shocking massacre that occurred
here.

JOHN MARTIN
We told the story when people we knew moved on before us.
(MONTAGE OF OBITS) The Duke of Winsor, Pablo Picasso, Groucho Marx,
Richard Burton, the Ayatollah Khomeini and the incomparable
Vladimir Horowitz. And tonight we report our own passing. We leave
the air because times have changed. We have remained profitable to
the end, advertising revenues exceed journalistic costs, but many
local stations now broadcast their own weekend reports. So tonight
we say farewell. We know you'll continue to watch ABC News, but for
all the years you came to watch at this hour, thanks from all of us
here.

SAM DONALDSON
(8/26/72) That's the world and national news. I'm Sam Donaldson.

CHRISTINE LUND
(4/5/75) I'm Christine Lund, ABC News, New York.

TOM JARRIEL
I'm Tom Jarriel. For all here at ABC News.

BILL BEUTEL
Thank you very much and good night.
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JOHN MARTIN
Here at home, Iowa's unabashedly liberal Democrat Senator Tom Harkin
made it official today. At a picnic in his home state, Harkin
announced he'll run for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Harkin accused President Bush and the Republicans of being greedy
and selfish and promised new direction for America based on hard
work and individual responsibility_
In Sweden, the social democrats who founded the country's welfare
state 59 years ago were voted out of office Sunday. Swedes turn to
nonsocialist parties offering to cut taxes and increase economic
choices.
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JOHN MARTIN
A United Nations inspection team canceled its mission Sunday after
Iraq refused to allow the team to use its own helicopters to search
for hidden missiles. The Iraqis claimed it would have violated
their sovereignty, but US National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft
called the refusal a serious violation of United Nations
resolutions. Kathleen Delaski has our report.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
(TEAM DEPARTURE) The UN team left Iraq without finishing its
inspections. The Iraqis said the inspectors could only conduct
their surveys of SCUD missile sites in Iraqi helicopters, under
Iraqi control. The UN team refused. The UN issued a warning to
Saddam Hussein Friday saying that this obstruction of inspections is
another violation of the cease-fire agreement and that Iraq better
cooperate or else. On ABC's This Week with David Brinkley, the
National Security Adviser implied "or else" could mean more military
action.

SAM DONALDSON
(TWWDB) Is it possible that if Saddam Hussein does not agree to do
what he is supposed to do, we will send US troops into Iraq?

BRENT SCOWCROFT I NSA
We're looking at it and we take it very seriously and we think it is
important that Iraq comply with the resolutions of the Security
Council.

SAM DONALDSON
So it is possible?

BRENT SCOWCROFT
It's a very important issue.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
(SU) Some Administration officials say the President is considering
an ultimatum with a deadline to convince Saddam that he must comply.
One official said the time is coming very soon when decisions have
to be made. Kathleen Delaski, ABC News, Washington.

J
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JOHN MARTIN
Predictions that a Western hostage would be released in Lebanon
today did not come to pass, but Lebanon's top Shiite Moslem cleric
said a Western hostage could be released within weeks. Sheik
Mohammed Medhi Samsadin called for a comprehensive swap of Arab
prisoners held by Israel for the 11 remaining hostages in Lebanon
instead of a gradual release.
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JOHN MARTIN
Some sinners go to their parents, some go to a priest, but sports
commentator Ray Gandolf goes on television. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, because this is the final Weekend Report and because there are
only three weeks left in the baseball season, I have a confession to
make, good for the soul they say. I am a fan of the Cleveland
Indians from the days of Trosky and Averill, Hudlin and Pytlak
through the world champions of 1948 Boudreau and Doby, Feller and
Paige and the pennant winners in '54: Wertz and Avila, Lemon and
Wynn. Right down to the sorry tribesmen of today who will surely
lose more than 100 games. My attention has wandered over the past
35 years or so, but the loyalty has never flagged and there's no way
to explain this. The Indians haven't had a real hero since the days
of Rocky Colavito and Gaylord Perry. Only eight men from the roster
two years ago are still on the team. Who are these clowns, the
Indians of '9l? Well, they're the inheritors that's who. They may
be selfish, overpaid and incompetent, but they are the custodians of
a kid's dreams and someday, maybe even in my lifetime, they may act
like it. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Ray Gandolf, a fielder of dreams.
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PETER JENNINGS
In another hearing room on Capitol Hill today another hearing about
BCCI, the Bank of Credit and Commerce International. Today's
witnesses, the longtime Washington insider Clark Clifford and his
partner Robert Altman. Mr. Clifford was the chairman of an American
bank, First American Bankshares, and the House Banking Committee
wants to know how BCCI could have taken over the company without
Mr. Clifford knowing about it. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CLIFFORD/ALTMAN TAKING OATH) After months of unanswered questions
and accusations, one of the grand old men of the Democratic Party,
Clark Clifford, adviser to Presidents, was appearing under oath to
defend himself. (PHOTO/COMMITTEE) Even members of his own party
had difficulty believing that Clifford and his law partner Robert
Altman were deceived by officials of BCC! about who really owned
their bank.

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES SCHUMER
My heart wants to believe you, my head says no. It didn't dawn on
you that maybe First ...that BCCI wanted to control First American?
That's what ...that's what is so puzzling about all of this.

CLARK CLIFFORD
You're mystified by this. Let me suggest to you I am mystified by
the actions of BCCI. What did Bccr have in mind? Why did they
accumulate the stock that they did in secret?

CONGRESSMAN TOBY ROTH
Are you saying you're mystified? The facts are that you reported
regularly to Bccr on the operation of your bank.

CLARK CLIFFORD
Because these men were the representatives of the owners of the
property, because almost every month they go to the Middle East and
report to the owners, the shareholders are our owners. They are our
bosses and we need to report to them.

JOHN MARTIN
Several congressmen accused Clifford and Altman of unethical conduct
for playing dual roles as officers of First American and lawyers for
BeC!. (SU) But despite all that skepticism, the Committee was
still unable to prove that Clifford and Altman had done anything
wrong. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
There has been a major indictment in the Iran-Contra investigation.
The federal grand jury has handed down charges against Clair George,
the man who was running the CIA's covert operations when the
Iran-Contra affair became public. He is the highest level CIA
official to be indicted since the investigation began nearly five
years ago. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(GEORGE) Clair George is accused in essence, of lying to three
committees of Congress and a grand jury about what CIA officials
knew of Oliver North's operation to sell arms to Iran and supply
arms to the Nicaraguan contras. (NORTH/CONTRAS) Congress began
asking questions in 1986 when Eugene Hasenfus' supply plane was shot
down in Nicaragua. (CRASH SITE) At that time George was Deputy
Director of CIA operations, his subordinate Allen Fiers, ran the CIA
Central American task force. (FIERS) Two months ago Fiers pleaded
guilty to similar charges, confessing that it was George who ordered
him to mislead Congress. Today George indicated he will fight the
charges.

CLAIR GEORGE
This crisis, this indictment, merely makes me a pawn in a continuous
drama of political exploitation.

JOHN MARTIN
(CASEY) At the CIA, Clair George reported to Director
William Casey, who is widely suspected of having fostered the
operation, but he also reported to Deputy Director Robert Gates.
(GATES) Gates appears on Capitol Hill in ten days seeking
confirmation as the new CIA director. (SU) While Gates was
George's superior, he has insisted he was not well-informed about
what was going on. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Monday financial markets are already open in Asia. In Tokyo,
the Nikkei stock exchange opened up .11 percent and the dollar
opened down at 136.83 yen. In Hong Kong, gold opened up at 348
dollars, 71 cents an ounce.
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JOHN MARTIN
Stefan Edberg, Ivan Lendl and Michael Stich all overcame opponents
today to make their way into the quarterfinals of the US Open.
(MATCH) Lendl defeated Yugoslavia's Goran Ivanisevic in four sets
and Stich the Wimbledon champion turned back Derrick Rostagno of
California, also in four sets. Stich and Lendl meet in the next
round. But tennis isn't what's on Ray Gandolf's mind tonight. In
his commentary, Ray puts the world's oldest and newest track and
field records in perspective. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, in the 1968 Olympics in the rarefied air of Mexico City
Bob Beamon jumped 29 feet two and a half inches, breaking the old
record by nearly two feet and setting a standard some said would
never be broken. And only one other man had since jumped even 29
feet until Friday night at the World Championships in Tokyo, at sea
level, when Carl Lewis did it three times and on one jump he broke
Beamon's record by a quarter of an inch, but the tail wind was too
strong and the jump did not qualify for the record. Then up steps
Mike Powell who had never beaten Lewis, had never jumped over 28.5,
but he catapulted off the board, the wind had died down and Powell
landed at 29 feet four and a half inches. Two full inches farther
than Beamon's record and a distance that had stood for 23 years was
broken twice in one night. Imagine if you will, Cecil Fielder and
Jose Canseco entering the final game of the baseball season with 60
home runs apiece. Canseco hits two, but Fielder hits three, only
something like that could top what Powell and Lewis did the other
night in Tokyo. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Thanks Ray.
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JOHN MARTIN
Gorbachev's comments on Baltic independence won cautious approval
from political leaders there today. In Lithuania, President
Landsbergis called it: "The beginning of a new period in history".
The republic is to become formally independent in just a week, he
announced at: a rally. Lithuanians mourned citizens killed in the
battle for independence and celebrated the departure of Soviet black
beret troops.
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JOHN MARTIN
In war torn Yugoslavia meanwhile, seven of the eight provinces
approved a cease-fire plan of the European Community and the eighth
province promised to sign the declaration. The idea is to stage a
peace conference and bring in international observers to monitor the
cease-fire.
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JOHN MARTIN
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev appealed again today for Western
economic and political support for his struggling nation. He told
visiting British Prime Minister JOHN Major "now is the time for the
West to support us". Major responded with a pledge of modest food
credits and backing for Soviet membership in the International
Monetary Fund. ABC's Jim Laurie says Major emphasized Western
support for the Baltic republics.

JIM LAURIE
Mikhail Gorbachev said he accepted the fact of Baltic independence,
it is he noted within their right of self-determination. And as he
made that concession, the visiting British Prime Minister took a
dramatic step toward confirming the independence of Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia.

PRIME MINISTER JOHN MAJOR
We wi11 be sponsoring their entry into the United Nations and will
support their entry into other international organizations.

JIM LAURIE
Prime Minister Major became the first Western leader since the
failed coup to meet both Gorbachev and Russian leader Boris Yeltsin.
Both Gorbachev and Yeltsin confirmed they'll be supporting each
other in the Congress of People's Deputies session which opens
tomorrow.

PRESIDENT MIKHAIL GORBACHEV
(INTERPRETER) No one now will be able to place a wedge between us.
We have learned a bitter lesson and realize we have a heavy
responsibility to work with each other.

JIM LAURIE
In an interview with Soviet television and CNN, Gorbachev vowed to
continue as President. "To resign now with our current crisis" he
said, "would be an immoral act". The scene is now set for the
Congress which will tackle the problem of forming new relations
between the Kremlin and all of the breakaway republics, many of
which have declared their independence only in the last two weeks.
Jim Laurie, ABC News, Moscow.
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JOHN MARTIN
Just two weeks ago tonight, Soviet hard-liners tried the coup that
couldn't, a last attempt to save Communist rule where the ideology
first took hold. Today China's leaders defended socialism in a
ringing editorial in the People's Daily, but as Nathan Thomas points
out from Beijing, the world has begun a deathwatch for Communism.

NATHAN THOMAS
The London grave of the founder of world Communism has become more a
curiosity for tourists than a shrine for true believers. Karl Marx
in 1867 first told workers, "You have nothing to lose but your
chains". Throughout the next century Communism attracted millions
in Europe. Street names in many cities still honor Communist
heroes, but many are giving up.

WOMAN
The recent events in Moscow signify the end of an historic era of
the Communist Party as started by the Bolshevik Revolution and
therefore in some sense, yes it is the death of the British
Communist Party.

NATHAN THOMAS
The American Communist Party still claims 15,000 members, but for
the first time failed to run a candidate in the last presidential
election. After 124 years, there are no Communist success stories.
Twenty-five countries called themselves Communist in 1987, now there
are six; all struggling economically, some losing massive Soviet
financial support, all of them isolated. The most successful is
China. It has a permanent seat on the UN Security Council and with
the world's largest population, it is a power that cannot be
ignored. There certainly is repression here and people may not love
the Party, but many Chinese feel they are better off now than before
Chairman Mao's Communist Revolution. One reason is food. China's
brand of Communism with some economic reforms, means markets are
full, but hard-liners fear that with the fall of Soviet Communism
there will be more pressure for political reform.

MAN
If they reform more economically as they have to do, then they must
open up to the outside world. If they open up to the outside world,
what has happened in the Soviet Union could happen very quickly in
China.

NATHAN THOMAS
China's hard-liners have used violence to stay in power and might do
so again. Though as long as they can keep their billion people fed,
they may be able to keep the dream of Karl Marx alive.
Nathan Thomas, ABC News, Beijing.
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JOHN MARTIN
Well the name Pan American Airways was once synonymous with global
air Lravel, but in recent years Pan Am has fallen on hard times and
it's once mighty empire has been shrinking. Last night it got even
smaller. ABC's Steve Shepard reports.

STEVE SHEPARD
Last evening as the Pam Am shuttle prepared to depart Washington for
the last Lime, employees couldn't conceal their feelings.

MAN
It's a sad time for all of us.

STEVE SHEPARD
After years of losses, once mighty Pan American was shrinking to a
smaller size and its prestigious shuttle service between New York,
Washington and Boston was being turned over to the much stronger
Del La.

VOICE OF CAPTAIN JOHN LEWIS
You're flying with Pan American this evening, you're no doubt aware
the Clipper 268 is the last Pan Am shuttle.

STEVE SHEPARD
At LaGuardia Airport in New York, crews worked throughout the night
to convert Pan Am signs, ticketing machines and equipment to the
Delta logo. By morning it was as if Pan Am had never flown the
shuttle service. Ironically it was from LaGuardia's Marine air
terminal that Pan Am pioneered transatlantic service in the 19305,
one of many Pan Am firsts. With its famous flying boats, Pan Am in
those days symbolized the best in world aviation. But by the '80s
Pam Am fell on hard times and this past July it sold the shuttle and
most of its other routes to Delta just to survive. Happily for
them, many of Pan Am's shuttle employees will be staying on their
jobs working for Delta.

WOMAN
When I flew down this morning I broke down in tears, but I must tell
you I'm very, very happy that it's going to Delta Airlines.

STEVE SHEPARD
The new smaller Pan American is expected to be a healthier more
viable airline, but Pam Am, one of the giants in aviation history,
now no longer ranks among the world's great international carriers.
Steve Shepard, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
(DEMONSTRATION) Fifteen hundred gay activists staged a protest
today near President Bush's home in Kennebunkport, Maine demanding
more government action to combat AIDS. The demonstrators, organized
by the coalition known as ACT UP, accused the President of
negligence. Mr. Bush was at his compound out of sight of the
p r o t e s t .
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SAM DONALDSON
More fallou~ ~oday from the Bccr banking scandal. The big
Washington bank first American is taking steps to distance itself
from BCCr, which the government says illegally controlled First
American. This comes a day after the scandal prompted the
resignation of longtime Washington power broker Clark Clifford and
his associate Robert Al~man. More from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CLIFFORD When he lef~ his office last night, Clark Clifford
praised FirsL ~~erican after ~ine years as its chairman.

CLARK CLIFFORD
We increased i~s assets from around two billion dollars up to over
11 billion dollars. We are proud of the stewardship of our bank.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK EXT) Withdrawals have surged this month, but depositors we
talked to today were divided on whether it is a good place to keep
their money.

SCOTT QUEHL
It seems like a reliable bank and my guess is that it will be in the
future.

DIANE LEWIS
I don't really like the idea of having my money in a bank that you
know, is supporting criminals.

JOHN MARTIN
(MAP/GRAPHICS) Doubts about who really owns First American were one
reason Moody's credit rating service this week downgraded First
American's credit in Virginia, Maryland and Washington. The
comptroller of the currency and two other rating agencies have
placed First American's overall operations near the bottom of the
country's banking system, which will make it harder for the bank to
attract .inve s t ors . ICU AD) First American's branches in Georgia
have taken out ads to dis~ance themselves from the scandal, claiming
BCCr's problems have no effect on the bank. To save the bank First
American's new chairman, former Attorney General
Nicholas Katzenbach, told ABC News "I want to clean the slate, to
cleanse the bank of BCCT influence". (KATZENBACH) Katzenbach said
First American has gotten authorities in four countries to sell off
its shares once controlled by BCCI. (SU) Federal regulators wanted
Clifford off the board because of his BCCI connections and the
bank's poor performance. Clifford and his law partner resisted for
weeks, but the regulators finally forced them out. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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SAM DONALDSON
The scandal at the Bank of Credit and Commerce International, BCCI,
has cost one of Washington's most powerful figures his job.
Clark Clifford, advisor LO presidents and Democratic Party elder,
today resigned as chairman of First American Bankshares and his
associate Robert Altman resigned as President of First American
Bank. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK EXT/PHOTOS) The bank said Clifford and his law partner
Robert Altman were resigning to make sure in Clifford's words,
"Public attention does not adversely affect the company".
(CLIFFORD) The public attention is focused on Clifford and Altman
because grand juries in New York and Washington are investigating
whether they misled the Federal Reserve about who controlled First
American Bank. State and federal authorities say First American was
secretly controlled by the Bank of Commerce and Credit
International, BCCI, a charge Altman and Clifford deny. (BCCI EXT)

CLARK CLIFFORD
At no time during the whole nine years has BCCI in anyway controlled
or managed First American nor have they participated in any
decisions that involved First American. We have handled it totally,
totally on our own without interference from BCCI.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) But former Becr officials testified the two men attended Bccr
conferences, even hired a BeCI official. What these resignations
mean is that the international Bccr scandal has claimed its first
American casualties. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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BARBARA WALTERS
(VO) What was former President Jimmy Carter's relationship with this
man, Agha Hasan Abedi, founder of the scandal - ridden bank, BCCI? Mr
Carter's charities received millions from BCCl and its owners, but
he's never spoken about it, until now.

PRES JIMMY CARTER
His relationship with us was one of, "I want to do something
practical to help people who are suffering, and we will help you".

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Barbara Walters.

WALTERS
It is ironic that it is Jimmy Carter whose name is being linked to a
scandal involving millions of dollars. Since leaving the White House,
Mr Carter has led a relatively low - profile life, passing up
opportunities to cash in on his position, no high ~ paid speaking
tours of foreign countries, no long string of corporate board
memberships. Instead, Mr Carter has devoted himself to charities. He
builds houses for the poor, and fights disease in the third world,
and that sort of life seems to be light ~ years away from the world
of shady deals and money laundering and drugs. How could Jimmy Carter
become deeply involved with the man at the very center of the worst
financial scandal in history? Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It was a moment of great pride for a man who had pledged his
life to helping people, the opening of the Carter Presidential Center
in Atlanta just five years ago. They were all there, the stars of the
political world. Mr Carter sounded the humanitarian lament of a man
who had held great power.

PRES JIMMY CARTER
(October 1, 1986) What should we do with our lives, as a former
President still having some influence and some access to leaders,
that might be challenging and gratifying and perhaps hopeful at the
same time, and maybe even helpful? And out of that came what has been
presented to you today.

MARTIN
(VO) The founders of Jimmy Carter's center in Atlanta are remembered
on this wall, and the man who tops the list of those who gave half a
million dollars or more is Agha Hasan Abedi, the Pakistani banker who
founded Bccr in 1972. Carter's friend Bert Lance said he took Abedi
to Plains, Georgia, to meet the former President in 1981. What few,
if any, here knew this day in 1986 was that United States government
agencies were already well aware of Bccr's associations with the
international criminal underworld. The State Department knew
terrorist Abu Nidal was using a Becr branch in Europe. The CIA knew
BCCI was secretly taking control of an American bank headquartered in
Washington, DC. Customs and Drug Enforcement agents were already
working undercover in Florida to document BCCI laundering of drug
money from Latin America. Mr Carter made no secret of his
relationship with Mr Abedi, but he says that no one, incredibly, told
him of the developing scandal. (on camera) What was developing
between Carter and Abedi was a friendship based on what Carter
thought was common ground, a desire to help the poor, the disabled
and the diseased of the third world. At Abedi's direction, his bank
donated $8 million to Carter's Global 2000 project, money to fund
programs in Africa and Asia. (VO) Carter and Abedi met a dozen times
in two years. They traveled thousands of miles and visited at least
seven countries together. What Abedi got from their relationship was
the respectability of associating with former President Carter. In
fact, in an interview published just today in London, Abedi still
boasts of his connections. "I've been to every country," he says.
"All -,he top politicians and heads of state were my friends, Jimmy
Carter, James Callahan." former British prime minister, "I knew them
all".



SEN JOHN KERRY, (OJ, FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Seel's chief officer, Agha Hasan Abedi, and others systematically
developed ties with leaders around the world, with people in
positions of influence, and provided these people at various levels
with favors and benefits of various kinds, ranging from creating
charities, to strengthening these leaders politically or otherwise,
to helping to arrange arms deals, to creating slush funds of the kind
that General Noriega had.

ROBERT MORGENTHAU, MANHATTAN DISTRICT ATTORNEY
The defendants created the appearance of respectability by persuading
world leaders to appear with them and defrauded their thousands of
depositors, both small and large, who relied on that appearance of
respectability.

MARTIN
(VO) What Carter got was funding for his projects and the promise, he
says, of philanthropic donations to other causes throughout the
world. Less than a month after the Carter center opened in 1986, the
two men began their travels to Pakistan, the United Arab Emirates and
to Bangladesh. In 1987, they met in Bangkok with the king of Thailand
before flying on to Hong Kong, China, Tibet and back to China. In
Beijing they attended a banquet with Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping.
They shared a toast with Premier Zhao Ziyang. Standing behind Mr
Abedi here is journalist Bill Kovach, then editor of the Atlanta
Constitution, who was traveling with the group and writing about
Carter.

BILL KOVACH, NIEMAN FOUNDATION
President Carter was very taken by what he thought to be Abedi's
concern about issues which Carter is obviously concerned about,
poverty, hunger, disease.

MARTIN
Through all this time, Mr Carter says he was never given a briefing
about Abedi or Bccr by anybody, or thought to ask for one. According
to US officials, the government assumes no obligation to warn former
presidents of possible embarrassment, and none of the agencies
investigating Bccr ever advised former President Carter of the
mounting evidence against his friend. (VO) Mr Abedi was disabled by
illness in 1988, but continued to fund Carter Center projects. That
same year, Bccr was indicted in Florida for laundering drug money.
The news troubled Mr Carter, he said, but he was reassured by reports
the scandal was limited to one branch of Bccr and low - level
officials. Yesterday in Georgia, where Mr Carter and his wife were
meeting with farmers and business officials, they emphasized that
they personally had never received any money from BCCr or from the
Carter Center, but the Center did accept donations from Abedi until
last year, when the bank pleaded guilty to money laundering in Tampa
and Bccr officials told Lhe center they would be unable to contribute
any more money. A few monLhs ago, Mr Carter returned to Beijing and
seemed to disassociate himself from BCCr.

PRES CARTER
(April 15) We have, at the Carter Center, about 20,000 contributors
to our programs, and we appreciate very much what Bccr did at the
beginning to get this project started. But now, one of our major
supporters of this program is Sheikh Zayed, in Abu Dhabi.

MARTIN
(VO) What he did not say is that the sheik was a major shareholder in
Becr all along, and now controls the bank. So, in a way, a curious
relationship continues, and what Jimmy Carter knew or should have
been helped to know will be the subject of debate for years to come.
This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

WALTERS
When we come back, Jimmy Carter's first interview on Bccr since the
scandal broke.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
On the subject of his ties to BCCr, former President Carter has had
nothing to say, but yesterday he broke that silence. ABC's JOHN
MARTIN began the interview by asking Mr Carter when he first met the
founder of the bank, Aqha Hasan Abedi.

PRES JIMMY CARTER
Well, I J71ethim, I think, in 1982 or 1983, when he came to my house.
The foundation or the bank, r never did know which, had a massive
program in the third world called South. They published a monthly
magazine that had major conferences in different cities around - in
the developing nations. Mr Abedi, when he came to see me, said that
they were just holding conferences, they were issuing pUblications,
they were doing scholarly work, but they'd never actually planted a
seed or immunized a child or did anything of a specific nature. And
he knew that our relationship with the Centers for Disease Control
let us have access to health care programs, and we were already



embarked on those. So his relationship with us was one of, "I want to
do something practical to help people who are suffering, and we will
help you". When we went to different countries, in some countries the
BeCI was the only foreign bank there that I never knew about.

MARTIN
Did you have the feeling sometimes that your presence was helping him
in his business?

PRES CARTER
Well, I don't think there's any doubt that when a former president of
the United States goes to a country and has anybody in his entourage,
that that person has some advantage to be derived.

MARTIN
Did you ever feel that you were helping him more than he was helping
you?

PRES CARTER
No, I never had that feeling, because I considered it to be a joint
pro~ect. You know, Rosalyn and I don't take any income from the
Carter Center's many donors or anything, but we wanted to eradicate
disease, increase food production in starving areas of Africa, we
wanted to immunize children, and we had multiple sources of funding.
I think now we have probably 20,000, you know, sources of funding.
But this was a very important one at the beginning.

MARTIN
And he seemed to share those goals, I gather.

PRES CARTER
Yeah, he had always initiated the humanitarian commitment and never,
you know, there never was any insinuation that we had until - until
the Panama revelation, that there was anything wrong with BeCI. We
were quite concerned when that revelation was made.

MARTIN
When that happened, had you - did you look and see whether you'd ever
been briefed about this by the United States government?

PRES CARTER
No, I've never been briefed by the US government on any aspect of -

MARTIN
Of BCC: or Mr Abedi?

PRES CARTER
- no. No.

MARTIN
Did you ever ask for a briefing?

PEES CARTER
No.

MARTIN
Did yo~ ever feel you needed one?

PRES CARTER
No, I didn't. When the Panama revelations came out, involving General
Noriega, we were quite concerned, but the public news media reports -
I believe including statements from the Justice Department - was that
this was a problem that was apparently confined to the one bank
operation in Panama dealing with Noriega. We had no insinuation that
it was broader.

MARTIN
Did you feel deceived?

PRES CARTER
I never felt deceived or betrayed, but I have obviously been shocked
and disturbed at what has been revealed in the last few months. We
have not received any funds, as we said in our statement, you know,
in more than a year, and all of these revelations have certainly been
an amazing thing to us, and we're very shocked and grieved and
disturbed by it.

MARTIN
But -tou don't feel personally victimized by your association with
him?

PRES CARTER
We didn't know the facts. I don't know how much of the fact was known
by anybody in this country. All the time I was dealing with the bank,
we were one of the recipients of their interest in improving the lot
of people in the third world. That's all I know about them.

WALTERS
Former President Jimmy Carter, speaking with ABC News correspondent
JOHN MARTIN. And, now, joining us from our Los Angeles bureau, is the
magazine senior correspondent, Jonathan Beaty, one of the first to
uncover BCCI's corrupt practices around the world, reporting for Time
magazine. And from our Washington studio, former Carter
administration official Abbe Lowell, whose law firm has represented
more than two dozen members of Congress accused of ethics violations.
Mr ,owell, let's start with you. If, as Jimmy Carter maintains, he
was nev~r told of any suspicions about Bccr or the head of that
compJny, did he do anything wrong?



MR LOWELL

ABBE LOWELL, FORMER HOUSE ETHICS COMMITTEE COUNSEL
Not only did he not do anything wrong, it's kind of amazing that the
media's already saying Carter is linked to the scandal. Carter's not
linked to the scandal, and it's a disservice to say that he is. He's
linked to somebody who's involved in the scandal and, on the basis of
20/20 hindsight, he might not have associated with him. But on the
basis of 20/20 hindsight, we'd all do a lot better, and that's just
not a standard that's fair to apply to the President or anybody else.

W.~LTERS
Well, whe t cia you think, Mr Beall? Is it all that simple? Is it just
Jimmy Carter oeing naive and t rvi.nq to do the right thing for his
charities?

JONATHAN BEATY, "TIME" MAGAZINE
No, I don't think it's really simple at all. In actuality, President
Carter was one of Mr Abedi's and the bank's most valuable assets. The
bank and Abedi paid millions of dollars to be able to use Carter's
name, and the President stuck with him through thick and thin, even
when there was increasing evidence of the real nature of the bank.

WALTERS
We'll be back to talk further about that evidence with both of our
guests, in just a moment.
(BCCI Depositor Accounts: US, $50 millioni Japan, $1.3 billion,
United Arab Emirates, $1.5 billion)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

WALTERS
We're talking about former President Jimmy Carter's involvement with
Bccr with Time magazine reporter Jonathan Beaty and with attorney
Abbe Lowell. Mr Beaty, you said before we had to pause, implied that
President Carter should have known that there was something
suspicious around 1988, I guess, when BCCl was indicted for money
laundering. Do you blame him for, let's say, not calling the Justice
Department and saying, "Is there any more to the story?" when he says
what he took he took from the newspapers?

MR BEATY
Well, it does seem curious, at least from the outside, that President
Carter, whose repucation is so much a part of his image, wouldn't
have taken more care, because Mr Abedi was truly supporting much of
his operations. And I noted that President Carter said that he had
heard reports that this was just one small branch of the bank that
was laundering drug money, but in reality, the Justice Department
made no secret - part of the court case was that it was the bank's
policy to launder drug money.

MR LOWELL
You know, Barbara, on Mr Beaty's point just then, I think that's
something that before he is able to turn this into the Abedi One,
like the Keating Five, some basic facts have to be established.
First, the Justice Department, as late as 1990, said in open court
that the money laundering scandal started and ended with the branch
involved. And if you can't rely on a Justice Department attorney in
court on the public record, why should President Carter, or anybody
else, have to dig deeper than that? Second of all, and let's
establish this from day one, nobody's accusing President Carter of
intervening wich a federal agency, with seeking anything for Abedi or
Bccr from any federal enclave, from intervening in any way to try to
get something for this bank or its people. And so before you start
linking Mr Carter to a scandal, we have to establish not only that
but the fact he personally never got anything from BCCI, not one red
cent.

WALTERS
Mr Beaty, are you saying that because Jimmy Carter wanted to do these
good works that he deliberately closed his mind? I mean, is that what
happened?

MR BEATY
No, I certainly can't read his mind and I mean, I have heard comments
about turning vice into virtue, but part of the question is whether
anybody else had the responsibility to inform a president of the
United States, a former president.

WALTERS
Well, that's something else -

That might (crosstalk)
WALTERS

- that's something else. I mean, wouldn't one wonder why the Justice
Department or the CIA or President Reagan or President Bush, since it
happened while these two men were in office, perhaps did not say to a
former president, "Listen, take a note of this man who's giving you
monei"

;JIRLOWELL
I me..n, t ha e 's one of the best parts of this inquiry that I s still



Now, what does that -

going on. What did the CIA know, when? What did the State Department
know? What did the Justice Department know? But to criticize
President Carter for not doing something based on no knowledge when
three government agencies should have been protecting him as a former
president is as big a part of a story than trying to link him to
anythi~g that BCCI did. I mean, we've gotten to the point where
people should not have to second - guess the bona fides of a
businessman who has all the trappings of being a legitimate
businessman. There's something wrong with saying that an Arab with
money is somehow more suspect than somebody from Britain with money,
or France with money, or Spain with money/ if he has a right kind of
business credentials, which he did, and was doing entrepreneurial and
was doing benevolent things. And I don't see why the President should
be held to a tougher standard than that.

WALTERS
Mr Beaty, do you think that when you have - you're getting
contribu~ions, and President Carter said something like he had 20,000
different sources, do you think that he should make the effort to
find out a little more about where the money is coming from? Are
there any other contributors, perhaps, who may be embarrassing the
former President?

MR BEATY
The 20,000 contributors is - spreads the base a little bit too
broadly. Actually, Mr Sasakawa, a man who's called "the godfather" of
Japanese organized gambling, a man with a very dicey reputation in
his own country, and Mr Abedi contributed 85 percent of all the funds
that ever went to Carter's - Mr Carter's charities.

WALTERS
Well, let me get this clear. What is it that you are finally saying
about Mr Carter? That he should have known, or that he did know and
ignored it, or that he was just, as I said to begin with, naive?

MR BEATY
Mr Carter has staunchly maintained that he knew nothing whatsoever.
It's just a little bit difficult to believe. The BCCI operation in
Atlanta was part of the format underground in the political - in the
whole political spectrum. The Justice Department and the FBI are now
investigating just how the National Bank of Georgia, once owned by
Bert Lance, was sold back to First American Bank, which was secretly
owned by BCCI, and there's an allegation that more than a million
dollars went to Georgia politicians.

MR LOWELL
Yeah, but that's all today's allegations.

MR BEATY

MR LOWELL
That's all today's allegations. You've got to put yourself back in
the time that the contributions are coming in to decide what either
President Carter or anybody else should know.

WALTERS
Yeah, but what about 1988, Mr Lowell, when BeCI already had an
indictment against it?

MR LOWELL
And when the allegations were that a branch in Florida with
connections in Panama was doing money laundering, and the indictment
reads that it is contained in that one branch at that one time? A
president should say that this really has some other effect? I mean,
with all the branches in the country, wrongdoing at one branch is not
going to put anybody on notice that we are now hearing the kinds of
allegations that Time magazine is making about Abedi today. There's
just no connection. We're at the point, I guess/ in our dating lives
where people come in with a blood test before you go out on your
first date. would Mr Beaty want businessmen to corne in with an FBI
background check, a Moody's report and a Dun & Bradstreet -

WALTERS
Mr Beaty, we'll give you -

MR LOWELL
- before you ever get to either say hello or take a contribution?

WALTERS
- Mr Beaty, we'll give you the last word for the few moments that we
have left.

MR BEATY
All right. One would have thought that somebody would have warned
President Carter, had he no way of knowing on his own what was
happening, because the bank was trading on his illustrious name and
was being kept open in many countries because of the luster it gained
from former President Carter and other world officials that it
contributed millions to incur their good will and support.

MR LOWELL
Then the CIA is at fault, and not the President.



WALTERS
Do you agree, Mr BeatYt that the CIA is at fault, or the Justice
Department?

MR BEATY
I would have thought it should have been sornebody's responsibility to
warn a former president, certainly.

WALTERS
Have we heard the last of the big names? We've heard Jimmy Carter and
we've heard former Prime Minister Callahan. Are we going to hear any
other names from your research, Mr Beaty?

MR BEATY
I think we are. It's bubbling up out of Canada now, are names of high
officials who apparently have been connected to the bank in some way.

MR LOWELL
You know, that's -

MR BEATY
I think we're going to see more names in England.

MR LOWELL
- I don't know what he means by "connected with the bank," but I hope
that when he does publish those names, he makes clear that the
connection was no more than doing something benevolent or doing
something philanthropic or doing it at a time that we were not
immersed with the allegations today.

WALTERS
Thank you, gentlemen.

MR LOWELL
Hindsight is just better than foresight.

WALTERS
Thank you, gentlemen, for being with us, giving us your point of
view. We'll have a final note in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
A reminder, tomorrow on 20/20, a moving and inspirational story from
the ashes of the Holocaust. Jewish children who survived Nazi terror
are reunited with Christians who helped shelter them. Well, that's
our report for tonight. I'm Barbara Walters in New York. I'll see you
tomorrow both on 20/20 and later on Nightline. And for all of us here
at ABC News, we wish you a good night.
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SAM DONALDSON
Former President Jimmy Carter has spoken out for the first time
about his connection to the bank that is now under the biggest
criminal investigation in banking history, BCCI. And a top BCCI
official has told the Senate committee today what he knows about how
the bank operated. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(RAHMAN TAKING OATH) Masihur Rahman was the bank's chief financial
officer in London. He told the committee that no more than 20
people masterminded the bank's criminal activity from a secret bank
within the bank. (HEARING) As he worked with outside auditors
combing Lhe bank's books as part of a British investigation, he said
Mazher Abbas, Lhe bank's new chief executive officer threatened him.
(SENATOR KERRYI

MAsrHUR RAHMAN
And he said that if you open your mouth or if you go to court I'll
personally kill people in my life in Multan in Pakistan and I'll use
the same gun on you.

JOHN MARTIN
(PHOTO/GRAPHICS) Rahman testified that the bank's founder,
Agha Hasan Abedi, contributed to a series of charities which he
called vehicles, lncluding two founded by former American President
Jimmy Carter. (HIGHLIGHTED CARTER IN PHOTO)

MASIHUR RAHMAN
Those various vehicles were there, through which he could get
important ex-government people, political people associated.

JOHN MARTIN
(CARTERS) Associated with the bank he said, to enhance its
reputation. In Georgia, before a meeting with business leaders
former President Carter spoke out for the first time on the scandal
and told ABC News he was aware his association helped the bank, but
Mr. Carter said he was not aware of any wrongdoing, that neither he
nor his wife received any money from BCCI and that eight million
dollars in BeCr donations to their foundation went to fight disease
and poverty in the Third World. He said the scandal surprised the
Carters.

JIMMY CARTER
I never felt deceived or betrayed, but I have obviously been shocked
and disturbed at what has been revealed in the last few months.

JOHN MARTIN
(SUl Mr. Carrer said he was grieved by the scandal because he said
Mr. Abedi seemed genuinely interested in humanitarianism. He said
Abedi pledged 15 percent of the banks profits to good works in the
countries where BCCr operated. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Congress today, more tough questions about the international
banking empire BCCI, the Bank of Credit and Commerce International.
Investigators want to know how an institution that has been called
the most corrupt bank in the history of the world could operate in
secret for so long, why didn't anybody catch on sooner? Well, some
people say they did and here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(HEARING) The committee chairman released part of a CIA memo which
says it told other government agencies five years ago BeCI secretly
controlled at least one US ba~k, First American of Washington, DC.

SENATOR JOHN KERRY
In my judgment there is not one piece of that memorandum that ought
to be classified.

JOHN MARTIN
(DOCUMENT) The memo renewed questions of why federal prosecutors
did not go after Bccr right away since it was barred by the Federal
Reserve from owning an American bank. Two witnesses blamed it on
pressure from high priced lawyers and lobbyists who prevailed on
prosecutors and their bosses not to look too deeply into BCCI's
operations.

JACK BLUM
(TESTIFYING) There were an army of people working Washington on all
sides trying to say this bank was a wonderful bank.

WILLIAM VON RAAB
There wasn't a single influence peddler who wasn't being used to
work this case. The result is that senior us policy level officials
were constantly under the impression that Bccr was probably not that
bad.

JOHN MARTIN
('77 FTG OF LANCE/CLIFFORD/ALTMAN) One of those prominently
mencioned today was Clark Clifford, in the center, chairman of First
American, an adviser to several presidents. He and his partner,
bank director rtobert Altman, on the right, were introduced to BCCI
by Bert Lance, a cabinet member in the Carter Administration. (SU)
Lance has said he knew of no wrongdoing at BCCI. First American has
denied lobbying for BCCI anywhere in Washington and a spokesman for
Clifford and Altman said that apart from dealing with Senator
Kerry's committee and a judiciary committee inquiry as lawyers for
BCCI, neither man lobbied at Treasury, Justice or anywhere on
Capitol Hill. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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FORREST SAWYER
(VOl ~~e cODt~Oversy over BCCI, the bank whose name is now synonymous
with s~a~dal, a :inancial occopus whose tentacles reached to the
corridors of power ~n Washing~on, perhaps to your neighborhood bank
or savi~gs and loan, maybe even to a local politician. Tonight, what
the BCCI scandal means to you.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forres t; Sawyer.

SAWYER
We have heard this is the biggest bank scandal in history. We have
heard how BCCI, the Bank of Commerce and Credit International, lost
at least $5 billion of its depositors' dollars around the world, how
it allegedly financed terrorists, laundered money for drug barons,
bribed key international officials and, some reports claim, ran a
network of thugs that spied, extorted and kidnapped. What we are only
learning now is how much worse the story becomes. We are starting to
see how BCCI's reach extended deep into the United States, how it
gained influence with key US officials and allegedly used front men
to secretly buy US banks. No one knows how far the corruption extends
into the heart of America, but investigators say it is only beginning
to publicly come undone. Tonight, why this bank scandal is worse and
more important chan any you've heard of before. First, ABC's JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VOl L_ 100~s __~e . re_~~ inrrigue: bankers in London or Paris or
Cairo u~der oreers :rom Kara h~, operators bribing public officials
in Peru, ~aunder~ng drug money 1n Colombia, transferring funds for
terrorists in the Middle East. But it isn't just overseas. The Bank
of Commerce and Credic International was firmly planted on the shores
of America.

ROBERT MORGENTHAU, MANHATTAN DISTRICT ATTORNEY
BCCI was operated as a corrupt criminal organization throughout its
entire 19 - year history. It systematically falsified its records. It
knowingly allowed itself to be used by other criminals and it paid
bribes and kickbacks to public officials.

MARTIN
(Va) When New York authorities accused the bank, its founder and its
longtime chief operating officer with 12 counts of fraud, false
record keeping and grand larceny, prosecutors said this was only 20
to 2S percent of what they expect to corne out of their investigation.
In Washington, when the Federal Reserve fined Bccr $200 million, it
said its investigation is continuing until it finds everyone
responsible for Bccr's transgressions. BCCI lied to regulators and
secretly took over American banks operating in Washington, DC,
Maryiand. Virginia, New York, Georgia and California. How could this
happen? Some in Congress blame federal and state authorities for
fallina down on ~he ob. In a letter, the chairman of the House
Banking Comm i t tee wrote, "There is strong suspicion that the Federal
Reserv failed miserably to monitor and regulate BCCl's activities".
Others blame the Justice Department who, they say, knew of BCCI's
operations from many sources. (on camera) Whether regulators were
inept or corrupt, what symbolizes BCCl's operations in America is a
series of alliances it built with some of America's best - known
political figures. In a world in which power and influence create
respectability, the bank took giant steps to make friends and came up
with an extraordinary roster. (VO} Clark Clifford is only the most
publicized figure: adviser to presidents, former Secretary of
Defense, BCCI's chief American lawyer for 13 years, chairman of a
bank now suspected of being secretly run by the men he represents.
Jimmy Carter, former President: his foundation accepted $8 million
in Becr donations. He traveled with the bank's founder, Agha Abedi.
Andrew Young: former ambassador, former mayor, accepted a BCCl
rer1in f $SO,noo d year for conSUlting work. Bert Lance: former



director of the Office of Management and Budget, Carter family
banker, sold National Bank of Georgia to Bccr nominees. Whether their
involvement was innocent or improper won't be known for months or
more, but for a foreign bank to have courted so much influence raises
questions of what it was doing. How it was doing it is not an
unfamiliar ricual at the seat of power in America.

CHARLES PETERS, EDITOR, "THE WASHINGTON MONTHLY"
Every week, someone in Washington is doing the same thing that Bccr
is doing. Maybe it's no~ quite as dramatic, but every week, hundreds,
even thousands of cases of influence - peddling are going on in
Washington, and that's why the taxpayer should be concerned, because
it has become a patcern of life here.

MARTIN
(VO) No pattern seemed more honorable, however, than a nod from Clark
Cli:ford, whose reputation was built on extraordinary trust.

WILLIAM GREIDER, AUTHOR, "SECRETS OF THE TEMPLE"
If you could go through the halls of government, in every agency,
believe me, from Agriculture to Transportation to Treasury to the
Justice Department, and vacuum - cleaner those offices, you would
find dozens of stories, dozens of stories where Clark Clifford went
in and somebody, usually a political appointee, sometimes a
bureaucrat, said, "If Clark Clifford says it's okay, we won't go
further" .

MARTIN
(VO) By not going further, investigators worry that regulators missed
what they were charged to do: prevent criminals from taking over
banks in sensitive areas, places where a customer's personal bank
records can yield unusual dividends to the unscrupulous. Authorities
allege that BCCr controlled banks in the San Fernando Valley of
California and within the state of Georgia, locations of major
defense plants. Bccr also allegedly ran banks in the bedroom suburbs
for government and financial bureaucrats around New York and
Washington, DC

LARRY GURWIN, INVESTIGATIVE GROUP INCORPORATED
First American Bank was a bank that did business with elected
officials, members of Congress, with people in the executive branch
and therefore it's a bank that these people would normally use
anyway. It's possible Lhat they were hoping they could use their
control of First American Bank to obtain information on these people,
on their personal finances, to provide loans at below - market
interest rates, to channel money to people in order to buy influence
in the United States.

JACK BLUM, FORMER SENATE INVESTIGATOR
r think these people, some of them got involved because of greed,
some of them probably left their critical faculties at home when they
met with Mr Abedi because he had so much cash, and r think some of
them were knowing pa~ticipants.

MARTIN
What this week's indictments and Federal Reserve report suggest is
that the BeCI scandal is only beginning to unfold, and that while
overseas depositors stand to lose hard - earned cash in the short
term, the American public may lose something even more valuable in
the long run, its sense of confidence that it is being protected from
crimina: behavior, whether from drug traffickers or white - collar
thieves, confidence in a system that is supposed to be built on
enforcement of the law. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in
Washington.

SAWYER
In a moment, we will be joined by the New York City prosecutor whose
two and a half - year investigation of Bccr led to yesterday's
indictments, by a banking analyst and author who says it is
inconceivable that the Federal Reserve was unaware of BCCI's
practices during the '80s, and by a Time magazine reporter who
predicts that more prominent names will emerge from this scandal.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Joining us now from our New York studios are Manhattan District
Attorney Robert Morgenthau, who accuses BeCI of being one of the
principal money - launderers for drug dealers in New York, author and
banking analyst MARTIN Mayer, who says the greatest reform to corne
out of this case would be the elimination of secret banking
worldwide, and from our Los Angeles bureau, Time magazine senior
correspondent Jonathan Beaty, one of the reporters who broke the
story about BeCr's secret intelligence network. Mr Morgenthau, if you
would, educate me a little bit. We have heard about BeCI's activities
ar \Jnd the world, how i-'s involved in 70 nations and so on, but
in de -f Un ted Stat- s , how wi espread are the practices of this
banK?

ROBER~ MORGENTHAU, MANHATTAN DISTRICT ATTORNEY



This bar.k has an agency in New York which laundered money, which
filed false financia~ statements, which led people to believe that it
was a well - financed bank, supported by wealthy Middle East
investors when, in fact, they were nominees in most cases. The reason
that we got interested in it is that drugs is the number one problem
in New York. You can prosecute small - time drug dealers and medium -
size drug dealers every day. Last year we prosecuted 25,000. But if
you can't interrupt the money supply, your prosecutions are probably
going to be in vain.

SAWYER
Now, by this indictment and by your statement that this is maybe 20
to 25 percent of what you intend to do, should we assume, then, that
it's your conviction this bank was deeply involved in illegal
activities inside the US?

MR MORGENTHAU
Well, I think that it was involved in a lot of illegal activities
that we have not yet reached, both inside and outside of the United
States.

SAWYER
Will you be targeting - should we ask - influential people? Should we
expect that to happen?

MR MORGENTHAU
Well, we don't talk about who may be the targets or not the targets
of any particular investigation.

SAWYER
Mr Beaty, help me here. We've seen what they have done around the
world, we've seen that this has a kind of James Bond aspect. You,
yourself, have talked, in your magazine about the secret intelligence
network this bank set up. But that seems very far away from the
shores of the United States. How does that touch the American people?
How does that come back home?

JONATHAN BEATY, "TIME" MAGAZINE
Well, one of the questions that we face in looking at this gargantuan
fraud and scandal, is really the integrity of our own system, not
only banking regulatory system, but our own law enforcement systems.
Somehow, this bank managed to flourish for a decade in the United
States and it's almost, in hindsight, not understandable, considering
how many people knew the real business of this bank. And that's part
of what the secret, clandestine part of the bank did. It made sure
that it had friends in high places. This bank bought its way into the
United Stat.es.

SAWYER
When you say "friends in high places," and you have talked about some
of them, Clark Clifford worked with them, he was with First American.
The chairman of the bank was an associate of Jimmy Carter's; he flew
around the world doing good works with him.

MR BEATY
Well, it's not - indeed, as many people have noted now, former
President Carter received millions of dollars from Mr Abedi, the
founder of the bank, but part of bringing prominent people into his
orbit, I think you'd have to fit Clark Clifford there, who has never
been too forthcoming about the monies that he was paid by the bank,
but BCCI senior bankers ~ere in the United States have told us that
Clifford and his firm received as much as S10 million a year for
handling BCCI's business, First American's business. In the drug
case, it is said that they were paid $30 million to defend BeCI
against drug charges. Now, that's not money just into their pockets,
so to speak, that was dispersed out to lawyers they hired.

SAWYER
Mr Mayer, it does raise a question of how, over the course of a
decade and more, this could all have slipped past the banking system?

MARTIN MAYER, BANKING ANALYST
Yes, it raises a large question of that. There is no doubt in my mind
that there was a file in Washington and there was a file in New York
which said Beer, and that there was a lot of stuff in that file that
they didn't want to have out for one reason or another. You know,
BCCI was a dollar - based bank. Most international banks are. The
money moves through New York. If a Pakistani laborer's money is going
back to his family in Pakistan when he's working in London or Saudi
Arabia, the odds are reasonably good that all of this is packaged
together in dollar transactions, and all dollar transactions clear
through the Clearinghouse Interbank Payment System in New York. And
since December 1982, when Brazil, the Banco do Brazil failed at
CHIPS, as it's called, in a very noisy way, the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York has very carefully monitored all extraordinary movements
of money that go through CHIPS, and that go through their own Fedwire
system from foreign operations. I simply cannot imagine that the Fed
did not have great reason to be suspicious of what BCer was doing,
quite apart from the fact that the central bankers talk with each



other and that if worse comes to worse, there is an organization
called Interpol.

SAWYER
All right. Let's pause right there. When we come back, we'll talk a
little more about BCCI and the problems in the United States, in just
a moment.
(BCCI: 66 countries, 365 branches, 1.5 million depositors, $21
billion assets)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

SAWYER
We are talking about a bank called BCCI, which may turn out to be the
largest bank fraud in all of history. Now, Mr Mayer, I heard you
talking about how you're concerned about whether the Federal Reserve
knew about this, when t~ey knew it, when they should have acted, but
once again, for those of us who do not follow this sort of thing,
we've heard about a lot of failures in the savings and loan world, a
lot of failures in the banking world. Why is this one more important
than others?

MR MAYER
This is more important, in the first place, because it's about as big
as they come. It's quite a lot of money lost. But beyond that, there
is this pervasive aura of criminality about what they did. what
happened in the savings and loan business - and I've written a book
about it - is that the government was trying to save an industry and
did dumb things and a lot of people, some of whom were crooks, came
in and took advantage of the government's mistakes, and the taxpayer
picked up the losses. What's happened here is that there was a
deliberate system to take advantage of the fact that there is this
worldwide dollar traffic - we're talking about something in the
trillions of dollars - that moves through New York every day, and
once it gets into that banking system, that money is entire
anonymous. If you can find a way to get it in, then you can get the
benefits of it and they can't track it back to you. They need a point
of entry. BCCI was one of the most common points of entry for the
world's criminal users of these systems.

SAWYER
Is this Lhe point you're making, Mr Morgenthau? Is this why you saw
the need ~o go after the bank, because they're basically a
clearinghouse, _D your mind?

MR MORGENTHAU
On ~ quieL day 10 New York, 53.5 trillion - $3.5 trillion - goes
through the New York banking system. So if a bank in Hong Kong wants
to transfer dollars to a bank across the street, it has to be wired
to New York and back, so you have this tremendous flow of money going
through New York. And, as MARTIN Mayer said, BCCI took advantage of
the anonymity of its banking operations to use that flow of money.
And it brings out - I mean, here you've got a bank, the holding
company is chartered in Luxembourg, bank secrecy, one of its
operating units, Luxembourg, bank secrecy, the second major one,
Cayman Islands, bank secrecy, headquarters in London, which has bank
secrecy. You would find cash being brought into a BeCI office, United
StaLes, shown in the computer as having been deposited in the Bahamas
and then wire - transferred to New York, so you've got money
illegally brought in here which looks as though it had been deposited
offshore. So you had a tremendous problem in penetrating this web of
transactions. And where you had a single bribe, it would go through
four or five different bank accounts.

SAWYER
Mr Beaty, where does the system actually break down? Is it in the
political influence? Is it in the financial system, or the way they
worked together?

MR BEATY
Well, we've obvious~y got a financial system problem. This is the
world's first global banking scandal and it certainly shows that we
don't have the kind of global oversight that we need in an era in
which we're all going to be living with the necessity. As Mr Mayer
said, we need transparent deposits, we need to know who owns money
and who is the beneficiary of money as it passes through the system.
What kept this bank operating is going to be the question of the
investigations that are going to come as Mr Morgenthau proceeds, as
others proceed. But you can see these people moving with influence.
It's been suggested that the CIA's involvement with this bank and
covert agencies from other countries involvement with this bank
tended to keep prying governmental eyes away. There is certainly the
suspicion here in the United States that since their modus operandi
was bribery in virtually every country that they operated in, going
for top leaders and influential people, we have to look at what
happens here, and there are examples of it.

SAWYER



Well, here they are, Mr Beaty, setting up what is alleged to be shell
corporatio:1s to buy other banks, First American, of course, is one of
the ones that is often mentioned. What were they after by buying
those banks? Why would they need to move in in that fashion?

MR BEATY
The most obvious a~swer is that the United States regulators did not
wan- them into ~he United States in the first place. They knew their
r epu t.e-ior;, -ne , were uneasy' that they had no central regulator, that
the','were r esoo. ~:'i-~:J' t nobo i And there were always within the
bao xLno cor ..,..rnun ~:rl'ir;~sper-s,'<c sr major banks, and especially
inte~natio~al ba~ks, wouldn'~ touch transactions with BCCI with a 10
- foot po:"e,

MR MAYER
They would do them if they had the cover first. They would never
extend credit to these guys. They would be willing to put their bids,
their payment into CHIPS and take it out of CHIPS, or else they
couldn't have functioned at all, but they wouldn't have business
dealings with them. They would just sort of be a conduit for them.

SAWYER
Mr Mayer, the question does come up ~ we've only got a couple of
minutes here - that how do you begin to fix a system which has so
many holes in it? What should the United States do in facing this
global problem?

MR MAYER
You have to take a look at what secrecy is necessary and what secrecy
isn't, Senator Kerry took some major steps forward in what's called
the Kerry amendment to the drug bill of, I guess, three years ago, in
which people like Mr Morgenthau, who need information from foreign
banks, would have a shillelagh in the closet and which they could say
to these banks, "Lf ';/OU won't be helpful to us in tracking this
money, the~ you Ca~ DE denied access to this dollar clearing
rnec nan sr- in New Y r k". And when the Kerry amendment first passed,
the New York clearinghouse and a number of the banks were very angry
about it and unhappy, and said it was impractical and would drive
business elsewhere, but there's a great deal more willingness to
cooperate with this in places like Switzerland, certainly, and now in
Britain, obviously, than there was a few years ago.

SAWYER
Mr Morgenthau, your criticism about how to deal with this has gone
all the way to the Justice Department. You said in Time magazine that
they've not only not helped you, that they have actually impeded your
investigation in some ways. Is that still going on?

MR MORGENTHAU
No, I'm hopeful now that we are going to be able to work out a
cooperative arrangement. This problem is so big that it really
requires everybody working together, but as Mr Mayer said and Mr
Beaty said, we've got to work out a system where banks are denied
access to the New York and the United States market if they're going
to hide behind bank secrecy, We can't afford to let them do business
in this country.

SAWYER
Mr Beaty, I've got about 15 seconds. Anything good come out of this
scanda ....?

MR BEATY
Oh, I t~.!l~ ~~dt W( '~e al~ g ~ng ro get an education that is going to
be pLr0P bet rA _' 's d~~ ·:er.

SAWYER
Jonathan Beaty, Mr Morgenthau, Mr Mayer, I thank you all for talking
with us tonight. I'll be back in a moment with a final note,
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
One program note. Tomorrow morning, an ABC News Special Report,
President Bush and Soviet leader Gorbachev will sign an historic
nuclear arms reduction treaty at the Kremlin. Peter Jennings anchors
this special report live from Moscow, beginning at 8:30 Eastern Time,
But that's our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York,
and for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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DIANE SAWYER
Peter here at home two new developments today in that enormous
international banking scandal, the one that has led to the collapse
of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International, BCCI. The
Discrict Attorney in New York has brought charges against the bank
and two of its founders, calling it the largest bank fraud in world
financial history and the Federal Reserve wants the bank to pay a
huge fine. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FED EXT The Federal Reserve Board issued 110 pages of charges and
documentc:ioIl agalDs· BCCI. It w:.nts 200 million dollars in civil
penalties, the "arqe s t amount in .c ts history. (DOCUMENTS/GRAPHICS)
It says Becr's top officers and investors lied to the Federal
Reserve and secretly took control of at least three American banks.
(MORGENTHAU) The New York District Attorney who announced
indictments and the federal regulators said BCCI used rich investors
to pose as buyers.

ROBERT MORGENTHAU / DISTRICT ATTORNEY
They had a rent-a-sheik plan. r mean you used the name of a sheik,
you paid him some money for the use of his name and he had no
financial stake in the bank.

JOHN MARTIN
The New York indictments accuse BCCl of 12 counts of fraud,
falsifying records to launder drug money and grand larceny.

ROBERT MORGENTHAU
It knowingly allowed itself to be used by other criminals and it
paid bribes and kickbacks to public officials.

JOHN MARTIN
(AMEX EXT) The indictment says Bccr stole 30 million dollars from
this American Express bank in New York the same day BCC! was finally
being shu~ down. (BCCr EXT) Still unclear is the role of
Clark Clifford, Bccr's chief lawyer in the United States for 13
years. CLIFFORD Clifford, a tormer Secretary of Defense, is also
chairman of the biggest .~erican bank Bccr allegedly controlled.
(SU) Prosecucor Morgenthau said C:ifford is under investigation.
Through his lawyer Clifford and his partners said they too were
deceived by the alleged criminals they represented. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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DIANE SAWYER
A follow-up tonight o~ an ABC News investigation. Two months ago we
reported on charges of corruption involving Customs agents along the
US border with Mexico. A special panel has been investigating and
JOHN MARTIN has a report on what the panel found.

JOHN MARTIN
(CUSTOMS FTGl For at least three years as they fought drug traffic
across the southwest border with Mexico, US Customs agents have been
warning of widespread mismanagement and corruption. This agent said
supervisors retaliated against officers who complained about it.

MAN
(SILHOUETTE) They kill the messenger rather than going after the
people that are being reported on.

JOHN MARTIN
(HALLET) Two months ago Customs Commissioner Carol Hallett
appointed a blue~ribbon panel to investigate.

CAROL HALLETT I CUSTOMS COMMISSIONER
When I get their information back if there are any problems,
immediate action wil: be taken.

JOHN MARTIN
(OFFICERS CHECKING BOXES/SPEEDBOAT) Now ABC News has learned that
the panel did not find evidence of widespread corruption, but has
concluded that the Customs service is so poorly run that it should
be thoroughly reorganized. (GRAPHICS) The panel found recruiting
is open to corruption because agents are assigned to hometowns where
they socialized with drug dealers who are friends: supervision has
broken down, allowinq agents to abuse government credit cards and
misuse government property. Internal investigations are compromised
because managers judge complaints against themselves.
(BORDER/OFFICE EXT) The panel is expected to recommend mass
transfers of agents to new cities, replacements of supervisors
throughout the system, audits in every field office and reform of
all internal investigations. (CAPITOL BLDG) Today a House
subcommittee was supposed to hear the findings, but the panel1s
director Francis Keating suddenly withdrew. (KEATING) Sources
close to the committee say he was ordered not to appear by the
Treasury Department. Mr. Keating said the report is not finished.
The subcommittee chairman is angry and alarmed.

CONGRESSMAN J.J. PICKLE
to stall. They want to wait until Congress is gone and
want to perfume or massage that report to minimize its

They want
then they
effect.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Commissioner Hallett says the service has been vindicated
because there is no widespread corruption. The Treasury Department
says it can't cooperate with the committee until the report is
completed. Congress is supposed to begin a recess late next week.
JOHN MARTIN, .n.BC" News, 'V'lashington.
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TED KOPPEL
For years, one of the barriers to peace in the Middle East has
Syria, the most adamant of Israel's Arab neighbors in rejecting
- to - face negotiations. But now that appears to be changing.

FAROUK AL-SHARAA, SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
If there is a genuine desire from all the parties concerned to reach
agreements and to reach a genuine and comprehensive peace, then there
will be no problem with raising any issue.

KOPPEL
(VO) Tonight, we'll be talking with Syria's foreign minister, Farouk
al-Sharaa.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It's a cliche, but it has also long been the accepted wisdom that you
cannot wage war lTI the Middle East without Egypt, and you cannot have
peace without Syria. Which is why, perhaps, the Middle East continues
to simmer at some i~l - defined in - between, neither war nor peace.
Events over the past year or so, however, have begun to change the
atmosphere a little. The dissolution of the Soviet empire has made
Moscow more cautious in its support of client states like Syria.
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait almost a year ago brought together an
unlikely coalition of nations in which, however distantly and
temporarily, Israel and Syria were on the same side. Syria's
president, Hafez al-Assad, whose nose for a shifting power alignment
is among the most sensitive in the world, seems to be sensing that
his political fortunes may depend more on Washington than Moscow
nowadays. The change is still something less than earthshaking but,
as you will hear in a few minutes when I talk with Syria's foreign
minister, the voice of Syria is more moderate these days. Some
background first from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It has been 14 years since Anwar Sadat stepped out of an
airplane and into history, the f:rst Arab leader to set foot in
Israel and to recognize its right to exist. After 30 years, the two
sides were finally beginning to reach an accommodation. After
Jerusalem and Camp David, the world began to breathe a little easier.
Egypt made its peace. But no other Arab country stepped forward, and
the promise shriveled.

NICHOLAS VELIOTES, FORMER AMBASSADOR TO EGYPT
The Arabs, in one of the great historic mistakes in the Middle East,
refused to endorse r-amp David, It's so mindboggling. This was a great
opportunicy to move the process forward, with the Israelis, a major
Arab power, a president of the United States saying, "Let's go". And
it would be an equally tragic mistake if this opportunity were
missed.

(VO)
been
face

MARTIN
This opportunity is the same. If the hatred can be bridged, there can
be peace, a stable source of oil for the world, the end of an
economic boycott, the settlement of disputes, the settlement of
people, the Palestinians, who want a homeland as fervently as the
Israelis who displaced them. What has happened now is that a second
Arab leader has stepped forward.

HAFEZ AL-ASSAD, PRESIDENT OF SYRIA
(1984) (Va) If we triumph, we triumph together, and if we fail, we
fail together.

MARTIN
(VO) Secretary of State Baker and President Bush are prodding
President Assad to consider direct negotiations with Israel,
something only Egypt among all the Arab countries has accepted in all
these years. But Israelis, de sp t.e their government 1 s cautious
appraisal tha" Assad rna; have ~hanged his views, are also deeply
fearful 'ho' '"j t.hc nq has tan';)"s .

ARJ E1 SHAP.ON, SRAELI POLITICIAN



MARTIN

How in one day is murderer - is not the twin brother of Saddarn, but
the brother 0: Sada~, that is the question.

HISHAM MELHEM, LEBANESE JOURNALIST
Assad is neither a Sadat nor a Saddam. This is a man who's steeped in
history, this is am an who's patient, calculating. He can wait. As I
said, you know, people call him "the chess player". He will try to
improve his position. Even when he is dealt a weak hand, he always
tries to play it skillfully and intelligently.

MARTIN
(VO) Why now? For four years, Syria has been on notice that its
military supplier and superpower ally, the Soviet Union, was moving
toward an accommodation with its biggest enemy, Israel. But more
recently, the rise of Soviet emigration to Israel has reversed what
Arab leaders once thought was a population time bomb ticking in their
favor, the rise of Arab populations. Now, with tens of thousands of
new Soviet emigres filling Israel with new citizens, the equation is
running against the Arabs, against the idea that they will be the
dominant populat~on inside Israel and the occupied territories. So
there is talk of negotiation. For its part, Israel wants to keep
every inch 0: land it still occupies from 1967. Then, faced with Arab
armies massing or. its borders, Israel preemptively invaded Jordan and
Syria. It took over East Jerusalem, the west bank of the Jordan River
and the Co Lan He i qh rs .

:
cr7LAV .3HAM:::P,TSRAE;LI PRIME MINISTER

(through i~terp~ete~ ~ ~o no~ believe in any territorial compromise.
ZA~~AN SHOVAL, ISRAELI AMBASSADOR TO US

But we have said all along we are willing to negotiate peace
agreements without any preconditions.

MARTIN
Is there - isn't there a precondition, though, in the - in Mr
Shamir's statement that there can be no territory exchanged for
peace?

AMB SHOVAL
No. There's no precondition at all. We say everything will be on the
table.

Including territory?
AMB SHOVAL

Everything will be on the table, unconditionally.
MARTIN

(VO) But something is missing: the drama of Sadat's gesture. So far,
Assad has only dealt t~rough the American secretary of state. Many
Israelis who might otherwise trust a new opening for peace are
doubtful. A new po:l shows that, when asked if Israel should withdraw
from the Golar. Heights ~~ exchanqe for peace with Syria, 59 percent
of Israelis say :10. ,,':ha~is rni ssi.nq, says a political scientist, is
drama.

~HUD SPRINZAK, ISRAELI SCHOLAR
If Assad tomorrow decides to repeat the act of Sadat, he will create
a psychological revolution in the minds of many Israelis, of most
Israelis. It's still going to be very tough, but I think this is the
only way that he could get the Golan.

MARTIN
Whether Syria gets the Golan or whether there is even a chance to
talk about these issues still hinges tonight on who will attend a
peace conference. Neither Israelis nor Palestinians are yet
comfortable with who the other side has proposed to talk to.
Presidents Bush and Gorbachev hope to announce a peace conference
from Moscow next week. The world is waiting. Ambassador Veliotes said
today he's always optimistic when dealing with the Middle East. "If
not," he said, "nothing good will ever happen, and if nothing good
happens, a lot of bad things happen, and that is what people on all
sides are hoping to avoid". This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in
Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, I'll be ioined by Syria's minister of foreign
affairs, Farouk al-Sharaa.
(COMMERCIAL BREAY

"OPPEL
Senior o f f , ld '-he Sy r i an j(;vprnment do not often appear on
American t eLevi s i Yi. Over recent years, that has had a lot to do with
poor reLar i.cns be twee r Washington and Damascus. The US didn't like
Syria'S support of :errorist groups; Syria didn't like washington's
support of Israel. But, as 1 mentioned at the beginning of this
broadcast, things are changing. Earlier this afternoon, I spoke via
satellite to Damascus with Farouk al-Sharaa, Syria's foreign
minister. (interviewing) Dr al-Sharaa, perhaps you could lead us
through this diplomatic minefield that seems to be spreading out in
front of all the countries involved in these Middle East peace talks.



What precisely was it that was in President Bush's letter to
President Hafez aI-Assad that has caused Syria now to be willing to
participate in these talks?

FAROUK AL-SHARAA, SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
Well, first of all, I would like to say that the minefields are not
of our making, neither of the making of the Arab side. We have been
for so many years desiring genuinely to have a comprehensive
settlement in the region, a political settlement for the Arab -
Israeli conflict, And this settlement is based on UN resolutions 242
and 338. But unfortunately, Israel has always made it difficult for
everybody, for the Arab side, for the Americans, for the Security
Council, to come forward with a clear yes that it is ready to
exchange land for peace. No one should imagine that we can accept
peace without restoring our occupied territory. So Israel has to give
up the territories that it occupied in the war of 1967.

KOPPEL
You know, perhaps be t t.er t han most, that one of the dangers of
negotiations .ir; t.he "t idd.le East is trying to chew off too much with
one bi t e. tha t if, for example, at the outset decis ions have to be
reached on, for example, the disposition of Jerusalem, perhaps the
talks will never get off the ground, Are you telling me that unless
everything is on the table at the same time the talks will not get
underway?

DR AL-SHARAA
All the parts of resolution 242 and 338 should be on the table of
negotiations.

KOPPEL
Including the disposition of Jerusalem?

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, I mean, all the territories which were occupied in the war of
1967. I mean, this is not only a Syrian or an Arab point of view.
This is the point of view of the UniLed States, the Europeans, the
Chinese, the Soviets and the whole international community.

KOPPEL
Well, certainly -

DR AL-SHARAA
We are not inventing -

KOPPEL
forgive me

c _ rrupLlng.
DR A::"'-SHARAA

not invel~i.g new interpretations. But unfortunately, the
try to have their own inLerpretation, which is incompatible
universally accepted interpretation of resolution 242.

KOPPEL
You may be correct, Dr al-Sharaa, about the interpretation that other
countries put on it, even perhaps the interpretation that the Bush
administration is putting on it, but certainly in the past the
attitude in Washington has been, "Let us defer the discussion of what
happens to Jerusalem until the very end because it is clearly the
most explosive of all the issues".

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, these are details. These can be discussed in the peace
conference, If there is a genuine desire from all the parties
concerned to reach agreemenLs and to reach a genuine and
comprehensive peace, then there would be no problem with raising any
issue.

KOPPEL
Syria attributes its new willingness to participate in a Middle East
peace conference to ;ts perception that the Bush administration has,
for the flyst time, 'ommitted the United States to a comprehensive
settlement in '.he rel1 n. I ~skect Dr Sharaa whether he was referring
to US stat_ements m~al n ~he record or whether there are any private
understandings. As y ~ wi~l hear, that was not an easy point to pin
down. (interviewing) Are you speaking about what is on the public
record, or are there things that - assurances, perhaps, that you and
President Assad have been given that are not yet public that suggest
something more than is already on the record?

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, I want to tell you that the American position now is very
clear, whether in the letter that President Bush sent to President
Assad or in President Bush's statement before the American Congress
on the sixth of March. The American position has become very clear,
that non - acquisition of territory by war, land for peace and the
solution should be based on UN resolutions 242 and 338, and that
geography does not guarantee security for Israel.

KOPPEL
Now, Dr al-Sharaa, I know not only do you speak English very
fluently, but you also have a very keen ear for nuance, so when you
do not respond, that in itself is an answer. What I asked you was,

- we are
Israelis
with the



I don't really
your quest.ion.

DR AL-SHARAA
know what you mean by this,

crosstalk}
otherwise I would directly

are there any agreements that are not yet on the public record, or
any assurances -

KOPPEL
- what I rrean ~s - what I'm saying is, has Mr Baker, for example, or
has Mr Bush, in any f ashion , or has any member of the US
adm i.ni st re r aor; .;.l~ -er: ;;;;::. e ss c rsnc es LO the government of Syria with
regard to '-5 9a:~i=~~a-icn _~ t~e peace conference that go beyond
what is aD ~~e p~bl~c ~e2ord

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, what is essential is that we should get our occupied territory
back. There is no secret about this, is there? And also, I would like
to say that in President Bush's letter to President Hafez ai-Assad,
it was said that all the calks that we had with Secretary Baker
during his last many trips to our region are a part of the American
position and commitments.

KOPPEL
Let me try one more time, sir. Maybe I'm just not posing the question
very skillful~y. But if there are no -

DR AL-SHARAA
No, I think you are.

KOPPEL
- if there are no private assurances, why can you not just say there
are no priva~e assurances.

DR AL-SHARAA
What do you mean by private assurances?

KOPPEL
Wha t I mean 0:" p ri'.'a-.e -

DR Ai,-SHARAA
Side assu rar.-e s .

KOPPEL
- what I mean 0:/ p ri va t e is non - public. In other words, assurances
that are not ye- O~ the record.

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, the le~ter has not been made public yet, and we respect that
the correspondence between two heads of state should not be made
public unless with the authorization of the two presidents. I can
tell you there is nothing surprising in the letter or in our
response. What is essential in the communication between the two
presidents, that's President Bush and President Assad, is that they
both realize the importance of having a comprehensive settlement in
the region.

KOPPEL
When we come back, you'll see another example of why issues in the
Middle East are so difficult to nail down, as Dr Sharaa tackles the
issue of direc~ talks wi~h Israel.
(COMMERCIAL BRE~K

KOPPE:L
And once again, Syria's foreign minister, Farouk al-Sharaa.
(interviewing) Over much of the past 40 years, Mr Minister, Syria has
tended to al'go itself - not ~ended to, it has aligned itself - with
the Soviet Unio~. and there ~re those indeed who suggest that Syria's
new williognqss e~gaae i~ dlrect jiscussions with the Israelis is
less a fun-ti r t ar··-ting ~aving hanged on the ground in the
Middle Eas~ a~d more a fu~cc~on of things having changed in the
Soviet Union and in eastern Europe. How would you respond to that
suggestion?

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, to tell you the truth, we aligned ourselves with any country,
with any position, that used to work for a comprehensive settlement
based on United Nations resolutions. It was not our option to ignore
other countries, the western countries or the Soviets or the United
States of America in any peace process. We have never said, for the
last 20 years, that we can envisage or imagine a political settlement
in the region without the acl.lve par~icipation of the United States
of America, a'though we were very good friends with the Soviet Union.
But the Url~ted States -

KOPPEL
Well, I would r.a ke it -

DR AL-SHARAA
- the United States, as I have told you already, has never come up
with a comprehensive plan for peace in the region. That's the first
time, Bush administrar'on ~s talkina and committing itself to a
comprehens e : ~ en be )1, UN resolutions 242 and 338.

f ,
Only t cda-
ef Lec t; 11.

-i 5;3 that a new policy went into
{~t rs were allowed to occupy land



in occupied terri caries, for free. This territory was given to them.
That does not suggesl htat -~e Israelis are in any kind of a hurry to
trade land for peace right rnw, does it?

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, Mr Ted Koppel, let rre clarify this very openly. The United
States of America and the American people certainly respect the
United Nations as an international institution, and especially they
know that this institution has played a very effective role during
the Gulf war in order to liberate Kuwait. All what we want is the
implementation of United Nations resolutions relevant to the Arab -
Israeli conflict and to the Palestinian question. We are not asking
for any advantage for us. All what we are asking is a fair and
balanced approach to resolve the Arab - Israeli conflict within the
United Nations resolutions and based on international legitimacy,
which everybody has supported during the Gulf war.

KOPPEL
Dr al-Sha~aa, I understa~d t~at, but Syria, of course, is not
negotiating wich the United States. Ultimately it -

DR AL-SHARAA
Of course. Of course, we know.

KOPPEL
- it will have to negociate with Israel.

DR AL-SHARAA
That's right. Thar's r~aht. There is no misunderstanding about this.
And what I wa~t ~c aeo ,s th~s, that those UN resolutions which have
to be implemented con s i de r b-ji.Ldi nq settlements as illegitimate,
illegal and a ma_or obsLacle to peace. And when the United States is
reiterating what is ih these UN resolutions, in fact, it's not
inventing anything new -

KOPPEL
What's -

DR AL-SHARAA
- only dictating -

KOPPEL
- what would be new, Mr Minister, what would be new, of course, is
Syria's willingness to sit down face - to - face with Israeli
negotiators, and are you indeed prepared to do that on a one - to -
one basis -

DR AL-SH.~RAA
- well -

KOPPEL
- or only within the context of an international conference?

DR AL-SHARAA
- well, in any peace conference, there are rules and traditions. We
are ready ~G follow these rules and rraditions, and people in a peace
conference cerLainly do no~ turn their backs to each other.

;<:0 P ?E::""

But you also know there are differences between what the Israelis say
they will do and what the Americans say they will try for, and the
Israelis, as you Know, are far more interested in sitting down face -
to - face as you and I are sitting down right now, talking directly
to each other. And my only question is, within the context of an
international peace conference, following an international peace
conference, is this something that is now an acceptable notion to the
government of Syria, or is that still, as it has been over the past
40 years, out of the question?

DR AL-SHARAA
Well, let me clarify this very important point. The Israeli position,
when they speak about direct negotiations, they mean that the
negotiations are an objective in themselves, which would lead to
nothing, no peace, no restoration of the occupied territories. This
is not our interpretation of direct negotiations. In a peace
conference, dire,r negotiations would mean that the parties in that
conference should achieve genuine peace based on international
legitimacy and UN resolctions where every party should regain its own
rights and its own land.

KOPPEL
Mr Foreign Minister, you've been very generous with your time. I want
to thank y< .l very much f r being w i th us this evening.

DR AL-SHARAA
Thank you.

KOPPEL
I'll be back .in a moment wi th a p roqr am note.
(COMMERCIA:, BREAK I

KOPPEL
Sunday on This Week with David Brinkley, there'll be more on the
Middle East and a preview of the US - Soviet summit, with Israel's
defense minister, Moshe Arens, and former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in



Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY OSA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
Congress is about to begin another investigation of the American
connection to an international banking scandal. The House Banking
Committee will begin hearings in September on the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International, BCCI. The committee would like to know why
the Justice Department, which was aware of BCCI's criminal
activities, dragged its feet investigating and was there a cover-up.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(ARRESTED SUSPECTS) At first, the Justice Department appeared quick
off the mark. Its agents took these BeCI employees into custody
three years ago in Tampa, Florida and seized more than 1,000 pounds
of documents. ,BCCr EXT) Federal prosecutors got a grand jury to
indict BCCI and its five Tampa bank officers for conspiring to
launder drug money, bu ' then t.he cus t j ce Department's criminal
division in Washington approved a plea bargain rather than a trial.
(JUSTICE DEPT EX~) It enlisted ~he bank officers as witnesses
against Panama dictator Manuel Noriega. (NORIEGA) The former
commissioner of US Customs said the Justice Department's decision to
make a deal cut the heart out of a broader investigation of BCCI's
international operations.

WILLIAM VON RAAB
We felt from our investigations that BeCI was really corrupt to the
core. We very much wanted indictments not only at mid-level
managers, which is really what came out of this, we wanted
indictments of senior officials and an indictment of the bank
itself.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU FILE) Justice officials dismissed this criticism and insist
they began investigating BCCI early in 1986 and now using
information from the Tampa case, are presenting evidence to grand
juries in four American ciLies.

ROBERT MUELLER III I ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL
We had from t r.e utset pursued every allegation that we have
received on BCCT from what.ever source.

JOHN MARTIN
(LETTER/GRAPHICS' But the Florida state comptroller has questions
about whether the department was protecting the operations of the
Florida bank. He poir.~s to this Justice Department letter last year
which requested rhat "BCCI be permitted to operate in your
jurisdiction, so certal~ accounts may be maintained for monitoring
purposes It •

GERALD LEWIS
I thought it was a questionable request and when we asked for
clarification chey did a 180 degree turn and said "we didn't really
mean what we said".

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Justice Department officials say the request was
misunderstood, they simply wanted to follow drug money through the
bank's accounts. But a former government official says it may have
been an attempt to protect intelligence agency money being
distributed through the bank's many branches. The Justice
Department denies this, but a CIA official confirmed that BCCI was
one of a hund~ed banks used by the agency for intelligence
operations. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
An unrelenti~g ~eat wave continued to scorch the central Plains and
the eastern seabna~d. ~he merc~ry topped 100 in New York City.
Some people S0Ug~:re:~ef in the Washington Square fountain, others
settled for a more peaestrian way to keep cool. Tonight rain
brought some re~ie: to New York and may do the same for the rest of
the Northeast.
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JOHN MARTIN
Here at home Les Angeles, wh:te s~premacist Tom Metzger goes on
trial tomorrow. He is charged with felony conspiracy for allegedly
burning a cross in a racially mixed Los Angeles suburb more than
seven years ago. The felony charge is not Metzger's first run-in
with the courts. As ABC's B~ian Rooney reports, Metzger's
activities as leader of White Aryan Resistance have gotten him in
trouble before and have cost him literally everything he owns.

BRIAN ROONEY
Tom Metzger is one of America's most prominent racists, a man who
believes in racial separation and even violence to preserve white
political power. Metzger once ran for Congress, publishes a
newspaper and produces his own cable television show, "Race and
Reason". He says he's at war with government, but now the
government of California is supporting him.

TOM METZGER
Nine hundred and sixty dollars a month.

BRIAN ROONEY
He's on welfare because the courts have taken all his money. The
Southern Poverty Law Center from Alabama sued Metzger and won money
for the family of a man killed by neo-Nazi skinheads in Portland.
The lawyers hoped the 12 million dollar judgment would put Metzger
out of the b~sj_ness it spreading racial hatred.

MORElS DEES
Obviously Lh ~ rK ~e', bee~ Go~ng we've stopped him from doing and
that's co lLer-r cnq mc ne y selLc.nq hate.

BRIAN ROONEY
Virtually everything Tom Metzger owns was seized to payoff the
jUdgment: the equipment for his television repair business,
materials for his organization White Aryan Resistance, even his
house, all valued at about 150,000 dollars.

TOM METZGER
So I said if that's the way you're going to play, fine and I just
trotted down to the social services and signed up.

BRIAN ROONEY
Metzger hates government, but loves taking its money. He says the
lawsuit may have stung him, but has not stopped him.

TOM METZGER
They can kill me, I mean even putting me in jail won I t stop me
spreading my message.

BRIAN ROONEY
The court can collect money from Metzger for the next 20 years. He
admits that's got him down, but he says he's not out. Brian Rooney,
ABC News, re r r orc .k, ralifornia.
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JOHN MARTIN
The President warned Saddam Hussein meanwhile, not to resume war on
his own people. There are reports tonight that 20,000 Kurds have
fled earlier fighting in northern Iraq and are heading toward Iran.
The International Red Cross said it has visited more than 1,200
Iraqi soldiers taken prisoner.
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JOHN MARTIN
The elements of an histo~ic Middi~ East accommodation appear in
place tonight with only a single state, Israel, still to be heard
from. Virtually all its Arab neighbors large and small, have now
agreed to negotiate directly with Israel or to attend a peace
conference with it and if Israel stops building settlements on
occupied land, to end the 43 year Arab boycott. ABC's
Barrie Dunsmore is in Jerusalem with the architect of this plan,
American Sec rerery of State}ames Baker.

BP-.PRIFDUNSMORE
One of Secreta:rj Baker's object.ves was to assure the Israelis that
he had made no secre~ deals witn Syria to get President Assad's
acceptance of the American plan tor a Mideast peace conference.

MAN
The main topic was a report by Secretary Baker on his talks in the
different Arab states and that the two men especially discussed the
Syrian situation.

BARRIE DUNSMORE
Baker is said to feel that the Israelis will ultimately say yes to
the American proposals on resolving the procedural hang-ups, but
will then raise other issues. One thing the Israelis are likely to
dispute is the genuine willingness of the Arabs to negotiate
face-to-face.

SECRETARY JAMES BAKER
The purpose of this conference wuuld be to launch direct bilateral
negotiations between Israel and Palestinians on the one hand and
Israel and their Arab neighbors on the other.

BARRIE DUNSMORE
The other problem the US expects the Israelis to raise is what
Palestinians sho~ld be allowed ~c participate. Israel's dilemma is
that Baker has brought good news and bad news. The good news is
that all the key Arab :eaders appear to have accepted the concept of
direct negotiations with Israel, which for decades has been Israel's
most cherished goal. The bad news is that everyone else wants these
talks to be based on the formula of land for peace. Israel no
longer accepts that formula. Barrie Dunsmore, ABC News, Jerusalem.
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Finally Lonight, actress Demi Moore, who created a stir by appearing
nude and very preqne nt on t be cr-ver of the current Vanity Fair
magazine gave b~r:h t~ a five pound 15 ounce girl today. Mother and
daughter are reported doing well at an undisclosed Los Angeles
hospital. Scout LaRue Willis, is the second child for Ms. Moore and
her husband, acto~ Bruce Willis.
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JOHN MARTIN
Monday morning financial markets are already open in Asia. In
Tokyo, the Nikkei stock exchange opened down .23 percent and the
dollar opened down .60 yen. In Hong Kong, gold opened down at 370
dollars, 50 cents an ounce.
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TURKEY'S OZAL

WASHINGTON, DC USA
ISTANBUL, TURKEY

JOHN MARTIN
President Bush traveling near the region kept up the pressure with
public comments. ABC's Ann Compton has our story from
Istanbul, Turkey.

ANN COMPTON
(BUSH-QZAL) Secretary Baker's Mideast reports were constantly
channeled to his boss in Istanbul, Turkey during the last stop in a
long foreign tour. President Bush was hopeful because so much Arab
support has =a11er i~-o :ine.

PRESIDENT BUSH
Similarly in the :l.id~l Ee st; w'e put out a proposal that now is
getting the Kinds of support from various parties that I think the
world has long awaited.

ANN COMPTON
As Baker went into meetings in Israeli the President reiterated that
the key to US policy is a stop to creation of new settlements in
occupied territory.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I haven't encountered anybody in this part of the world that thinks
increasing settlements is a helpful thing and the US policy has been
opposed to it for years so this isn't new with us, this isn't new at
all.

ANN COMPTON
President Bush has been pushing the Middle East peace agenda at each
stop he's made including here in Istanbul, the city which lies in
Europe on one bank of the Bosporus Straits and Asia on the other
shore. The rest of the day was a rare adventure in tourism for the
President and Mrs. Bush, who wandered through a 15th century
Blue Mosque in stocking feet and sat in apparent awe of Turkey's
traditional whirling jirvishes. That term could be applied to the
President's own whir_wind style of diplomacy. It has driven him
through four countrie~ in ~he last week and gives him but one week
ahead to prepare for an arms control treaty signing in Moscow. At
that summit on the heels of the Baker mission, Soviet support for a
Middle East peace con:erence is high on the agenda. Ann Compton,
ABC News I Istanbul.
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Australian officials are calling it unprecedented and catastrophic.
Nearly three million gallons of crude oil spilled into the
Indian Ocean off Austra~ia's western coast. The environmental
disaster occurred when a Greek tanker on its way to the Australian
port of Fremantle caught fire early this morning and broke apart.
The so-called dirty tricks scandal that is shaking South Africa's
white governmenL got bigger today. The government admitted it
secretly paid nearly 600,000 dollars to the black Inkatha Freedom
Party and an allied trade union. Inkatha is the main rival to
Nelson Mandela's African National Congress. South Africa's Law and
Order Minister Adriaan Vlok said he may have to resign because of
the new disclosures.
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WASHINGTON, DC USA
NEW YORK, NY USA

JOHN MARTIN
In his sports commentary tonight, Ray Gandolf takes a shot, an
overhead smash actually, at the world of tennis. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, the tennis establishment and my colleagues in the media have
been giving Monica Seles a pretty good bashing for pulling out of
Wimbledon on short notice, failing to give a clear reason and then
vanishing. I wish they would get off her back. Since I first met
Seles a couple of years ago, she had lost her giggle, has grown
about six inches, cut her hair, become the number one player in the
world and is a sophisticate at 17. After winning the Australian and
French Opens, she derailed herself from a possible Grand Slam sweep
citing an unexplained injury. Rumors abounded. Had she had an
accident? Was she pregnant? Was she afraid to risk her number one
ranking and Lhe endorsement money it guaranteed? Well, she finally
surfaced this past week at a tournament in New Jersey and told about
200 frothing reporters that she passed up Wimbledon because she had
a case of shin splints and a stress fracture in her leg and that may
have been the reason she lost to Jennifer Capriati today in the
final of that Jersey tournament. It says here that Monica Seles is
guilty of heresy, nothing more, of believing that tennis is not the
most important thing in the world. So she snubbed Wimbledon, big
deal. It couldn't happen to a more deserving bunch. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Another ace.
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WASHINGTON, DC USA
LONDON, ENGLAND

JOHN MARTIN
President Bush in London for the start of that economic summit, as
we said, has a meeti~g with Soviet President Gorbachev later this
week and had hoped the treaty language might be acceptable so the
two countries could hold their own summit later this month. ABC's
Ann Compton explains this latest complication.

ANN COMPTON
During dinner with the host of the summit, Mr. Bush got the news
that the START neqot, 'lrors had come close, but aides say tonight
they are not close en ~gh for P~esident Bush to close the deal
himself when Mikhail ~ rbachev arrives in London to appeal to the
summit for aid. Ea r ri er in the day President Bush compared notes on
the Soviet request wi~h President Mitterrand in Rambouillet, France,
site of the original economic summit. Mitterrand wants to help, but
said there can be no quick decision this week, President Bush
agreed.

PRESIDENT BUSH
Again we've stated our position that this is not blank check time
and that reforms have to take place before money could well be spent
in helping to solve these problems.

ANN COMPTON
President Bush presented America's highest military honors to Desert
Storm commanders from Britain and France just hours after Mitterrand
told his nation, "France stands ready to use force in Iraq again if
necessary to wipe out Saddam Hussein's nuclear capability".
President Bush is convinced Saddam is holding out.

PRESIDENT BUSH
There have been incon~rovertible evidence presented to the
United Nations Securjty Council that the man is lying and cheating
and let us hope that h~s last confession or his last statement that
he would comply .is f o lLowed to the letter and to the "T" .

.n.!'::. COMPTON
President Bush saId t~3t he wou~d not lift sanctions against Iraq
until Saddam Hussein ~s out of power and he wants his summit
partners to take the same tough line. Ann Compton, ABC News,
London.
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JOHN MARTIN
A Fort Worch poli~e ~. :~cer who was videotaped striking a handcuffed
suspecc 28 cimes Wl~r ~ n 0h~s~~ck has finally told his side of the
story. Edward Parne _ :1: ~o:d the Fort Worth Star Telegram that
the car theft suspect had kicked out the rear side of his ...the rear
window of his police cruiser and was trying to escape. "I needed
him back in che vehicle", he said, "either through pain or fright",
Parnell told the paper, adding "I did what I was trained to do".
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Finally this evening we offer more evidence of the new world order.
In the old days the Lhought of a Soviet leader getting anywhere near
this week's economic summit would have been unthinkable. As
unthinkable as letting the CIA's top secret papers go on public
display. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
This is pulp, paper hammered into shreds and drenched in water. But
this pulp is far from ordinary. It once carried the secrets of the
Central Intelligence Agency, secret messages, secret deeds, secret
codes. Now it is being driven away from CIA headquarters in
Langley, Virginia by Jim Sanborn.

JIM SANBORN
To them it's valueless material because the secrets it contained
within have been destroyed.

JOHN MARTIN
But to Sanborn, the sel rets are still there in a way and he has
decided to reveal ~hem In his own way. His is a sculptor and this
is the secret of ~is l~test work. Sanborn has taken about 20 tons
of pulp from the agency, part of a deal he struck last spring when
the CIA dedicated Kryptos, his curved copper screen of coded
letters. Agency officials insisted on knowing the code and the
message. So Sanborn bargained: for his secret message he got their
secret trash. At his studio Sanborn packs the pulp into panels he
calls "covert operations". He adds the imprint of a series of words
in Arabic or Cyrillic or Roman letters. New messages all in code.
The panels are five feet by eight feet and weigh 130 pounds. In
some panels, Sanborn discovers raw data. In this one, he found the
world Latvia. In this one part. of the phrase "top secret". What
does the art world find in this? At the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, a leading curator says Sanborn is revealing something about
us.

HOWARD FOX
It is our natural human curiosity to want to know.
curiousit.y that his art is about.

JOHN MARTIN
Will it sell? A New York dealer who handles Sanborn's works says it
will for perhaps 5,000 dollars a panel to special collectors.

DIANE BROWN
nk, people who like to be challenged, people

w~~k by a work and have seen it all, so I do

It's that

People who like to lh
who don't lust want
expect to sell it.

JOHN MARTIN
So he will be selling secrets, once a crime, now a form of art in
the twilight of the Cold War.

JIM SANBORN
If somebody finds one of these in 2,000 years and thinks it's some
remnant or relic of you know, past history like we would find a
Roman or Greek stela, that's fine, because that's the way I designed
them.

JOHN MARTIN
Relics from a time when secrecy, still potent was paramount. Now it
is the art of the secret. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
It got off to a viole~t start. One Chicago man was killed Friday
night, 35 other people arou~d che country were injured in
disturbances linked :- the opening of the film "Boyz N the Hood".
But Columbia Pictures said today the news of the shootings hasn't
dampened interest in the film, although most theaters showing it
have hired extra securi:y guards. Columbia expects the film to
gross more than nine million dollars this weekend.
Monday morning financial markets are already open in Asia. In
Tokyo, the Nikke~ Slo~< exchar.ge opened up 1.18 percent and the
dollar opened down :.~~ yen. :n Hong Kong, gold opened up at 396
dollars, ~4 cents 3.;, .r.ce.
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JOHN MARTIN
After an unexpected :_~rth day of negotiations here in Washington,
the United States ana the Sovie-c Union have failed to agree on a
nuclear weapons treaty. But the two sides say they have resolved
all but a final technical issue and that this does not doom a
possible summit agreement Le t.er this month in Moscow.
Kathleen Delaski has our story.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
Despite their failure to complete the treaty, the ministers emerged
hopeful from four days of intensive negotiations.

SECRETARY JAMES BAKER
We have made what I would characterize as outstanding progress
toward completion of a START agreement.

FOREIGN MINISTER ALEKSANDR BESSMERTNYKH
The long journey of nine years is coming really to the end.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
But there is one remaining technical dispute, how to finalize a
formula for defining new classes of missiles, which could be built
to circumvent the treacy. Baker and Bessmertnykh said their
technical experts must consider this issue further, but they
indicated it could be worked out by lower level officials.

SECRETARY JAMES BAKER
We're not at a point where there can be a strategic arms treaty, the
first one in history ~ ~~er reduce strategic nuclear weapons, but
only if this one ~ss~e s resolved.

K.;:"'':'!'il..EENDELA5KI
So Secretary Baker lef" to join President Bush at the London
economic summit with no finished treaty in hand. He is not saying
whether it will be ready in time for a July summit as President Bush
had hoped. But to Baker the treaty is worth waiting for. Not only
does it reduce weapons that Soviets and Americans have pointed at
each other, but for the first time it will allow each side to
closely inspect the other's missiles on a regular basis.
Kathleen Delaski, ABC News, the State Department.
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JOHN MARTIN
After an unexpected fourth day of negotiations here in Washington,
the United States and the Soviet Union have failed to agree on a
nuclear weapons treaty. But the two sides say they have resolved
all but a final technical issue and that this does not doom a
possible summit agreement later this month in Moscow.
Kathleen Delaski has our story.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
Despite their failure to complete the treaty, the ministers emerged
hopeful from four days of intensive negotiations.

SECRETARY JAMES BAKER
We have made what I would characterize as outstanding progress
toward completion of a START a~reement.

FOREIGN ~"I:::~!ISTEPALEY.SANDR BESSMERTNYKH
The long journey c~ ~:~e years is coming really to the end.

KhT:-:~EENDELASKI
But there is one ~e~a ~j~g ~e~hnical dispute, how to finalize a
formula for defi~~~g new classes of missiles, which could be built
to circumvent the trea~y. Baker and Bessmertnykh said their
technical experts mUSL consider this issue further, but they
indicated it could be worked out by lower level officials.

SECRETARY J~~ES BAKER
We're not at a point where there can be a strategic arms treaty, the
first one in history to ever reduce strategic nuclear weapons, but
only if this one issue is resolved.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
So Secretary Baker left to join President Bush at the London
economic summit with no finished treaty in hand. He is not saying
whether it will be ready in time for a July summit as President Bush
had hoped. But to Baker the Lreaty is worth waiting for. Not only
does it reduce weapons rhat Soviets and Americans have pointed at
each other, but for ~he :irst time it will allow each side to
closely inspect the o~her's missiles on a regular basis.
Kathleen Delaski, ABC News, t he State Department.
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WASHINGTON, DC USA
LONDON, ENG~AND

JOHN MARTIN
President Bush in London for the start of that economic summit, as
we said, has a meeting with Soviet President Gorbachev later this
week and had hoped the treaty language might be acceptable so the
two countries could hold their own summit later this month. ABC's
Ann Compton explains this latest complication.

ANN COMPTON
During dinner with the host of the summit, Mr. Bush got the news
that the START negotiators had come close, but aides say tonight
they are not close enough for President Bush to close the deal
himself when Mikhail Gorbachev arrives in London to appeal to the
summit for aid. Earl~er in 'he day President Bush compared notes on
the Soviet request with President Mitterrand in Rambouillet, France,
site of the original ec)nom~r summit. Mitterrand wants to help, but
said t he re can be n q'l r-k :1" _Sl in this week, President Bush
agreed.

Aga n we'VA slate:J
IDEr~r BUSH

rhat this is not blank check time1'
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and that reforms have t c t ak- p i ace before money could well be spent
in helping to so lve .e p o ems .

.i;~~~JCOMPTON
President Bush preserted America's highest military honors to Desert
Storm commanders fro~ B~itain and France just hours after Mitterrand
told his nation, "France stands ready to use force in Iraq again if
necessary to wipe out Saddam Hussein's nuclear capability".
President Bush is convinced Saddam is holding out.

PRESIDENT BUSH
There have been incontrovertible evidence presented to the
United Nations Security Council that the man is lying and cheating
and let us hope that his last confession or his last statement that
he would comply is followed to the letter and to the "T".

ANN COMPTON
President Bush said that he would not lift sanctions against Iraq
until Saddam Hussein .is out of power and he wants his surrunit
partners to take the same tough line_ Ann Compton, ABC News,
London.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Iraqis meanwhile today delivered a new list of nuclear
facilities to United Nations officials. This is the third and
reportedly most detailed list submitted to UN inspectors.
Meanwhile one of Iraq's Arab enemies in the Gulf War over Kuwait has
signaled it is ready to negotiate an end to the Arab-Israeli
conflict. Syrian President Assad said today United States proposals
to convene a peace conference with Israel are "an acceptable base",
in his words, "for going ahead with negotiations".
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JOHN MARTIN
A Fort Worth police fF ~er wn was videotaped striking a handcuffed
suspect 28 times wlth a nig~~s~~ck has finally told his side of the
story. Edward Par~el~ III ~ 10 the Fort Worth Star Telegram that
the car theft suspect nad kicked out the rear side of his ...the rear
window of his police cruiser and was trying to escape. "I needed
him back in the vehicle", he said, "either through pain or fright",
Parnell told the paper, adding "I did what I was trained to do".
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JOHN MARTIN
At Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, a young US Marine Corporal is sitting
on death row waiting for an order from President Bush, an order for
his execution. As ABC's Wa'rer Rodgers reports, his case has become
a rallying point f r I cal •~p rts who insist that the military
death per-a t y is ur.. nc r •t.ut na L,

":';d·ER RODGERS
Lance Co~poral Ron~~E Jr~~ uld become the first United States
Marine executed sincE ~~~. Pr,'sident Bush will have to sign his
death warrant, but if _.at happens, Curtis will also be the first
person ever to die in rhe Un ~ed States solely pursuant to a
presidential order as opposed ~o a law passed by Congress. His
lawyer says that's wrong.

ATTORNEY
That's not the way it was intended to be by the constitutional
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framers and that's not the way it should be.
concentration of power.

It's too much

WALTER RODGERS
Corporal Curtis was sentenced to die for stabbing his commanding
officer, Lieutenant James Lotz and Lotz's wife Joan in a drunken
rage and sexually molesting Mrs. Lotz as she lay dying. Her family
wants the death sentence carried out.

MAN
We lost a lovely daughter and son-in-law and there's no reason for
it. This man's l~fe should nOL be spared.

WALTER RODGERS
The murder shocked Camp ~ejeune, Curtis' lawyer received death
threats. During the trial, wha t might have been mitigating factors
in a civi:ian court Ne:e dis:eaarded by the military court. For
example, Curtis clained he was tormented by racially charged remarks
from his commanding ~:_~ce~. ~ieutenant Lotz had been reprimanded
for racial ha:assrne:l:. ~~~. ights groups say Curtis was treated
like a bLac k s Lave a ":"";~ ie r as t.he only way out.

MAN
Ronnie Curtis is some ~.e whc ~as driven to the point of a total
psychological brea kdo'...-r. bec au s. of un relentless racist treatment at
the hands of a cow~a~d ng of:icer.

&:.;;i..TER RODGERS
The military death penalty was declared unconstitutional in 1983.
Since then the Congress has consistently refused to repass another
death penalty law for the armed forces. So in 1984 by executive
order, President Reagan reimposed the military death penalty.
Ronnie Curtis now sits on death row at Fort Leavenworth waiting to
see if the courts allow a president that much authority. If so,
Curtis could become the first American ever executed by presidential
decree. Walter Rodgers, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
It got off =0 a ··l~ One Chicago man was killed Friday
night, 35 other peep ~rou. ~e country were injured in
disturbances linked t- ~~e open~ng of the film "Soyz N the Hood".
But Columbia Pictu~es said ~oday the news of the shootings hasn't
dampened interest in t.he film, although most theaters showing it
have hired extra security guards. Columbia expects the film to
gross more than nine million dollars this weekend.
Monday morning financial markets are already open in Asia. In
Tokyo, the Nikkei stock exchange opened up 1.18 percent and the
dollar opened down L.83 yen. I~ Hong Kong, gold opened up at 396
dollars, 44 cents an ounce.
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MARLA MAPLES SAYS NO TO PRENUP~IAL AGREEMENT
1991-07-14
00:00:00
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHING~ "" DC "A
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JOHN MARTIN
Good news t.on i qh- ....;; could use some. Marla Maples has
told People magaz_~e j want a prenuptial agreement when
she marrles Donald ~ ;~1 ~~p's first wife Ivana had an agreement
that gave her ten rru • n d- 1 I:S in cash, several homes and 300,000
dollars a year in chi~d sup~Jr~.
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JOHN MARTIN,
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WASHINGT'lN, DC I. l-.
NEW YORK, ~Y USP

JOHN MARTIN



Finally in his commen~aYy t~riqht, Ray Gandolf says he finds the
latest product endorsement t· star athlete hard to swallow. Ray.

?.A':'GANDOLF
JOHN, a report surfaced the other day that the Quaker Oats people
who make Gatorade are offeri~g Michael Jordan from 14 million to 18
million dollars over :he next ten years to endorse their beverage.
Jordan already makes upwards of 15 million dollars a year for
plugging more than a ~. zen p"oducts like Wheaties. You can watch
him and moviemaker S~_~e Le' _ scussing the merits of Nike's 110
dollar a pair Air J(.!';~: s~ s. You can see Jordan soaring through
the air while scarf ~-; 1awn ,ke. Jordan would have to give up
the Coke gig of COJr~v f n~ r ~omes the Gatorade spokesman.
Gatorade has never hal a celr.>britypitchman before preferring to use
anonymous jocks drinking the~r product for vaguely therapeutic
reasons, to replace vital bodily fluids lost during exercise.
Michael Jordan certainly loses a lot of fluids during his exertions
and if he wants to replace them with Gatorade instead of Coke,
that's okay with me. I wish the couple a long and prosperous
marriage. But if Jordan tries to tell me that his new drink tastes
good, forget it Michael. My first Gatorade was my last Gatorade.
JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Ray I thanks.
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JOHN MARTIN
At Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, a young US Marine Corporal is sitting
on death row waiting for an order from President Bush, an order for
his execution. As ABC's Walter Rodgers reports, his case has become
a rallying point for legal experts who insist that the military
death penalty is unconstitutional.

WALTER RODGERS
Lance Corporal Ronnie rurtis could become the first United States
Marine executed since _ 1~. President Bush will have to sign his
death warrant, but if ~~at happens, Curtis will also be the first
person ever to die ~~ ·~e U~ited States solely pursuant to a
presidential order as pposed to a law passed by Congress. His
lawyer says that's wrong.

ATTORNEY
That's not the way it was intended to be by the constitutional
framers and that's not the way it should be. It's too much
concentration of power.

WALTER RODGERS
Corporal Curtis was sentenced to die for stabbing his commanding
officer, Lieutenant James Lotz and Lotz's wife Joan in a drunken
rage and sexually molesting Mrs. Lotz as she lay dying. Her family
wants the death sentence carried out.

MAN
We lost a lovely daughter and son~in~law and there's no reason for
it. This man's life should not be spared.

WALTER RODGERS
The murder shocked Camp Lejeune, Curtis' lawyer received death
threats. During the trial, what might have been mitigating factors
in a civilian court were dis~egarded by the military court. For
example, Curtis claimed he was tormented by racially charged remarks
from his commanding 0f:ice~. Lieutenant Lotz had been reprimanded
for racial harassme0t. Civ~l rights groups say Curtis was treated
like a black slave a~d saw murder as the only way out.

MAN
Ronnie Curtis is someone who was driven to the point of a total
psychological breakdown because of unrelentless racist treatment at
the hands of a commanding officer.

WALTER RODGERS
The military death penalty was declared unconstitutional in 1983.
Since then the Congress has consistently refused to repass another
death penalty law for the armed forces. So in 1984 by executive
order, President Reagan reimposed the military death penalty.
Ronnie Curtis now sits on death row at Fort Leavenworth waiting to
see if the courts allow a president that much authority. If so,
Curtis could become the first American ever executed by presidential
decree. Walter Rodgers, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
Finally in his corn-: • te - y' ~ .r.r , Ray Gandolf says he finds the
latest product ena 3e~ l~ cy a star athlete hard to swallow. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, a report sur aced the other day that the Quaker Oats people
who make Gatorade are offering Michael Jordan from 14 million to 18
million dollars over the next ten years to endorse their beverage.
Jordan already makes upwards of 15 million dollars a year for
plugging more than a dozen products like Wheaties. You can watch
him and moviemaker Spike Lee discussing the merits of Nike's 110
dollar a pair Air Jordan shoes. You can see Jordan soaring through
the air while scarfing down a Coke. Jordan would have to give up
the Coke gig of course if he becomes the Gatorade spokesman.
Gatorade has never had a celebrity pitchman before preferring to use
anonymous jocks drinking their product for vaguely therapeutic
reasons, to replace vital bodily fluids lost during exercise.
Michael Jordan certainly :oses a lot of fluids during his exertions
and if he wants to replace them with Gatorade instead of Coke,
that's okay with me. I wish the couple a long and prosperous
marriage. But if Jordan tries to tell me that his new drink tastes
good, forget it Michael, My first Gatorade was my last Gatorade.
JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Ray I thanks,
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JOHN MARTIN
Good news tonight for a guy who could use some. Marla Maples has
told People magazine she doesn't want a prenuptial agreement when
she marries Donald Trump. Trump's first wife Ivana had an agreement
that gave her ten million dollars in cash, several homes and 300,000
dollars a year in child support.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Iraqis meanwhile ~oday delivered a new list of nuclear
facilities to United Nations officials. This is the third and
reportedly most detailed list submitted to UN inspectors.
Meanwhile one of Iraq's Arab enemies in the Gulf War over Kuwait has
signaled it is ready to negotiate an end to the Arab-Israeli
conflict. Syrian President Assad said today United States proposals
to convene a peace conference with Israel are "an acceptable base",
in his words, "for going ahead with negotiations",
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PE':'=:R JENNINGS
In Washington, the =~ar~Cont~a scandal has taken a new turn. The
man who ~a~ pa~~ cf ~~~ ~I~ ~pr-ral American operations during the
Reaga~ Adrr.~~is~=a-ic~,A~an f~ers, now admits that he knew more than
he tOLd Co~gress aDJ~- ~~lega~ arms shipments to the Nicaraguan
Cantras and ~e had ~ade a dea~ with the special prosecutor. He says
now he w i __t.eL.la::. -ere' s .1;8C'5JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FIERS former CIA officia~ F~ers, on the right, walked with his
lawyer to court this morning. Fiers pleaded guilty to two counts of
lying to the Senate and House Intelligence Committees about this
plane crash in the Nicaraguan jungle in 1986. (CRASH SITE) The
plane was delivering US arms illegally to the Contras.
(HASENFUS WITH CAPTORS) Survivor Eugene Hasenfus told the
Nicaraguans he was working for CIA operatives. Within days Fiers
told Congress in closed sessions he and others at the agency did not
know who was behind :he flight. (NORTH SWEARING IN) But Fiers now
admits Oliver North to~d hirr aoout the operation months before the
crash. GRAPH:CS ~is admission raises questions whether his
superiors also knew. SKETCHES In court today Fiers says he
disc~ssed it with C~air George, then CIA Deputy Operations Director.
George testified before Cong~ess he knew nothing of the operation.
Prosecutor Craig Gi:~en said tiers also discussed the Contra supply
operation with Dona:a Gregg, Vice President Bush's National Security
Adviser -wo ~o~tr.s bef ~ r r~ane crash. (GREGG) Gregg at first
den Led ar. kr;c.....Leoce ::...>- -H. arrut t ed he was aware of the
operatior.. B:lSH .I:' -'lOt:: ~ rsh said he knew nothing of it.

S7A:::...EY-~('-'i / FIERS ATTORNEY
President Bush is nat ~n an~ way implicated, He's a wonderful
President, no problem.

A:"'ANFIERS
Today I've done what I think is in the best interest of the country.
Not only that, but what the Constitution requires of me.

JOHN MARTIN
(SO) When an earlier case collapsed, special prosecutors said the
CIA seemed shielded from the law. Today that shield, if it existed,
was penetrated. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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CAROLE SIMPSON
We begin tonight with the largest case of medical insurance fraud in
US history. In Los Angeles, law enforcement authorities have
unsealed 12 indictments and started arresting suspects. The
charges: that they devised a scheme to bill insurance companies and
the federal government for expensive medical tests that either
weren't needed or were never done. ABC News has learned the details
of how the suspects filed more than a billion dollars in phony
claims. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
Advertisements and high-pressure telephone calls promised free
medical checkups. The indictments charge that's how customers were
lured to clinics, ma:1Y of them set up in shopping centers. The
clients filled out illS\.rance fGrms and were given a series of
medical tests conducted, agents say, by unqualified workers and
physicians who were ac comp lLr-es in the scheme. (DOCUMENTS) After
the patients left, the ~llni~s made up symptoms and diagnoses on the
insurance forms to lus~ify t :ing insurance companies for the
unnecessary and expe~s "f t

JAMES GARCIA / AETNA
We were receiving about two and a half million dollars of claims per
month at their peak.

JOHN MARTIN
(CLINIC NAME LIST' A t es k force of state and federal investigators
identified more than 900 of these phony clinics across the
United States; more than half allegedly run by these two Russian
immigrants, David and Michael Smushkevich. (PHOTOS) One day after
a Smushkevich clinic was identified by local reporters near
San Diego, its employees removed equipment and most files and moved
to another city. (FURNITURE REMOVAL) Michael Smushkevich opened a
clinic in Tijuana, Mexico, running his operations from this
high-rise building. (BLDG EXT) He is seen in this undercover
videotape. (VIDEO) A key associate, Art Lucero, is one of the
suspects arrested last night. (LUCERO) Last month authorities
arrested David Smushkevich in 'he Netherlands. (SKETCHES) Today
his brother Michael was arraigned in federal district court in
Los Angeles along with Michael's wife and a woman described as
Michael's girlfriend. Aur.h· r i r.Les said the indictments implicate
the ·op =-ieutenan~s ~n d va. ~ enterprise.

DAVID eM' / S OSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE
The. a r- i,...,e xcos s t . e. This represents individual
she~~ s ~, JilltTIP d .te! + 0 F that we are investigating including
ph ys i c i ans .

JOHN MARTIN
Insurance companies weren't thL only victims. Investigators say
some patient's records were a~tered so drastically with phony
illnesses that they were denied jobs or other insurance coverage.
Chiropractor Craig Keoshian, ::"0 excellent health, was forced to
clear his record with life insurance examiners who were convinced
from fake test results that he had heart trouble.

DR. CRAIG KEOSHIAN
And these tests that they wanted me to go through to show that these
things were normal were in the range of five to six thousand dollars
of testing and who has that to prove that everything is okay?

JOHN MARTIN
The blggest victkillof all may have been the American
The clini s ~ttr,rted many military dependents insured by

(PATIENTS)
taxpayer.
UnclE Sam.

WI L
c-s e m i

1 rn: "he

.Z\M LANDRETH
al program has been severely impacted
'y've exceeded and this is the
nk, in the history of the

The D~partment of
by >-hE: amount f
la Jf ~ t red i c a l f I'

Un 1 rt es .
JOHN MARTIN
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CAR' ~E SIMPSON
And it doesn't s~op there. Insurance companies
costS along to the public iii tte form of higher
say that this one case of fraud raised the cost
premiums in California by 15 percent.

routinely pass their
premiums. Officials
of medical insurance

(SU' An internal ~31 r epo r '\'5 fraud is increasing at an alarming
r a re 'W:c -Ji i.n the irs' __;;;;~, .r r J'" . ry, partly due to medical testing
schemes Like this O~~ ~he ~e~0rt warns that unchecked, this kind
of c r i.me could de va s t ale the' nsurance industry. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, WashingLor.
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ANNOUNCER
w i r h "iav i d Brinkley. Now, from our
subs" tuting for David Brinkley, here's Sam

From ABC News, This Wee~
Washington headqua~ters,
Donaldson.

':;AM ,y'jJ...LDSON, ABC NEWS
Our national parks - 80 m::'ll.1onacres of mountains, waterfalls,
flowers, seashore and wildlife. Sounds idyllic? No more. Too many
tourists, too much poliucian, ~~ash and traffic, too little money. If
we continue to treat our national heritage as our national
playground, what will we leave our children? (VO) We'll ask today's
guests: Manual Lujan, the Secretary of the Interior; Paul Pritchard,
President of the National Parks and Conservation Association; and
Howard Chapman, former Western Regional Director of the National Park
Service. A background report by JOHN MARTIN - Jack Smith is on
vacation - and our discussion here with George Will, Cokie Roberts
and Brit Hume, all here on our Sunday program. (on camera) First, a
little news. Yugoslavia's turmoil continues. The state's two biggest
republics, Serbia and Croat_a, are warning that a full - scale civil
war could break au: be:ween :h'm at any moment. And on another front,
the breakaway republic of S:ovp-nia has refused to meet today's
deadline for handing baCK burder posts to national authority - all
this as three European foreign ministers hold peace talks with
Yugoslav officials in an effor~ to avert more bloodshed. Mike Lee, in
Zagreb, reports the latest.

MIKE L~E, ABC NEWS
(VO, Ir an effort tc '1~C t~ ·potlight off of the conflict zones,
today's neuct i a-c r-r.s"Jl De ..eld on the tiny Yugoslav island of
Brioni, iUSl of~ - -~ "\j: ~ coast. A troika of European
Communiry diploma~s tr ~ the NI therlands, Luxembourg and Portugal are
meeting with rival YugG~lav eaders. It is the third trip for the
European team. Prev~ous cease fire arrangements have slowly eroded.
European governments are staking much of their collective prestige on
solving the crisis. Their main leverage is Yugoslavia's need to be a
full economic partner in Europe, but the local issues are difficult
to resolve. The most immediate crisis is Slovenia's refusal to give
up control over checkpoints and border crossings into Europe. Today,
a withdrawal deadline expired, but there was no immediate resumption
of fighting along the border. Slovenia and Croatia have declared
independence. They are prosperous, pro - Western repUblics which have
been forced to share their wealth with Serbia, the larger, poorer
republic run by former Communists. In Croatia, the number of dead and
wounded is increasing. Shootinq continues between Croatian forces on
the one side and Serbs, baCKed by some Federal Army troops, on the
other side. The Serbs are a minority within Croatia. Leaders of the
Serbian republic have threatened an all - out civil war. (on camera)
There are so many conflictinq signals, statements and actions in this
crisis that Europear. n- "]I,-ia 'S are finding it difficult to broker a
reliable ceasefire. 1e-, 1e~: ··e the warnings and the threats, there
is ~ause for hope. :l factions have chosen not to push
Yuaoslavia bark O\'E' o: Mike Lee, ABC News, Zagreb,
Yugoslavia.

.~p DONALDSON
Joining us now from LjubljaLB, the capital of Slovenia, the Slovenian
Minister of Information, Vel ko Kacin. Mr Minister, your republic has
refused to hand over border posts this morning. What can you tell us
about that?

VELJKO KACIN, SLOVEN IAN INFORMATION MINISTER
There was no necessity to give our checkpoints back to the federation
because there was never federal administration of our checkpoints. In
the past, there was always ~lovenian police force on the checkpoints
and because of that, there ~_sno sense to give our checkpoints back,
as you said, to the federal authorities.

MR DONALDSON
What's going to happen next? Do you

·ill let you get away with this?
All r i qh t , that's
think the federal



Tha:1k '/
mal' d l

MR DONALDSON
Some people have been reading that speech
the officers for actually withdrawing and
go its own way, but you don't see it that

~:R KACIN
No, I think that yOL d not ~~_nk on the same speech. yesterday,
there was a speech 0: .cnc ra., Kad i j ev i c, our Defense Minister, on the
television, but :'x ~a~~ing ab0ut another speech, a speech of General
Adzic, Chief of ou~ nea~qua~~ers of Armed Forces of Yugoslavia, which
he performed two day's ago a-id t was not published until now.

;~p ~ONALDSON
a' take precedence over the speech

~se Minister?
":? KACIN

Yes, of course" ~~pre - ~ ~ oroblem in Yugoslavia and the problem
is ca~led the co~:r ~~ g ~~ army. As you know, it is absolutely
clear that the pres~~e!._· of Y~goslavia cannot control the Federal
Army as the Prime Mi:-,is-~::::Ha rzov i c is in the same situation because
the two main bodies of the f eder aI government do not have any
influence on the army. The e rrn,'and her generals are self -
sufficient and the::::eis our biggest problem and biggest threat.

MR DONALDSON
Thank you very much, Minister Kacin for joining us today. Thank you.
And this final note about the US Postal Service, which lost $1.4
billion during a three - year period beginning in 1988.
Notwithstanding that performance, top Postal Service executives
nationwide collected nearly $2r million in bonuses, according to The
Pittsburgh Press. Postmas~e::::General Anthony Frank called criticism
of the bonuses - as ~f ~e P05~al Service were a private business -
"unfair". We'll be ba ck ..vi t -t.e rest of today's program in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAY

i1R DONALDSON
The year was 1872, Ulysses S. Grant was in the White House, Susan B.
Anthony was fined S100 for p~b~icly demanding the right to vote for
women and General George Ar~s~10ng Custer was still four years away
from meeting tis e~G a~ -he Bartle of the Little Big Horn. But in
18'2, r onq ress, ',~' r,'. erve for all time the pristine scenic
be au ry • Ame r ..-i:, .irs t; national park, Yellowstone. By
191F, t~ ~e wpc~ j~ed areas and Congress established
the Na-:onal ?~rk rv_ ~inister them" Today, there are 358
parks, totalling an cre~ as 0 as the State of New Mexico, but
instead of preservi~g a natLra~ scenic beauty, these parks have, in
too many instances, become repositories for everything that's wrong
in modern American society. Our national parks are, in too many
places, turning into our national shame. JOHN MARTIN has some
background on all this, JOHN?

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) This is what we all treasure, Sam, the glory of the Grand
Canyon, the majesty of the Grand Tetons, the mystery of the
Everglades, the wonder f YAl~ wstone. But as we celebrate the July
4th holiday this weeke~d, thfr~ is a different sight and sound before
us, the din of traf~ic it YO.'e" :te National Park in California, the
death and d i sappe eranc e f G ',':sand animals in the Everglades
National Park in t~orido, tn ;estruction of coral reefs in the
Biscayne National Park, als' l~ Florida. This past week, President
Bush stepped for a trie' mom8n' into a national park in South Dakota.

F < EORGE BUSH
Jf Qlping dedicate a memorial that once

to Mount Rushmore is a moment of
America".

MARTIN
national parks. It won its moment in

as if it
allowing
way?

were to prepare
your republic to

',jR KACIN
Weil, we believe tha~ a~ter ~ iay's negotiations on Brioni, we will
have a clear background of three points which were suggested by the
European troika and af:e~ thd~ meeting, I believe that we can start
the negotiations abnut the Getails of a possible arrangement on the
checkpoints.

'1P JONALDSON
1 are telling me that you do not
out? You do not expect that the
-:force?
t\ KACIN

We:l, ~he situatiou :s ~Qt s ~ear. In about half an hour, we will
re - present a soeec~ f Ge~ r 1 Adzic, which he performed two days
in the military ~cademy. It's a great threat. It's a speech in which
he prepared the officers on a new attack, which would have to be more
brutal than the fi::::stone because, as he said, it is the last chance
to survive the Yugoslavia.

we cL, -u st to p i r:
exp€c- ."at -: J:-- ...
federa_ d~thoc:' ~

5

I see. And you be i i e-ve r ha t
delivered ye s t erde ','by '-,,~

: for the L r
v i s Lt r ' /'

wi t r- t f:'

IV Rushmore is "



the su~ partly for ts ~~~11~. co raise funds privately to repair
its ageless irons. ~ t 1 ~ C), ·S get a presidential visit. Critics
say t he y shou Ld .

STEVEtJ wl-iITN~·, "T'HEWILDERNESS SOCIETY
We've got the "Educa t aon Pr-ee -tent " in the form of George Bush, the
"Environmental Presiden· J" ye 'he one agency that does the most
environmental education of any in this country is woefully
underfunded.

MARTIN
(VO) What the President would find if he made the rounds this Sunday
is distressing. The national parks are wearing out from 250 million
visitors a year. Their soil and water and plants and creatures are
damaged by acid rain, ozone and smog from beyond their borders. They
are bothered by crime. ~hey are burdened by commercialization. They
are strapped for the mcr.ey ~ repair and maintain their roads and
trails and facilities a~d t~p nark rangers are spread thinly and paid
poorly. Thirty - two hundred rongers average $20,000 a year to cover
80 million acres with the skills of scientist and sheriff.

REP S~DNEY YA:ES, ~HAIRMAN, INTERIOR SUBCOMMITTEE
Many of them carry guns in order to protect the people who are there.
Some of the rangers have beeu ~illed in fights.

MARTIN
(VO~ ~hat is rRre. ~'a~ s ~ - the threat of pollution and
popu la :~ In. Lr. ·-h is', ~'I .ie ridges of Shenandoah National Park
in v i rq c n i a , once ','" .:;rrf- a.'s most beautiful vistas. (on camera)
Shena~doah is suffering, say .~ managers, from some of the same
ailments as parts of urban America. Among the 358 parks, it has the
highest deposits of acid i~ if~ soil and water and the lowest
visibiliLy compared to what it once was.

BILL WADE, SUPERINTENDENT, SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK
And since May 8th of this year, when we started taking the summer's
reading of visibility, there have only been seven days recorded where
you could see 30 miles or more.

FOREST RANGER
This is a vine thaL's commonly found in the park, that's native to
the park, and it shows the typical type of air pollution damage
caused by ozone, which is these dark purple stipples on the leaf's
surface. And actual:y, what ~ese are are dead cells.

_ST TOURIST
We're not used to q~ite ~ha~ ~urh smog.

~"D TOURIST
I don't know where it's corru no from, but you definitely got a haze.

MARTIN
power plants in nearby states, but
ure are applications to build 20 new

han in all other states combined. The
~ their cabins and into public hearing

(VO) The suspected -u j pr i r.s t..!

what wor~ies rangecs f~~ ~~
p Lan ts c n s i.de Vd r q Lr.d a , nor e

threat .is sending ranq- rs L~·

rooms in opposition.
JAMES RIDENOUR, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Our role in the government is '0 protect and preserve and if there
are things that are happening nutside our borders that will not allow
us to protect and preserve a00, conserve, then we have to become
activists.

MICHAEL FINLEY, SUPERIN~ENDENT, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
Politics is the way we do business in this country and it's as
American as apple pie. People and politicians and others are
persuaded oftentimes by data, sometimes by emotion. When we talk
about parks, we can appeal to emotion because they're the best of the
United States.

(VOl In "he West I Ein Le'..'s r
t.h r e a ts rr-orn ou t s ice Y emi ~
by the crush of pecrle.

MARTIN
18rs are facing the same environmental

but their visitors are dismayed more

1:~DTOURIST
We all need a place to go wh~re we can experience nature and see what
God's done for us and y( \J kn ', without that, I mean, all we've got
is ribbons of concrete od )"3, ~ towers and you know, it's just not
good [or the sou~. ~., ~, we need places like this.

MARTIN
SO, at age 75, -h(' r and finest park system is SUffering
f rcrr it SUCC0sses. f.-, any admirers, its air is no longer
pure, ~ts vegeta~i n at aod its protectors, pitifully few in
number, represent a f o vrn f o ranqe red species all their own. Sam?

tvli- DONALDSON
JOHN, thank you. Corning next, Howard Chapman, former Western Regional
Director of the Nationa~ Park ;ervice; and shortly, Paul Pritchard,
President of the National Parks and Conservation Association; and
Manual Lujan, the Secretary of the Interior.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)



MR DONALDSON
Welcome, Mr Chapman, who joins us from Muir Beach Overlook, national
parkland north of San Francisco. And here with me in the studio to
join in the questioning are George will and Cokie Roberts, both of
ABC News. Mr Chapman, a moment ago, I said that, in too many
instances, our national parkland had been turned into our national
shame. Was that an exagGeratior or did I really know what I was
talking aboue?

HOWAPD CHA?JV1AN, I;"OR~·lFR PARK SERVICE REGIONAL DIRECTOR
Well, think tha- j u' e V~ -lose to being on the mark, maybe not
so much in shame, t_· -,-' ce r r e .v Ly is a situation that calls for some
reexamination of s .rae :>.:. t he "r- ngs that we're allowing to be done
today and possibly ~o ~~:~r~ , Le to the philosophy that brought us
to a national park syste~ ~~ '~e very beginning.

t\1P JQNALDSON
Which wa s?

!\1f< CHAPMAN
Which was thac Che8e were ur'n~e areas. There's only one Yosemite,
there's only one G=and 3~ycn r Yellowstone and those areas should
be trea~ed in a spec a way r: shouldn't be seen as just another
resnr- c~at could be 1 3-80 1: yplace in the country.

y~ DONALDSON
George?

GEORGE WILL, ABC NEWS
Mr Chapman, the National Park Service, at its various spots, has 280
million visitors a year and that's supposed to double in the next 15
to 20 years. And the problem, I gather, is we have to define what
sort of experience people are supposed to have when they go to a
scene, say, of great natu=al beauty. Can you tell us what that
experience should be and is 'r compatible with the continued,
unrestricted grow:~ of ·ou~·~~.

:,11 CHAPMAN
Well, I think parL 0: t~~t expErience has to be the inspiration that
these areas bring forth in the people. In other words, when you go to
Yellowstone, it is ~he dWe a d ~he understanding of geologic
phenomena that is raki~c p~a ~hat takes place in very few places in
the world and so L-'S tr ref ~nique. You shouldn1t go there with
the idea that ":-:e~E' ,.:; e an afternoon horseback ride that
you -ou d have . '=j~: a:--', se in the country, So that we have to
come back to say r~ -: ~r 3re the special areas to be taken care
of in a specia~ way. 7ha- ~ ean that, at some time, a system that
regulates the amou~t o~ visl ion at anyone time, not to deny the
public in totality, but it '",0'.1 d say that you're going to try to make
the kind of experience rhe p'Jt- C should have for every visitor and
not cram every visieor In t~ere and then have them destroy one
another's experience.

MR WILL
The quickest way to do that, sir, in order to (a) cut down pollution
and (b) cut down the desire of some people to go to these parks would
be to ban or severely restrict access to private vehicles. In other
words, get Americans out of that which they love most, which is the
automobile. Should we go in ~~at direction?

M~ CHAPMAN
Certainly, that is :ece~sary :~ places that are confined, such as
Yosemite Valley. ~he=e was a ~~80general management plan that said
that that was the very rhing ~tat we should go for. I would say that
one of the unfortu~a~e ~hina nS that the National Park Service,
after 10 years of really not omplishing very much, was almost
willing to step bar:'-:ar: i sa , "ve Ll , it's too difficult to separate
the American pUblir Fr rha JLomobile and therefore, we won't
pu rsue that". I tr,"" ';"J, he pub Lic became outraged with that
idea and now, there's r eex ar- na t i.on being made to see whether or
not, really, we shou~dri'· 9 1 'k to that old idea that yes, public
trarspor~ation is neces. 3ry r some of these areas.

~KIE R ,RERTS, ABC NEWS
Mr Jha prnan, '5 years aT, wher; . he idea was put forward of preserving
these p~aces, only the "er; ~ thy had the wherewithal to travel to
places like Yosemite or Ye one. Now, it's the American pUblic,
after all, that is SUpP( rtinq ~e national parks through their tax
dollars. Shouldn't they have l.. f: right to be able to go and enjoy
those parks and be able to take advantage of that which they're
paying for?

I think that's very true
only question is whether
to "ha t area whene , J' r.r
Hea - Ca s t Le , I l't- a
I'rr ·,·Ltl--,inthat n.m.r r
so, t hose limitat "1

MK CHAPMAN
and rhe public should have that right. The
or r t they can have that possibility to get
y r ·e. In other words, I can't go to
t opera or some other places unless
D that can get into that facility. And
I ,ay that people are going to be denied



the timing of when they can go. And
within economic reason.
~'l. ROBERTS

Now, right now, what is "he t lation? When I had small children, for
instance, I would ge' lr my 2' and go see the national parks with
the ~hilj=en and sa' -n'r °d have no problem with reservations,
all f t ia t . Can .0, -(1~. ') r today?

'HAPMAN
In many areas, yo ~~. , out of those 358 areas, probably the
areas that are ha' r'J b' : problem are the ones such as
Yellowstone, Yosem r e , and .anyon, but there are any number of
other parks in the sj'stem that JOU can go and probably, in many
cases, never encoun-er the r wds that we talk about in these larger,
well - known areas. And so ~

the opportunity - bu- ·1 rna'
ce rt ai nly , it does have to b

MR DONALDSON
Mr Chapman ~ oh, go ahead. F sh your thought.

MP CHAPMAN
So there are parks that can ta~e and are acceptable locations for the
kind of experience that we're .aIking about.

MR DONALDSON
I was going to ask, Mr Chapman, if you donlt need more people to
police the parks? I mean, we AMericans throw trash in our city
streets and on the country t)ads. When we get to the parks, it's
unrea~istic to ask ~s tc sudder.iy reform unless there's someone there
to ~emind us with a biq sticK.

!Vl::: CHAPMAN
Well, not only the b~g ~~ick, t .t to have the welcome, the smile on
the face of a renqe r t ha WI=> roes you to the park. And it's true.
There are few peep' "" 1 'akp e of the large number of visitors
today. The number :J. rn~ -ier : t.erp ret ers , maintenance personnel
tha· are out at -~. ~n ine ~ that is, that are dealing and
helping with ~he v d~ as the park itself - are few in
number We're having - e-1} re and more on volunteers, something
tha~, at one time, we ne~er A' n thought of. Not only that, but I
would say that one"): be pr r: ems that we have for that number of
people that we have servi nq t . visitor is a low salary, as was
mentioneo in your background .

.Jk DONALDSON
Mr Chapman, before I let you 9 - very briefly, I see that fog has
rolled in behind you, but tell us very briefly about Muir Beach
Overlook, where you are this morning.

MR CHAPMAN
This is a part of Golden Gate National Recreation Area that was set
aside in 1972 as one of the urban recreation areas to make it
possible to bring people here ~o for recreation and near an urban
center. The idea t he t er are" uch as this would make it possible for
some of those people thar wo~ j go to Yosemite or other locations to
find acceptable recrea~i0n her And even though it's foggy and
rather chilly right now, it's Jcill a delightful place to visit.

HP DONALDSON
We appreciate your visiting with usAll right, thank

this mor!1ing.
r'HAPMAN

Tho'"':r~yv_.

ComIng next, Paul ~'~
Conservation Assoc~at:
national parkland; and
Lujan.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

Ji)NALDSON
trj, sident of the National Parks and

r, a ~~ chdog group concerned about our
short_ , the Secretary of the Interior, Manuel

~1R DONALDSON
Mr ?ritchard, welcome.

PAUL PRITCHARD, NATIONAL DARKS AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
Thank you very much.

~1R DONALDSON
You're President of ~he Natior 1 Parks and Conservation Association.
What's your favori"-e nallonaL oark?

f-lR PRITCHARD
It's a difficult q~esti n. L +- ink every region of the country has
beau~ifGl parks, b~' ce~·n~ E

t,;:~, :lONALDSON
G·'+- to the answer.
\' PRITCHARD

'thern Utah and beautiful area with a
ectacular scenery that you saw in

Now, don't be a po'itic~an.

Canynnlands. I~' s ~ Co J

lot f -ii ve rs i t y ,
you- ....r se nr.a ' I

;NALDSON
George, what's 'I ur t a .i ' '"

'\lR WILL



In "c an .

In ··-ah and An~ieta~ aa· ~l(-
respv:-:sibilit.y.

,,5 ROBERTS
Well, I' ve had the -L;]CK -0 go to a lot of them and they really are an
- it's hard to choose. But I do like the battlefields where you get
the historic reenac~~ents tha~ are very interesting. And there's a
new one ~n my home town of ~ew Orleans, the Jean Lafitte National
Park and it's a ve~y i~-eresr_ng, different kind of park.

... :JONALDSON
V .v_~o - White Sands. I like White Sands.

Ol.S r.es s . How do we preserve all of this?
: j:<' ?RITCHARD

Well, I =hink the lSS~~ ,::ha- "r 're talking about is the national
pary.s are rea:ly _~ a -c lsr and it's not something that's evolved
duri nq -r.i s adrni n i s .. veri the past administration. The
prob2ems that ~com the issues facing the employees,
the ~ha- ~ , - chat's with a "b" - of backlog
in a-,- anc 3 . .8- need to be addressed, air
qua~~tj e ta_~e. which is a dramatic problem, even
though ".-J< j us ; pas "1 _::T ~ r Act; , the salary issue that we've
de eL'' w i t.n, but a:'J qu c t y of life of the employees. All those
are prob:ems that dre ~~ch ~~ ater in dimension than one
adm~nistration is respcDsib:e ~or or one administration can solve.
The Nat i one L Parks and on serva t Lon Association was created by Steven
Mather, the father o~ t~~ N3"~onal Park Service, in 1916. At that
time, the Park Se r" ce was rr ." d to the Department of Interior and
the ~orest Service, w~~c~ ~as rea ted about the same time, was moved
to the Department f Aar_c~l- reo The reason was the personality of
the two people at -~a- me, r because it made a lot of sense for
any other reasons.

Cokie?

WeI.!.,:::'~:ta:i< ae
let's get de.We:":,

So what do you thi~~ w~ je
j n t e r i o r ?

NALDSON

;~ WILL
_d, which counts as part of the

'C:« DONALDSON

t·:? DONALDSON
, move the Park Service out of

We -hink that we"
We' ve got to move
Smit~son an is a c
the oar~s are 3 ~

in ~r .ndscac.

l':? PRITCHARD
0-- -0 _ ~he Park Service out of Interior.

a rate entity. Much like the
~ . erica's heritage inside buildings,

tural and natural heritage outside,

'RITCHARD
The~e arp aboe:. SL ~ n reas identified that should be in the
na t a one ....park s ys r '1"'. \. we a know, there's a real problem with the
federal budget, but we belie' t he re must be an effort to slowly but
surely acquire those areas. And by the way, the money used to acquire
those areas isn't direct:y fr n our tax dollars. It comes from
royalties paid wit~ by ell and gas companies for the development of
the outer continen~a' shelf. So that we use money that we extract
resources in one a a" prr -t" America's heritage in another area.
But ~he ther par- ~ P ill is that everybody wants to see
Yel_ wst ne. E~erj d 1~~ ee the Grand Canyon,

.? WILL
~t it may come to this, that it will

.'11 have to buy a ticket and get a
ning by quota or queue or something

The rv s proc _"'·r
tour -s fror dtr
however, make ffiGrE a
we CP buying a 10" r
pa r k: ?

But :-r- ">.apmar:sa
be i kc .ro i.nc -0 t
r es- rve ; on and -;-
or

We

E" If!lf nq , j a

- 'h t'~ right, f
has p rcent of
se t : n ..l as Lde some
se rv- i b sis. What-. ,
wer· not the first
that, bUL they did
Wha 's rally un.ic-

.0.1..

r nc .
it

rep
me

" t y
r to
r

~ WILL
~aKlng a lot more people, inclUding
~ot making any more land. You can,

Service land if you buy more. Should
11arly of land contiguous to existing

er
a,
t

ITCHARD
n system in many national parks -
'N" LL

~TCHARD
we need is a system that probably

lving to have reservations and then
r those on a first - come - first -

1; the American national park - we
- aside land. Other countries did

~ ya1 family or for the special elite.
iea of 1872 was the idea not just



that it was a special ~nds~dpe, but that it was accessible to every
American and that's a ~radit, n that we want to keep, but with 300
million visitors, we've got ( manage that better and that's what
we're not doing.

MS ROBERTS
We've talked about the problems of the visitors, but those aren't the
only problems f ac i nq the pa rzs .

t-l::< PRITCHARD
That-'s right.

I mean, some of these B_P ~r
mineral interests you '·eferr
on that you could v gu -e ~
couldn't you?

15 ROBERTS
t ems from logging interests, from the
J to, all kinds of things that are going
huut having to regulate the visitors,

P?ITCHARD
We--l_~,t h vs e act' ,. re the national parks and it's
irrp r~an- ~ha, j ~at point, In a study that was done in
198 Lor t he Conq: L "The State of the Parks" report, most
of l_he th~eat -: ~ n~, t~xt T - cutting, destruction of species,
tho ~qs :~ke that - ~~S' f r se threats were being brought about not
by ~~ivare citize, ~c- Ins r rporate America or state or local
qove rnme rt , but bv "he e ct ions of other federal agencies. And the
agencies for which most of thc.ae came from was the Department of
Interior - the Bureau of Land Management, other agencies that are
responsible, the Bureau of Reclamation, but also the Corps of
Engineers and, to a lesser degree, the Forest Service. Our perception
is that those agencies have mandates also, but if you, as the
Secretary, have responsibility for managing those agencies and then
you also have the flagsh~p, as they call it, the National Park
Se rv ice , then wha- 'au 'l sve do is take the Park Service out of
tha~ agercy and m '~ J- own situation.

'.~~'P.OBERTS
We.L_, you say t.he t • bi: et same time, I've read that you've been
crit~cal (hat the ~rK Service has become a political football and
called it "the Na t. .ne t Pork Se rv i ce " and all that .

. r- i?RITCHARD
'I'he t 's r i qh t .

wo., :11" Lt be, 1":
a no memc r s 0:' r
Ln t e re st ~n the N _ !"

now, you know. Yo' "o r r
a -v.nq re s s i ona L d ...sr rl-

'1 :::ZOBERTS
it dealt directly with Congress

-hat they could have a real
a rvice? I mean, I could just see it
5 ~ dte parks, at least, and probably have

;1R PRITCHARD
wna- we have .r i qh r DOW, t.houqh , is a system that isn't working, a
tailspi~, if you wi:l. If we put it under a private citizen
commission, like the Smithsonian - I think we all feel that the
Smithsonian, the Nationa~ Archives, another agency, are well -
managed and well - protecting the resources within them and also
carrying out that other ~andate that was mentioned in the 1916
legislation and that is ~o preserve the resources for the public of
enjoyment for this an -Fu··ur'_ 9 ne rat Lons . We're not saving this
heritage for futur qencta t -ns . A private entity like the
Srni r.nsont an , that !E>,J ... ~ it~,Ccnq ress , that educates the public, we
be: eve, will sol' -h" pr;L:ems. And as you look at those
prob~ems, no one srrretary, ~o one agency has been responsible for
them, but they've rvoLv ed r.v r rime because, in fact, we don t t have a
system where canst n· ar~enr r is given to that agency.

'P ('NALDSON
u for being with us. Enjoyed it.
rretary of the Interior.

Mr Fr i tc.h.erd , tha r
Com nq next , M,,:-,.u,
(CO~MER~iAL BRSAV

T',a:lk y

LU-1dn,
!-i.n.

very mu
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NALDSON
ing with us today.

CPETARY OF THE INTERIOR

NOw, whal's your r r nd

, NALDSON
na j park?

.3J::CLUJAN
t choose between my children. I'm notwell, that's like 3sking you

going to do that.
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MR DONALDSON
th hook. We have just heard a suggestion,
s re ·ime, that the National Park Service

'or D'partment. Would you object to that?
'Er LUJAN

good idea. Paul and I have
he's made that proposal - however,

managed, I think very well managed,

Oh okay, I'll let vou off
which has been arolno for
be t~ken out of t~1 In

1 d



C. k i e ,
I'rr> H

CC;J!l r v r
t he yt r e

-1 t 's c. :.:

ot ~
caus
0t g no i '

iJUJAN
~ to happen. As a matter of fact,
oncessionaires allover this

that in the future, our contracts -
ent anymore. That's the average that

as a matter of fo t ,art of it is is the funding. If the
Nationa~ Park Se~~ F t_ ~pete with outfits like the Veterans
Adm i n i srrat i.on a no l-J""D, aLl t h independent agencies, they're not
going to fare as wp'l a~ the' ~o under the Interior Department.

MR DONALDSON
So you say, to keE::'t be -ione-.' __owing, stay with Interior, but there
isn' '-an,' money.

The~ wh~ is it jOL
do:

LUJAN
~act, this year, our budget is $1.3
billion - dollar year funding that

ed this year some $250 million.
P j)ONALDSQN
~~ough park rangers or do you think you

Oh yes, t ne re .'.
bil:ion. ~ast ~'~a
the Parc Se r-vi ce

SEC LUJAN
No, I don't think we do, but I manage 10 different agencies - Park
Service, Fish and Wildlife, BLM, all of those ~ and there's not a one
that ever comes to me and te'ls me that they have enough money.

MR WILL
But still, if the President turned to you and said, "I'm the
environmental presiden-, I feel strongly about this, here's a blank
check," what would you bly?

'Ee LUJAN
Wow. The ~irst thi~g I 1.' uld do, probably, is to upgrade the
facilities tha"C.we ~ave. The·"re really - we have about a billion -
dollar backlog, b~r we have ~ddressed that. We have the Legacy 99
program that addresses :~at. I would then put more people on because
I do thi~k chat we need are re ;ple and I think that would be -

t-JR WILL
So fa ir1· low dow- n s is the purchase of new lands.

'c:rLUJAN

.;R WILL
I K:10W - do t ' sasE lS. ou t. West.

" ~UJAN
We ....~, n. nnd I don'> aa- an r'eetion. As a matter of fact, I'm
worK~ng ~~ a propcs',l ~ to F~rchase Salt River Bay in the Virgin
Is.i.andsbecause tha+-'S w.ce re CoLumbu s first landed or the only place
in the United States where Columbus landed. And so I'm not against
buying additional places, but not as many as we're doing.

MR WILL
Mr Chapman I'm sure you heard suggesting that someday, we're going to
have to have some kind of rationing of access to the parks. Talk
about that.

WOw. Tha - 's - YOL: t-: 'w,
do, to be able;::o .1.1. r
parr: -

~ -+-,
.0 '-

.3E:CLUJAN
'~e lase thing that I would want to
~at they can't come to the national

'F WILL
He just said you can't - but he said it's just you can't come when
you choose, no ma "r r ~o·· me r.y f you choose it.

·E,....LUJAN
You know, in 19 - all the way back to

red a bill for a study of mass
, e looking at that. We think that

while ago about banning the private
,k. that's feasible and I think we ought
rra~'t on.e that. But I think as a last, last
he L.f:'be~J: people or when they can come.

t>1':; ROBERTS
Mr Secretary, you talked about the money problems - as you say,
everybody's got money problems - but first of all, it's one of the
few places that the taxpayers like spending money_ They like the
national parks. They see their federal tax dollars at work and they
like it. Can't you have ways to bring some of the money that is used
in the parks back to par~s? Wh'! can't all of those concessions in the
parks be supporting ·he park~? Why can't the mining that goes on on
federal and suppc rt -j.. parks or support the buying of more federal
lands? Wny can't -j- cc "ho 'Po reople more to have those rights? Why
cen '+- ;t cos t "'he r: p r. -vhc ve on federal lands, cost them a
qrea ' de a., more, ':l tne ')USE Representatives has suggested - so
tha- they just pa~ eri a aw ~a J ng that they must pay more - and have
tha~ man y be ded -ed f Q. al lands, as opposed to just going
.in t t he j ene r a ' a. c.:!

we t , • I ':."uld hat c
lq-;" I ~ c Lcec
transit t ti r
ma yl-e w~ s hou i tt .
eur omc c i i e in "he r
to ~ook ~:.:.that a~~
resort is to limi~

. ha

t a :



thp .' ~o -iylng "
fee. By --ntra
exa -t i y .a t ,

g 0p to 22.5 percent and - but not as a
d 22 percent back into the park and

,;., ROBERTS
Bu~ wha~ ~bout th n~~e" ,~~ ~~ grazers?

C LUJAN
weLr , we ::ion't have any mi ni no r grazing within national park area -

MS "GBERTS
No, but you have i~ on federal land.

SEC LUJAN
Well, we do use some of those lands - those monies that come in. Paul
mentioned the outer continental shelf. We use the oil monies in the
Land and Water Conservation Fund, which is buying additional lands.
Now - we don't even collACt en ugh off of grazing to take care of the
grazing lands themselves.

M. ROBERTS
But the Pause has j~t rassed qislation to raise that and, as I
understand it, you have been opposed to that.

SEC LUJAN
Well, we're not opp0sed ~o a 1 ttle more money coming in from the
grdzers. What we'r ppcsed to is just taking a figure out of the air
and say r 1, "This he' TT"lC~ r-' S going to be". We have a formula
a~d wi: (h~' ~a rhat we ought to work and there's
ro )1[, r 1

~~ALDSON
Well, Mr Secretar~', ,'ou r-3lk ~t not being opposed to a little bit
more mcr.e y . At the :T cmer-.-, ran -he rs are paying S1.97 per animal unit
per montr -

~SC LUJAN
Yes.

MR DONALDSON
- to use federal land.

SEC LUJAN
Yes.

MR DONALDSON
Now, if it was private land, t~ey'd be paying about $9 a month -

SEC LUJAN
Yes.

:vlF DONALDSON
- so over a four - jear period, the House suggested they go up to
eboi. t 52 - s ome t hi-ut . Hov..' ca u say, "We're not opposed to a little
bit more :noney"? \"]-.nOL b rinc i t up to the level of private land?

2 LUJAN
rivate land, what happens -

NALDSON
n,'ney, which you're giving away.
~C LUJAN

No, no. : l, on thr r , .i v.st e .u- t.he owner furnishes the water. On
the pub.r i c lands, they have t c d r i Ll for their own water. On the
public Lc nd s, they have to put in for fencing. Now, I agree with you,
it ough~ to be on 3 9ar and so, ~e take that amount of money and
deduct wh3t lhey rl~ - the :enc that they build, the improvements on
the property - and ~hen ba~anc it out somehow there, but I don't
know that we should charge the full S8, just like you do on private
land, unless we furnish all of these other things.

MR DONALDSON
Of course, as you know, Mr Secretary, ranchers then assume it's their
land. If they sell their ranch, they sell their deeded acres for so
much per acre and then, they will sell you the Forest permit for the
same amount of acres, jus~ as if they owned it. Is that fair?

,c.CLUJAN
a long, long time and no, you're
syscem, but -

INALDSON

I ....n."

are --j

OJ
of extr

e ' .:r'''~
.':.1.,/ u:::: -'-.'

lIP WILL
r.;nsula in Washington, where there
I rmen -
~ LUJAN

Because i"'s di:=fprert. On the
!"-1;-

What' 5 d: t f e ren t '" 3X) ayers'

been happer.~ng
Tb sr t s not a f

M8

Then why cion't you change it.

well, t r e: has
p r obab , 'r i qht, .

WeI ~,
in <e

we t re look '·1
1 of q re .

at- -iha noc..
ng fees.

::;E,~ LUJAN
tt.e t we 1 11 make there, including the

Yes,
i<R WILL

- wh s <J that the spo ti.ed ow. is being preferred inordinately over
their lobs, upwards of 20,000 cos . You have expressed some doubts in
the pas- about the ardor with which we were, under the Endangered
Species Act, preserving, as you said, every subspecies. What do you
think of the spotted owl decision in particular and our approach



MR WILL

generally?
SEC LUJAN

Well, I'll tell you what I'm doing about it and that'll indicate what
my thinking is. I have a group now, planning the - how we1re going to
manage that forest. I have the responsibility of protecting the
spotted owl. I am the protector of an endangered species and I take
that responsibility very seriously. On the other hand, I'd hate to
see 28,000 people thrown out of work and so, my job consists of
balancing - the same thing as with the Park Service - balancing the
preservation with the visitations, in this case, balancing the social
and economic considerations and the preservation of the owl. And so,
it's a tricky thing to balance it out. I get sued more than any other
Cabinet member does.

Is that right?
SEC LUJAN

Yes.
MR DONALDSON

Mr Secretary, may I just ask you a final question about the story
that carne out recently that when you go horne to New Mexico, you would
charge per diem for meals to the Federal Treasury.

SEC LUJAN
Well, I didn't even know that was happening, to tell you the truth.
That goes in automatically. What they were doing - they take the per
diem and deduct what a hotel room would cost and that's what they
were doing, but -

MR DONALDSON
Who's "they"?

SEC LUJAN
My staff, you know, the ones that process all the returns. What I
would do - I would take my airplane tickets, my hotel tickets
wherever I stay, turn those in for reimbursement. And so, I would get
reimbursed on, you know, just one check for the whole thing. I never
even noticed that those $26 were there.

MR DONALDSON
Well, are you g~ing t :e~urn the money?

SeC ~UJAN
Well, I don't tt:~nk t~ere's that much. I'm not going to take any
more, that's for sure. Nobody's requested that I return it and I
don't think it's that big a deal, but for the criticism that I got
for it, I'm not going to take it anymore. I just have given them
instructions not to do it anymore.

MR DONALDSON
Thank you very much, Secretary Lujan, for being with us. Well, corning
next, our round table discussion about the rest of what's happening
in the world and joining us will be ABC News White House
correspondent, Brit Hume.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Well, this past weeki the President nominated Clarence Thomas for the
Supreme Court. He's 43 years of age, he's an Afro - American like the
man he would replace, Thurgood Marshall, who's resigned, he is a
conservative and the President says he's the best person in the
country and he and Mr Bush could find to fill that seat. Is he,
George?

MR WILL
I don't what Mr Bush means by "best". I think he's a distinguished
jurisprudential thinker. He has got some experience, not an awful
lot. As a writer of opinir.~s, he doesn't have a much bigger portfolio
than Justice Souter had.

M? DONALDSON
But surely he's not the best, using the dictionary definition of the
word.

BRIT HUME, ABC NEWS
Yeah, but Sam, the best would probably be Robert Bark, if you were
going to look at it in terms of his record -

MR WILL
Hear, hear.

MR HUME
- and his credentials, but Robert Bark is -

MR DONALDSON
Well, we all know Bark - I wouldn't agree to that, but go ahead.

MR HUME
But Sam, just for the kinds of credentials liberals are now claiming
the President should have used in choosing this man, Bark would be
the first, but Bork could not be confirmed - we know that now - so
now comes Clarence Thomas. Certainly, the President is not telling us
the whole truth when he says that race had nothing to do with it. On
the other hand, it strikes me that there's hypocrisy among the



liberals, who are claiming that it isn't his views that are the
problem. Of course, it's his views that are the problem. If he were a
moderate, people would be saying, "Oh, what a wonderful, fine
choice" .

MR DONALDSON
But the liberals are saying it's his views that are the problem.

MR HUME

MR HUME

No -
MR DONALDSON

They're not saylng i~'s - rhere's no scandal that we know of. What
else would they say:

Well, exactly.
MS ROBERTS

It is a brilliant political move, however, regardless of whether he
is the best person for the job. I'm with George, it's hard to define
that, but the -

MR DONALDSON
You know it when you see it, though.

MS ROBERTS
Well, generally, but not always and the - unlike some things. But the
fact is is that the people who defeated Robert Bork were southern
Democrats - that was where the votes came from to defeat Robert Bork
- and unless something is revealed about Clarence Thomas that we
don't know, I think that the chances of southern Democrats voting
against him are very slim, indeed.

MR DONALDSON
George, what's going on, if I may ask, in the Afro - American
community? Leaders seem to be very perplexed as to whether they want
to support this nomination or not.

MR WILL
Well, the leaders of the civil rights lobby that's based here in
Washington have a vested interest in a particular paradigm of black
experience in the United States, which portrays blacks uniformly as
victims to be clients of a government dispensing entitlements. The
Democratic Party these days is organized around that. Clarence Thomas
threatens intellectually and politically this whole enterprise by
presenting a different model of black experience. To that extent,
he's an intellectual challenge to a certain kind of liberalism in
this country. But more than that, he's a challenge - and this I don't
understand how liberals and Democrats are thinking about this. The
heart of judicial conservatism, as it's now practiced in the late
20th century, is deferent to the more political branches of
government, particularly the state legislatures and Congress, to back
off and give them certain sweep. Who controls them? Democrats control
the House, they control the Senate and they control most houses of
most state legislatures. I don't see why they're upset.

MS ROBERTS
Well, except they don't control the executive branch and what has
happened repeatedly is that in order to get something done that they
want to have done, they require not just a majority, but a
supermajority and that has been the problem that they're expressing.
I think there's one other thing about this Clarence Thomas flap that
I, as the only Catholic here on this panel, would like to talk about,
which is that -

MR DONALDSON
He is a Catholic.

MS ROBERTS
He was raised a Catholic. I've read that he now goes to the Episcopal
Church. He's married and divorced and remarried, which, officially in
some - in official Catholic circles puts you outside the Church.

MR DONALDSON
Do you know anything else about him you'd like to tell us, Cokie?

MS ROBERTS
But the - there's an interesting thing going on here, where his
mention of the nuns, being grateful to the nuns who raised him has
caused all kinds of upset, people saying, "Oh, what does this mean
about his stand on abortion" and all of that. I think that there is -
truthfully, there is a vein of old - fashioned anti - Catholicism in
the abortion rights movement, but I think that also, something has
happened in the Catholic Church hierarchy in this country in recent
years that makes this question a valid question, because the bishops
have been so insistent that Catholic politicians toe the line in a
way that, if Jack Kennedy had said he would do, he would have never
won the election for President in 1960 that now, this question
becomes a much more legitimate question than it ever was in the past.

MR WILL
I agree with you that there is anti - Catholicism, here. It's been -
anti - Catholicism has been defined as the anti - Semitism of the



MS ROBERTS

intellectuals and there's some of that out there. But let me take a
diametrically opposed view. I don't think, if he had a judicial
temperament - if he doesn't he shouldn't be confirmed - but if he has
a judicial temperament, his Catholicism or whatever his views on
abortion are don't matter. All that matters, as a judge, is what he
thinks of the privacy right and the Griswold case and all the rest.
That's how he should think about this.

MR DONALDSON
Well, that's where the abortion decision flows from.

MR WILL
Justice Brennan - after all, Justice Brennan was a Catholic and
Justice Brennan supported to the right to abortion, not because of
his Catholicism but because of his views of the Constitution.

MR DONALDSON
Let me ask Brit about the question because the National Organization
for Women has now come out strongly against this nomination,
basically on the abortion question.

MR HUME
Right.

MR DONALDSON
Now, of course, the Administration says they never asked him, that
would be an insult to ask him, but do you think they really know?

MR HUME
I don't think they know and the other thing about that is that George
Bush, despite the fact that he has been basically faithful to
campaign promises on the abortion issue, not only doesn't really care
that much about it, he almost hates the issue. He thinks it's
divisive, he isn't interested in it. This is part of his coalition -
the anti - abortion movement - and so he toes the line on the issue,
but I don't think George Bush -

MR DONALDSON
Well, at one time, he was for freedom of choice.

MR HUME
Well, that is correct. I don't think he cares one way or the other or
knows one way or the other what Clarence Thomas will do.

MR DONALDSON
Well now, what -

But we do know -
MR HUME

However, the Catholicism helps in this respect and that is, should
Clarence Thomas go on the court and become an unpredictable vote on
that issue, that is to say, he might vote in favor of what's called
choice, Bush can say, "Look, I did the best I could, folks. I
appointed a man who could be presumed to be against abortion".

MR DONALDSON
Okay, let me ask you about this article that now -

MS ROBERTS
Yes, exactly.

MR DONALDSON
Clarence Thomas praised an article which was a very virulent tract
against abortion.

MS ROBERTS
And privately -

MR HUME
But he praised it on relatively specific grounds because of its
expounding on what he called - what is called "natural law". I
suspect that in the hearings - in fact, I'm convinced that in the
hearings, Thomas will talk along those narrow grounds and say, "I'm
sorry, folks. I just am not in the position to say how I'd vote on
that issue" and I don't think there's not much the Senate's going to
be able to do about that.

MS ROBERTS
It's going to be very difficult for the Senate to do anything and I
think you're absolutely right, that you know, they've gotten
themselves sort of into this box where they don't that they can
really press when they say, "How will you vote" on something.

MR DONALDSON
But isn't there a feeling, Cokie, that -

MS ROBERTS
But I think that this article -

MR DONALDSON
- they gave Souter a pass and that they're willing to give this guy a
pass?

MS ROBERTS
There is that feeling, but they also confirmed him 99 to one a very
few months ago for the Court of Appeals, so they're not going to give
him a pass, they're going to be as tough as they can, but barring
some scandal, I think that you'll see him confirmed. But -



MR HUME
Sam, what are they going to do after all? Suppose, as Cokie suggests,
that they try to ask him the questions about abortion and he says, -

MS ROBERTS
"I'm not going to answer". Right.

MR HUME
- "Ladies and gentlemen, I simply cannot answer. I cannot go on,
having not even heard the case, heard the arguments and announce
ahead of time how I'm going to vote. That would be improper" -

MR DONALDSON
Well, that's the way he'll answer.

MR HUME
- which iSI in fact, improper and I don't think there's anything -

MS ROBERTS
But I think it would be extremely - anybody who thinks that he has
not made some sort of statement about his views of abortion I think
is crazy. I think this article -

MR HUME
eakie, I don't think that's how the process works.

MR WILL
Again, I don't think abortion's the question. The question is privacy
and you say, "How are they going to ask him?" Easy. He has already,
for example, said, "I agree with the result of Brown v. Board of
Education, the 1954 Supreme Court - "

MR DONALDSON
But not the way it was reached.

MR WILL
- "but not the reasoning". He should be asked and he should answer,
"What do you think of the Griswold decision" that began discovering
in the emanations of the penumbras and all that rubbish they used to
invent a privacy right? Now, he should be asked about that because
that case, Griswold and subsequent privacy right cases are the
clearest indication of what you think of -

MR DONALDSON
Well, ladies and gentlemen -

MS ROBERTS
But then, what happens?

MR DONALDSON
All right, let's come down to the fundamental question we argue about
every time there's a nomination. Let us assume that he displays his
views.

MS ROBERTS
Right.

MR DONALDSON
Is that enough to vote against him and is that enough to defeat him?
It then becomes a vote for or against the question of abortion. Do
you confirm him?

MS ROBERTS
Well, except when we get into privacy, it's get well beyond that. It
gets to - I mean, the Griswold decision that George was talking about
was about birth control between married people in the State of
Connecticut.

MR HUME
That's right -

MR DONALDSON
Should he be denied a place in the court simply because of his views
and they're found to be too conservative for people?

MR HUME
That's not how it would ever be said. No one would ever come out and
say that.

MR DONALDSON
Well, people say it's a scandal, but there's no scandal there.

MR HUME
No, but in the case of Bork, though, the rules were changed -

MR WILL
That's exactly it.

MR HUME
- and what's important to remember about the Bark case is that now,
if you articulate views that seem exotic to people and strange on
some generally accepted idea such as a right of privacy in the
Constitution, you can be defeated because the politics will mount
against you from a range of constituencies.

MS ROBERTS
That's right, If you -

MR HUME
Now -

MR WILL
Felix Frankfurter could not be confirmed today.

MR DONALDSON



----------------------------------------------------

MS ROBERTS

Well, Felix Frankfurter arguably changed his views from the time when
he was private person and he went in to court.

MS ROBERTS
Yeah, but also - but, George, also Potter Stewart would not be
nominated today, so it works both ways.

MR DONALDSON
Okay, we have 30 seconds left. I know it's early in the game, with
maybe a another couple of months, but will he be confirmed? George?

MR WILL
Yes.

Yes.
MR DONALDSON

Cokie?
MS ROBERTS

Unless there's scandal.
MR DONALDSON

Well, always that. Brit?
MR HUME

Yes, but I said it with limited confidence.
MR DONALDSON

Well, I think you're all right, in a sense. I believe he will be
confirmed unless there's scandal because like it or not, the trend in
this country has changed. This President, if he doesn't get this man,
will get another man just like him or a woman, but I think he's going
to nominate someone after Clarence Thomas that will be much in the
same vein. George, last word?

MR WILL
Well, I was going to say in the last 11 years, two conservative
presidential candidates have won three elections by landslides,
pledging this kind of nominee.

MR DONALDSON
Okay. Okay, got to go. That's it. I'll be back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
That's our program for today. David Brinkley will be back next
Sunday. Join Forrest Sawyer this evening for the latest news on World
News Sunday. I'm Sam Donaldson. For all of us here at ABC News and
This Week with David Brinkley, thank you for watching and have a good
day.
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Yugoslavians struggle to corne together today. They reached a
difficult compromise late tonight for the two republics that have
broken away, establishing a three month moratorium on implementing
the declarations of independence for Croatia and Slovenia. The
agreement granted partial control of border posts for federal and
Slovenian officials. It came after a day in which Serbs and
Croatians took out their fears and frustrations on each other.
ABC's JOHN Laurence captures the violence and the anxious final
moments before the border post agreement. First the fighting in
eastern Croatia.

JOHN LAURENCE
It was one of the most serious battles between rival ethnic groups
in Croatia in the past year of violence there. What started the
shooting between Serbian and Croatian paramilitary forces is not
clear, but it went on for most of the day. The regular Yugoslav
Army went in shooting and stopped it. Slovenia was peaceful today
despite a federal government order to hand over control of its
border posts with Italy, Austria and Hungary. Slovenia collects
about one billion dollars a year in customs duties and taxes from
the border traffic.

JOZE KOREN
(INTERPRETER) It is obvious that the Yugoslav Army wants to take
these border posts by force to ensure that all the customs revenues
will go directly to the federal government.

JOHN LAURENCE
Slovenian militiamen are preparing for an expected large-scale
attack by Yugoslav regular army forces sometime in the next week.

CAPTAIN MAX GOBENJEK
They will attack by air, landing

us and then try to finish us off,
we have regrouped in positions to

(INTERPRETER)
will surround
we live here,
tactics.

a battalion. They
but we are locals,
deal with those

JOHN LAURENCE
There is just a chance that the dispute over control over the border
posts can be settled peacefully. If not, there is a real danger of
war breaking out again. JOHN Laurence, ABC News, on the Slovenian
border.

JOHN MARTIN
But tonight, that last-minute agreement.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Monday morning financial markets are already open in Asia. In
Tokyo, the Nikkei stock exchange opened down one and a quarter
percent and the dollar opened down .8 yen. In Hong Kong, gold
opened down at. three dollar ...370 dollars, 64 cents an ounce.
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JOHN MARTIN
In southern Lebanon after a bloody four day battle between the
Lebanese Army and the PLO, government troops spent this Sunday
hunting down fugitive Palestinian guerrillas and rounding up small
arms. In the port town of Sidon, dozens of women and children
turned over their weapons to Lebanese troops at the city hall.
After its army's success in asserting control over most of the
country, Lebanon's Syrian backed government has invited Israel to
pull its troops out of southern Lebanon. But officials in Jerusalem
said today Israeli soldiers won't leave Israel's self-described
"security zone" until all foreign forces, including Syria's,
withdraw from Lebanon.
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JOHN MARTIN
President Bush's message to President Gorbachev urging greater
flexibility on a nuclear arms limitation treaty has gotten a
positive response in Moscow. A senior Soviet official said today
that while the Soviets are not responsible for delays, Mr, Bush's
message could help break a logjam over the treaty and lead to a
signing ceremony in Moscow late this month.
A new World Bank report released today shows an alarming level of
arms expenditures across the world. The bank says governments now
spend a trillion dollars, that's a trillion dollars a year on
military troops and weapons hardware. If expenditures were reduced
the bank says, the world might be a better place,
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JOHN MARTIN
The new fiscal year is a week old, but a number of states unable to
resolve their fiscal problems still don't have new budgets. One is
Connecticut, whose Governor Lowell Weicker has ordered pUblic
employees to report for work anyway; thus ending a weeklong partial
government shutdown. In all, nine state legislatures are still
struggling to hammer out fiscal '92 budgets.
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JOHN MARTIN
Finally, Ray Gandolf gives us a language lesson in his commentary
tonight, something the world of tennis got this weekend. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, it was Deutschland uber Wimbledon this weekend as Germans won
both singles titles. It was inevitable today with Boris Becker and
Michael Stich playing for the crown. (MATCH FTG) Becker was
throwing thunderbolts, but Stich was sending them back by return
mail. Stich is six feet four and can reach the top shelf without a
ladder. His defense was almost as formidable as his offense.
Becker said later that he didn't have enough legs today and he did
seem to wear down as the match progressed. And it didn't progress
all that long, two and a half hours, as Stich the number seven seed
upset Becker in straight sets. Yesterday Steffi Graf won the
women's title, but Gabriela Sabatini gave her a wonderful run for
her money. (MATCH) She won the second set after Graf had taken the
first and the third set was tied at six games apiece after Graf
broke the Argentine's serve after a spectacular rally. And just two
games later she broke again with a fierce forehand return to win
game, set, match and championship. I don't know what music they
played at the Wimbledon ball, but an oom pah band was certainly in
order. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Ja woll. Thanks Ray.
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JOHN MARTIN
The NAACP opened its annual meeting in Houston today, its members
apprehensive about a last-minute controversy. The question, a
matter of race and philosophy, promises to be one of the most
divisive facing the civil rights movement in many years. ABC's
Charles Thomas is there.

CHARLES THOMAS
The nearly 20,000 convention delegates must answer a question that
arose too late to appear on the printed agenda: will the NAACP
support the Thomas nomination? Opinions are divided.

MAN
I think it's a cynical nomination.

MAN
But when I look at his beginnings, his background, he fits the
ticket for me.

MAN
Personally I haven't really made a decision on him yet, the book is
still open.

CHARLES THOMAS
As head of the Equal Opportunities Commission during the Reagan
Administration, the conservative Thomas came under fire from civil
rights groups for his opposition to affirmative action. Director
Benjamin Hooks has promised a thorough review of Thomas' record,
adding the nominee's race does not guarantee NAACP support.

BENJAMIN HOOKS
We're not going to let race completely bind us, blind us to the
totality of the situation.

CHARLES THOMAS
Some delegates worry that if Clarence Thomas is not confirmed, there
is no guarantee that President Bush will appoint another African
American to replace Thurgood Marshall. Some delegates say simply,
they will not oppose Thomas for the sake of racial unity.

WOMAN
I think African Americans needs to support each other and I think we
need to get as many positions as possible.

CHARLES THOMAS
The NAACP vote to support or oppose the nomination could occur as
early as Tuesday and could weigh heavily on the confirmation
process. Charles Thomas, ABC News, Houston.
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In South Africa today, Nelson Mandela's African National Congress
closed an historic meeting with a call for continued international
sanctions against the white government in Pretoria. But as ABC's
Richard Sergay reports, the ANC is now approaching its goal of black
liberation with a heavy dose of pure political pragmatism.

RICHARD SERGAY
If the ANC is worried about the US lifting sanctions against the
white government, there was little sense of that in public today.

NELSON MANDELA
Our position is very clear, sanctions must continue to be maintained
and applied.

RICHARD SERGAY
In private however, ANC officials are concerned about losing this
weapon.

ALAN DUNN
Sanctions are crumbling about their ears in many, many countries and
they would have to adapt their tactics and strategies in order to
harness this crumbling of sanctions and make of it the best that
they could.

RICHARD SERGAY
Strategy is what the ANC conference, its first inside South Africa
in 30 years, was all about. Constitutional negotiations with the
de Klerk government will remain on hold ANC delegates decided, until
authorities do more to end the violence in black townships. Still,
the ANC says it remains committed to starting power sharing talks
sooner rather than later. Many in the newly elected ANC leadership
include hard-liners impatient with the speed of change. They are
expected to press Mandela and other moderates to force further
political concessions from de Klerk. And as the organization moves
from liberation movement to political party, ANC leaders concede
they will have to work even harder to win support beyond its mainly
black constituency. Richard Sergay, ABC News, Durban.
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JOHN MARTIN
Finally tonight, from still earlier in history, a tale of renewal at
sea on this Fourth of July weekend, 215 years since America declared
independence from Great Britain. Jed Duvall is on board.

JED DUVALL
She looked just this way 384 years ago. The Susan Constant, 120
tons out of London, carrying 71 of God's creatures to new lives in a
place they'd never seen and knew very little about: the colony of
Virginia.

MAN
We just pooled our knowledge and tried to duplicate the construction
of the Susan Constant as she would have been built in 160S in
England.

JED DUVALL
To make it look just so, the state spent two million dollars on a
vessel that is from about the waterline up as authentic as the
original.

MAN
All the timber exposed in the area that is visible to the pUblic is
hand finished ...is finished by hand, it's finished with hand tools,
so there's no signs of power tools.

JED DUVALL
In the early 1600s a man would have swung an adz as they did at
Jamestown in building the keel of the Susan Constant. Now as then
ribs were pulled into position with lines, tackle and strong backs.

MAN
We wanted it to be as accurate as possible in all respects from the
design to the construction to the actual feeling that the visitors
get when they come aboard.

JED DUVALL
That is what she is for: to help tourists understand the journey of
the people who established the first permanent colony, Jamestown.
She is tied there with replicas of companion ships: the Godspeed and
Discovery. The first Susan Constant is lost to history having
carried threescore and 11 souls to America. The duplicate will
serve three or four hundred thousand visitors and will set sail once
again next year for observance of the SOOth anniversary of Columbus'
voyage. Jed Duvall, ABC News.
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JOHN MARTIN
Efforts to limit Saddam Hussein's weapons moved another step today.
Twenty-one United Nations inspectors led by an American Army colonel
supervised the demolition of the last of 61 SCUD missiles known to
be inside Iraq. At the same time a new UN team arrived in Baghdad
to demand access to suspected hiding places for nuclear materials.
Coming up: new threats to Yugoslavia's fragile cease-fire.
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JOHN MARTIN
In New York today, the National Organization for Women led 5,000
people in a protest against the new Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas and against the gag rule that prohibits abortion
counseling in federally funded clinics. Dr. Irving Rust, whose test
case led the Supreme Court to affirm the rule, said his clinic will
refuse federal funds rather than be bound by it.
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In just a few hours the deadline will pass for Yugoslavia's demand
that Slovenia turn over its international border crossings to
federal officials. Yugoslavia's defense minister says his troops
will not attack, but he mobilized more units Saturday. Mike Lee is
in Zagreb.

MIKE LEE
Yugoslav federal officials and Sloven ian leaders failed to reach
agreement on one of the key issues threatening the cease-fire.
Slovenia refused once again to give up control over border crossings
into Western Europe. The federal government offered a compromise in
which Slovenia would control the border posts, but give up the money
from customs fees. Slovenia refused. This led to dire warnings
from politicians on both sides. In Belgrade, Slobodan Milosevic is
leader of the Serbs, Yugoslavia's biggest ethnic group and largest
section of the army. Milosevic said that the military and the
Serbian republic will not allow Serbian enclaves to become a part of
any new independent states. Slovenia has few Serbs. It is in
Croatia where the worst ethnic tension is taking place. There are
daily claims by both sides of murders, kidnappings and ambushes.
The Croatian government today predicted that army units will invade
within the next few days with the aim of taking control of Serbian
minority communities. Federal government officials say that the
army is now under political control and will not run amok. European
Community negotiators arrive here tonight for cease-fire observer
talks. And as the old saying goes, "money talks", but the
withdrawal of European and Western aid can hardly be heard now above
the rhetoric of rival leaders who are pushing and pulling this
crisis back and forth to the brink. Mike Lee, ABC News,
Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Fourth of July weekend is a time for Americans to wave the flag
and let their patriotism show. This year Americans have been doing
a lot of both and for some that's meant big profits. Here's
Sander Vanocur of ABC's Business World.

SANDER VANOCUR
JOHN, thanks in large part to the swift victory of Operation
Desert Storm, patriotism is a lot more popular this Fourth of July
weekend than in years past. As holiday celebrations climaxed in
explosions of red, white and blue, Americans expressed their
patriotic pride by waving Old Glory. And with homecoming parades
for the Desert Storm troops, it's adding up to a banner year for
Annin, a New Jersey based family owned flag making company that's
been working overtime since the war broke out in January.

LEE BEARD I ANNIN VP
production cycle, this is the time of year we build
sales. The normal flag sales are from Memorial Day
We knew that maybe something would come up, but not
that it happened. It just caught everybody in the
flat.

We were in our
for our spring
through July.
to the extent
flag business

SANDER VANOCUR
Sales he said, are up 52 percent over last year due mostly to a new
customer base: more and more home owners are becoming flag owners.
While patriotism may still be high, sales of patriotic products
could be a passing fad.

GERALD CELENTE
We saw sales immediately after the Gulf war increase some 400, three
to four hundred percent over the year before of patriotic
memorabilia and patriotic product. Right after the war ended we did
a study at the International Gift Fair, the day before the war ended
and sales plummeted.

SANDER VANOCUR
And even patriotism may not be enough to keep sales going in tough
economic times. So don't be surprise to find cut-rate stores like
Odd Lots waving the flag too, but at 50 cents on the dollar. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Thanks Sandy.
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JOHN MARTIN
The United States moved at the highest level today to rouse the
Soviet Union into approving a new treaty limiting long-range nuclear
weapons. The hope is that the wording can be decided in time for a
summit meeting this month. Kyle Gibson has our story.

KYLE GIBSON
The President was golfing with Secretary of State James Baker when
he confirmed that he'd sent a message to Mikhail Gorbachev. It was
a nudge to Gorbachev to nudge the Soviet negotiators to get on with
a strategic arms agreement.

PRESIDENT BUSH
What I want to do is be sure that he energizes his bureaucracy just
as we've energized ours.

KYLE GIBSON
Mr. Bush also blamed the Soviet military for holding out on highly
technical details such as how information on missile tests is
encoded, how warheads are removed from multiwarhead missiles and how
missile sites are inspected. As complex as those issues are, the
President believes Gorbachev can resolve them by sending appropriate
instructions to the negotiating table.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I want to get their team moving as forward as fast as ours is and
it's not going to be done unless Gorbachev himself is involved and
he tells us he is and he's ...well I don't think it's a question of
dragging the feet, it's a question of getting closer together on the
differences.

KYLE GIBSON
What's at stake is a summit by the end of July. Both leaders would
like that to happen, but the US won't go until a START treaty is
resolved. Secretary Baker says the message to Gorbachev was a
reminder that time is running out. Kyle Gibson, ABC News, the
White House.
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JOHN MARTIN
Well, she's smiling again and that may be bring frowns to her
competitors in women's tennis. Steffi Graf of Germany, working hard
on this point in the third set, overcame the odds today and regained
her Wimbledon championship. (MATCH FTG) Graf and Gabriela Sabatini
of Argentina battled through three sets. Graf won 6-4, 3-6, 8-6.
The victory sent a signal to the tennis world: a family controversy
that slowed her down is now behind her.
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JOHN MARTIN
In San Diego this weekend, the 50th anniversary reunion of a group
of World War II pilots known as the Flying Tigers. They took to the
skies before Pearl Harbor on a covert mission to attack the Japanese
military machine. Now half a century later, the Defense Department
has acknowledged that the Flying Tigers had the clandestine support
of the Roosevelt Administration. The Tigers will finally be
entitled to veterans benefits.
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JOHN MARTIN
Newly discovered documents show American military planners proposed
a chemical weapons attack on Japan in 1945 that could have been far
more devastating than the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. The papers identified 25 targets. Military planners
projected that a full-scale chemical attack would have killed five
million Japanese.
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Heavy fighting was reported early Monday in the northeastern
Croatian province as Yugoslavia struggles against disintegration as
a country. The Yugoslav collective head of state confirmed a new
federal president early Monday. He is a Croatian nationalist. His
election is the first step in a plan to end four days of fighting.
That plan is the brainchild of the European Community. Three of its
ministers, from Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Italy arrived Sunday
and sat in on the Parliamentary session just before dawn. In the
breakaway province of Slovenia today, ABC's Mike Lee watched a
country on the edge of civil war.

MIKE LEE
It was psychological warfare. In downtown Ljubljana Slovenians ran
for cover. (SIREN) The air raid warning sounded amid reports that
Yugoslav federal government jets were on their way to bomb the city.
They rushed to basement shelters where they listened for the impact
of bombs. For many it was a terrifying moment. These Solvenians
were forced underground because their rebel government today refused
to yield to federal demands to disarm or face what the army
threatened to be decisive military action. Federal planes did not
attack after all. Yet the prospect for renewed warfare is still in
the air. Slovenian officials refused to suspend their declaration
of independence, thus further threatening the cease-fire arranged
Friday by Western European leaders. Both Slovenia and the federal
army accused one another of terrorism. This federal soldier was
shot to death at point-blank range Saturday night. Slovenia denies
any cease-fire violations. But federal troops, some of whom are
seen here in a cornfield overlooking an army base, are nervous.
"Every night the Slovenians are shooting at us", said this federal
soldier, "we need to defend ourselves". Slovenian police and
security forces also have the jitters. Their best defense are
roadblocks, but if the war starts again, these barricades will be no
match for federal tanks and planes. Mike Lee, ABC News, in
Slovenia, Yugoslavia.
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It wasn't all gloom and doom today. (CELEBRATIONS) In fact there
was considerable celebrating at bases like Alabama's Fort McClellan
which managed to escape closure and champagne was flowing at
California's Long Beach Naval Shipyard which the Navy successfully
defended as absolutely essential.
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JOHN MARTIN
Newsweek magazine says it has learned that the House leadership
plans to go ahead with a full investigation this fall of whether
Ronald Reagan's 1980 campaign sabotaged the early release of
hostages from Iran. The magazine says pressure is building in both
houses of Congress to look at allegations that Reagan campaign
officials struck a deal with Iran. Reagan himself has written to
his presidential library staff asking it to research documents which
he says should confirm that there was no deal.
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JOHN MARTIN
Three senior United Nations officials arrived in Baghdad and
delivered a Security Council demand that Iraq hand over equipment
suspected of being part of a secret nuclear weapons program. The
equipment was spotted Friday at an Iraqi military base. UN
inspectors say they videotaped and photographed the equipment. The
UN emissaries met with the Iraqi Foreign Minister, but there was no
word on whether they will see Saddam Hussein.
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JOHN MARTIN
After weeks of intense lobbying by Congress, local officials and the
military, the Federal Base Closing Commission bit the bullet today
and made the tough decisions, voting to close Army, Navy and Air
Force bases around the country. This is part of the Bush
Administration's plan to cut the back on defense now that the Cold
War is finally over. But with thousands of jobs and a lot of
political capital at stake, the competition to influence today's
voting was fierce. More from ABC's Sheilah Kast.

SHEILAH KAST
The tension was evident on the faces of these congressmen as the
Commission debated which of the three preeminent Navy jet pilot
training stations should be closed. They shut down Chase Field,
Texas. Congressman Sonny Montgomery of Mississippi, who represents
one of the bases spared, said it's the toughest issue he's faced in
a quarter century in Congress.

CONGRESSMAN G. V. SONNY MONTGOMERY
Being in combat. Being in combat. I was in combat in World War II
and this is just a little less than that.

SHEILAH KAST
And Montgomery is a winner. The losers of today's voting include
those who backed the Philadelphia naval shipyard, where 27,000
civilian jobs were at stake. It was closed along with the naval
station there.

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT ANDREWS
We will also be announcing plans within the next 24 hours to go to
court because we believe there were substantial legal defects in
what happened here.

SHEILAH KAST
The Commission also voted to close Fort Benjamin Harrison
Indianapolis; Fort Ord, California; Fort Chaffee, Arkansas; Fort
Devens, Massachusetts; The Marine Air Station at Tustin, California;
Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas and dozens of others.

JIM COURTER
Our job is to close bases and save money. America's armed forces
will be shrunk by 25 percent during the next five years and we'll
simply need fewer installations to support them.

SHEILAH KAST
The Commission has given Defense Secretary Cheney most of the base
closures he asked for. That means the President is likely to accept
the Commission's recommendations and though many in Congress will
not be happy about it, Congress is likely to go along too.
Sheilah Kast, ABC News, on Capitol Hill.
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JOHN MARTIN
Heavy automatic gunfire was heard in Algiers early Monday only hours
after state television reported the capture of two leaders of the
Islamic opposition. The leaders were accused of conspiracy. Their
movement has been demanding an Islamic state.
The Monday morning financial markets are already open in Asia. In
Tokyo, the Nikkei stock exchange opened up 1.6 percent and the
dollar opened up .22 yen. In Hong Kong, gold opened up at 368
dollars 70 cents an ounce.
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JOHN MARTIN
The American Nurses Association went on record Sunday as
overwhelmingly opposed to mandatory testing for AIDS in health
professionals. Delegates, representing two million registered
nurses at their national convention in Kansas City, voted against
the tests, but in favor of strict infection controls.
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JOHN MARTIN
It's been half a century since Joe DiMaggio's famous streak, hitting
safely 56 games in a row. Tonight Ray Gandolf salutes another
baseball streak that is building day by day right now. Ray.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, in a time when millionaire ball players fear career
threatening hangnails and a club's disabled list is almost as long
as its roster, let us salute the work ethic of Cal Ripken Jr. of the
Baltimore Orioles. (GAME FTG) Ripken has played in 1,484
consecutive games, more than nine full seasons without a miss. More
than any player in history except for Lou Gehrig, the old Iron
Horse. Time was not so long ago when fans and friends were urging
Ripken to take a few days off to conserve what some perceived as his
fading skills. "No way" said Cal and he kept on keeping on and
what's he done lately? Well, he's leading the league in batting and
slugging and in hits. He will hit 20 or more home runs for the
tenth consecutive year and his fielding of course, is as close to
impeccable as any shortstop not named Ozzie Smith can get. Clearly
Cal Ripken is a man who believes that giving a day's work for a
day's pay is not some quaint notion out of the past. His namesake,
JOHN Calvin, would approve. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Thanks Ray.
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JOHN MARTIN
President Bush may nominate a successor to Thurgood Marshall this
week. In fact the Associated Press reports one Administration
official as saying the decision is already made and the announcement
could come tomorrow or Tuesday. Law correspondent Tim O'Brien has
our story.

TIM O'BRIEN
The search for a successor to Thurgood Marshall was played out over
the weekend at the Justice Department where sources say 43 year old
Emilio Garza, an Appeals Court judge from Texas, was interviewed for
two hours by Attorney General Dick Thornburgh and White House
counsel C. Boyden Gray. President Bush has made it known he's
considering Hispanics and although Garza has since returned to
San Antonio, his presence in Washington suggests he's a leading
contender. Like David Souter, the President's first appointment,
Garza has yet to write any opinions on the explosive issues,
abortion, race relations, religion, that routinely reach the Court.
But those who know him say he would fit right in with the
conservatives who now dominate the Court. On This Week with
David Brinkley, Attorney General Thornburgh said the Senate has the
right to reject any nominee because of judicial philosophy.

GEORGE WILL
Can a senator legitimately say "I fully understand his
philosophy, I don't like it, therefore I will vote against

(TWWDB)
judicial
him?"

ATTORNEY GENERAL RICHARD THORNBURGH
I think so. The Senate has the right to consent, but one has to be
sure that that's not a mask or a guise or partisan political
objection.

TIM O'BRIEN
President Bush's two appointments will make the Court more
conservative than at any time in the 30 years. He could be held
accountable when the Court's major decisions next become due at
about this time next year, in the heat of the 1992 presidential
campaign. Tim O'Brien, ABC News, at the Supreme Court.
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TED KOPPEL
A war was fought to neutralize Saddam Hussein and his weapons of
destruction.

GEN NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF, COMMANDER, ALLIED FORCES
30, 1991) We are happy to report that we have destroyed all
nuclear reactor facilities. Baghdad nuclear research center
leveled to rubble.

(January
of their
has been

KOPPEL
(VO) But reports began to leak that Iraq's nuclear potential may not
have been destroyed, and today Iraqi troops fired shots when a UN
team tried to locate nuclear technology.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
We can't, from the US standpoint, permit this brutal bully to go back
on what was a solemn agreement and to threaten people that are there
under UN jurisdiction, and that's exactly what he appears to have
done. The man has no shame.

KOPPEL
(VO) Tonight, new concern over that nuclear technology in Iraq.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It sounded so clean and easy just after the Gulf war. To begin with,
it seemed as though US airpower had all but completely demolished
whatever nuclear, chemical or biological facilities existed in Iraq.
But more to the point, Saddam Hussein had been, if not eliminated,
then at least so soundly defeated that he would have no option but to
grant UN inspection teams access wherever they wanted to go. It has
not worked out that way. First of all, earlier this month, a high -
level Iraqi defector told US debriefers that there were nuclear
facilities in Iraq that allied bombers had never even targeted. His
information was passed on to the UN, and their inspection teams have
been trying to inspect, without a great deal of success. Today, in
fact, Iraqi troops fired over the heads of a UN inspection team that
was trying to gain access to a facility outside Baghdad that was in
the process of being cleaned out. Here's more from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) The Security Council warned Iraq tonight to grant United Nations
inspectors immediate access to objects and facilities they have been
prevented from seeing.

JEAN - JACQUES BECHIO, SECURITY COUNCIL PRESIDENT
(through interpreter) These incidents demonstrate Iraq's failure to
abide by its solemn undertakings to comply with all the provisions of
Security Council Resolution 687, 1991.

MARTIN
(VO) A top - level United Nations team left tonight for Baghdad to
demand Iraqi assurances at the highest level, presumably from Saddam
Hussein. Ever since the UN inspectors arrived in Baghdad on Saturday,
they have found themselves in a cat - and - mouse game with Iraqi
authorities. The only Iraqis willing to talk to them are from the
foreign ministry, but the facilities the UN team is trying to inspect
are under military control, and officials at the defense ministry say
they have no orders to act. On Sunday and Tuesday, inspectors went to
a military camp 10 miles west of Baghdad, saw equipment, but were
denied entry. On Wednesday, when they were permitted inside, the
equipment was gone. Today, according to eyewitness accounts relayed
to Nightline, this is what happened when the team demanded access to
a new site, 30 miles west of Baghdad. The United Nations inspectors
arrived at the compound to find Iraqi soldiers loading crates and
equipment aboard a convoy of trucks. The Iraqi commander refused
entry, but permitted two inspectors to climb a water tower
overlooking the compound. Below, they could see giant discs being
loaded aboard the beds of trucks. The discs appeared to weigh a ton
or more each. Nuclear experts said the discs are almost certainly
electromagnetic isotope separators, of the sort used 45 years ago by



US scientists to produce weapons - grade uranium. The United Nations
team leader asked the Iraqi commander to leave the equipment in view
while they waited for authority to enter. The commander refused. He
ordered the trucks to leave. The UN inspectors filmed and videotaped
the equipment as it was being driven away. Suddenly, Iraqi soldiers
fired more than a dozen shots into the air, apparently trying to stop
the inspectors from taking photographs.

ALEXANDER WATSON, DEPUTY US REPRESENTATIVE TO THE UN
Fortunately, the inspection team managed to witness very clearly the
Iraqi activity, and the entire Security Council is seized with this
issue, views it as very, very grave.

MARTIN
(VO) The incident touched off a flurry of concern. American defense
officials met at the White House. The President, leaving for a long
weekend, took questions.

REPORTER
Are you going to let the Iraqis get away with stonewalling the UN?

PRES BUSH
I'm very concerned about it, very concerned about it.

REPORTER
What are we going to do about it?

PRES BUSH
Stay tuned.

MARTIN
(VO) An Iraqi diplomat insisted it was all a misunderstanding.

ABDUL AMIR AL-ANBARI, IRAQI AMBASSADOR TO THE UN
We are ready to cooperate fully, and I am very happy to say that my
government would be - would welcome any mission to be sent by the
Secretary General in order to work out practical arrangements for the
inspection.

MARTIN
(VO) As the pressure mounted, there was talk of using force, but it
was discounted by the Secretary General.

JAVIER PEREZ DE CUELLAR, UN SECRETARY GENERAL
Well, I don't think that now there is enough evidence, enough for
taking any military action, you know. And I -

REPORTER
(crosstalk) tried to hide some nuclear material, isn't that enough?

SEC GEN PEREZ DE CUELLAR
well, I think it is not for me to decide that, it is for the council
to decide.

MARTIN
(VO) If it did decide to act, the United States has a single aircraft
carrier in the Persian Gulf. It has attack planes in Saudi Arabia.
But Pentagon officials told ABC News there is no so - called surgical
strike option open to US pilots. Nevertheless, one member of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee called for action.

REP ROBERT TORRICELLI, (D), FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
If George Bush seeks to destroy that capability by additional
airstrikes, I don't know anyone in the Congress of the United States
who would disapprove.

MARTIN
(VO) In the end, a military strike would be up to the President and,
while he was calling for diplomatic action today, he stopped short of
saying what would happen if diplomatic pressure fails.

PRES BUSH
Don't press me what I'll do beyond that, because I'm not prepared to
say what we'll do.

MARTIN
Tonight's dispatch of new United Nations emissaries will give both
sides some breathing space, but given the lesson of this episode,
Saddam Hussein's renewed promise today to cooperate has a hollow ring
to it, and that may be drawing the coalition against him back toward
an action they hoped they'd never have to take. This is JOHN MARTIN
for Nightline, in washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by the man who has defended his
country through almost 11 months of condemnation in the UN, Iraq's
ambassador, Abdul Amir al-Anbari.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now live from his horne in New York is Ambassador Abdul
Amir al-Anbari, Iraq's permanent representative to the United
Nations. Dr al-Anbari, I'm sure there must be a simple explanation.
Three times the UN inspectors have now tried to visit two different
facilities; three times they have been turned away. Why?

ABDUL AMIR AL-ANBARI, IRAQI AMBASSADOR TO THE UN
Well, of course they have visited several other sites, and there was
no problem whatsoever. The problem here, Mr Koppel, this is a very



delicate, sensitive, complicated operation. It has never been done in
Iraq or, to my knowledge, in any other country. However, due to the
destruction of our communications system throughout the country and
the fact that various bases, various industrial centers belong or are
under the authority of different ministries, there has been a problem
of coordination as well as communication. I hope that today actually
we have solved both problems in the sense that our foreign minister
has been authorized to give permission to the UN team to inspect and
do whatever they would like to do anywhere in the country.

KOPPEL
We were told earlier today that indeed, that's precisely the problem,
that the team has had access to the foreign ministry, but that all of
these bases are under the control of the military and the military's
not paying any attention to what the foreign ministry is saying.

AMB AL-ANBARI
No, it's not that they are not paying any attention. When they
receive the operation, of course, any commander or any officer would
have to receive orders from his competent army commander. However,
now there's a special authorization from the Revolutionary Command
Council to the foreign minister, whereby he can tell every base,
every military unit or every industrial center to obey whatever, you
know, he asks them to.

KOPPEL
Maybe I'm missing something, Dr al-Anbari, but I was under the
impression that those instructions should have been given a long time
ago. It was quite clear that the UN inspection team was corning over
there for the precise purpose not of asking for an engraved
invitation, but exactly to drop in, perhaps unexpectedly, at
different sites in order to find out what was there. If the whole
point is that it's all got to be done through channels, it sort of
defeats the purpose, doesn't it?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, not really. We have hundreds of military and industrial centers
throughout the country, it's a big country, relatively speaking, and
the only way perhaps to achieve what you have just suggested is for
the government to announce over the radio that every household in
Iraq, every office should be open to any stranger coming to inspect.

KOPPEL
Well, what might cause the more suspicious among us to believe that
perhaps it's not quite as simple as you suggest is when you see a
convoy of 40 trucks, as apparently that inspection team did today,
and they are in the process of hauling equipment out of there, not
just a few crates, not just a few boxes but, as it was described to
me over the phone, equipment amounting to tens of tons of material.

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, apparently you have more detailed information than I do, but I
am confident that the UN team would be given the opportunity to
inspect and see the trucks which they missed today.

KOPPEL
Well, I mean, by now, presumably, the trucks are somewhere else, the
material is somewhere else, and it's going to be a little difficult
to sort of reassemble it, isn't it?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, I tell you, they are not looking for a needle, or for a toy,
and such huge sorts of instruments, if it's true, then I'm sure they
would be able to locate them. And I would like to make one point very
clear. When it comes to a matter of policy, it is the government's
commitment to cooperate with the United Nations with the view of
destroying all mass destruction weapons. The speedier the resolution
is implemented, the better for us.

KOPPEL
Are you concerned at all the drumbeats of possible military action
that we are hearing and that we have been reporting during the course
of this day, and indeed, over the past few days?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, as I have said, I understand the concern of every party
interested in this issue, but freely I believe that this is a non -
issue and has been perhaps intentionally exaggerated in order to
intimidate Iraq and not to make any sort of move that might not be
suitable to a certain power or certain organs.

KOPPEL
One more quick question, and then we'll take a break and introduce
our other guests -

AMB AL-ANBARI
Okay.

KOPPEL
- all of this, I suppose, would be more understandable had the troops
who were guarding that convoy not fired over the heads - I mean,
surely by now most people in Iraq must know that UN inspection teams



KOPPEL

are there. They are unarmed, as I understand it. There's no reason to
fire over their heads, is there?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, I believe it was an individual action rather than an official
instruction, and I am sure the government will take care of that in
the future so as to make sure that they are safe and tranquil as
well. You see, they rely on us, and they have requested that we
should provide them with all the facilities, interpretation, cars,
and so on and so forth. So this is why they have to cooperate and to
see to it that there must be some rapport between them and the Iraqi
side.

KOPPEL
Let me see if I understand correctly. You're telling me that there
are actually Iraqi government interpreters who were along with the
team today?

AMB AL-ANBARI
I should think so, yes.

KOPPEL
So how could they possibly be under any misunderstanding as to what
was going on?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Not misunderstanding, simply there was no notification to that new
site which they selected without the prior notification to the
liaison man with them so as to seek the approval of the minister of
defense, that's all -

All right -
AMB AL-ANBARI

- and this is why we've solved it now by authorizing the minister of
foreign affairs.

KOPPEL
We're going to take a break, Dr al-Anbari. When we corne back, we'll
be joined by the chief diplomatic correspondent for The New York
Times, Thomas Friedman, who sees renewed hostilities between Iraq and
the United States as a real possibility, and by Paul Leventhal, a
nuclear arms expert who calls the current situation extremely
serious.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
(One nuclear bomb = 22 kg uranium; Iraq's arsenal = 44 kg uranium)

KOPPEL
Joining us now here in Washington are Thomas Friedman, the chief
diplomatic correspondent for The New York Times, the winner of two
Pulitzer Prizes for his reporting on the Middle East and author of
the book, From Beirut to Jerusalem and Paul Leventhal, the president
and founder of the Nuclear Control Institute, which tracks the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. Torn Friedman, I introduced you
earlier by saying that you were concerned that this thing could lead
to some kind of violence. Has anything that you've heard from Dr al-
Anbari changed your mind?

THOMAS FRIEDMAN, "THE NEW YORK TIMES"
Nothing at all, Ted. I feel both in listening to Dr al-Anbari and to
the President, really, that I've been to this play before and I know
how it ends. I think we're really seeing, in many ways, a replay of
the kind of diplomatic and military strategy that led up to the
fighting last January in the Gulf war. We have the President
delegitimizing Saddam Hussein in a very personal way, a thug and a
bully. We see the United States working through the United Nations to
lay the diplomatic groundwork for a possible use of force to take out
this nuclear equipment, and we see the military planning also taking
shape. I think the administration still hopes that these threats will
intimidate Saddam to comply with the UN resolutions, but if not, I
think they are ready and willing to use force.

KOPPEL
But basically, all Saddam has to do is say, "Whoops, terrible
mistake," as Dr al-Anbari has just done, in effect, "The word didn't
get down to the folks on the ground but we'll make sure it doesn't
happen again, and what do you want to see?" Right?

MR FRIEDMAN
I don't think it's quite that simple, obviously. They've heard these
kinds of promises before. I think that the administration is going to
have to be satisfied that they've actually laid hands on and removed
from Iraq every bit of nuclear weapons - making equipment they now
think still exists there, and until that happens, I don't think
they're going to rest easy.

KOPPEL
Mr Leventhal, what is it that would give you perhaps greater concern
today than you might have had a couple of weeks ago? I mean,
basically what was identified today seems to be precisely the kind of
equipment that we were talking about two or three weeks ago, isn't
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it?
PAUL LEVENTHAL, NUCLEAR CONTROL INSTITUTE

Well, it surely points out that Iraq had a sophisticated, albeit
primitive, enrichment capability, one that goes back to World War II
technology but one that was used to produce every bit of uranium that
ended up in the Hiroshima bomb, and I think what we're concerned
about today is that Iraq is making a desperation move to hide that
equipment in the hope that it can get it underground and can escape
the spy satellites that are obviously tracking it now and then decide
to talk.

KOPPEL
Now, you're talking about the electromagnetic isotope separator. In
and of itself, is that enough?

MR LEVENTHAL
It was enough to produce the Hiroshima bomb during World War II and,
by our calculations, the kind of equipment that Iraq is believed to
have had, based on these latest press reports, perhaps 25 so - called
calutron machines. They could produce perhaps maybe 10 pounds or so
of highly enriched uranium a year with those machines. The defector
said that they have produced perhaps 80 or so pounds, enough for two
Nagasaki bombs. There's a lot of skepticism about that. But I think
what we need to know is how long the machines may have operated, how
many there actually were, and what kind of feed was put into them. If
it's natural uranium feed, then perhaps the best they can do is about
10 pounds a year, but if they could get low - enriched uranium, the
kind of fuel that's used in power reactors, if they could get that on
the black market or if they could get it through a friendly supplier
like the Chinese, then they could produce perhaps 30 pounds or so a
year. And then you're approaching weapons quantities of highly
enriched uranium per year, and that's a very serious business.

KOPPEL
Now, again, to refer back to what Dr al-Anbari said a few moments ago
- and of course, we also know that the inspection team has videotape,
and I assume that this equipment is big enough that it would only be
on a flatbed truck, you probably couldn't put it inside a van, is
that correct?

MR LEVENTHAL
The equipment itself, as I understand it, each machine weighs perhaps
a ton apiece, maybe is seven foot across. It is not impossible to
move that equipment in a hurry if you have to.

KOPPEL
Tom, is that, in principle, what you think the administration is most
worried about, is the development of nuclear weapons, or is it more
the aspect of just feeling that there is a job left undone over there
in Iraq and maybe this could be a useful pretext?

MR FRIEDMAN
Well, I think that is a good distinction to make, Ted, because I
think there is, in the period that has passed since the war ended, a
sense of a job left undone, a growing frustration. We find that what
have we done? I mean, they have liberated Kuwait but Saddam still has
half his army. There are a million Kurds on a hillside in northern
Iraq. Kuwait is putting people in jail for wearing Saddam T-shirts.
There is a sense, a gnawing sense that somehow the job just wasn't
done, and I think that feeding this moment now is a legitimate
concern, of course, about this guy's nuclear potential. Because
Saddam Hussein, even when he's in a good mood, is not someone I'd
care to have as my neighbor, but a Saddam Hussein that is feeling
vengeful and wounded at the end of this Gulf war and still possesses
nuclear weapons capabilities, I think is a very dangerous character.

KOPPEL
All right. We're going to take a break. We'll hear again from
Ambassador al-Anbari when we come back, right after this.
(Nations with nuclear weapons: China, India, France, Great Britain,
Soviet Union, United States. Nations with probable nuclear weapons:
Israel, Pakistan, South Africa)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And continuing again with Iraq's UN ambassador, Abdul Amir al-Anbari.
Dr al-Anbari, clearly Iraq is of no mind to volunteer information. In
other words, the fact that it had these electromagnetic isotope
separators, it wasn't going to just say, "Here they are, folks, let's
save you the trouble so that you can destroy them, or we'll destroy
them in front of you".

AMB AL-ANBARI
We did provide, actually, all sort of information about chemicals as
well as about the nuclear facilities. However, up to now, really,
everything we hear, just speculation, are so represented as proven
evidence. I wonder, no one asks why the Iraqis had to wait to for a
few months, since the resolution was passed on April 3rd, in order to



try to smuggle or to hide some equipment right now? They could have
done it a long time ago.

KOPPEL
Well, actually, I think I can give you a pretty good answer, because
the Iraqi defector who first told American officials that there were,
indeed, some other installations, some other plants that apparently
the allied forces didn't know about, only came out about two and a
half or three weeks ago. That might be a good reason, don't you
think?

AMB AL-ANBARI
Well, I don't know. This ghost defector, because we haven't heard
from the Iraqi side whether really there was a nuclear scientist
defected to the coalition forces or somewhere else. I really don't
think -

KOPPEL
Well, it seems to me that all of a sudden the UN inspectors are
looking for things they didn't know about before, and the very point
that you just made, that they didn't ask about this three months ago,
suggests that the fellow had some pretty good information.

AMB AL-ANBARI
No, I mean that Iraqis could have hidden some equipment, not in a
military base, but somewhere else, a long time ago, because the team
just arrived to Baghdad, actually, this is the second visit for the
team, and you know, a lot of procedure and arrangements have to be
worked out before they could visit the country.

KOPPEL
Mr Leventhal, you wanted to make a point about some other material
that you fear may not be as readily identifiable or traceable.

MR LEVENTHAL
Well, I think a key point here is that while we're spending a lot of
effort now trying to track down and destroy this equipment that was
used to create highly enriched uranium, or at least some form of
enriched uranium - and by the way, this was confirmed apparently from
chemical traces off the clothing of the hostages that were placed in
the plant, this has just recently come out - but the point I want to
make is that we have to worry about the nuclear material itself, this
bomb - grade material, and 40 kilograms or about 90 pounds of bomb -
grade material fits in the size of a grapefruit. This is easily
concealed, and it's very worrisome that we may not be able to find
that material at all, even under the best of circumstances, and we
have to face the fact that Saddam Hussein may have enough weapons -
grade material for one or two Nagasaki - type bombs.

KOPPEL
On that note I'm afraid I'm going to have to bring this to a close.
I'd like to thank all of you, Dr al-Anbari, Mr Leventhal and Torn
Friedman, appreciate your joining us. That's our report for tonight.
I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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PETER JENNINGS
There have been two decisions from the Supreme Court today which are
certain to reinforce the perception that this is a law and order
Court. In a series of rulings this year the Justices have enhanced
the powers of the police while limiting the rights of defendants.
Today the Court took the highly unusual step of reversing two of its
own earlier decisions. This time the Court has ruled that juries
considering the death penalty may hear evidence about the character
of the victims and how survivors suffered because of the crime.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PAYNE) Pervis Payne was convicted in Memphis of brutally murdering
Chari sse Christopher and her daughter Lac i.e. (PHOTOS) Her son
Nicholas, stabbed many times, survived. (NICHOLAS) When it came
time to sentence Payne, Nicholas' grandmother told the jury what her
daughter's murder meant to the boy.

MARY ZVOLANEK
And all I told them was that he cried for his mom and he'd come and
tell me he was worried about his sister Lacie and he ...you know, he
couldn't understand why they didn't come home.

JOHN MARTIN
The prosecutor urged jurors to vote for the death penalty to avenge
Nicholas.

THOMAS HENDERSON
I told the jury that somewhere down the road little
Nicholas Christopher is going to want to know what type of justice
was done.

JOHN MARTIN
Payne was sentenced to death and appealed. Today the Supreme Court
ruled it was proper to balance the rights of victims against the
rights of defendants. In a six to three decision, Chief Justice
William Rehnquist said for the majority, "Victim impact evidence is
simply another method of informing the jury about the harm caused by
the crime". Defense lawyers attacked the decision.

JEFF WEINER
When the jury starts considering emotional arguments as opposed to
fact, as opposed to law, then there is no justice and that's the
problem with this decision.

JOHN MARTIN
(THORNBURGH) Attorney General Thornburgh, who had personally argued
the case, disagreed.

ATTORNEY GENERAL RICHARD THORNBURGH
We stood up for victims in this case. For all too long the victim's
gotten the fast shuffle as we've concentrated on enforcing the law
against the criminal defendants and protecting that defendant's
rights during court proceedings.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Until today the Supreme Court had allowed victims' families to
be heard in most other cases, but not those involving the death
penalty. Now convicted murderers and jurors will be able to hear
the wrath and sorrow of those left behind. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Yugoslavia today, the federal government is escalating its use of
military force to restore its control over two republics seeking
independence. All day tanks from Yugoslavia's army moved into
Slovenia, one of the two republics that declared its independence
this week. The Slovenian people are resisting. Tonight a report
from one of our British associates, Jeremy Thompson who is in
Slovenia.

JEREMY THOMPSON
(TANKS CRASHING ROADBLOCK) Yugoslavia's army smashed its way into
Slovenia. Barricades erected by the Slovenes to protect their
capital Ljubljana were brushed aside. (STONING) As this amateur
video shows there was resistance: angry Slovenes stoned one tank as
it fired through. The army's commanding general warned that his
troops would use all powers to crush the resistance. To the
Slovenian people this was no less than an army of occupation.
(TROOPS) Many believed the troops would not have marched in if
there had been international support for their independence.

WOMAN
Without the support of Europe and without the support of America,
this wouldn't happen of course. They wouldn't have the strength,
they wouldn't have the courage to do this.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONVOY) But as more armored columns bore down on the capital,
Slovenian defiance was growing. (TRAIN) In one town local police
commandeered a train to block the army's progress. (PEOPLE) As
townsfolk cheered, the troops were thwarted. (EXPLOSION) At Ormoz,
Slovenia's own defense force blew up an oil tanker to stop
Yugoslavian troops heading off to secure the national borders.
(TANKS) But some tanks had already reached the frontier with
Austria. As if to show to the outside world that Yugoslavia's
central government was still in control of its borders, the tanks
fired live charges to clear another roadblock.
(LS BORDER BLOCKADE/EXPLOSION) So far there's been no serious
bloodshed. The Slovene Army's apparently content to prove that
these Yugoslav troops are the aggressors, but the Slovenes warn that
if it comes to it, they will fight for their independence.
Jeremy Thompson, ABC News, Slovenia.
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PETER JENNINGS
A piece of military hardware which proved its worth in the Gulf may
soon be replaced. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney is to decide next
week on the Navy's request to buy a new generation of electronic
devices called jammers. They help a pilot avoid electronic
detection, the problem is the new jammers cost more and may not work
as well. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PILOT IN JET) When these pilots left their carrier and headed into
Iraqi airspace during the war, they were protected from enemy
missiles by an electronic jammer. (POV OF JET) The device sent out
false signals. Time after time Iraqi gunners fired at an electronic
mirage. (JET) Now the Navy wants new, more compact jammers.
(GRAPHICS) The newest version, the Airborne Self-Protection Jammer,
is no bigger than a big briefcase but it costs three million dollars
each. The problem is that it may not work. It did so poorly in
early tests, the Air Force decided not to buy any. Then the jammer
failed in combat simulations. Even so, the Navy has scheduled 120
jammers for production despite warnings by the General Accounting
Office and the Pentagon Inspector General.

LEO RODRIGUEZ I GAO
Our position is clearly that they should not go forward at this
time. What they need to do is delay this decision that is coming up
this coming week.

SENATOR WILLIAM ROTH
The Defense Department IG recommended against it, the GAO
recommended against it, Congress recommended against it. Still, the
Navy went right ahead.

JOHN MARTIN
The draft of a new Pentagon inspection report obtained by ABC News
warns against signing final contracts until the device is properly
tested, but the Navy doesn't want to stop production.

CAPTAIN LARRY KAISER
It's going to cost us more money to reopen that production line than
it would be if we just kept the production line open and bought this
next lot.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) But analysts worry that approving production on a three
billion dollar contract now will make it impossible to cancel later,
even if it doesn't work. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
We begin tonight with the biggest fish in the biggest fraud
investigation in Pentagon history. During the Reagan Administration
Melvin Paisley was the assistant secretary of the Navy, the man in
charge of purchasing millions of dollars worth of weapon systems for
the government. For a long time he was suspected but never charged
in an enormous kickback scheme. Today, Mr. Paisley has finally
pleaded guilty. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PAISLEY) For three years Paisley insisted he had done nothing
wrong, but in court papers filed today he admitted he solicited
bribes, illegally revealed classified information and illegally
helped defense companies get contracts worth hundreds of millions of
dollars. (DOCUMENTS/GRAPHICS) In return, according to 169 pages of
court documents, the defense contractors provided Paisley personal
favors, promises of hundreds of thousands of dollars in kickbacks
and promises of employment as a civilian consultant once he left the
Pentagon. (CRUISER/CU MISSILES) On a contract for radar on the
Aegis missile cruiser, Paisley manipulated specifications in bidding
to favor the Sperry Corporation which became part of what is now
Unysis. (JET ENGINES) On another contract he fed competitor's bids
on a Navy jet engine to officials of Pratt-Whitney. (ANIMATION/MAP)
In still another scheme, prosecutors recorded Paisley and consultant
William Galvin discussing a quarter million dollars in kickbacks
deposited for them by Israeli contractors in Swiss bank accounts.
That was the reward for steering a Pentagon contract to the
Israelis. The companies reacted cautiously. United Technologies,
which owns Pratt-Whitney, hired Paisley and paid him 218,000 dollars
after he left the Pentagon. It said today its employees never
knowingly accepted stolen information from Paisley.
MARTIN Marietta, which the government says helped refurbish one of
Paisley houses, said it had no comment at this time. (BLDG EXT)
Unysis, which arranged to have Paisley's condominium purchased at an
inflated price, had no comment on the Paisley plea, but confirmed it
is negotiating a fraud settlement with the government. Reportedly
it will cost the company 190 million dollars for claims involving
actions by Paisley and others.

JOSEPH ARONICA I ASST US ATTORNEY
We're very pleased with the plea. The investigation as you know is
continuing, Mr. Paisley has agreed to cooperate fully with us.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Paisley's lawyer said tonight he had pleaded guilty to avoid
further inconvenience to the Navy and to his family, but that he
still disputed some allegations. In September a judge will decide
whether a man who was once a top Pentagon official should go to
prison for up to 30 years and pay a fine of up to 750,000 dollars.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
A report tonight about a secret Iraqi program still in progress to
build a nuclear weapon; the war in the Gulf was supposed to have put
an end to that. But late last month a man claiming to be an Iraqi
nuclear scientist turned himself over to us soldiers in northern
Iraq and he said that Iraq's nuclear weapons program had survived.
The defector is now in the us and has apparently convinced top us
intelligence officials that much of what he says is true. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOMBER POV) During the Gulf war US officials claimed allied
bombers eliminated Iraq's nuclear capability.

SECRETARY RICHARD CHENEY
We've destroyed his capacity to produce weapons of mass destruction,
nuclear and biological weapons and significantly reduced his
chemical weapons capability.

JOHN MARTIN
(BURNING DEBRIS/BOMBING SITE) But the defector says part of Iraq's
nuclear program survived the bombing because American intelligence
did not know about four secret installations in northern Iraq.
(MAP/GRAPHICS) One key facility he says, is hidden inside a
mountain only 40 miles from the Turkish border. The defecting
scientist reports Iraq has produced about 85 pounds of enriched
uranium, far above what it had previously admitted possessing and
enough to produce a crude bomb. (BOMB GRAPHICS/ANIMATION) US
intelligence officials say they have not confirmed how much material
has been produced so far, but do believe most of what the defector
has said. (HUSSEIN REVIEWING WEAPONS) One US official told
ABC News today Saddam Hussein has moved Iraq closer to producing a
bomb than experts had earlier believed. On Capitol Hill, there is
concern.

SENATOR JOHN MCCAIN
I think it's a serious situation. I think that it's one that the
Secretary of Defense and the National Security Adviser and the
President have to address and address quickly.

JOHN MARTIN
Iraq claims it is complying with UN efforts to locate and recover
nuclear materials, but President Bush has been told by top aides
that Saddam Hussein, quote, "is lying through his teeth". (BUSH)
The President is insisting the UN send investigators immediately to
check on the defector's information. (SU) A senior government
official says the President is so concerned about this development
that he is reserving the right of the United States to take
independent action if the defector's information proves accurate and
the UN decides to do nothing about it. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENN INGS
Well as welfare programs grow, so do the costs of the bureaucracies
running them, which is why an experiment underway in Baltimore is
going to get a lot of attention. It is designed to make the system
more responsive and less expensive. ABC's JOHN MARTIN is there.

JOHN MARTIN
(GROCERY STORE SCENE) For a year and a half, 5,000 men and women in
Baltimore have been using pieces of plastic called Independence
Cards to collect nearly two million dollars a month in food stamps
and welfare payments. (CU CARD IN MACHINE) Instead of mailing them
welfare checks or issuing food stamps, the government puts the money
in special bank accounts. To get cash, the card holders go to the
check cashing counter at their supermarket. (COUNTER) The clerk
electronically moves the funds from the welfare recipient's account
to the store's account and gives them the money.

MAXINE BLACKWELL
The slip shows you know, how much you have left and you know you
don't overspend.

TAMMY BROOKS
If you need it for rent, you take out your rent money and leave the
rest in there.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK MACHINES SCENES) The recipients can also withdraw their
welfare payments from automated bank teller machines around the
state like any ordinary bank card holder. (CU FOOD STAMPS) Those
who receive food stamps no longer have to carry and count coupons.
Instead they hand over their card to have their food purchase
electronically subtracted from their allowance.

BRENDA JORDAN
It's more convenient because it's easier to handle your cash or your
stamps. You don't have to worry about being robbed.

JOHN MARTIN
Store managers say the system saves staff time and money. State
officials say it could save more than a million dollars a year in
administrative costs. But critics say the card may make welfare too
easy, too attractive and increase the risk of fraud if the card and
10 number are sold or stolen. (STAN) The system's manager doesn't
seem worried.

STAN FRERKING
Any system can be beaten if an individual wants to. It just makes
it more difficult and I think it makes it easier for us to identify
it when someone does abuse the system.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Officials say the system has worked so well they plan to test
it statewide in Maryland this fall. Ultimately they'd like to
extend it to Social Security checks and medical insurance claims.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
The Food and Drug Administration is about to crack down once again
on what it says are misleading health claims on food labels. The
head of the FDA, David Kessler, is expected to announce tomorrow
that the agency wants to ban labels which falsely claim that
products are virtually fat free. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(GROCERY STORE INT) For weeks, the FDA has been warning about food
labels on products aimed at diet conscious and health conscious
consumers. (CU SHOPPERS)

DAVID KESSLER
(4/24/91) The time has corne to end the din of mixed messages and
partial truths on food labels in this country.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU LABELS) Now Commissioner Kessler is targeting products that
claim to be fat free by a high percentage. (CHECKOUT COUNTER) To
qualify as low fat under FDA rules, foods must have no more than two
grams of fat per serving. (ICE CREAMS) Some nutritionists say many
labels promise light and slim and high percent fat free, but in fact
have a lot of fat left.

BONNIE LIEBMAN
(HOLDING YOGURT) Here's an example of a Colombo classic raspberry
yogurt, it says 97 percent fat free. Most consumers look at that
and think it's a low fat food. It's not, it's got six grams of fat
per serving, three times more than FDA allows in a low fat food.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The FDA rules apply to 80 percent of the food on American
tables. The remainder, meat and poultry, is under Department of
Agriculture supervision. The FDA must still figure out the best
format for food labels to tell consumers clearly and accurately what
they need to know about nutrition. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
It's been another big day for historians: more of the Nixon tapes
have been released. This time the National Archives has made
available the transcripts from 60 hours of tape recordings made in
the Oval Office by Richard Nixon and others when Mr. Nixon was
President. Many of the tapes have not been made public before.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BLDG INT) The tapes in this National Archives facility offer the
first full account in their own words of Nixon White House officials
desperate to cover up the story of the break-in at Democratic
Headquarters. (CU TAPE/FILE) Six days after the burglars were
arrested, the transcripts show clearly Nixon seemed not to have
known in advance about it. (ARREST/GRAPHICS) Nixon to Chief of
Staff H. R. Haldeman: "This involves these Cubans, Hunt and a lot of
hanky-panky that we have nothing to do with ourselves. What the
hell, did Mitchell know about this thing?" Nixon and his aides
believed campaign director JOHN Mitchell had ordered an intelligence
operation and that G. Gordon Liddy had carried it out, but had gone
much further than expected. (PHOTO/LIDDY FTG) Nixon: "Is it Liddy,
is that the fellow? He must be a little nuts, he just isn't well
screwed on is he?" Haldeman: "But he was under pressure to get more
information and as he got more pressure ..." Nixon: "From Mitchell?"
Haldeman: "Apparently." Haldeman said the FBI investigation was out
of control. Haldeman: "Mitchell's recormnendation is to have the CIA
tell the FBI, stay the hell out of this'." Nixon: "Alright, fine."
(WALTERS) Former Deputy CIA Director Vernon Walters admitted in his
memoirs that he carried out the mission for the White House, but
even today the words provoked denial. (HELMS) Former CIA Director
Richard Helms told ABC News, "We declined to do it. We did
nothing". (SU) Thirteen members of the Nixon White House and
campaign staff went to prison for the break-in and the cover-up.
Today a Nixon aide said the former President is writing a book about
the future and has no comment about the past. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Overseas, in Jerusalem tomorrow an Israeli court is going to hear
arguments in what might seem at first to be an ordinary criminal
case: whether to extradite a husband and wife to the US to face
charges of murder. But there is nothing ordinary about it, the two
people are American-Jewish activists accused of killing a woman in
California 11 years ago. The US contends the murder was in no way
political, but it's an important factor because Israel like other
countries does not extradite people for political crimes. Here's
the background, ABC's JOHN MARTIN reporting.

JOHN MARTIN
(ROBERT-ROCHELLE) Robert and Rochelle Manning were arrested in
March after living nearly ten years in the Israeli occupied
West Bank. (CU FINGERPRINTS) Their fingerprints had been found on
this package bomb and letter sent to a Los Angeles business
executive in 1980. (PHOTO) Instead it killed her secretary
Patricia Wilkerson.

PAMELA WILKERSON
This is not a political murder, had nothing to do with politics. We
didn't know anything about Judaism, being Palestinian you know, or
anything else. My mom was just an innocent bystander that opened a
package in a murder for hire case.

JOHN MARTIN
(PHOTOS/MAP) After the murder, the Mannings fled to Israel, they
became citizens, he joined the military reserves.
(BORDER CHECKPOINT) By living on the West Bank they avoided
capture. The United States refused to ask the Israelis to arrest
them here. (HOME EXT) American diplomats feared it would imply
recognition of Israel's authority over Arab territory, but in
December the State Department reversed its policy and the Mannings
were finally arrested at their horne.

MICHAEL AHERN
We regret that it's taken so long a time, but on the other hand I'm
sure the Israeli government does not want to harbor murder
fugitives.

JOHN MARTIN
(PROTEST) But the Mannings' militant neighbors denounced the
Israeli Justice Minister for allowing the arrest. They are
campaigning in parliament for a law to block the Mannings'
extradition. (SU) American authorities hope the Israeli court will
see that the Wilkerson murder was not political and order the
extradition, but Robert Manning and other militant Jews are suspects
in a series of bombings in 1985 that were political: the pipe bomb
murder of a suspected Nazi in Paterson New Jersey; the attempted
bombing of an Arab-American office in Boston where a policeman was
burned and severely injured; and the bombing murder of Arab-American
activist Alex Odeh in Santa Ana, California.
(DESTROYED CAR/FIRE/MANNINGS BEING ESCORTED BY POLICE) But even if
Manning is extradited for the Wilkerson murder, legally he cannot be
tried for the other crimes without new extradition requests.
Despite those uncertainties the Mannings' arrest means that 11 years
after Patricia Wilkerson was murdered, the wheels of justice are
finally starting to move. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, the Queen in Washington. Whenever a
member of the royal family comes to the United States we get a taste
of the low intensity debate which goes on all the time in Britain
about the real value of the monarchy and whether it will survive in
Britain as it did not in revolutionary America. We also get the
impression every time the Queen visits that modern Americans find
her irresistible. In Washington today, ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH-QUEEN) It was you might say, the low point of her visit: the
Queen was too low to see over the microphones, so instead of a
talking head she was a talking hat. Today the President said he
felt badly he hadn't helped her step onto a small footstool.

PRESIDENT BUSH
And I didn't realize that if ...how it would look from a straight
angle or I would have interrupted her.

JOHN MARTIN
(LUNCHEON) Interrupting the Queen is not something every American
is brave enough to do. (TANDY/LANSBURY) At a Library of Congress
lunch today with the American kind of royalty, from Hollywood and
Broadway, many guests were very much aware of what was proper.

BEN KINGSLEY
The best way to enjoy her you know, is to do it properly.

DOLORES BEILENSON
And as you know, she must put her hand out first for you to shake
her hand and she did it for everyone.

JOHN MARTIN
Some Americans have forgotten about a certain war says social
commentator Judith MARTIN.

JUDITH MARTIN
Not everybody has gotten that word, that we won the Revolutionary
War and there are people who still want to demonstrate that they are
servants of the Crown and actually we won the war, so we're not.

JOHN MARTIN
(QUEEN IN LIMO) Still, as she made the rounds today the Queen met

many who were not servants of the Crown but friends for the moment.
(QUEEN VISITING HOME) At the newly built home of Alice Frazier

where the Queen visited today, she got a hug, as much as she would
allow herself. (CROWD) Many who saw her were excited.

WOMAN
It's sort of a fantasy of mine to have seen the Queen.

JOHN MARTIN
Another woman looked at it this way.

WOMAN
She's fascinating, but so am I.

JOHN MARTIN
But perhaps only a Texas congressman could look at a Queen quite
this way:

CONGRESSMAN JOHN BRYANT
Well she's just like any other lady that's worth 11 billion dollars.

JOHN MARTIN
She is the world's richest woman, but as she met the high and the
mighty and the not so high today, she was just a person, a little
shy, who made ordinary people feel a little better about themselves.
They had met royalty and it was all right. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
When Mr. Bush announced the nomination this morning, Mr. Gates
called the CIA "the best intelligence service in the world". He
would be unlikely to say otherwise, but not everyone would agree
with him and if he is confirmed Mr. Gates will take over an agency
that has made some serious miscalculations. ABC's JOHN MARTIN on
the recent record.

JOHN MARTIN
(AGENCY COURTYARD/EXT) This has not been the best of times for the
CIA. (HUSSEIN) The Agency did not predict Saddam Hussein would
invade Kuwait until 24 hours in advance. (IRAQI REBELS) It
predicted an uprising after Saddam's defeat, but failed to gauge its
tremendous size. (BERLIN WALL DISMANTLING/PROTESTS) During the
waning days of the Cold War, it correctly forecast instability in
Eastern Europe as a result of Gorbachev's reforms in the
Soviet Union. It forecast political turmoil among Soviet republics,
but that came after years of overestimating the economic strength of
the Soviet Union. (EMPTY SHELVES/SHOPPERS)

SENATOR DANIEL MOYNIHAN
For 25 years it reported everything there was to know about the
Soviet Union excepting the fact that it was collapsing. It was a
huge mistake which drove American foreign policy for a generation.

JOHN MARTIN
(PLANE FTG) For 40 years the CIA collected information from spy
planes, from spy satellites and from spies, concentrating on the
Soviet bloc. (GRAPHICS) Critics believe it neglected human
intelligence around the world, failing for example to recruit
Arabic-speaking agents and others to report from diverse cultures.
(PHOTOS) Graham Fuller was a senior Agency official involved in
Middle East analysis.

GRAHAM FULLER
I think it's imperative that the CIA have the kind of personnel
overseas who have a true, deep, hands-on understanding of the way
these societies work.

JOHN MARTIN
(CIA AGENCY PHOTOS) But with the Cold War over at least one critic,
Moynihan, believes the CIA should be dismantled; its responsibility
for collecting diplomatic information given back to the State
Department and for military information, back to the Pentagon.

SENATOR FRANK MURKOWSKI
It won't work, it's never worked in the past and there's no reason
to think it'll work now. We need good intelligence and this country
can't afford not to have it.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The CIA spends 30 billion dollars a year, but with the
superpower rivalry gone now a national debate may yet take place on
whether it's worth that much. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
In West Palm Beach, Florida today, charges filed in a much
publicized case of alleged sexual assault. It has been nearly six
weeks since a woman visitor to the Kennedy family compound in
Palm Beach told police she had been raped. Today Florida
prosecutors announced that they are charging William Kennedy Smith
with second degree sexual battery. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(SMITH) Smith talked to reporters as he walked to his lawyer's
office in Washington after hearing he had been charged.

WILLIAM KENNEDY SMITH
I'm very sad about the events today and I'm worried about my family
and obviously my future and my friends, but I'm very confident that
when this thing is resolved that ...that I'll be able to stand by my
original statement which was that I didn't commit an offense of any
kind.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU DOCUMENTS/BAR SCENES) A nine page police affidavit said the
victim met Smith at this popular nightclub, was introduced to his
uncle, Senator Ted Kennedy and Kennedy's son, Patrick, but that the
other two men left and Smith asked her for a ride home. (BEACH) At
the Kennedy estate, the affidavit said, Smith tackled the victim as
she was leaving. (HOUSE EXT) It said he called her a "bitch" as
she struggled to avoid his assault. (PATROL CAR) The affidavit
said that when police went to the estate to investigate, Senator
Kennedy and Smith remained inside the compound even though the
family security manager told officers they were not there.
(KENNEDY) Today the Senator offered no explanation, speaking only
of Smith.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
And I'm absolutely convinced that when all the facts are out that
he'll be vindicated.

JOHN MARTIN
(OFFICE SCENE) The victim's name was first revealed by the Globe
newspaper of Florida, followed by NBC News and the New York Times,
setting off a national debate about identifying rape victims. Today
the state charged the Globe with two counts of violating state law.
The newspaper said it would fight the charges. The victim's lawyer
read a note from her saying she did not regret her decision to press
charges, but added ...

(READING)
might very
is right".

DAVID ROTH
"Had I known that my name was going to be released, it
well have dissuaded me from doing what I know in my heart

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Smith and his lawyer told the Palm Beach police that he will
return to Florida early next week where he will be arrested and
formally charged. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
If Mr. Smith is convicted, he could be put on probation, he could
also get 15 years.
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PETER JENNINGS
The US wants Iraq to pay for the Kurdish relief effort, 200 million
dollars so far. The idea is that once Iraq starts selling oil again
some of the oil profits would go to those who have been helping the
refugees. So far on the other hand, the Administration has been
against Iraq selling any oil. But the larger question is not
whether Iraq will pay in this case, but how has Saddam Hussein
managed to stay in power. The report prepared for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee is critical of the Bush Administration.
It says the US was unprepared for the peace that followed the war
and by failing to support the rebellion against Saddam Hussein, the
Bush Administration missed an opportunity to force him out. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(HUSSEIN) According to US intelligence estimates, Saddam Hussein is
in a stronger position within Iraq today than he was before the war.
(CONGRESSIONAL HEARING/REPORT) One report for that, according to
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee staff report, is that US
policymakers failed to understand or support popular opposition to
the regime. (MEN LEAVING 10 DOWNING ST) Unlike the British, who
met at high levels with Iraqi opposition figures, the US refused to
hold any substantive talks with Saddam's opponents. (WH) Even as
the war ended, White House officials rejected a request from the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee to see visiting rebel leaders.

PETER GALBRAITH
(TESTIFYING) The answer I got back, an informal answer was
how ...was that they would not and that it was not the policy of the
United States to overthrow the Iraqi regime, but merely to get rid
of Saddam Hussein.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH-CHENEY-POWELL) Bush Administration officials insist they had
excellent intelligence on conditions inside Iraq and that the
opposition to Saddam was so badly fragmented that it could not have
driven him out even if supplied with weapons and encouragement.
(OPPOSITION LEADERS) But Iraqi opposition figures say failure to
meet with them blinded the Americans to realities inside Iraq,
leading to the mistaken belief that Saddam Hussein could be
overthrown by a military coup.

AHMEO CHALABI
The idea was, before all this mess took place, was that he would be
overthrown by a neat, made-to-order military coup, substituting a
suitable general for Saddam Hussein and then we can go back to
business as usual.

TALEB SHABIB
It never happened and logically it won't happen. Those who were
supposed to make the coup were working for Saddam and are still
working for him and they're still working on his behalf.

JOHN MARTIN
(FIGHTING) The military coup never happened say Iraqi opponents
because Hussein's generals were convinced they were better off
staying with him, especially after the US decided not to support the
rebellion that broke out among Kurds in the north and Shiites in the
south.

GRAHAM FULLER
I think the United States was at two minds about the rebellion. On
the one hand they hoped the rebellion might lead to the collapse of
Saddam Hussein, on the other hand when it did not lead to his
immediate collapse and looked like it might threaten the country
with further chaos and possible partition, Washington I think got
very disturbed very fast.

JOHN MARTIN
(REBEL MEETING) The rebels who met in Beirut just after the war
insist they had resolved their differences and that fears Iraq would
break up were unfounded.



AHMED CHALABI
No opposition group has asked for the fragmentation, the Kurds do
not want independence, they want autonomy within Iraq and they've
stressed that. The Shiites have no interest in fragmenting Iraq
because they are a majority in Iraq.

JOHN MARTIN
(SD) The Bush Administration remains convinced that its
intelligence estimates were accurate and that Saddam's opponents
were too weak to overthrow him. Critics insist the United States
miscalculated and was too timid to achieve what should have been its
prime objective all along: removing Saddam Hussein from power. JOHN
MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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STONE PHILLIPS,

DOWNS
The electric chair, the gas chamber, death by injection - in 36
states, capital punishment is part of the American system of justice.
But among western nations, the United States is in the minority of
countries that still execute murderers and now, you may be surprised
to hear, accused killers are running for foreign lands where they
can't be put to death.

WALTERS
Well, it's too soon to call it a trend, but the number of accused
murderers fleeing the United States seems to be on the rise and they
don't have to travel far to try and avoid execution. (VO) Stone
Phillips has our report, which begins with the details of a gruesome
mass murder. The aftermath is still unfolding.

STONE PHILLIPS, ABC NEWS
(VO) For the killers, it was a sadistic fantasy - terror trips to the
backwoods of northern California with their victims.

DWIGHT STEPLEY, MURDER VICTIM'S FATHER
They were taking girls in to be sex slaves. They killed at least two
babies. They chopped up the bones. We were up there within, oh, two
or three months after it was over with and it still smelled of death.

PHILLIPS
(Va) Leonard Lake was an ex - Marine obsessed with fantasies of rape
and torture. His alleged partner, another former Marine, Charles Ng,
whose face and name would later be tied not only to a horrible crime,
charged with 13 murders, but to a landmark extradition case.

SHARON SELLITTO, MURDER VICTIM'S SISTER
They just killed people, innocent people, whole families.

PHILLIPS
(Va) Police never found the body of Sharon Sellitto's brother, Paul.
They did find, in Leonard Lake's diary, a chilling, military - style
reference to a "mission" with Charlie Ng the day Sellitto's brother
disappeared. (interviewing) This is the police report, which quotes
from Leonard Lake's diary, November 2, 1984, the day your brother
disappeared. "Met Charlie. Performed Op . Met resistance for the first
time. Unsuccessful at obtaining credit cards or bank codes. Drove to
country for completion".

MS SELLITTO
My brother was only 5'10" and weighed 145 pounds. I can't imagine his
horror, his terror of being in that car with the two of them. He was
a lot braver than I realized.

PHILLIPS
(Va) When Leonard Lake's cottage in rural Calaveras County was
searched in June 1985, the scope of the crime began to reveal itself.
Human bone fragments and other remains filled a dozen shopping bags.
Lake's wooded retreat had been a killing ground, this concrete bunker
an execution chamber. Police say this entire family was murdered, the
torture of this young wife and mother even videotaped by Lake and Ng.
Police have not released the tape, but according to this transcript
obtained by 20/20, Lake tells the woman, "You will stay here as our
prisoner," and Charlie Ng laughs as he tells her, "You can cry like
the rest of them, but it won't do you no good. We're pretty cold -
hearted". (on camera) Cement blocks and mud are all that's left of
the execution chamber Leonard Lake built in his front yard. Though he
is believe to have tortured and murdered as many as 25 people here,
Lake was determined that the State of California would never execute
him, so shortly after his arrest in 1985, he committed suicide by
swallowing a cyanide capsule. As for Charles Ng, for the past six
years, he, too, has managed to escape possible execution, only for
Ng, it was easier. All he did was cross the border into Canada where
opposition to the death penalty may help him avoid capital punishment
altogether here in California. (Va) Though he was wanted by the FBI
and Interpol, Ng remained invisible on the streets of Canada until he
was arrested for robbery and assault with a weapon. While he was
serving four and a half years on those charges, the Canadian



government agreed to extradite him back to the United States to face
the more serious charges of murder. For Sharon Sellitto and the
families of the other California murder victims, it appeared they
would finally get what they wanted most - their day in court with
Charlie Ng.

MS SELLITTO
When Canada caught Ng, I felt like sending roses to the whole
country, I was so relieved and I was told that he would be back so
quickly his head would spin.

PHILLIPS
(VO) But six years later, Sharon Sellitto is still waiting while Ng
still sits in a Canadian prison. Why? Well, the death penalty has
been abolished in Canada. They don't execute murderers there and
because of that, Ng's Canadian attorneys argue that before he is
extradited, the Canadian government should make California promise
not to impose the death penalty. The US - Canadian extradition treaty
allows Canada to do that. The case has been appealed all the way to
Canada's Supreme Court. Douglas Rutherford of the Justice Ministry
has argued the case for the Canadian government in favor of
extraditing Ng to face capital punishment. Rutherford says the
lengthy delays, though frustrating, are unavoidable. (interviewing)
Where does the finger get pointed for those who want this man to come
back to justice, who say, "Enough, already, it's time to send him
back"?

DOUGLAS RUTHERFORD, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY MINISTER,
CANADIAN DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Where does the finger get pointed? The finger gets pointed at a very
civilized system of justice. We treat people accused of crimes in a
way that our Constitutions in both countries guarantee. That's where
you point the finger - constitutional, fair systems of justice and
government.

MS SELLITTO
Fine. Let them be a civilized society on their side of the border.
They're trying our case in the Canadian judicial system. The
Canadians somehow have this high moral ground where they believe that
murderers can be rehabilitated. My feeling on it is when Paul is
rehabilitated from the ditch they've thrown him in, then we'll talk
about rehabilitating Ng. Let the devil rehabilitate Charlie Ng.

PHILLIPS
(VO) JOHN MARTIN is the District Attorney in Calaveras County who
will try the Ng case if and when Ng is surrendered to the United
States. (interviewing) What happens if Canada decides not to release
Ng to California unless you agree not to seek the death penalty?

JOHN MARTIN, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, CALAVERAS COUNTY
If Canada says no, there would be no death penalty.

PHILLIPS
If a fugitive like Charles Ng is turned over to a death penalty state
like California and he's executed, does Canada become an accomplice
to the execution? Does it violate its own Constitutional ban on
capital punishment? Those are sensitive questions in Canada,
questions that will ultimately be answered here at the Supreme Court
in Ottawa, but for many Canadians, there is a real fear that if Ng
wins his case here and Canada helps him avoid capital punishment,
this country could become a haven for America's most dangerous
criminals, criminals corning to Canada to escape execution in the US

GARY ROSENFELDT, VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE
What we're doing is throwing out our arms and welcoming accused and
convicted murderers from other countries.

PHILLIPS
(Va) Gary Rosenfeldt is President of Victims of Violence, a Canadian
group that tracks missing persons and crime victims. Rosenfeldt says
he doesn't want Canada to open its gates to more murderers.

MR ROSEN FELDT
We do have enough of them, I believe, here of our own, of the home -
grown variety. I don't think we have to start importing them from
other countries, which is exactly what we'd be doing.

MR RUTHERFORD
Will Canada become a haven? The government fears that we will suffer
considerable numbers of fugitive murderers coming to Canada and all
that that brings with it. We do the same kind of jobs, we speak the
same kind of language. It's easy to move back and forth across the
border and indeed, thousands of people do so daily.

PHILLIPS
(Va) Consider the case of Joseph Kindler. He's also in a Canadian
prison, awaiting extradition. Kindler had been convicted of murder
and sentenced to death in Pennsylvania's electric chair when he
escaped to Canada.

JOSEPH KINDLER, CONVICTED MURDERER
I knew there was no death penalty here, one, and it was the closest



way out of the country was Canada. It'd be hard to go into South
America because passports and in North America, there's no passport
needed to pass the border, so Canada was my first choice.

PHILLIPS
(VO) Sending Kindler or Charles Ng back to the US to face possible
execution may discourage other fugitives from fleeing to Canada, but
it could also bring to Canada's doorstep criticism from other
countries. You see, every year, more and more nations abolish the
death penalty and some are reluctant to extradite prisoners to the
United States to face what they consider cruel and unusual
punishment. A perfect example is the case of Jens Soering. Soering
was wanted for the murder of his girlfriend's parents in Virginia. He
fled to Europe, fought extradition and won. A European court ruled
that sending him to Virginia's death row would violate his human
rights, so Soering was sent back and tried only after Virginia agreed
not to impose the death penalty. He was convicted and is now serving
two consecutive life sentences for a crime he claims he never
committed. (interviewing) Should fugitives wanted for murder be
allowed to escape possible execution by fleeing the country and
seeking protection under extradition treaties?

JENS SOERING, CONVICTED MURDERER
Until this country joins the civilized world in this regard, yes.

PHILLIPS
Charles Ng is hoping that your case will influence his and help him
avoid capital punishment in California. Your reaction to that?

MR SOERING
Generally, I wish him good luck because I think execution, no matter
what the crime, is always wrong.

PHILLIPS
What bearing does Soering's case have on Ng's case?

RICHARD NEATON, SOERING'S ATTORNEY
Soering's case, I think, has a lot of bearing on Ng's case because it
goes -

PHILLIPS
(VO) Richard Neaton is Soering's attorney and has advised Ng's
defense team in Canada.

MR NEATON
Most of the world community, at least, the Council of Europe
countries, through the Soering decision, have issued a strong
condemnation of the death penalty as a means of punishment for
serious crimes and therefore, Canada, who is a member of the Western
Alliance and closely allied with the western European nations, will
be called upon to participate in that type of thought.

PHILLIPS
(VO) Those broad legal issues may be what nations are worried about
in this case, but the victims' families have a more personal
interest. They want Ng extradited with the death penalty option
because they feel that the threat of capital punishment is the only
key to facts and secret burial grounds only the killer knows.

MS SELLITTO
I'd like him brought back with the death penalty, first off because
it's a fitting punishment. Secondly, he doesn't have to tell us
anything without the death penalty holding over his head.

PHILLIPS
So this is not about vengefulness on your part, it's about wanting
information.

MS SELLITTO
That's exactly right. My mother and father bought a grave site.
There's a marker back home in Ohio. We don't know where Paul is.
There's never been a funeral and it's not a fitting end.

PHILLIPS
(VO) In Calaveras County, the search for victims in these woods ended
long ago, most of the bodies never found. The search lasted only a
few months. In Canada, the long debate over death - penalty
extradition continues and as lawyers on both sides argue over the
rights of an accused killer and whether Canada would become a haven
for fugitives, the families of 13 victims in the United States say
justice delayed is justice denied.

WALTERS
Stone, Ng is in the Canadian prison now for robbery, yeah? Could he
get out one day and be free? 'Cause that's short sentence.

PHILLIPS
No. The Canadian government has said that until this issue is settled
up there, he will remain in prison where, we are told, he passes his
days watching television and taking college - level courses, one of
which is a course on how to counsel women who have been sexually
abused.

WALTERS
Well, what happens now between Canada and the United States?



PHILLIPS
Well, if Canada demands that California drop the death penalty in
this case, in all likelihood, California will reluctantly go along
with that. Ng will corne back and he'll be tried without the death
penalty.

WALTERS
So one way or another, however, he will be tried -

PHILLIPS
It looks that way.

WALTERS
- but what happens between the two countries is still up in the air,
in general.

PHILLIPS
That's right.

WALTERS
Thank you, Stone. I didn't know any of this.

DOWNS
the program, a rock concert tragedy that could easily
(VO) With the music blaring and the crowd in a frenzy,
screams of the dying. Tom Jarriel reports. Stay with

Well, next on
happen again.
few heard the
us.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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PETER JENNINGS
Once again electronic thieves have managed to break into some of the
giant computer systems at American military installations and
universities. An ABC News investigation has found that for at least
a year now, computer hackers, electronic intruders based in the
Netherlands have been cracking the security of American computer
systems where they can read sensitive information about military
plans and operations. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU DOCUMENTS/GRAPHICS) Documents obtained by ABC News show the
hackers got so much information on the Patriot missile, they had to
break into several computers just to find a place to store the data.
(SOLDIERS) At one point the intruders shut down computers in
Wisconsin and Virginia which were later used to mobilize troops for
Operation Desert Storm. (BLDG EXT) The CIA considered the theft so
serious it convened a special meeting.

FORMER GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
(SILHOUETTE) There was information gathered from systems, on the
Patriot rocket launching system, the Navy's Tomahawk cruise missile,
the call up of the military reserves. (TROOPS BOARDING JET) The
words they were particularly interested in were "military",
"nuclear", "missile" and "Desert Storm" or "Desert Shield".

JOHN MARTIN
Sources say many of the computer penetrations originated in
Geldrop, Holland. (BLDG EXT) Investigators believe the thieves
were freelance spies looking for information to sell KGB or Iraqi
intelligence. (HACKER ON COMPUTER) One Dutch hacker demonstrated
how easy it was. (MAP/GRAPHICS) Using local telephones, the
hackers electronically entered a nearby university computer, then
crossed the Atlantic through campus lines to American universities.
(VARIOUS BLDGS) From computers here at Bowling Green in Ohio and
other campuses, they broke into at least 22 networks:
(VARIOUS INSTALLATIONS) The Naval Sea Systems Command, the Army's
readiness system at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, the missile research lab
at Aberdeen, Maryland. None of the information they got was
classified, but the government is worried.

GERALD BURKE
Some of the great achievements in modern espionage that resulted
from the collation of seemingly innocuous, unclassified data.

JOHN MARTIN
The government alerted its computer emergency response team.

LARRY DRUFFEL PhD I RESPONSE TEAM LEADER
Anytime that someone is penetrating a system used for military
purposes, then you have to assume that they're trying to get
information they shouldn't and that's espionage.

JOHN MARTIN
One reason hackers were able to penetrate the computers, poor
passwords.

WAYNE MADSEN
All these computer crackers out there know what those passwords are
and they know how to basically use them to break into systems.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The FBI is on the case, but has run into difficulties. Dutch
law does not permit the prosecution of computer hackers unless the
information they steal is classified. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Crystal City, Virginia.

PETER JENNINGS
Actually some Dutch think there's nothing wrong with this kind of
computer hacking. The Director of Economics at Utrecht University
says most Dutch schools actually encourage students to break into
other computer systems as part of their training. He says security
is the responsibility of the systems' owners.
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PETER JENNINGS
Our second report is also about the relationship between big
companies and the pUblic. At a time when food companies are all
trying to promote their products as the lightest and the freshest
and the purest, the government has moved to make sure that products
are what they say they are. The government is trying to force one
of the most popular brands of processed orange juice to change its
current label, which the government says is misleading. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

WOMAN
(COMMERCIAL) Made from oranges picked and squeezed within a day.

JOHN MARTIN
The juice is called Citrus Hill Fresh Choice. (CU STORE SHELF) The
Food and Drug Administration got the US attorney in Minneapolis to
order its seizure from one of the warehouses where it is stored.
The grounds: while it is labeled fresh, the FDA says it is not.

OR. DAVID KESSLER / FDA
The use of the term fresh on this product is false and misleading
and confusing to consumers.

JOHN MARTIN
(BLDG EXT/CU SIGN) Procter and Gamble makes the juice with
concentrate from Brazilian and Florida oranges. (DOCUMENT) It said
in a written statement that the juice is properly labeled, but
conceded a quote, "lack of clarity". (CU JUICE CARTON) The labels
on Citrus Hill say "fresh" in one area and "from concentrate" below
in smaller, harder to read print. (SU) Procter and Gamble said it
will work with the FDA, which it urged to clarify the rules on
freshness. A 1963 regulation says fresh orange juice is not a
suitable title for commercially packaged orange juice. It does not
say what it means by fresh. (CU PRODUCTS LABELED "FRESH")
According to industry observers Commissioner Kessler's actions are a
sign of vigorous new enforcement policies aimed at making companies
more careful about how they label their products. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) He's broken no laws. He's got one of the most powerful jobs in
the country. So why is everyone so upset over JOHN Sununu's use - or
misuse - of Government planes?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
It was just last December that one of JOHN Sununu's political
associates told a Washington Post reporter how worried he was about
the growing number of Sununu's political enemies. "They're
everywhere," the source said, "just sitting there, waiting for him to
slip," and slip he has. When the same newspaper recently published a
list of unofficial trips taken by the White House Chief of Staff on
military jets, the long knives came out. "A perfect example of taking
the taxpayers for a ride," said the critics. And such is Sununu's
popularity that there have been few defenders, but those few have
raised a critical point: Who among Washington's public servants can
cast the first stone? How many junkets and boondoggles are swallowed
by the taxpayers every year? Tonight: A look at how your money is
helping to keep Washington up in the air. First, some background from
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It is perhaps the second - most powerful job in the free world.
He is deputy President of the United States, of sorts. He routes the
recommendations, controls the appointments, sets up the meetings, and
often decides what the President will decide. Presidents depend on
them. Cabinet members court them, and scholars study them.

SAMUEL KERNELL, PHD, AUTHOR, "CHIEF OF STAFF"
(1987) No position has such a great imbalance between what the -
between the power or authority of the individual and the legitimacy.
He's not elected. He has no constituency. He has no statutory
authority. His authority derives solely from serving the President
and speaking for the President.

MARTIN
(VO) President Eisenhower said of Sherman Adams, after a scandal over
Adams' acceptance of a vicuna coat for Mrs Adams, "He has been
imprudent, but I need him". President Nixon anguished over the
resignation of HR Haldeman. President Carter struggled with
allegations - finally dropped - of drug use by Hamilton Jordan. The
Vice President is only a heartbeat away from the presidency, but
chiefs of staff seem even closer. In 1987, Secretary of State George
Shultz told President Reagan what he wanted to hear: The Secretary of
Defense and the Chief of Staff ought to fly on military aircraft for
two reasons - to take coded phone calls in a crisis and to avoid
hijacking. But this weekend, JOHN Sununu got hijacked editorially.
Thanks to leaks from somewhere inside the body politic, The
Washington Post and US News and World Report described Sununu's trips
in elaborate detail. They show he flew on Government aircraft 148
times on 63 trips over the last 27 months. Often, the amounts he
reimbursed the Government - what it would have cost for a commercial
airline ticket - were far less than the actual cost to the taxpayer -
thousands of dollars less.

AL HUNT
("Meet the Press," NBC News) Is this an appropriate use of Government
resources at a time of austerity?

VICE PRES DAN QUAYLE
I read the same article that you did and, first of all, from what I
read, what JOHN Sununu did - there was nothing inappropriate.

MARTIN
(VOl Still, compared with former Chiefs of Staff James Baker and
Donald Regan, who flew a combined total of about 20 military flights
over six years, Mr Sununu ranks as the all - time frequent flier
among civilian Government officials in the President's inner circle.



JOHN
with

EDDIE MAHE, REPUBLICAN CONSULTANT
Sununu has a very quick, sometimes bombastic style
issues, dealing with people.

MARTIN
in 1986 in San Diego, former
and concluded they were best

of dealing

REP BOB WISE, (D), WEST VIRGINIA
It's not designed to go to ski resorts. It's not designed to go to
partisan functions. It's not designed to take them home all the time.
And so, when it's unofficial business and there's not a clear
security need, they ought to be flying commercially.

MARTIN
(VO) What is ironic is that JOHN Sununu reportedly cut the White
House staff travel budget when he first arrived. As New Hampshire
governor, he reportedly used a state law - enforcement plane for
official business rather than fly commercial. But his personality is
probably at the root of today's headlines.

NORMAN ORNSTEIN, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE
It's going to come down hard on JOHN Sununu and it's going to come
down hard on him in significant part because not very many people
like him.

(VO) At a seminar
about their roles
hatchets.

OICK CHENEY, WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF 1975 - 1977
(KPHS; San Diegol If there's a dirty deed to be done, it's the Chief
of Staff who's got to do it. The President gets credit for what works
and you get the blame for what doesn't work. That's the nature of the
beast.

MARTIN
(VO) For his part, Sununu faces enormous scorn in Washington for his
abrasive style.

MODERATOR
(National Press Club) Do you mind going down in history as the Don
Rickles of Washington politics?

JOHN SUNUNU, WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF
Let me talk a little about that. When someone takes a shot at the
President of the United States in a gratuitous manner, I will
respond.

MARTIN
(VO) Supporters insist it is the hard - nosed nature of his task that
has helped bring on Sununu's unwanted current discomfort, but
Republican comrades in the Congress warned today there could be
reprisals.

REP NEWT GINGRICH, REPUBLICAN WHIP
If the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee chairman is going
to go around the country taking on JOHN Sununu, he's going to be in a
lot of districts with a lot of members who have a lot of trips to
explain for.

MARTIN
{VOl One trip last year got some members of Congress in hot water, so
to speak - or, at least, warm water. ABC News cameraman Kurt Worten
posed as a tourist at this Barbados hotel and got these shots of nine
junketing members of Congress - six Democrats and three Republicans -
plus 24 relatives and associates.

SAM DONALDSON, ABC NEWS
You did business there?

REP MARTY RUSSO, (D), ILLINOIS
Oh, absolutely, we did business there. We met with the minister from
Jamaica. We met with the leaders of Barbados. And again, in that
particular case ~

chiefs of staff talked
known for their

DONALDSON
Can you tell me how much -

REP RUSSO
Well, let me just answer the question -

DONALDSON
- how many hours you think you worked?

REP RUSSO
I think we met with them in the days that were not the holidays, in
talking with him about what was the problem with the - you know,
Caribbean Basin Initiative.

DONALDSON
What is your relationship -

REP RUSSO
That's all I have to say.

MARTIN
But that is not the last word, of course. As JOHN Sununu is
discovering this week, no matter how proper public servants feel
their travels may be, serving the pUblic for pay can mean accounting
for it in pUblic. I'm JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER



And when we return, we're going to be joined by former Senator
William Proxmire, who made his mark in Washington calling attention
to wasteful Government programs; Congressman Bob McEwen, the only
Republican to voice support for JOHN Sununu on the House floor today;
and Fred Barnes, senior editor of The New Republic, who has covered
the White House since 1974.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Joining us now from our bureau in Washington is William Proxmire,
Senator from Wisconsin from 1957 to 1989, who spent most of those 32
years fighting excessive government spending. Also in Washington,
Republican Congressman Bob McEwen, a strong supporter of Chief of
Staff JOHN Sununu. And from Providence, Rhode Island, tonight, Fred
Barnes, who writes the "White House Watch" column for The New
RepUblic magazine. Senator, it has been White House policy for - I
guess since 1987 that the Chief of Staff and the National Security
Adviser is authorized to fly on military jets so that they can stay
in secure telephone contact with the President and so that they won't
be kidnapped. In fact, Secretary of State George Shultz says, "You
ought to just tell them to go ahead and fly on those planes because
we need them there". Now, this is the nation's business. What's wrong
with letting JOHN Sununu do that?

WILLIAM PROXMIRE, FORMER CHAIRMAN, SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE
I think Secretary Shultz is 100 percent wrong. It's ridiculous.
There's no reason why these people can't fly on commercial planes at
one - tenth the cost. Instead of the taxpayer having to pay $500,000
for the Sununu flights, they should have paid about $40,000 - well,
paid nothing and had the congressman pay for the flights himself ~ I
should say have the Chief of Staff pay for the flights himself if it
were personal. If not, then the taxpayers pay it.

SAWYER
But secretaries of state can say, "Now hold on. Look, we want him in
secure telephone contact. If we need him, we want to be able to reach
him" .

SEN PROXMIRE
You can - you mean to tell me, with all the marvelous advances we
have in technology, we haven't got a system where with a scrambler
and with a telephone you can't reach a person? You can call somebody
in their car. You can call somebody on the ski slope. And, of course,
r might add that when Chief of Staff Sununu is skiing down the slopes
at 70 miles an hour r doubt very much if they could reach him very
well.

SAWYER
So you don't think there are much of any circumstances that -

SEN PROXMIRE
Why, it's ridiculous and enormous amounts are wasted on this. Back in
1975 when I gave this a Golden Fleece the costs then were $5 million
to $6 million. Now, it's not Sununu. It's too bad hets involved in
this thing. They talk about his personality and so forth. It's
members of Congress, itts the entire Cabinet, it's the whole
apparatus surrounding the President. In fact, I think the President,
himself, should fly on a commercial plane when he flies.

SAWYER
Well, Congressman, you were out there on the floor all by yourself
today doing some defending, and you hear what the Senator says: Look,
it is frankly ridiculous to have to spend - what was it? - half a
million dollars of taxpayers' money. I think about $46,000 - maybe
$60,000 once all the money comes in - is going to be reimbursed.
That's a lot of cash, isntt it?

REP BOB MCEWEN, HOUSE RULES COMMITTEE
Forrest, I appreciate your mentioning that. It didn't cost the
taxpayers half a million dollars. That's absolutely ridiculous. These
are planes that belong to the Air Force and exactly who's supposed to
fly them? If the President of the United States is not supposed to
use them and the Chief of Staff - the command center for the White
House - doesn't have access to them, just how many colonels and
captains are supposed to use them? There are thousands of private
corporate aircraft that - when the owner of a widget factory has to
get to a supplier and get back he can't take two or three days doing
it, and so he has a corporate airplane. Running the United States of
America is at least that important.

SAWYER
Your argument is that these planes are sitting out there. There's 45
of them. They're going to be used for something. Maybe they'll just
be getting polished off in the distance if JOHN Sununu is not on it,
is that it?

REP MCEWEN
Forrest, they have to fly. They fly 20 hours a month, regardless of
whether or not anyone's on them. They fly empty all the time because



we're paying for the pilots, we're paying for the lubrication. The
planes have to be used and, if they're not being used purposely,
they're flown empty. And so there's no savings to the taxpayer and
there is no way on earth that you can spend $30,000 flying to
Colorado and back. That's a ridiculous number that carne up by the Air
Force and there is no justification for it. Let me say that he is
under orders -

SAWYER
Well, first, hold on a second, Congressman. Before you go any further

REP MCEWEN
Sure.

SAWYER
- and I want Senator Proxmire to answer you. We checked. We knew that
you'd said that on the floor today. We checked with a number of
charter lines. One of them was $40,000 to make that round - trip
flight; another one was $33,000 to make the round - trip flight;
another was $15,000 and another was $16,000. So the $30,000 figure
does seem to be somewhere in the ballpark.

REP MCEWEN
And so what would you do? You would hire the pilots? You would hire
the crew? You would charter the airplane -

SAWYER
I'm just saying the number that they're using -

REP MCEWEN
- when you don't have to do any of those things?

SAWYER
- is a legitimate number. Senator Proxmire, he says that the plane
would just be sitting there anyway, so why can't you let him use it?

SEN PROXMIRE
Well, they shouldn't be sitting there. They shouldn't have the planes
at all.

REP MCEWEN
Now, there's the answer -

SEN PROXMIRE
If they're going to have the planes, they should use them for
military purposes.

REP MCEWEN
See, so you observe -

SEN PROXMIRE
They certainly shouldn't use them to fly big shots around the country
any time they want to go. Why, it's absurd. And if they have to fly,
they can fly commercial flights far less costly.

REP MCEWEN
Forrest, it's absurd to say that the Commander in Chief, as well as
the Chief of Staff, should spend two days going to Wisconsin and back
for a 30 - minute speech. He has to work all day long. He has to work
on the flight out, he has to work on the flight back and he has to be
there at 6:00 the next morning. In order to work 16 - 18 - hour days
seven days a week, you can't be hanging around O'Hare for two or
three hours hoping to catch a flight. It is just ridiculous to think
that running our country is less important than some small factory
owner that has his own corporate aircraft. And I repeat: We do not
pay any more for the pilots. We do not pay any more for the fuel. We
do not pay any more for the airplane. Those are being paid by the
taxpayers whether or not JOHN Sununu or any other national leader is
on the airplane. It will fly.

SEN PROXMIRE
When Congressman Bob McEwen flies out to Ohio, I'm sure he works on
the plane. I work on the plane. Almost everybody I know has work to
do - works on the plane -

REP MCEWEN
Bill, let me tell you -

SEN PROXMIRE
Sometimes - Sometimes you don't -

SAWYER
Hold on a second, Congressman. Go ahead, Senator.

REP MCEWEN
He's finished. Let me answer that, Bill. When JOHN Sununu had been in
office for two months a military attache came into his office and
explained to him that under the law he and the National Security
Adviser were no longer permitted to use the commercial flights that
he was using. He is not permitted to take his work papers into
unsecured areas on airplanes or lobbies. He is not allowed to make
himself vulnerable. And he is not allowed - just as the Federal
Emergency Management Association director is not allowed to be out of
contact, he is not allowed to be out of contact because of his
position. He would be denied -

SAWYER



Congressman, take a breath. Take a breath. We're going to come back
in just a moment.

SEN PROXMIRE
You've got to take a break on that one, because he flies commercial.

SAWYER
All right, gentlemen, hold on to your respective corners. We're going
to talk with Fred Barnes, too - who hasn't been able to get a word in
edgewise - when we continue the discussion in just one moment.
(Congressional Travel on Military Transport, 1987 - 1988: House:
Total - 827 Trips. Cost - $11.5 million. Senate: Total - 220 Trips.
Cost - $2 million.)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

SAWYER
We're back with former Senator William Proxmire, Congressman Bob
McEwen, and Fred Barnes. Fred Barnes, sort this out for me a little
bit. As best I can understand the argument, there is something called
the 89th Military Airlift Wing which has about 1,400 people and 45
aircraft dedicated to flying members of Congress and White House
staff around the world. Now Senator Proxmire says that's a waste of
money to have them in the first place and I believe Congressman
McEwen says, you know, these people are very busy and they've got a
lot to do and they shouldn't be standing in lines with the rest of
the world. What do you make of all that?

FRED BARNES, SENIOR EDITOR, "THE NEW REPUBLIC"
Well, I think probably the best policy lies somewhere about halfway
in between. One of the things people learn when they get into the
higher reaches of Government: that they don't have to pay for a lot
of things that ordinary people used to have to pay for. They get free
plane rides, they get to go on junkets and so on, and it's not
necessary. The problem with the policy that has Sununu flying always
on a military plane is not so much that it's his fault and he's
reimbursing for the private trips. The question is whether it's
necessary for him to do this when prior chiefs of staff seemed to fly
commercially and the country survived.

SAWYER
Well, he does seem to be flying on political trips - that is, trips
for the Republican Party - as well as personal trips. Presumably,
that's where we start getting into a difficult area; not the official
trips at all. Am I right?

MR BARNES
Well, I think the official trips - frequently, he's going to be with
the President and be flying on Air Force One, so that's not a
problem. It's hard to know what exactly is an official trip for the
White House Chief of Staff. Is it official when he flies off to give
a speech in his capacity as White House Chief of Staff? He could fly
commercially then. But I'll tell you: JOHN Sununu is mighty lucky
that this authority is there because, if it weren't, he'd be in a lot
more trouble and there'd be many more people crying for his head.

SAWYER
Do you think, Fred, that Sununu is in the kind of hot water he is
over this because he has so few friends in Washington at this point?
Is he being scapegoated, in a sense?

MR BARNES
In a sense, he is being scapegoated and he ought to take a lesson
from this. He ought to learn the lesson of Jim Baker, who was an
excellent White House Chief of Staff, particularly in the sense of
knowing that you have to serve more than the President. You have to
have the support of people outside the Oval Office - namely, in
Congress and in the press corps - because you're going to slip
sometimes and the political opposition in Congress is going to cry
for your head. If you don't have the people in your own party
defending you - and more than just Bob McEwen - and if you don't have
people in the press corps with whom you have a relationship who will
at least give you a fair shake, then you're going to get run out of
town.

SAWYER
Senator Proxmire, that brings it back to the point that you made
earlier. It was Newt Gingrich, a Georgia Congressman, today who said,
"Look, if you start throwing stones - " roughly this - "you're going
to find out that there are a lot of people who are in the same kind
of boat here". That's what you found - isn't it? - that it's not just
this particular Chief of Staff, but a lot of Washington who's been
off on -

SEN PRQXMIRE
Forrest, I agree wholeheartedly. There's no question that, although
Baker flew a little less - or quite a bit less - the fact is that you
have all kinds of people making these flights - people in the House,
people in the Senate, people in the Cabinet - and you have these
planes immobilized. It's ridiculous to have them standing by for



those flights. It would be even more ridiculous to have them standing
by, of course, just to fly two people, Scowcroft and the Chief of
Staff, around - Sununu. So it seems to me that the answer is to
abolish that wing, which would save - undoubtedly save the taxpayers
not $2 million or $3 million or $4 millioni it would save $40
million, $50 million, $60 million. No question about it. Abolish the
wing and have - if these people are needed for military purposes,
fine. Otherwise, end it.

SAWYER
Congressman, $40 million, $50 million, $60 million, in these
difficult times?

REP MCEWEN
Well, the idea is that they're not for that purpose. They belong to
the Air Force and the pilots fly them and these numbers - I spoke
with the Pentagon today and they could not come up with any idea as
to how they used these numbers. They take commercial numbers, inflate
them a little bit. Those people - those pilots are flying. They are
on our payroll -

SAWYER
No, but Congressman, the point is there are 45 planes and 1,400
people -

REP MCEWEN
There are more than 45 planes, Forrest. There are hundreds of planes.

SAWYER
Dedicated. But those 45 planes are dedicated to Congress and White
House staff. They exist for that purpose and, therefore, those
millions of dollars are being spent for that.

REP MCEWEN
Well, that's not the case. They are dedicated to foreign travel. They
are used basically by foreign dignitaries that cannot fly military
aircraft within the United States. That's where they're used
predominantly. And planes are flying every night. I know that every
night at 11:00 there's a flight from Dover to Europe. Now whether or
not a congressman or anyone else is on that plane doesn't save the
taxpayers a dime or doesn't cost the taxpayers a dime. The fact is
it's there for a purpose and your value system - if you do not think
that the National Security Adviser should be available for two to
three days at a time while he's trying to get from one point of the
country to another, then you can say, "Well, just let him hang around
the airports". It just so happens that our country and our national
security is such a condition that that isn't the case. If he's going
to make a speech, he's working out there and he's working back. He
can't spend - getting to Wisconsin he can't leave at 2:00 in the
afternoon, try to get there at 8:00 at night, and work his way back -

SAWYER
All right. So, Fred, you see his point. You see his point. He's
saying you just can't have him out there if he's going to be flying
anywhere, even if it's Aspen. We should have that plane available for
him to move as quickly as possible.

SEN PROXMIRE
Well now, Congressman McEwen raised another point - is that these are
foreign flights. Well, let the foreigners pay for them.

SAWYER
Senator, hold on a second -

SEN PROXMIRE
Let them pay for it. Why not?

SAWYER
I'll come to foreign flights in just a moment.

REP MCEWEN
Foreign dignitaries, Bill.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, let me turn to Fred and have him respond to that. Fred,
what do you have to say about that?

MR BARNES
About what? About having Sununu on all these flights?

SAWYER
No, he's saying that the planes are there in the first place. They
exist, they're in the Air Force, and we really can't have people of
JOHN Sununu's caliber and the job that he has waiting in lines at
airports when he's got so much work to do.

MR BARNES
I don't think that's a problem. I mean, that's ridiculous. Other
chiefs of staff - Ken Duberstein, when he was Chief of Staff under
Reagan, flew commercially. Jim Baker has. Many chiefs of staff have.
Look - although I really don't think this would be an issue - we
probably wouldn't even be doing this show - if it weren't Sununu.
Sununu is a magnet for criticism. The press has been poised for a
long time to jump on him whenever he slips. Members of Congress -
rather than attack President Bush, who is enormously popular - are



REP MCEWEN

ready to attack Sununu. This gave them an opportunity. I think he's
going to wiggle free here, but the next time he may not be so lucky
if he doesn't find more friends around Washington.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, I've got about a minute and a half -

REP MCEWEN
Well, what do you -

SAWYER
Hold on, Congressman. Senator, I've got about a minute and a half and
I want to talk reform. Paul Kanjorski of Pennsylvania has, since
1987, been trying to introduce a bill that would reform travel.
Senator, very briefly, is there something that should be done here to
change all of this?

SEN PROXMIRE
Well, you have it right here. You have it right here. Abolish the
89th Wing.

That's fine.
SEN PROXMIRE

Save all this money. Abolish it. Let it go.
REP MCEWEN

That's fine. We'll just let captains and Air Force and colonels and
generals - let them fly, but not the people elected to run the
country. Let's have them out of pocket for two or three days at a
time because we're going to make some political point.

SEN PROXMIRE
Only when they have to do it.

REP MCEWEN
There are thousands of flights every day by Air Force personnel.
Every day those planes are flying with or without JOHN Sununu on
them.

SEN PROXMIRE
And there are tens of thousands of commercial flights and those are
the flights he should take and save the taxpayers this money.

REP MCEWEN
He's almost as important as the Air Force colonel that would be using
it -

SAWYER
Is there any kind of reform, Congressman - very briefly - that you
want to see, or are you happy with it the way it is?

REP MCEWEN
Well, I think we ought to use the proper numbers, and that is that
those planes are flying 20 hours a month with the pilots, with the
same fuel, with or without anyone on them. So it's not costing the
taxpayers those monies and that should be addressed directly.

SAWYER
Fred, you've got 15 seconds. Do you see some reforms here?

MR BARNES
No, not really, except for this: and that is that there are times
when you want the Chief of Staff to be in instant contact with the
President - say, during the war in the Gulf; but other times there's
no reason for him to be in that kind of contact and he probably
shouldn't fly on these flights then. And I'll bet he starts flying
commercially. Just wait.

SAWYER
All right, gentlemen, thank you very much for a lively discussion. I
appreciate it. We'll be back with a final note in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Tomorrow on World News Tonight with Peter Jennings, a new program to
help those who care for disabled and elderly family members at home.
And that's our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York.
For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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(VO) Tonight -
PRES REAGAN

(January 20, 1981) - the planes bearing our prisoners left Iranian
airspace and are now free of Iran.

KOPPEL
(VO) - Nightline looks into a stunning charge with an old history:
that the 1980 Reagan - Bush campaign, with George Bush's
participation, secretly delayed the release of US hostages in Iran
for its own political gain.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It's a story that just won't die. It has survived for more than a
decade now without sufficient evidence that it is true but with
enough lingering doubt to keep it alive, doubt and circumstantial
evidence. We know now, for example, that during the Reagan
administration US arms were sold through Israel to Iran, and that
some of the profit from those sales went toward buying weapons for
the Contras in Nicaragua. We also know that, hard as he tried,
President Carter was never able to bring about the release of US
hostages from Teheran during his term of office. The allegation,
never proved, has been that the Reagan - Bush campaign made a deal
with the Iranians: hold the hostages through the election and until
Ronald Reagan was inaugurated, and the United States would arrange to
transfer weapons to Iran. What gives new life to the story is an
account, part of which was printed in The New York Times today, by
one Gary Sick, an expert on Iran and a former White House staffer
during the Carter administration. Here's more from JOHN MARTIN.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(January, 1981) I, Ronald Reagan, do solemnly swear -

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It was a photo finish. Ronald Reagan and George Bush took their
oaths as president and vice president, and within minutes the
government of Iran announced it was releasing 52 Americans it had
held hostage for 444 days. Jimmy Carter, the President who tried in
vain to win their release, was left to fly to Germany to greet the
men whose captivity helped lose him the election. Now, Gary Sick, a
professor at Columbia University who was on the National Security
Council staff in the Carter White House, says he is convinced the
timing was not accidental. Here is his account, which he says he
pieced together from a series of contacts, discussions and interviews
over a two - year period. From the beginning of the Reagan campaign
at the Republican national convention, the former California governor
criticized President Carter for failing to gain the hostages' release
after nearly a year of captivity.

GOV RONALD REAGAN
(July 17, 1980) Adversaries large and small test our will and seek to
confound our resolve, but we are given weakness when we need
strength, vacillation when the times demand firmness.

MARTIN
(VO) The Carter administration had tried a military rescue in April,
but it failed miserably, killing some of the men sent to help. What
very few Americans knew in October, however, was that the United
States was planning a second military raid. But according to
Professor Sick, the Reagan campaign learned of the second mission. He
says this man, Reagan campaign adviser Richard Allen, was tipped off
by a member of the military rescue team. The Reagan campaign, wary of
losing one of its biggest foreign policy issues, began warning of an
"October surprise," a surprise release of the hostages. At the same
time, according to this account, the Iranians learned of the military
mission and dispersed the hostages outside Teheran. Richard Secord



was deputy commander of the second rescue mission, code - named
"Honey Badger". He later plead guilty to lying to Congress. We read
him the account of the leak to the Reagan camp of his mission to
rescue the hostages.

RICHARD SECORD
If it were true, it would be one of the grossest violations of
operational security I've ever seen in my career.

MARTIN
Were you aware of a breach at that point?

MR SECORD
Not then, nor am I aware of it now.

MARTIN
So you don't think that this is true, that -

MR SECORD
It's easy to make allegations. Who, what, when, you know. I don't see
any evidence of a breach.

MARTIN
Well, Gary Sick is a fairly reputable member of the government.

MR SECORD
I read what he said, and I think you have to ask Mr Allen about this
one. I can't put words in his mouth.

MARTIN
{VOl The account also suggests that Reagan campaign manager William
Casey was involved in promising arms for the Iranian government if it
held off the hostages' release. There was an abrupt cut - off of
negotiations between Carter officials and representatives of the
ruling faction in Iran. If the Casey contacts took place, the head of
the CIA at the time says he never saw evidence of them, but Admiral
Stansfield Turner concedes some employees of his own agency might
have carried them out.

ADM STANSFIELD TURNER, FORMER CIA DIRECTOR
Well, it certainly is possible and there were a lot of people in that
operation section of the CIA that were pro - Reagan. They certainly
were not entitled, as civil servants, to participate in a political
campaign. I have no evidence that anybody did, but I would not rule
it beyond possibility.

MARTIN
(VO) But possibility is far different than proof. The hostages came
home in the days following their medical exams in Germany. The new
administration took its place in the world. Within the State
Department, an assistant secretary of state says he became aware of
arms transfers to the Khomeini regime in mid - 1981, barely five
months after the Reagan administration took office. It came, he says,
after a report of an arms plane crashing in the Soviet Union.

NICHOLAS VELIOTES, FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL
And I spoke to my colleagues, my seniors in the State Department. It
was clear to me that there was knowledge by a few people senior to me
about this. Not necessarily this particular Shipment, but about an
arrangement.

MARTIN
(VOl That arrangement involved Israeli middlemen delivering weapons
and equipment to Iran. According to Professor Sick, the shipments
were delayed payment for releasing the hostages at the right time for
the Reagan political campaign. But Mr Veliotes is not so sure the new
White House team was responsible.

MR VELIOTES
The President was so turned off on those people that he wasn't about
to go into arms relationships with them, and I am absolutely
convinced that neither of those two people knew anything about
anything that some of their colleagues in the Republican campaign
might or might not have done.

MARTIN
(VOl So it remains a mystery a decade after it happened, if it
happened, an event that would, if verified, literally change the
complexion of late 20th - century American politics. I'm JOHN MARTIN
for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by Gary Sick, who served on the
National Security Council in the Carter administration and wrote
today's article, which reignited the arms - for - hostages story.
We'll also be joined by Richard Allen, who was the national security
adviser during the first year of the Reagan administration and by
Hodding Carter, who served as the State Department spokesman during
the Carter administration.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now live is Gary Sick, who was the Carter administration's
point man on the Iran crisis and served as a member of the National
Security Council from 1976 to 1981. Hodding Carter was the State



Department spokesman from 1977 to 1980, during the Iran hostage
crisis. And Richard Allen served as the senior foreign policy adviser
to candidate Ronald Reagan and then as national security adviser
during the first year of the Reagan administration. All three join us
here in our Washington bureau. Hodding, I'd like to begin if I may by
asking you for at least a brief description of Gary Sick. I don't
know how close you were, but at least you served in the same
administration. A "shoot - from - the ~ hip" kind of guy?

HOODING CARTER, CARTER STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
Just about the opposite. I'd say Gary Sick has a reputation which he
deserves for caution, for looking before he leaps, for thinking
things through. Frankly, to have this story come from him and to have
it put together by him suggests a lot more than just a rumor flitting
around the edges. It suggests that at least one very serious,
knowledgeable person has decided there's more to it than smoke.

KOPPEL
Serious, knowledgeable Gary Sick, tell us why, after all these years,
you corne up with a story that I know you've been aware of for a long
time. You and I have talked about it going back quite a number of
years. And you never felt you had it. In fact, quite the contrary,
you always felt you didn't have the story.

GARY SICK, CARTER NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
Exactly the opposite. I, for eight years, basically denied it to
everybody that asked me, said that it could be explained other ways,
that it was not - it wasn't necessary as an explanation, that it
sounded like a conspiracy theory. And then I started working on a
book a couple of years ago and I started digging, and I was going to
do a thing on the Reagan administration's policy toward Iran and I
had to start at the beginning. And this turns out to be the
beginning, and I never got beyond the beginning. It turned into a
major piece of work for two solid years.

KOPPEL
I must tell you, I read with great interest and care your Op - Ed
piece in The New York Times this morning. You don't have it in there,
either. I mean, you make a number of allegations, you cite a number
of sources, most of them anonymous. It doesn't sound to me as though
you've got an ironclad case.

PROF SICK
Most of the sources are not anonymous. It was not possible to list
all the sources by name and background in a piece that size, and if
you're talking about hard documentary evidence, you're absolutely
right. It just isn't there in hard documentary form. But when 15
people from, you know, eight different countries and three different
continents tell you the same story, you have to at least give it some
passing credence, and that's where I find myself at this point.

KOPPEL
It depends on what kind of people they are.

PROF SICK
Some of them are not very nice people; some of them are.

KOPPEL
Richard Allen, before I ask you to comment on this aspect of the
story, let me ask you to comment on what we heard earlier in the JOHN
MARTIN piece, namely that someone came to you and told you that the
Carter administration was planning another rescue of the hostages.
True or untrue?

RICHARD ALLEN, REAGAN NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER
Uh, it's in fact true, and I'm glad to have the opportunity to set
the record straight. First of all, Gary Sick's account is in serious
error. He attributes someone from the so - called rescue mission
coming to me. I had this conversation with Gary Sick about a year
ago. No one from the rescue mission ever came to see me. Someone did
corne to see me to tell me that there was another hostage rescue
attempt in the works. I took that with a grain of salt because in the
nature of things in a campaign, one receives all sorts of rumors from
every conceivable source, from newspeople, from disgruntled
officials, retirees and the like and other specialists, and people
with an axe to grind. But this one carne to me very well - introduced
by one of the most distinguished Americans I have ever known. And I
listened to his story. I did take it seriously, and as a consequence
- and apparently Gary Sick has never been informed of this - I went
immediately from my office two blocks from the White House, in fact,
to the office of Zbigniew Brzezinski. I say immediately, it was
within a day or two. And I had a meeting with Dr Brzezinski, then
Gary Sick's boss. And I told Dr Brzezinski what I had heard. I said
that I had heard of a possible second rescue attempt. I told him that
he had neither to confirm that to me nor to deny it, but I wanted him
to understand two things very clearly. Number one, if it was decided
to go ahead with the rescue attempt, then Godspeed and good luck. And
number two, that I was there in Zbig Brzezinski's office, the man I



succeeded eventually, to tell him that I would use every effort, I
would personally become involved and committed to ensuring that no
political use whatsoever would be made of the hostages, much less the
outcome of whatever attempt would be made. And I left his office.
Apparently Dr Brzezinski, Mr Sick's boss, never conveyed that
information to him. I had the presence of mind, a few years later, to
discuss it with a leading investigative reporter here in the United
States who subsequently did confirm with Dr Brzezinski that we had
that conversation.

KOPPEL
All right. We're going to take -

MR ALLEN
The conversation was done, I might - I must add this -

KOPPEL
- yeah.

MR ALLEN
- out of a sense that no one at any time should try to make political
capital, much less in a burning presidential election campaign, of
the lives of American hostages, and that was the attitude of
President Reagan, it was my attitude, and the attitude of the Reagan
campaign. I say it categorically and I declare Gary Sick's story to
be false.

KOPPEL
We'll hear from Gary Sick and we'll hear again from Hodding Carter
when we continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
It does, Gary Sick, sound a little strange. You talked to all these
people on three continents, 15 different countries, I don't know,
eight different countries. You didn't talk to your own boss about
this?

PROF SICK
I did.

KOPPEL
And what did Dr Brzezinski have to say?

PROF SICK
He checked his records very carefully and told me that he had no
record of meeting with Richard Allen in his office at all until after
the election. And he said that he could recall no such conversation
about the hostage rescue mission being revealed to Dick Allen and
simply said that he had no recollection of any such thing. And I
think the - that was the same story that was given to the reporter
that Mr Allen referred to.

KOPPEL
Mr Allen?

MR ALLEN
The reporter is a well known one, his name is Seymour Hersh, and he
can easily verify what he subsequently verified with Dr Brzezinski.
May I point out at the same time, by the way, that out of
Brzezinski's own book, which a little research would have
demonstrated to be possible, he says " ... the outbreak of the Iran -
Iraq war created in Iran a need for American spare parts, and we
began to hold out that option as a way of enticing the Iranians into
a prompt settlement. By the middle of October we were even discussing
among ourselves the possibility of prepositioning some of the those
spare parts in Germany, Algeria or Pakistan so that the Iranians
could then promptly pick them up with their own aircraft". It wasn't
the Reagan forces that were negotiating the hostages. We were hands -
off. The people that were in charge of the negotiations were
apparently Gary Sick, experts from the State Department, President
Carter and his other assistants.

KOPPEL
Hodding Carter, you had a finger poised there for a minute, which
leads me after many years of knowing you to know you wanted to say
something.

MR CARTER
I mean, there are two points here, and this has nothing to do with
what Richard Allen said, but it does have something to do with the
aura that surrounds categorical denials. It was the President of the
United States who said, "Do not believe these wild allegations". His
name was Richard - not Richard Nixon, this was Mr Reagan. He also
said that there were no deals of arms for hostages. Of course, both
things were wrong. It's a nice way to put it - they were "wrong". The
deals that the Carter administration was engaged in had to do with
the removal of hostages. The deals that the Reagan administration
initiated had to do with something quite more interesting in that
opening period, and I think it had to do a great deal more with some
kind of payout, payout for what I don't know.

KOPPEL



Gary Sick.
PROF SICK

You know, there's another point that - since Mr Allen raises the
point, you know, that they were "hands ~ off" and they were not
paying any attention to this, it's quite -

MR ALLEN
No, I didn't say that.

PROF SICK
- it's quite -

MR ALLEN
I didn't say we weren't paying any attention.

PROF SICK
- it's quite well ~ known that Mr Allen did, in fact, meet with an
Iranian representative on October 2nd in the Lonfont Plaza Hotel and
I have subsequently learned from the man who says that he was there
in the meeting that he offered - he said that for $14 million in
spare parts, F-14 spare parts, he could get the hostages released in
stages, get Bruce Langan released first as a goodwill gesture,
followed by the others. This conversation took place. As far as I
know, nothing carne of it except that Mr Allen and the other people -
Bud Mcfarlane and Lawrence Silberman, who were in the meeting - never
did report that to the US government.

KOPPEL
Now, such a meeting did take place, right, Mr Allen?

MR ALLEN
Indeed it did, and it did at the insistence of Mr McFarlane, who
importuned me on numerous occasions to meet with him, invoking the
name of Senator Tower, for whom he was then working. I agreed to meet
with him, but I took along Lawrence Silberman, who's one of the
principal deputies in the 1980 campaign. He was in town from
California and agreed to go down to the Lonfont Plaza Hotel where, in
the middle of the lobby, I met with Mr McFarlane and he introduced me
to someone who was either an Iranian or an Egyptian. This person
offered - there was no mention of any money and there was no mention
of any timetable - offered to release the hostages to the Reagan
forces. Upon hearing that, both Mr Silberman, now a federal judge,
and I said, "Time out. That's the end of the story, there's one
president at a time, we have nothing to do with this, this meeting is
finished," and we got up and walked out. I have since told that story
a half - dozen times and I've told it in public, it's been well -
documented. Nothing carne of that. Of course we didn't run off to
report that to anyone because we thought it preposterous just like a
lot of other over - the - transom volunteer information that carne to
our desk was also preposterous.

KOPPEL
Let me just move on, because the charge was made at least in a
glancing way at the top of this broadcast, and indeed, it is a charge
that you mentioned in your article, Mr Sick, and that has to do with
an actual trip by then - vice presidential candidate George Bush, Bob
Gates, who is now the deputy director of the National Security
Council under the Bush administration and was then with the CIA, I
believe, and others to Paris to meet with some Iranians. That story
was again today roundly denied by the White House.

PROF SICK
All I can report in that particular case is, in fact, there were
three people who were in Paris at the time who said that they saw
George Bush, I have no other proof than that, and I don't - I haven't
made up my mind one way or the other.

KOPPEL
Well, again, when you say three people, it could be, you know, it
could be three streetsweepers or it could be three priests or it
could be three people, you know, in the French government. What - I
mean, what kind of people, what kind of grade would you give them on
a level of one to 10 with 10 being most reliable?

PROF SICK
Well, one of them was a former Israeli intelligence officer who was
there as part of the meeting, representing the Israeli side. One of
them was an American intelligence official at the time, associated
with American intelligence, who said he was there as part of a crew
to provide the background security for the thing, and the other one
was a low - level pilot operative who said that he saw him there.
That does not, as I say, I don't think that makes an ironclad case
and I've never insisted. I said in the piece that, you know, that
that is far from absolute proof and I am very much open - minded
about that. (crosstalk) I don't think it really is an issue of
whether George Bush was there or not. It's a question of whether
there were meetings that took place - and we haven't mentioned
William Casey and that part of the thing - and the meetings in Madrid
which I think was much more important, and whether something was



done, some kind of an arrangement was made to delay the release of
the hostages.

KOPPEL
All right, we're coming to - go ahead, Hodding, and then Dick Allen,
I'll come right back to you.

MR CARTER
All I was going to say is, this all sounds extremely wild until you
remember that there were, in fact, people connected with the Nixon
campaign -

KOPPEL
Nixon campaign?

MR CARTER
- now, going back, the Nixon campaign, in his campaign against Hubert
Humphrey, who met with the South Vietnamese in an effort to derail
the negotiations and delay the negotiations in the peace so that it
would not help Hubert Humphrey. And that is well - documented, nobody
denies it happened. (crosstalk)

KOPPEL
All right, gentlemen, I'll tell you what, we've got less than a
minute, so Dick Allen, since you were somewhat outgunned here by two
former Carter administration people, take the last shot.

MR ALLEN
I don't accept to be outgunned by these two distinguished gentlemen,
but let me say that in 1968 I was also there. I was the director of
foreign policy operations for the Nixon campaign and there was indeed
a voluntary self - starter trying to persuade the South Vietnamese
not to go to the peace table, but it had nothing to do with the Nixon
campaign, it was someone who volunteered and jumped in with both
feet. Now, if Gary Sick's story has any credibility at all, and I
think it's full of holes, if it has any credibility at all it is
based on sheerest circumstantial evidence and probably a lot of
evidence collected by self - starters, people who were seeking to
ingratiate themselves in the campaign and jockeying for positions -

KOPPEL
We are -

MR ALLEN
- so that they'd be in a good position later.

KOPPEL
- gentlemen, we are out of time. I rather think we're going to be
hearing not only about this story, but other related stories, in the
days and weeks to come and I look forward to hearing from each of you
on those occasions, too. Thank you all very much for joining us. I'll
be back right after this.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Good night.
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PEOPLE ARRESTED IN ANTI-VIETNAM PROTESTS RECEIVE RESTITUTION
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CAROLE SIMPSON, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
NETWORK FEED

CAROLE SIMPSON
In just the past few days the US government made amends to hundreds
of people who chose to take a stand against the war, those the
courts decided were wrongly arrested when they marched on
Washington. The protest in this case was not against the Gulf war,
but as JOHN MARTIN reports, against the Vietnam War.

JOHN MARTIN
Americans prize the right of dissent, but in a war when their cause
is unpopular, the people who stand up often pay a price. In 1971,
thousands of people carne to Washington to demonstrate against the
war.

BELLA ABZUG
My friends, it's a very wonderful moment to see the police and the
people demonstrating here peacefully together.

JOHN MARTIN
But it didn't last. Fearful of trouble Capitol police ordered the
crowd to leave, almost no one heard the command. The police began
arresting everyone. Twelve hundred people were crowded into buses
and driven away, some were held for hours in an open field. All
were moved to jails and jammed into cells. It was three days before
many were released. Some were so outraged, they turned to the
courts. Warren Kaplan, representing the American Civil Liberties
Union, helped them sue the government. They won. Twenty years
later the final payments are being made. Just this past week,
checks went out for the final settlement. For its actions that day,
the government has been forced to pay two and a half million
dollars. On average everyone arrested on the Capitol steps got
2,000 dollars for what they went through. For many disillusioned
dissenters, Kaplan says it proves something about America.

WARREN KAPLAN
Given the right circumstances the system can serve to vindicate
those all-important constitutional rights.

JOHN MARTIN
The man who led the demonstration says the case should remind
everyone they have a right to speak out even in wartime.

SIDNEY PECK
I just felt hey, why are you doing this? We were here very
peacefully, we were invited there by members of the Congress. So we
felt that there had been an invitation for us to be present.

JOHN MARTIN
For Janis McDonald, it was a question of courage. She teaches law
at Yale. She was drawn to study it by her arrest on the steps.

JANIS MCDONALD
If you were so intimidated then that you were afraid to speak up,
then there was no sense In us having any freedoms at all.

JOHN MARTIN
Even the man who ordered the arrests sees a lesson.

JAMES POWELL
I've had many people tell me that it was one of the worst
miscarriages of justice they had ever seen or participated in. I
wouldn't say that because nobody lost their life. It's only money
we're talking about, but it's the taxpayer's money unfortunately.

JOHN MARTIN
her share of the taxpayers' money, 3,000
She is a parent now, does she still value

Margaret Butterfield got
dollars after 20 years.
dissent?

MARGARET BUTTERFIELD
Marching in the streets isn't necessarily, you know, the smartest
thing in the world to do, but if it is a more peaceful and viable
solution maybe it's necessary.

JOHN MARTIN
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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MANY LOW INCOME AMERICANS ELIGIBLE FOR TAX CREDITS
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PETER JENNINGS, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
With five days to go until Federal tax returns are due, the Internal
Revenue Service had some encouraging words today. So far nearly 80
percent of all returns have qualified for refunds, the average size
of the refund is about 900 dollars. A lot of lower income taxpayers
could get money back from the federal government, but they don't
because they don't know about a five year old law. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(STREET SCENE) In East Orange, New Jersey, Karen Cavaness supports
four children on 15,000 dollars a year as an administrative
assistant. (KAREN-CHILD) This year in a program she learned about
from her son's day-care center, she is doubling the money she'll get
back by filing her tax return. (CU DOCUMENT) She will get 400
dollars in a tax refund and 400 more of earned income credit.
Here's how it works. (GRAPHICS) Every head of household with one
or more children who earns 20,000 dollars a year or less is eligible
to get back a percentage of their income, as much as 953 dollars.

KAREN CAVANESS
We always feel that the government's taking so much from us, but now
they are giving something back to us.

JOHN MARTIN
About 12 million low income Americans took advantage of the program
last year and got back 6.7 billion dollars. Analysts say many
eligible persons do not realize they must file a tax return to be
eligible.

ROBERT GREENSTEIN
There are probably an additional one million families who are
eligible for this substantial benefit, they've earned it. They
work, they have children they care for.

JOHN MARTIN
(OFFICE INT) Workers at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
have alerted 3,000 groups around the country: day-care centers,
church organizations. (SU) Policy analysts say the recession may
make earned income credits especially important this year. Heads of
household who lost their 30,000 to 50,000 dollar a year jobs last
year may find their earnings dropped low enough to qualify for money
they desperately need now and can get if they find out in time.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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CAROLE SIMPSON
Police officials say that neither Senator Ted Kennedy nor his son
Patrick is a suspect in the alleged rape of a Florida woman at the
Kennedy estate in Palm Beach. That news came after a week of
intense pUblic attention for the Kennedy family, the kind of
unwelcome attention the family has long been familiar with. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CAR LEAVING) Late today, a Palm Beach officer left Senator
Ted Kennedy's Virginia estate without comment. (INVESTIGATORS) A
family spokesman said the Senator had cooperated fully in an
investigation of rape.

PAUL DONOVAN / KENNEDY SPOKESMAN
The Palm Beach police official today told Senator Kennedy that
neither he nor his son Patrick is a suspect in the investigation.

JOHN MARTIN
(FAMILY PORTRAIT) It was the latest turn in a spectacle unlike the
happy family moments of less than a year ago.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
No one will be happier when the whole record is out, no one will be.

JOHN MARTIN
The record for the moment is this: an alleged rape on the beach
beside the Kennedy mansion in Palm Beach. (BEACH) Eight days ago a
woman told police she was sexually assaulted by the Senator's
nephew, William Kennedy Smith. (SMITH PHOTO) The woman says they
met in this night spot then went the Kennedy estate with the
Senator, his son Patrick and Mr. Smith. (BAR INT) The report set
off alarms for family members and released a swarm of reporters.
This woman told the New York Post she'd been at the compound the
same night and saw the Senator with only his shirt on. (MICHELLE)
The Post said she left in shock, now she says it was an innocent
moment.

MICHELLE CASSONE
It was a long shirt. I did not know if he had anything else on
underneath it or not, he could've had shorts on.

JOHN MARTIN
In Washington, Mr. Smith attends Georgetown medical school. He
vanished from his apartment, but a former jUdge and law professor
who is his landlord is withholding judgment.

HAROLD PETROWITZ
We have found him a very pleasant, considerate, hard working,
diligent individual.

JOHN MARTIN
One report says the Kennedy family feels Smith was not considerate,
dropping out of sight and leaving Senator and son, a Rhode Island
state senator, to face complaints that the family has gotten
privileged treatment by police. (HOROWITZ) Writer David Horowitz
claims the Kennedys dare society to catch them at indiscretion.

DAVID HOROWITZ
It's getting away with it is the syndrome in the Kennedy family.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
(7/25/69) There is no truth, no truth whatever to the widely
circulated suspicion of immoral conduct that have been leveled at my
behavior and hers regarding that evening.

JOHN MARTIN
(FUNERAL) That was 22 years ago in the shadow of Chappaquiddick,
where a woman drowned in a car driven by Kennedy. (PHOTO/OLD FTG)
Ultimately he pled guilty to leaving the scene, preserving his
career in the Senate, but creating an image that his wealth and
connections saved him. But today despite the headlines, ordinary
people came to his defense.

WOMAN
The Kennedys are being treated unfairly just because of their name.

MAN



I think it is kind of shameful the way the media descend on a
situation like this.

WOMAN
If she was willing to go back to the house that was her option,
nobody made her do that.

JOHN MARTIN
So after days of speculation, the Senator and his son have cleared
the air in a spectacle that clings rightly or wrongly to the family
name. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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KENNEDY AND SON CLEARED IN RAPE INVESTIGATION
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BRIT HUME, WASHINGTON, OC USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

BRIT HUME
It appears tonight that Senator Edward Kennedy and his son Patrick
are in the clear in the alleged rape that occurred at the Kennedy
mansion in Palm Beach, Florida last weekend. Suspicion all along
has focused on Senator Kennedy's nephew William Kennedy Smith.
Today, according to a family spokesman, Senator Kennedy was
officially notified by Palm Beach authorities that neither he nor
son Patrick are targets of the investigation. More on the story
from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(INVESTIGATORS) A team of private investigators visited the Kennedy
mansion in Palm Beach today looking for clues to help a lawyer whose
client is the suspect in a sexual assault committed here eight days
ago. (CAR LEAVING) Late today, a Palm Beach officer visited and
left Senator Ted Kennedy's estate in Virginia after an hour without
comment.

PAUL DONOVAN / KENNEDY SPOKESMAN
The Palm Beach police official today told Senator Kennedy that
neither he nor his son Patrick is a suspect in the investigation.

JOHN MARTIN
(NEWSPAPER PHOTO) But the Senator's nephew, William Smith, is a
suspect. The rape reportedly took place after the Senator, his son
Patrick, who is a State Senator in Rhode Island, and Mr. Smith met
the victim in this bar and invited her to the Kennedy compound.
(BAR INT) The three men were not questioned right away. (OLD FTG)
Twenty-two years ago, a young Senator Ted Kennedy was allowed to
plead guilty to a minor violation after the drowning death of a
Washington secretary who was at a party with Kennedy and others.

SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
(7/25/69) These events, the publicity, innuendo and whispers which
have surrounded them ...

JOHN MARTIN
Now Kennedy faces suspicion that he was getting favored treatment
again, but some said that's unfair.

WOMAN
The newspapers and the TV and all the other ...1 just think they get
carried away. They're always picking on the Kennedys, I think.

JOHN MARTIN
Even so with suspicion still focused on Kennedy nephew
William Smith, the family faces a continuing ordeal. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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FORMER SENATOR TOWER KILLEO IN GEORGIA PLANE CRASH
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PETER JENNINGS
There was another plane crash today. A commuter plane from Atlanta
went down in the woods about three miles from an airport in
Brunswick, Georgia. Everyone on board, at least 19 people inclUding
among them the space shuttle astronaut Sonny Carter, 43 years old
and former Senator JOHN Tower and his daughter. (WRECKAGE)
Senator Tower rose to become one of the most powerful men in the
Senate, a political career that ended when his former colleagues
refused to confirm him as Secretary of Defense. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWER-JOHNSON PHOTO) JOHN Tower came to Washington 30 years ago as
the first Republican senator from Texas in nearly a century.
(TOWER) Two years ago after voluntarily leaving the Senate, he
suffered a stinging defeat. After his nomination to be Secretary of
Defense, a conservative critic raised questions of Tower's
reputation for drinking and womanizing. He denied both charges. He
took a remarkable pledge.

SENATOR JOHN TOWER
(1989) I hereby swear and undertake that if confirmed, during the
course of my tenure as Secretary of Defense, I will not consume
beverage alcohol of any type or form.

JOHN MARTIN
(MEETING) It wasn't enough, he lost the vote. (REAGAN) A man who
had chaired the Senate Armed Services Committee, negotiated arms
control in Geneva and presided over a presidential commission
investigating the Iran-Contra scandal. (BOOKS) In a recent book,
Tower bitterly attacked his critics.

JOHN TOWER
Those guys dragged me through a character assassination campaign
without any proof of anything disqualifying and so I think I have a
right to put everything in perspective.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWER BOOK SIGNING) To the end he dressed as a proper British
gentleman, the result of his study at the London School of
Economics. A young political scientist from Texas who rose to the
top ranks of American politics. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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NEW SECRET CODED CIA MONUMENT STUMPS EMPLOYEES
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, the embarrassing secret of the CIA. Over
the years the Central Intelligence Agency has studied and broken
some of the toughest codes ever created. Tonight it's top code
breakers are stumped by a puzzle that is quite literally staring
them in the face every day. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU LETTER) It is called cryp t os, Greek for hidden. It is a curved
copper screen of letters in secret code. (MONUMENT) It was
dedicated five months ago at CIA headquarters. So far apparently
the agency's code breakers can't figure out what it says.

JIM SANBORN / SCULPTOR
Once the plate is deciphered I'm not convinced the true meaning will
be clear even then. There's another deeper mystery.

JOHN MARTIN
Sculptor Sanborn created the mystery after he won a 250,000
commission three years ago. He says he decided to create a
that touches the hidden nature of the CIA. (JIM SCULPTING)
refuses to say what the message is. Could it have perhaps a
subversive quality?

JIM SANBORN
It could corrupt somehow. It might cause ...that people at the
agency to perhaps think of things a little bit more, less seriously.

JOHN MARTIN
Somebody, perhaps from the CIA, took the sculpture
(CIA BROCHURE)

JIM SANBORN
A lot of strange things happened while I was doing the piece. There
were people caught on ladders trying to look in my window and
photograph the piece through my windows and they were run off by the
police.

JOHN MARTIN
To code his secret, Sanborn turned to a retired CIA cryptographer.
Today the CIA refuses to discuss the code in public. It insisted
that Sanborn hand CIA Director William Webster an envelope
containing the code and the message. At its dedication Webster
praised the sculpture and called the code a test. So far nobody has
passed it.

JIM SANBORN
Sure somebody will figure it out eventually and then personalities
will change, you know. Ten years will go by, 15 years will go by
and they'll forget what it says again.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So an agency often synonymous with secrecy in the world has
collected one more secret message to go along with the billions
already here, confident that it can decipher it and if necessary
keep it from the outside world. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Langley, Virginia.

dollar
work
He

(STUDIO EXT /INT)
very seriously.
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GULF UPDATE COMPANIES, AGENTS FRONTING FOR SADDAM
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CHRIS WALLACE
(VO) Companies in the US, Europe and (technical difficulties) for
Saddam Hussein, providing a hiding place for billions of dollars
skimmed from Iraq's oil revenues, while arming Baghdad with some of
the most sophisticated weapons on earth. Today, the US Treasury
Department released a list of almost 100 companies and agents working
secretly for Iraq.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington with the latest on the Persian Gulf, Chris Wallace.

WALLACE
For years, it has been the stuff of spy thrillers, talk of a shadowy
network of businesses and secret agents that carried out Saddarn
Hussein's plots around the world. But today, here in Washington, the
Treasury Department took some of the mystery out of all this, listing
89 companies and individuals it says have acted as agents for Saddam.
There was a sewing machine company in Italy, an air - conditioning
business in Britain, a bank in Brazil. Treasury officials charged
these and other so - called fronts have been used to hide some of the
billions of dollars Saddam allegedly stole from Iraq, and have also
been used to send military technology back to Baghdad. The Treasury
Department won't say how extensive this network is, just that it
intends to shut it down, but as JOHN MARTIN reports now, tracking
down these so - called fronts won't be easy.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It was announced this morning at the Treasury Department, the
names of 35 men, two women and 52 companies designated now as part of
a vast network operating to arm and equip the government of Iraq.

JOHN ROBSON, DEPUTY SECRETARY, TREASURY DEPARTMENT
By declaring the front companies and agents to be specially
designated nationals of Iraq, we are putting the world on notice that
when you deal with them, you are dealing with Saddam.

MARTIN
(VO) The list is the product of more than seven months of work by US
government investigators trying to unravel a web of secret
arrangements. The web was used, according to investigators, to
acquire weapons and technology. Some investigators believe chemical
weapons supplies and nuclear weapons parts were obtained this way.
They say the network obtained secret financial assistance through
special bank accounts. All this for a dictatorship trying to evade
international sanctions.

RICHARD NEWCOMB, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
Perhaps half of these companies, give or take a small percentage, are
involved in arms purchases or equipment that can be used to build
arms or whole machines that are involved - precision instruments,
possible dual - use items and so forth.

MARTIN
(VO) Only two of the companies, Bay Industries of Los Angeles and
Matrix - Churchill of Cleveland, are in the United States. Both had
been exposed before, the transactions of one frozen six months ago,
the other last month. But Great Britain is the home of 31 of the 52
companies listed as front organizations for Iraq. The list contains a
curious amalgam, established companies - Iraq ReInsurance Company,
TMG Engineering Limited - with nameplates and established addresses,
but no one to comment, and invisible companies, or at least companies
not listed at the addresses given by the US government. This is the
apartment house where the Atlas Air - Conditioning Company and the
Atlas Equipment Company were supposedly headquartered. A doorman said
there were only residences here, no commercial firms, suggesting
Iraqi agents may have used the address as a cover for their
operations. At one London address the tenants said they had only
moved in last week and had not heard of the man listed by US
authorities as living in their apartment. At another, the apartment
of Ahram al-Ugali at St Ronan's Court, ABC producer Reid Orvedahl was



turned away. Mr al-Ugali had no comment. This building on Mandeville
Place in London contained five of the front companies, according to
the US, but there was no evidence of their presence. A company in
Middlesex called Euromac was said by one investigative source to be
at the center of efforts by Iraq to obtain devices that could be used
as nuclear triggers, a claim denied by Saddam Hussein last year. He
said the devices were not for bombmaking purposes. In Jordan, where
10 individuals were listed as Iraqi agents, the man who heads two
companies on the list, Arab Petroleum Engineering and the Arab
Projects Company, denied in a satellite interview that he had any
contact with Iraq.

NADIM AL-DAJANI, ARAB PROJECTS COMPANY, LIMITED
We receive no money from Baghdad whatsoever. Actually, just to put
you in the picture, the Arab Projects Company, which is the holding
company of the other subsidiaries, has been out of work since 1982.
It has not done any work or any projects or any sales or any
businesses.

MARTIN
(VO) Mr al-Dajani said that of seven people on the list who once
worked for him in Amman, all but two - his wife and a travel agent -
had left his company. He rattled off their names and said they worked
for him as bookkeeper, engineer, receptionists and accountant in a
hotel he closed nine years ago. Moreover, he said, his businesses did
not deal in weapons.

MR AL-DAJANI
For your information, I have read this Treasury news, which refers to
contracting and selling arms or armaments or undertaking to do this
or that. I have been in business since 1951 for your information, and
I have never in my life made any business neither in arms nor in
armaments.

MARTIN
(VOl In Washington earlier in the day, one official conceded that
today's list was not necessarily the last word.

MR ROBSON
If someone feels they are unjustly or inaccurately put on the list,
they are - they may come forward and produce evidence to support the
fact that they aren't.

MARTIN
One source says today's list is only a fourth of the final tally of
names and companies. Now that they've been exposed, the government
can move to seize their assets. This also puts Americans on notice
that they violate the law if they deal with these people. More than
150 Iraqi ships were also named today. Even so, if what we found out
about today's list is any indication, it will take some time before
the Iraqi network is fully identified and its assets are finally
found, frozen and taken away. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in
Washington.

WALLACE
To help us untangle this intricate financial web, when we come back
we'll be joined by the corporate investigator who was hired by the
Kuwaiti government to track down Saddam's hidden assets.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Joining us now live from Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, is Jules Kroll,
a corporate investigator who was hired by the Kuwaitis shortly after
the Iraqi invasion last August. His mission: to track down Saddam
Hussein's billions. Mr Kroll had previously traced the assets of
Ferdinand Marcos and "Baby Doc" Duvalier. We should also point out
that we asked representatives of the Treasury Department to come on
our broadcast tonight, but they declined. Mr Kroll, let me ask you,
how tough is this particular job? As we've said, you have dealt with
other dictators. How sophisticated was Saddam Hussein in setting up
his secret network?

JULES KROLL, CORPORATE INVESTIGATOR
Well, it's by far the most sophisticated we've seen. In part, it's
because it has been done over a long period of time with a series of
specific purposes in mind. It is worldwide in nature and it has
covered a whole range of disciplines, from the chemical area,
engineering, munitions, armaments, vehicles, you name it. And it's
worldwide in nature.

WALLACE
And when you uncover these front companies, what does it turn out
that they have been doing for Saddam Hussein, first of all, in the
area of providing arms for him?

MR KROLL
Well, the phrase most commonly used is dual technology, and that is
things that appear to be fairly innocent - steel tubing, certain
kinds of chemicals, certain kinds of fasteners - which could be used
in an industrial context or in some other context, in fact are key



items in building things like superguns, bombs, nuclear devices, et
cetera. And so as they go about, bit by bit, piecing together what
they need over the years, this is the kind of thing we're finding.

WALLACE
And these are the kinds of equipment that, had Saddam Hussein tried
to buy them directly for himself or Iraq, that various countries
would not have allowed him to do? But when they're being bought for
these individual companies for supposedly not - so - serious
purposes, they are sold, is that correct?

MR KROLL
Correct. There are certain licenses required, and if they were down
for their true meaning, then these licenses would probably be denied,
whether it was in the United States or from other countries. And this
is what has made it so difficult and why the work that various
governments have done has been so important.

WALLACE
And secondly, what have these so - called fronts done in hiding the
billions that you allege that Saddam Hussein has stolen from Iraq?

MR KROLL
Well, they serve a double purpose. On the one hand, they're used for
procurement purposes, in terms of arms and the other items I've
discussed. But by the same token, since they're all located outside
of Iraq, located in places like Jordan, the UK, some in the United
States, Europe, Argentina, Brazil, et cetera, the monies that go into
these companies are outside, and they're in banks outside. And once
those funds or the spread between what Iraq pays for them and what
they're actually charged for the goods themselves - there is usually
a spread, a difference, to use the vernacular, a skim opportunity.
And those funds could be used for a variety of purposes, personal
enrichment, funding special projects, taking care of your own
personal needs, you name it.

WALLACE
All right. The US Treasury today listed - and let me get the numbers
right - 52 companies and 37 individuals. Give us an educated guess.
What percentage of Saddam Hussein's secret network do you think
today's list represents?

MR KROLL
Well, I think once you get into the area of guessing, whether it's
sums of money or numbers of companies, you sometimes can create an
impression that is far more extensive than one might wish to. I think
at this point it is fair to say that it is only a fraction of what
various governmental and private bodies know exists out there and has
existed for some time.

WALLACE
You have charged, Mr Kroll, that Saddam got most of his money by
skimming off profits from the sale of Iraqi oil, but I understand
that you have also now found that Saddam Hussein was getting some of
his profits from the sale of other countries' oil. Explain how that
would have worked?

MR KROLL
Well, it basically was a protection racket. In order to keep the
Iraqis happy and some other groups happy, some of the oil states,
particularly in the Gulf, would on a regular basis give allocations
of oil, where the spread between what they got paid for that oil and
what they got charged for it was - involves three or four dollars
difference. Let me give you an example. In a typical transaction,
there would be an allocation of, let's say, 50,000 barrels of oil a
day. If the going price at the time was $20, the cost for that turned
out to be $15, therefore having a spread of $5, a difference between
the $20 and the $15.

WALLACE
And let me just ask - and we're almost out of time in this segment,
Mr Kroll, but you're saying flat out that these other Gulf countries
knew that Saddam was going to use the difference, skimming it off for
his own personal profits?

MR KROLL
He skimmed it off for his personal profits, for his government and
for the PLO.

WALLACE
And these countries were sufficiently afraid of Saddam that they gave
him this money for "protection," this oil, rather for "protection"?

MR KROLL
That's right. And it's been going on for years.

WALLACE
Well, we want to break in just now for a moment. As we say, you have
uncovered some of the hard part here, the information about the
secret network, and when we corne back, we want to ask you about the
other hard part, how are you going to use this information to try to
recover billions in reparations for Kuwait. And we'll continue our



WALLACE

conversation in a moment.
(Criminal penalties for doing business with Iraq: $1 million fine, 12
years in prison)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
(The Treasury Department has frozen $1.5 billion of Iraqi assets in
the United States.)

WALLACE
Back again now with corporate investigator Jules Kroll. And Mr Kroll,
before we leave this subject of cheap oil as protection, I want to
ask you, was Kuwait - the country that is now paying you - was that
one of the countries that was providing this cheap oil to Saddam
Hussein for protection?

MR KROLL
Yes.

It was.
MR KROLL

Yes.
WALLACE

And could you give us an extent of the dimensions of this, how long
and how much they were providing?

MR KROLL
I don't really know except that it has been going on for a long
period of time on the part of a number of the Gulf states. It's
somewhat akin to an organized crime activity in a neighborhood where,
if you don't take care of the bully, he breaks your window. And
people didn't want their windows broken, so they bought him off.

WALLACE
All right. As JOHN MARTIN reported a few moments ago, when we tried
today to find these so - called fronts, we found that many of them
had moved out, or people that we were able to track down denied any
involvement with Iraq. How hard is it going to be for you to prove
that these were in fact Iraqi fronts and to recover billions in
reparations for Kuwait?

MR KROLL
Let me divide my answer into two sections. I think, as far as how
difficult it's going to be, it's not going to be very difficult. This
has been going on for a long time and involved hundreds and hundreds
of people. I think that the work that has been done by the US
Treasury, the work that has been done by the Bank of England, the
work that has been done by various intelligence agencies and law
enforcement agencies for a long period of time, there's a great deal
of information available and there has been unparalleled cooperation
between these groups and between government to government. So I think
that part of it is going very well. And, unlike most of these
investigations, the government - to - government cooperation is as
good in the halls of banking and the treasuries as it is in the
battlefield of Desert Storm.

WALLACE
But Mr Kroll, let me interrupt just for a moment to take another case
that you were involved with, namely the Philippines, you know, years
after the fact the Philippines is still trying to recover the
billions that Marcos allegedly took out of that country.

MR KROLL
There's really absolutely no comparison. Our work on that matter
happened in the early stages of that situation. It was very apparent
that, in the first six months to a year, it had become highly
politicized, terribly disorganized and a very inept - a very inept
approach by a lot of people who were involved in the original
malfeasance itself. This is quite -

WALLACE
So briefly, sir, are you optimistic that you're going to be able to
recover the billions in reparations that Kuwait and other countries
are owed?

MR KROLL
I am very optimistic that there will be very significant recoveries.
Most importantly of all, there's been tremendous offers of
cooperation from central banks, and this is a highly centralized
effort by the US Treasury and the Office of Foreign Asset Control, so
I am extremely optimistic.

WALLACE
If the US and other countries are able to shut down the secret
network, what would the political implications be for Saddarn Hussein?

MR KROLL
Well, I think the implications are already quite serious. Those
people that he has funded, those people who have shared in his
takings, are going to be concerned and are already moving those sums
of money around, putting them into yet more fronts and more hidden
bank accounts. As their lack of confidence grows, they will move more



and more of these monies away, it will fund less and less of his
activities, and I think it will have a political, a military as well
as a financial impact.

WALLACE
Meaning what specifically, that it'll be much harder for him to rearm
his country?

MR KROLL
I think it'll be harder to rearm, I think it'll be harder to fund the
special projects that he's been so active in funding. I think itlll
make all kinds of things more difficult. We saw that with Noriega.
We've seen it in other examples where the Office of Foreign Assets
has moved and I think we're going to see it here.

WALLACE
Mr Kroll, thank you very much for joining us. I suspect you're going
to be at this job a very long time. Again, we thank you for joining
us tonight.

MR KROLL
Good night. Thank you.

WALLACE
And when we corne back, we'll hear the personal account of a Senate
committee staff member who spent this past weekend in the middle of
the civil war being fought in the Kurdish areas of northern Iraq.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

WALLACE
As the fighting in northern Iraq intensified over the weekend and
Kurdish rebels retreated in the face of the superior strength of
Saddam Hussein's forces, Peter Galbraith, a senior staff member of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, went into the area on a
fact finding tour. When Mr Galbraith reached Damascus, Syria, today,
we asked him to share some of his personal impressions of the time he
spent there, as well as some of the videotape he shot while he was in
Iraq.

PETER GALBRAITH, SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Upon arriving in Kurdistan, in Iraqi Kurdistan, we pass - either side
of the road has been mined and we pass a number of abandoned Iraqi
army barracks. And we entered in the town of Zakho. The striking
thing about Zakho is the large number of people in it. It's a town
that's bustling with activity. One has the sense - had the sense
there of a functioning civil administration, of a situation not like
a guerrilla war but rather like a rebel capital in the midst of a
civil war, perhaps - although this is a different time - rather like
what Richmond might have been during the American Civil War. We then
leave Zakho and proceed to Dohuk. We pass a Kurdish artillery
position which was hidden right behind a poster of Saddam Hussein,
and the artillery fired actually right through that, that poster. As
we descended toward Dohuk - now, this is a rather large city - and it
was completely shut up and you can see on the tape a town that is
absolutely abandoned. By dawn the next day - we had gone through a
night of very heavy artillery shelling in Dohuk, in facti a constant
bombardment, so imagine what we really have here is a government that
is shelling ~ that is fighting a civil war by the device of shelling
its own cities, constantly. And by dawn there is a steady flow of
refugees out of Dohuk. Most people are on foot because there's no
gasoline in the area. They carry what few possessions they can. The
vehicles that exist are loaded down. In any event, you see the long
lines of people leaving Dohuk and that continues as they head toward
the mountainous regions up near Turkey. We also pass some of the
destroyed villages. These were, in fact, villages that were destroyed
during the 1980s as part of Iraq's program to depopulate rural
Kurdistan. In a period of roughly three years, from 1985 to the end
of 1988, the Iraqi regime systematically destroyed every village in
Kurdistan. Throughout Kurdistan the people praised President Bush and
considered the American forces to be liberators, but now they're very
concerned that the Americans are not going to help and constantly I
was asked, "When will the outside world come to our aid?" And of
course I really couldn't give an answer.

WALLACE
We'll have more tomorrow night on the Kurdish rebellion in Iraq on
world News Tonight and Nightline. And that's our report for tonight.
I'm Chris Wallace in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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PETER JENNINGS
"I didn't care what anyone called me so long as we won", the words
of Lee Atwater, the former chairman of the Republican National
Committee. He was called a lot of things, he was called a lot of
things especially by Democrats. Mr. Atwater, as George Bush's
campaign manager, brought a new intensity to negative campaigning.
He died today at the age of 40 after a yearlong battle with cancer.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

(SINGING)
(POINTS AT

LEE ATWATER
I'm so glad to be here with Mr. President.
BUSH)

JOHN MARTIN
Lee Atwater attacked politics the way he attacked life: with maximum
force. (DUKAKIS) He had a vicious streak, he hurt people:
Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts.

LEE ATWATER
('88) Is it believable that someone who is a chief executive of a
state would come up with some kind of recreational weekend furlough
program for murderers?

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS/CAMPAIGN AD) Atwater was pointing to Willie Horton, a
murderer who raped a woman after escaping while on furlough.
Atwater hurt others. (ATWATER) He revealed to voters that a
South Carolina Democrat had undergone electroshock therapy, sneering
that the man had been quote, "hooked up to jumper cables".
(BUSH-ATWATER) For awhile his success made him the toast of
American political campaigners. It won the White House for
George Bush, it won him the chairmanship of the Republican National
Committee. (CU ARTICLE) After he grew ill he apologized to former
foes. He wrote a Life magazine article saying he was sorry for what
he'd said about Michael Oukakis, he apologized by letter for the
jumper cables remark.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I think as he took stock of his life he wanted to make things right,
heal some wounds and that was a very noble thing and I salute him in
death as I did in life.

JOHN MARTIN
In the end, Lee Atwater will be remembered as the man who made
meanness work in modern politics, yet also as someone who saw before
he died that there was much more to life than winning. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) Ferdinand Marcos. "Baby Doc" Duvalier. The
dictators who made vast personal fortunes while
are reports of the billions Saddam has pilfered
wealth. That's just the beginning of the story.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington with the latest
on the Persian Gulf, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
A few weeks ago, in the middle of the allied air war against Iraq, I
was introduced to an Iraqi expatriate, a former minister of planning
in the Iraqi government. He told me a story so incredible and so
difficult to confirm, particularly in the middle of a war, that we
left the story unreported, until now. Even now, what this former
minister contends - and he'll be joining us live from London a little
later in this broadcast - boggles the mind. The scope of the charges
even now cannot be independently confirmed; that is to say, we cannot
confirm that Saddam Hussein has skimmed, stolen and extorted sums in
the tens of billions of dollars, as this former minister claims. But
some of the anecdotal evidence that he provides, which he says he has
witnessed, is incredible enough particularly when, as JOHN MARTIN now
reports, there is other evidence accumulating that many billions of
dollars have indeed been raked off by Saddam since well before he
became president of Iraq in 1979.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) For seven months, the Treasury Department has been hard at work.
The Office of Foreign Asset Control has been tracking a worldwide
network set up to supply the government of Iraq with money, bank
accounts, armaments and investments. But now, according to sources
outside the government, the agency is facing a red light. The United
States is so concerned about a cease - fire resolution being worked
out at the United Nations that it is holding back the treasury office
from taking the next step. As soon as it gets the green light,
possibly Monday, the government will publicly identify about 50
companies and at least 100 persons around the world as agents for
Iraq. That will effectively block new transactions and freeze
transfers of money outside the United States. If foreign companies
have US assets, they, too, will be frozen. The US is working with
other governments to freeze assets in other countries. Five days ago,
federal agents froze the assets of a Los Angeles couple and their
company, Bay Industries, in Century City. The government said they
were helping operate an arms procurement network for Saddam Hussein.
They denied it. This is not just a footnote to history. The search
for Iraqi government wealth is a search for reparations from Iraq for
damages to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Israel. Ultimately, it may
determine if there is enough money for Iraq to rebuild itself. Saddam
Hussein has been a dictator a dozen years. Despite disaster in war,
he has ruled a country rich in oil and arms purchases. These two
sources of income are a window on the potential wealth of a
dictatorship operating with its own rules. Iraq earned $200 billion
in oil revenue between 1972 and 1989. Investigators and financial
experts familiar with the Middle East believe Hussein could have
diverted five percent of that revenue to hidden accounts and
investments. Arms merchants and manufacturers are notorious for
paying kickbacks to sell their goods. Iraq bought more than $50
billion worth of armaments in the last decade. Investigators believe
Saddam Hussein could have diverted as much as 15 percent of those
expenditures to secret accounts. Dr Ahmed Chalabi is an Iraqi
opposition banker living in London. He estimates Saddam Hussein's
personal wealth at perhaps $15 billion, much of it from arms and oil.

DR AHMED CHALABI, IRAQI ANALYST
It is entirely a political decision to buy weapons. The
process is almost non - existent in the Middle East and
people make illicit commissions on weapons allover the

Shah of Iran. All
in power. Now there
from Iraq's vast oil

evaluation
a lot of
Middle East.



As for the oil money, Saddam being an absolute total brutal dictator,
he can do what he likes with the oil money.

MARTIN
So far there is little proof of what happened. Analysts agree that
some of the money would have been spent to maintain covert
operations; some would have been siphoned off by other agents. (VO) A
private New York firm working for the Kuwaiti government, Kroll
Associates, estimated to CBS News that Hussein may have gained $10
billion just from skimming oil revenues due the Iraqi government. The
firm told 60 Minutes that Hussein's half - brother, Barzan al-
Takriti, set up an investment company in Geneva to control the money.
Kroll said the company, Montana Investments, holds $67 million worth
of stock in Hashette, the big French publishing and
telecommunications company. Among its properties, Car and Driver,
Road & Track, Elle magazine and Woman's Day. Hashette says it didn't
know Saddam Hussein controlled Montana. Hussein's brother - in - law
reportedly denies any secret investments. For the moment, there is
more speculation than documentation, but for some time reports have
been emerging on Iraqi assets. For example, one international
businessman claims he has seen documents that prove Hussein and his
associates profited from arms sales. This source, who asked to remain
unnamed, says Iraq bought 220 howitzers from an Austrian manufacturer
called Voest Alpine in 1981. The source said Iraq paid the money to a
Voest subsidiary, the Noricun Company, which transferred $60 million
to Noricun Services, which then transferred it to a Swiss bank
account controlled by an Iraqi acting for Hussein. The source
declined La provide documents or account numbers. Company officials
of Voest were unavailable for comment, but an arms dealer who says he
inspected the weapons and knows Hussein personally denied any
kickbacks were paid.

SARKIS SOGHANALIAN, ARMS MERCHANT
Whoever is saying that Saddam has money, if he has a guess, let him
come and give you the account number.

MARTIN
What you are saying is that, in your view, Saddam Hussein is
incorruptible.

MR SOGHANALIAN
As far as money is concerned, yes.

MARTIN
(VO) Such are the claims and counterclaims facing investigators. Dr
Chalabi, meanwhile, says a free Iraqi people are entitled to recover
their assets before other countries gain reparations.

DR CHALABI
We sympathize with them on the plight of their country and the
destruction that Saddam has done in their country, but we feel that
the responsibility for this does not lie with the Iraqi people.

MARTIN
Whoever gets the first claim, the search for Saddam Hussein's
fortunes may take years. Even then it may disappoint the Kuwaiti
government. Much of it may have been squandered or siphoned off by
others. Even so, Iraq had so much natural wealth and Saddam Hussein
has had so much absolute authority that if it can be found, the
treasure of Saddam Hussein could prove to be an enormous sum of
money. this is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in New York.

KOPPEL
To help us track Saddam's money trail, when we come back we'll go to
London, where we'll be joined by Iraq's former minister of planning
and a former personal adviser to Saddam Hussein. And we'll go to New
York, where we'll talk with a reporter for the Financial Times of
London, who was part of the team that first broke the story.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us live now from London is Jawad Hashim, Iraq's former
minister of planning from 1968 to 1974. Dr Hashim was also an adviser
to Iraq's Revolutionary Command Council and to Saddam Hussein, but
chose to live in exile after Saddam became president. And from New
York, Alan Friedman of the Financial Times of London, who has been
following Saddam's money trail for over two years now. Dr Hashim, I
know how complicated a story this is, so let's see if we can begin
with some relatively simple anecdotal material, particularly those
things that you know from your own personal experience. For example,
you've told me that Saddam kept - perhaps keeps to this day - an
enormous amount of cash at the presidential palace. How big a sum, do
you think?

JAWAD HASHIM, FORMER IRAQI MINISTER OF PLANNING
Well, at the present it is estimated - when I say at the present,
let's say at the beginning of the Kuwaiti crisis - it was estimated
to be in the region of $4 billion in various currencies, but mainly
foreign currencies.



_._------------

KOPPEL
You're talking about cash being kept at the palace?

MR HASHIM
Cash, but not necessarily in one place.

KOPPEL
Why would he need access to that much cash? I mean, it seems like a
phenomenal amount, and in a moment I'll ask you what your sources of
information are at this time, but why would he want to keep such an
enormous amount of cash at hand?

MR HASHIM
Practically that was the practice of many Iraqi governmentsr but not
that sum of money. Usually the fund raised from $1 million to $5
million. You asked why. He used the fund for embargo - busting, for
example.

KOPPEL
You also said you saw him - you put it very delicately - making gifts
to foreign leaders.

MR HASHIM
That's true. It - so many times it happened that foreign leaders from
certain continents come into Iraq. I have seen briefcases with some
foreign currency cash exceeding $1 million. In one case I can mention
the person, because he's dead. It was the Chadian president, Kolingba
who was given $1 million, for example.

KOPPEL
You have drawn up your - well, let me first of all ask you the
question I said I was going to ask you. How do you know what's going
on there now? You've been out of there for what, 15 years, 13 years?

MR HASHIM
Well, I kept my contacts with certain Iraqis, certain Iraqi
officials, which is the normal thing to do under these circumstances.

KOPPEL
You have drawn up your own calculations, based upon OPEC's estimates
or OPEC's figures, on how much oil was sold and upon an assumption
that you make - and I'd like to ask you about that assumption - that
Saddam Hussein was raking off five percent of all the sales of Iraqi
oil, and you came to a bottom line of about $31 billion. Is that
correct?

MR HASHIM
That's correct. Ted, it's not an assumption. It happened after the
nationalization of oil in 1972. It was decided and the treasury, the
ministry of planning, the Central Bank of Iraq agreed and consented
to Saddam's or the Revolutionary Command Council request - and I'm
sure that it was via Saddam - that five percent of oil revenues - and
that five percent which was the Gulf Union share - should be set
aside and clearly Saddam stated that that fund is to give us, the
regime, enough funds that if they are ousted from power then they
could use that fund to make their comeback. Now, my estimate is very
simple. Five percent of annual oil revenues, surely invested, and I
made a calculation of an interest rate between eight and 10 percent,
with the exception of a few years when the interest rate went as high
as 21 percent, I assume that's 18 percent, and I came up with the
figure of $31 billion.

KOPPEL
And it is your contention that Saddam Hussein had absolute control
over that sum, has perhaps to this day absolute control over that
sum?

MR HASHIM
Yes.

KOPPEL
All right. We're going to take a break and we'll be joined by Alan
Friedman when we continue in just a moment.
(Estimated personal wealth: King Fahd (Saudi Arabia): $18 billion;
Saddam Hussein: $10+ billion; Emir of Kuwait: $4.8 billion)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we're back once again with Jawad Hashim, a former Iraqi minister
of planning, and are joined by Alan Friedman, a correspondent with
The Financial Times of London. Mr Friedman, you've been following
this story for a long time. These allegations of million - dollar
payoffs, a $4 billion cash slush fund, skimming off five percent of
oil revenues for a total somewhere in the neighborhood of $30
billion, $31 billion. Do either the allegations or the sizes of these
sums surprise you in any way?

ALAN FRIEDMAN, "THE FINANCIAL TIMES OF LONDON"
They don't surprise me, Ted. They will be surprising the public now
that they're being revealed, but they've actually been tracked by
western intelligence services for most of the last decade and really,
I think, the key point here is we're talking about a very
sophisticated network of front companies, of bank accounts, of



Dr Hashim?

investments, several networks that Saddam and his agents and his
immediate family set up going back to the late '70s, with Panamanian
- registered companies, with Geneva bank accounts and with a group of
front companies, literally hundreds, that really represent a kind of
multinational corpora cion secretly controlled through Saddam's
extended clan, the al-Takriti clan.

KOPPEL
Had you heard before the charge that Dr Hashim made tonight, that his
reason for wanting to accumulate such a vast fortune was for the
purpose of being able to fight his way back into power if he were
ever overthrown? Does that make any sense to you?

MR FRIEDMAN
Well, it makes partial sense to me, inasmuch as certainly we have
heard from a number of sources that one of the motives behind this,
as Dr Hashim says, was for the Baath party to have its own slush
fund, basically to be able to finance itself, comeback or not. But I
think I would identify the purposes of this as really three - or
fourfold. We've got a certain degree of personal corruption, but this
a minor part. When you're talking about billions of dollars, we're
talking about $40 million, $50 million, $100 million of personal
corruption, yachts, houses, offshore properties in South America. I
think that's virtually irrelevant. More important, we're talking
about a military procurement network and front companies right in the
United States, from Ohio to California to elsewhere, throughout
Europe, that were used by Saddam and his son - in - law, Hussein
Kamal, who's the head of the Republican Guards and the man in charge
of the nuclear and chemical missile projects, to procure all sorts of
clandestine technology from US and European companies. And the final
purpose is, which actually hasn't been mentioned, is a certain degree
of, we're finding, money flowing into designee accounts for terrorist
organizations, financed out of Baghdad.

KOPPEL
Let's talk about the terrorism in a moment, but yes, Dr Hashim, you
wanted to jump in?

MR HASHIM
Well, first I would like to make just one correction. Hussein Kamal
is the minister of industry and acting minister of oil and, in
effect, he is in control of some 68 percent of Iraq's gross domestic
product.

MR FRIEDMAN
He is the minister of military production, as you say, of industry
and military production, the oil minister, as well as the head of the
Republican Guards. He has all three portfolios. Indeed, it's his role
as minister where he's been supervising the actual military
procurement.

KOPPEL
Let me just ask either or both of you, for that matter, why would it
be necessary to skim off funds for the purpose of purchasing any
kinds of weapons when presumably there would be a defense budget for
that kind of thing, wouldn't there?

MR FRIEDMAN
Well, let me give you a concrete example, if I may. Saddam and his
agents established a network of companies that starts with something
called the aI-Arabi Trading Company of Baghdad. This is a company
that owns, in turn, companies in London such as the - it owned the
Matrix Churchill Machine Tools Company and other front companies
throughout Europe. This network was used very illegally to acquire
things that, you know, the US or other governments wouldn't approve
export licenses for, and therefore they were really smuggling nuclear
triggers and a variety of items from the West in this clandestine
network, with kickbacks attached to that as well and a slush fund
operating at the same time. So it's a mixture of networks.

KOPPEL

MR HASHIM
Well, you are right, Ted, by saying that there is a military budget
and there are other budgets which are annually used to allocate a
lump sum, let's say, a lump sum for the ministry of defense and a
lump sum for the intelligence service, the Mohad Barat, and these
sums are delivered once and for all and they are accountable to no
one. The money which I'm referring to, the $31 billion, according to
my estimate, is - should be still there, it has never been touched
and whatever other expenses or yachts or their private investment,
this is from commissions. And making a rough estimate of commissions
they made, it is rumored that if we take 2.5 percent of all Iraqi
imports during the last 15 years, the total commission comes to some
$2.1 billion. And if we take one percent commission on oil deals, the
commission again comes to $2 billion during '89 I am talking.

KOPPEL



You're nodding your head, Mr Friedman.
MR HASHIM

I'm nodding my head because I think - I agree with Dr Hashim in part.
I'm not going to get into a guessing game as to $10 billion, $20
billion or S30 billion. I certainly - based on what our newspapers
found - you can - I agree that there's been oil skimming of up to
five percent over a long period of time, which would get you up
toward SlO billion. Certainly we found evidence of kickbacks from
companies, particularly Japanese companies, of up to 2.5 percent per
deal. This money -

KOPPEL
May I interrupt you there for a second?

MR FRIEDMAN
- sure.

KOPPEL
Because Dr Hashim, when you and I were talking the other day, you
were saying that the Japanese in some cases were giving kickbacks of
10, 15 percent?

MR HASHIM
Yes, that's correct, and I heard it from various sources. Some of the
sources are in New York. And you know, I mean, going back to the $31
billion and the five percent, I believe - I mean, they did not cash
this sum. I mean, there was no actual physical delivery of this sum,
just a wire transfer between Iraq's Central Bank correspondents. And
I think it is very easy for the Federal Reserve or whoever is
investigating to start with one correspondent bank to see how, on the
31st or December, if you just take one transaction, then you take the
lead.

MR FRIEDMAN
If I can interject there, it's not so easy, actually. I mean, I've
talked to the investigators, and a lot of these accounts are in false
names, in nominee names. I'll give you an example. We found in Paris
at the Union de Bane Francais, at UBF, this Arab consortium bank, an
actual bank account, the number 706655. We got the account number. We
found money for a Baghdad company that was part of his network, and
it's in a nominee name, hard to track, you know. The intelligence
services, the Federal Reserve are working on it, the Treasury is
working on it, but it's not so easy. It's not going to be that easy
to recover this money.

MR HASHIM
My point is that the five percent, which were the Gulf Union's share
of oil revenues, this comes - used to come as a lump sum, and even
the Central Bank of Iraq was involved. So there must be some
trackable ~ I don't want to mention their correspondents in New York
or London.

MR FRIEDMAN
Right.

MR HASHIM
And that's my point.

KOPPEL
Let me just -

MR HASHIM
The money is abroad.

KOPPEL
- and we have really less than a minute left, Dr Hashim, but you told
me a fascinating story which just sort of illustrates how much money
was involved here on a personal level. Farah Diba, the former wife of
the Shah of Iran, or the wife of the former shah, was selling her
jewelry for $320 million, and a friend, colleague of yours, put in a
bid of $280 million - I'm cutting the story short - and you were
present when his lawyer told him what?

MR HASHIM
Yeah. I mean, I was present, we were having lunch in London, he was a
former Arab businessman and ambassador. And his lawyer came in and
said, "I am sorry to tell you that the offer you put forth, $280
million, was not accepted because Mrs Saddam Hussein paid the asking
price of $320 million". An astonishing thing. This comes in July
1989, where Iraq had some SlOO billion debts and people were donating
to rebuild Fawa Basra and now people paying - voting with their life.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, you have no idea how much I'd like to be going on at this
point, but I'm afraid we're out of time. Perhaps we'll have a chance
to pick it up again in the next few days. Thank you both very much,
Dr Hashim, Mr Friedman, thank you. I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all

of us here at ABC News, good night.
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DIANE SAWYER
The company where the fight began, JOHNson Controls, said today it
was disappointed by the ruling. But the decision goes far beyond
the practices of just one company. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FACTORY SCENE) At least 15 major American corporations keep
fertile women from taking hazardous jobs. (GRAPHICS) Most of those
companies had no comment today. DuPont said it would abide by the
law. Labor lawyers and labor leaders said the decision will have
vast consequences.

CARIN CLAUSS
There are literally hundreds of thousands of jobs that are currently
closed to women because of the fetal protection policies and
tomorrow morning those jobs are open to women, so that's a major, a
major victory_

JOAN BERTIN / ACLU
I think the twin messages in this opinion are that employers can't
discriminate against women and that if there is a hazard in the
workplace they must exclude the hazard not the worker.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMERCE BLDG EXT) But lawyers at the US Chamber of Commerce said
companies may react differently, they may install robots or send
hazardous work overseas, costing American jobs rather than
protecting American workers. (ROBOT ASSEMBLY LINE) One lawyer said
the decision means women now have the sale responsibility for facing
the health risks.

This Court
themselves

STEPHEN BOKAT
victory gives women the right to choose whether to expose
to hazards and their unborn children to hazards.

JOHN MARTIN
Even labor experts see the victory as
may help end sex discrimination in the workplace,
increase the number of women at risk in hazardous

(FEMALE WORKERS)
double-edged. It
but it could also
jobs.

JAMES HOLZHAUER
I think frankly it's putting our heads in the sand to ignore the
substantial risk.

JOHN MARTIN
So women have won something of a bittersweet victory. The right to
jobs that expose them to the same hazards faced by men.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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DIANE SAWYER
We begin tonight with an ABC News investigation. An attempt to
separate some wartime fact from fiction. Starting last August all
of us heard the same chilling stories, the ones that seem to say
everything about Iraqi brutality in Kuwait, how thousands and
thousands of Kuwaitis were shot, how 30 to 40,000 Kuwaitis were
dragged out of their country and those premature babies who were
pulled from their incubators. Now that the Iraqis are out of Kuwait
we asked ABC's JOHN MARTIN to investigate, to tell us and you just
how much of it was true.

JOHN MARTIN
(ROOM/BODIES) The torture chambers and bodies discovered after
Kuwait was liberated are evidence that Iraqis brutally terrorized
the people of Kuwait, but reports of baby murder and widespread
executions and civilians marched away by the tens of thousands were
greatly exaggerated. (PEDESTRIANS) One of the most horrifying
atrocities reported during the war was that 312 premature babies at
the maternity hospital died after Iraqi soldiers took them out of
their incubators and took the incubators away. (GRAPHICS)
President Bush mentioned the report six times in one month. (BUSH)
Dr. Mohammed Matar directed Kuwait's primary health care system.
His wife Dr. Fayeza Youssef ran the obstetrics unit at the maternity
hospital. (MATAR-YOUSSEF) They fled to Cairo after the atrocity
supposedly took place.

DR. FAYEZA YOUSSEF
No, they didn't take them away from their incubator to be ...to tell
the truth, but there was no service. No nurses to take care of
these babies and that's why they died.

JOHN MARTIN
But I mean this is very specific: "Iraqi soldiers took them out of
the incubators and put them on the floor to die".

DR. MOHAMMED SAMY MATAR
I think this is something just for propaganda.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) What happened say doctors, technicians and health officials is
that patients including premature babies did die when large numbers
of Kuwait's doctors and nurses stopped working or fled the country
in terror. (HOSPITAL NURSERY) This morning ABC News obtained
permission to visit the hospital nursery. (INCUBATORS) It was
filled with incubators; they had been hidden in storage rooms by
technicians to keep them from Iraqi troops.
Did soldiers come in here and take incubators?

WOMAN
I haven't seen them.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOSPITAL EXT) Human rights investigators now guess that some
health officials discovered the incubators missing, helped bury
large numbers of babies and drew the conclusion that an atrocity had
taken place. The Red Crescent Society, a largely volunteer
organization similar to the Red Cross, was the original source of
the atrocity report. Now the acting director says medical records
of the deaths were destroyed.

IBRAHIM BEHBEHANI
So I didn't, I can't tell you they were taken from their cribs.

JOHN MARTIN
So you didn't see that they were taken?

IBRAHIM BEHBEHANI
I didn't see it.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOUSE EXT) Temporarily living outside London,
Dr. Fawziya Al Qattan said there had been atrocities at the
maternity hospital. (QATTAN) A staff doctor murdered, but none
involving incubators.
So between August and November no Iraqi soldiers came to take



JOHN MARTIN

incubators from the maternity hospital?
DR. FAWYIZA AL QATTAN

Not from maternity hospital, from other hospitals yes.
JOHN MARTIN

But from those who served at the hospital where 15 babies were
reported taken from incubators, more denials. Dr. Fahima Khafaji
was a pediatrician at Adan Hospital.
Did the soldiers corne into the hospital and take the incubators away
when babies were in the incubators?

DR. FAHlMA KHAFAJI
No, I didn't see.

Not at your hospital?
DR. FAHlMA KHAFAJI

No, in the maternity hospital they did, not in my hospital, in
maternity hospital.

JOHN MARTIN
(TANKS) A second wartime exaggeration: reports of Iraqi hostage
taking. (MEN) As the ground assault began General
Norman Schwarzkopf said Iraq had begun rounding up Kuwaiti citizens
and others living in Kuwait City.

GENERAL NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF
We've heard that they took up to 40,000, so I don't think that
there's any question about the fact that there was a very, very
large number of young Kuwaitis, males, taken out of that city.

JOHN MARTIN
(PEOPLE READING LISTS) Today lists of residents who have returned
from captivity are posted in public. So far, about 1,200 have
returned. (DOCUMENTS) Instead of 40,000 captives the actual number
may be far less. Human rights monitors are investigating.

ANDREW WHITLEY / MIDDLE EAST WATCH
That 40,000 figure always seemed to me a very irresponsible one.
From our information it seems that in those last days, at a top
figure, I'd say 3,000. More likely somewhere between 1,500 and
2,000.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAVES) A third exaggeration: the reports of thousands of Kuwaitis
executed by Iraqi soldiers. The real number seems far lower. This
senior public health official kept track of bodies brought to
hospitals before burial.

ABDUL KARIM JAFAR
The total number of the people who've been executed I think
something around a little bit over 300, over 300. We don't have
exact figures though.

JOHN MARTIN
But it would be unlikely in your view that this number would be
3,000°

ABDUL KARIM JAFAR
Oh no, I don't think so.

JOHN MARTIN
(NIGHT SKYLINE) There is no question Iraq committed atrocities, but
the confusion of combat and the urgency for action by the outside
world probably led in these three cases at least to one more
casualty of war: the truth. (CU BABY IN INCUBATOR) JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Kuwait City.
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TED KOPPEL
(va) Tonight, at 8:43 pm Eastern Time, the White House reacted to the
Soviet peace plan.

MARLIN FITZWATER, WHITE HOUSE PRESS SPOKESMAN
President Bush said the United States will consult with its coalition
partners on the proposal. We are in the process of examining the
Soviet initiative tonight. The United States and its coalition
partners continue to prosecute the war.

KOPPEL
(Va) Could this bring an end to the Gulf hostilities? We'll hear the
Soviet view as we talk with a Kremlin spokesman for Mikhail Gorbachev
live from Moscow tonight.

ANNOONCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington with the latest
on the Gulf war, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
"We are not," said Marlin Fitzwater this evening, "a part of the
negotiations". Well, maybe. The Soviets negotiate a peace plan with
the Iraqis, then President Gorbachev conveys the plan to President
Bush, and thereafter, after deliberating and discussing the plan with
its coalition allies, Washington again - to use Fitzwater's language
- comments on the Soviet proposal to Moscow, which presumably then
communicates again with the Iraqis. That may not be anyone's
definition of a formal negotiation, but it comes awfully close.
Unless tomorrow President Bush rejects the Soviet proposal out of
hand, something approximating a negotiation seems to have started.
And while the President's spokesman pointedly noted tonight that the
air war continues, the possibility of a ground war seems to have
diminished for the time being. We'll be going live to Moscow in a few
minutes to talk with one of President Gorbachev's spokesmen, but
first, here's a wrap - up of the latest developments from JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
It had the look of light, polite opera.

VITALY IGNATENKO, KREMLIN SPOKESMAN
(through interpreter) I do think that I can say a very good morning.

MARTIN
(Val But the light applause reflected uncertainty. The dictator of
Iraq had accepted a plan by the president of the Soviet Union. First,
Iraq would withdraw from Kuwait. Second, troops would begin to leave
the day after a cease - fire. Third, there would be a fixed timetable
for withdrawal. Fourth, when two - thirds of Iraqi forces have
withdrawn, United Nations economic sanctions would cease to apply to
Iraq. Fifth, after all Iraqi forces withdrew, all remaining UN
resolutions against Iraq would cease to exist. Sixth, after the cease
- fire, both sides would release all prisoners. Seventh, the
withdrawal would be monitored by countries chosen by the UN Security
Council. Eighth, further details would be given to the UN tomorrow.
In Washington, the President's advisers gathered tonight at the White
House to decide what to do. The President went in a motorcade to
Ford's Theatre, as planned. There, the audience gave him an ovation
when he entered and as he went to his seat. Meanwhile his spokesman,
Marlin Fitzwater, appeared in the briefing room. He said President
Gorbachev had spoken for 33 minutes with President Bush to outline
the plan.

MARLIN FITZWATER, WHITE HOUSE PRESS SPOKESMAN
President Bush thanked President Gorbachev for his intensive and
useful efforts, but raised serious concerns about several points in
the plan.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
According to the Soviets, Mr Bush expressed his reservations but was
basically positive about the plan. Bush told Gorbachev he'd have to
discuss the withdrawal plan with other members of the coalition.

ANN COMPTON, ABC NEWS



Does President Bush see now here a chance, for the first time since
August 2nd, to reverse the invasion of Kuwait and actually corne about
this without launching a ground war?

MR FITZWATER
Well, there have been innumerable chances since August 2nd in the
sense that Saddam Hussein could have pUlled out at any time. That
still is the fastesL and most efficient way to end this war. In terms
of this initiative, it's just too soon to characterize it. We need to
take a look at it, but I would say again that we have had our hopes
raised before. There's been no decision on the ground war at this
time, and we continue to pursue the matter in the Persian Gulf in the
most effective and efficient military way possible.

MARTIN
(VO) In London tonight, the British prime minister's office said the
plan didn't seem to add anything, or seem compatible with conditions
expressed by the British. At the United Nations, the Egyptian
ambassador called the peace plan only a good first step.

AMRE MOUSSA, EGYPTIAN AMBASSADOR TO UN
And of course there are other points, too, concerning the return of
the legitimate government of Kuwait and also the repealing the
annexation decision, their decision - the Iraqi decision to annex
Kuwait and the recognition of Kuwait as a sovereign state.

MARTIN
(VO) From Israel, ABC's Dean Reynolds got this reaction.

DEAN REYNOLDS, ABC NEWS
The announcement from Moscow is not good news for Israel. Officials
here believe that Saddam Hussein must be removed from power if there
is to be peace in the Middle East. Israeli officials were happy to
hear that the air war is continuing, but they had hoped for a White
House rejection of this plan. That hasn't happened, and as one
official here told me, Lhe Americans may now have some problems on
their hands.

MARTIN
(VO) In a speech earlier, Saddam Hussein had seemed to forecast
opposition from the United States, apparently complaining about
reports that the allies want Iraqi armor and artillery equipment left
behind.

SAD DAM HUSSEIN, IRAQI PRESIDENT
(Baghdad radiol (through interpreter) Now Bush and the others speak
about things that they never spoke about before or after August.

MARTIN
(VO) If his response to the Soviet proposal is rejected, he warned,
Iraq would fight on.

PRES HUSSEIN
(through interpreter) This would strengthen our will and will
strengthen the will and the readiness of our armed forces. They will
be more patient and more ready for the confrontation that will be
blessed by God.

MARTIN
(VO) In the Gulf, the military forces waited. Pilots slumped in ready
rooms, the weather too poor to fly. At an artillery outpost not far
from the border, enlisted men said that, despite all the
preparations, they were as prepared to go home as they were to go
into combat. So was one of their officers.

INTERVIEWER
Do you think there'd be any disappointment here if we didn't go
through with the invasion that we've worked so hard to put together?

1ST LT STEVE MCCORMACK
No, I agree with these guys. You know, we came over here to show
force, ready to go to war. We proved our point, we're ready. I mean,
we're ready. There's no doubt about that. If it need be, we'll go in
and finish it off. But right now, hopefully he pulls out and we can
get on with our lives.

MARTIN
(Va) This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we corne back, we'll go live to Moscow, where the peace plan
originated, and talk with an official spokesman for Mikhail
Gorbachev, Sergei Grigoriev. And later we'll hear from the chairman
of the House Armed Services Committee, Congressman Les Aspin.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Our guest, who is the assistant to President Gorbachev's chief
spokesman, will be joining us live from Moscow in a moment. But
first, we thought it might be useful to set up a menu of points to be
discussed with Sergei Grigoriev, issues that could be among those
troubling US and coalition policymakers this evening. The UN Security
Council resolutions call, among other things, for the immediate and
unconditional withdrawal of all Iraqi forces to the positions they



-- -----------------

occupied on August 1st, 1990. The Soviet plan ignores that last point
and breaks the withdrawal into two distinct phases. The Soviet plan
also calls for the removal of all economic sanctions with one - third
of Iraqi forces still inside Kuwait. There is also no reference to
the payment by Iraq of reparations to Kuwait, nor is there any
reference to the restoration of the legitimate Kuwaiti government.
The Soviet plan also calls for the monitoring of force withdrawal,
but it makes no mention of whether those forces are just the Iraqis
or whether the withdrawal of coalition forces would also be monitored
under this agreement. Those are a few of the points to be discussed
now with Sergei Grigoriev, assistant to the chief spokesman for
President Gorbachev. And if I may, Mr Grigoriev, you also hold a
couple of other roles. You are, I gather, one of President
Gorbachev's chief interpreters.

SERGEI GRIGORIEV, GORBACHEV DEPUTY SPOKESMAN
Sometimes, yes.

KOPPEL
You were the interpreter tonight when he spoke with President Bush?

MR GRIGORIEV
Yes, I was.

KOPPEL
All right. With that as background, perhaps we can begin then to
clarify not only some of the points I've raised, but also you and I
were chatting briefly just before the program, and there was
something that apparently I misunderstood. I was under the impression
that this was an agreement which had already been agreed to by the
Iraqis. You say that generally speaking that's true, but there is
still some more work to be done. Is that correct?

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, I would say that basically the agreement is reached. I mean,
the whole plan has been agreed and Mr Aziz went as far as agreeing to
release the whole agreement, the whole text, to Soviet and foreign
journalists at the Soviet Foreign Ministry press center. And I think
that this will involve some clarification also between Mr Aziz and Mr
Hussein, in times of - first of all, terms in some of the conditions.
But we can see that basically this is the package that Mr Aziz carne
back to Moscow from Baghdad and we can see that this illustrates real
willingness of Iraq to negotiate and to cooperate.

KOPPEL
But just to be absolutely precise on that point, he, that is, Aziz,
still has to take this plan back to Saddam Hussein for final
approval?

MR GRIGORIEV
No, he is not taking this plan for final approval. He'll be just put
through direct line to Mr Saddam Hussein and they'll just finalize
certain details. As I said, all the points given by Mr Ignatenko at
the briefing are absolutely reflecting both positions, and there's a
coincidence between these positions. Certain minor details have to be
finalized.

KOPPEL
All right. Let's talk now about some of the ambiguities that still
remain in the agreement. For example, there is no mention in this
agreement of Iraq's willingness to recognize the sovereignty of
Kuwait. There is no mention in this agreement of Iraq's willingness
to see a restoration of the previous legitimate government of Kuwait.
What does that mean?

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, this was discussed, and I can assure you that this agreement
involves this and it is really meant that it is the unconditional
withdrawal of all Iraqi troops from Kuwait. It is the restoration of
Kuwait's independence and sovereignty and it is a recognition of the
fact that only the legitimate government of Kuwait can corne back and
be the ruler in their own country.

KOPPEL
If it recognizes all of that, why doesn't it say so?

MR GRIGORIEV
I think it goes without saying, because it - point number one in this
agreement recognizes that Iraq should withdraw unconditionally, and
the unconditional withdrawal as it is foreseen in the United Nations
Security Council resolution means that fact, means that it's
withdrawing.

KOPPEL
No, I understand that it means withdrawal, although there are even
some ambiguities on that point, but since for the last seven months
we have been listening to Saddam Hussein refer to Kuwait as province
number 19, since he has repeatedly said that Iraq will never give up
its claim to Kuwait, don't you think that that's just a minor
oversight not to have that mentioned in there, that he now recognizes
the sovereignty and legitimacy of the government?



MR GRIGORIEV
I think this agreement involves it, and it's definitely involved. And
it was discussed by both sides. It goes without saying now here. When
they withdraw, they leave Kuwait to Kuwaitis, and it's going to be
independent and sovereign state of Kuwait. What may also attract your
attention to the point that already last week the radio of Baghdad
was speaking twice of Kuwait as of Kuwait, not calling it the 19th
province of Iraq, which is an important shift in their position.

KOPPEL
Well, it is a very subtle reference. You're right, it is a
significant shift in their position, but given all the bloodshed that
has taken place up until now, one would think that this would be
something that would be spelled out. But I don't want to belabor that
point. Quite clearly, chere are others who will have to come to terms
with it. Let's go to the first point that you raised, namely, the
unconditionality of the withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait. You
are an absolute master of the English language, so I don't have to
belabor this point either. No conditions means no conditions, and yet
the withdrawal is not unconditional. There is a two - thirds
withdrawal, and then quite clearly there is a condition that is
placed upon a withdrawal of the remaining third of Iraqi forces.

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, as I understand, you're asking about the point that means that
when two - thirds of the Iraqi troops are being pUlled out of Kuwait,
some of the sanctions foreseen by the UN Security Council resolution
will be lifted. It is true, but not all of the sanctions.

KOPPEL
No, I understand, but if we're talking about unconditional means
there are no conditions and whether it's one of the other ON Security
Council resolutions or half a dozen of them, if the condition is that
after Iraq has withdrawn two - thirds of its forces it will then only
remove the remaining one - third - which after all is about 170,000
troops - that's a condition, isn't it?

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, I wouldn't call it a condition exactly in the formal
understanding of it. But I think we are trying to put aside the mere
fact that we are talking about negotiations with Iraq. We're not just
imposing something on Iraq. We're trying to avoid a real major war in
the history of humanity. And if we are trying to avoid a war, we have
to take certain things into account, like the fact that probably we
should give Iraq a chance to save face, just for example, because if
we want the negotiations to continue. And if we see that Iraqis are
withdrawing, why don't we accelerate it not by force, but by some of
the peaceful levers? By just saying that the international community
is encouraging them to go. I mean, "You guys go, and probably some of
the sanctions will be lifted". I don't see anything wrong with this
position.

KOPPEL
All right. Mr Grigoriev, we're going to take a short break, and we'll
corne back and have some more on that point and then some of the other
ambiguous points.

MR GRIGORIEV
Okay.

KOPPEL
We'll continue our conversation in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we are back once again with Soviet spokesman Sergei Grigoriev,
who is also one of President Gorbachev's principal interpreters and
was the man who interpreted for President Gorbachev in his
conversation earlier this evening with President Bush. I realize that
confidentiality will not allow you to go into details, but can you
characterize sort of the mood or the tone of those conversations?

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, I would say that first of all, it was a very friendly
conversation. And it's a real pleasure to see that the level of
understanding between the two world leaders is very high, as well as
the level of personal support. Of course, there are certain
differences and different approaches, but at the same time I think
that both leaders act in the spirit of respect for each other,
respect for their activities. And at the same time, both sides also
recognize that whatever was done to contain the Iraqi aggression was
done in the process of consultations and cooperation between the two
countries, and in particular between the leaders of the two
countries.

KOPPEL
If I may, I'd just like to point out to our affiliated stations down
the line, since this is an extraordinary opportunity to speak to
someone who has perhaps unique insights as to the nature of the



Soviet proposal, we're going to be running a little bit over and
we'll be hearing from Congressman Les Aspin a little bit later in
this broadcast. But Mr Grigoriev, you referred before the commercial
break - and you may have done so only casually - but you referred to
negotiations. Is it your impression that a negotiating process is now
underway, one in which the United States is participating?

MR GRIGORIEV
I wouldn't call it a negotiating process where the United States is
participating. I would put it differently. I would say it's a
negotiating process between the whole world and the aggressor,
between the whole world and Iraq and is just a good chance for the
international community that Soviet president can play the role of a
peacemaker in this process. Because -

KOPPEL
But when you tell -

MR GRIGORIEV
- it's not a problem between President Bush and Saddam Hussein, it's
the problem between Saddam Hussein and the rest of the world, which
condemned his aggression against Kuwait.

KOPPEL
- but nevertheless -

MR GRIGORIEV
There's no question about it.

KOPPEL
- but nevertheless, you say there is a negotiating process and I
think you would concede that the United States is certainly a key
partner in what goes on here.

MR GRIGORIEV
If I can elaborate here, I'll put it like this. There is a
negotiating process between the Soviet Union, acting on behalf of the
international community, and Iraq. And at the same time there is a
process of consultations between other members of the anti - Iraqi
coalition, between those who are represented by their armed forces in
the Gulf and who are not. But yet all of them voted for the UN
Security Council resolution calling for withdrawal.

KOPPEL
I don't intend this as a disrespectful question, but who appointed
the Soviet Union to negotiate in anyone's behalf?

MR GRIGORIEV
We are not saying that someone has to be appointed. It comes to a
point when someone who has a chance to show an initiative like this,
and I think it's the political boldness of President Gorbachev that
he took upon himself the burden of negotiating with the Iraqis. And I
think that it should be made clear that it's done so not only in the
interest of the Soviet Union, that it's done in the interest of
prevention of a major war that can break any time, because it can
have most unpredictable consequences and implications. And it may
cause not only losses of thousands and dozens of thousands of human
lives, each of which is a precious thing, but also of different
ecological and other kind of implications.

KOPPEL
One more question on chis negotiating process and then back to the
proposal itself.

MR GRIGORIEV
Okay.

KOPPEL
You said that President Gorbachev is negotiating with the Iraqis. Is
President Gorbachev also negotiating with President Bush or with the
coalition?

MR GRIGORIEV
I'm saying that President Gorbachev is not negotiating with President
Bush. President - both presidents, President Bush and President
Gorbachev, are in consultations about their activities vis - a - vis
the behavior of Iraq, which is obviously changing.

KOPPEL
Okay. Back now to that - the first point. The old resolution, 660,
which is sort of the key Security Council resolution calls for, as
you may recall, not only the immediate and complete and unconditional
withdrawal of Iraqi troops, but also makes reference to them
withdrawing to positions that they held prior to August 1st of last
year. That is important, as I'm sure you understand -

MR GRIGORIEV
Yes.

KOPPEL
- because as of August 1st of last year there were perhaps three
Iraqi divisions in the region, that is, close to the Kuwaiti border
or inside Kuwait. Now there are 30 Iraqi divisions either inside
Kuwait or along the border. Why is there no reference to the
withdrawal of all of those troops, who represent half a million men,



back to the positions they held on August 1st?
MR GRIGORIEV

Well, I believe this is all - this all is negotiable. And these
things can be divided into different stages. The most important thing
for us to make sure chat we prevent this war and we make sure that
Iraqis get out of Kuwait. After all, this definitely has to be a plan
for peaceful settlement for the Gulf, and I think there has to be set
up a kind of a security structure which will see to it that not only
all the UN Security Council resolutions will be put into life, but
that considers that Iraq will be disarmed and put in a situation
where it will not be able any more to arm itself, using the dividends
it gets from oil and other resources. And there has to be a structure
where other countries in the Gulf, as well as in the Middle East and
elsewhere, should feel safe and this is very important. But the
important thing is to start negotiating now, to make sure that we can
prevent this war. And if we convince the Iraqis to go, it means that
they can yield co this pressure and that they see how they are
condemned by the inLernational community. And if they make this first
step, nothing stops us from making another step, delivering more
pressure on them, making them occupy the positions they occupied
before August 1st ar.d chen gradually disarming.

KOPPEL
But Mr Grigoriev, it seems to me that we are drifting a long, long
way from that fundamental, rather easy to understand UN Security
Council resolution which calls for the total unconditional immediate
withdrawal, and now we are talking about a negotiating process - or
you are talking about a negotiating process - that presumably would
take place in several phases, over an extended period of time. That's
a long way from what the UN Security Council called for.

MR GRIGORIEV
I agree with you on one hand, Mr Koppel. On the other hand, let me
say the main demand of the UN Security Council coalition is to make
sure that the Iraqis get out of Kuwait as soon as possible, and
unconditionally, and that Kuwaitis have their own independent,
sovereign country. As long as this is reached, we think that probably
it's worth negotiating for a long time than waste any human lives.
And in this war suffering will be not only the Kuwaitis - the Iraqi -
I'm sorry, the Iraqi side, the Iraqi soldiers, the Iraqi innocent
children, women, senior citizens, but there will also be a lot of
human lives wasted on behalf of the coalition. So what is more
precious to us? What are our values? What do we care more for, delay
in terms of eventual and gradual disarmament of Iraq, or we care more
about some lives wasted, which is all kind of a tragedy, and it's
bloodshed, and not co mention all the economic and ecological
consequences for the region. What is more valuable?

KOPPEL
You make some very compelling points, Mr Grigoriev, but I'm simply
trying to compare the Soviet peace proposal to what was agreed to,
after all, by the world community at the United Nations and in the
Security Council, La be specific. For example, there is another
point, one of the resolutions calls for or reminds Iraq that it will
be liable for reparations to Kuwait for all the damage that it has
done. The Soviet peace proposal is silent on that point. Why?

MR GRIGORIEV
The Soviet peace proposal does not mention this, but this does not
mean that the Soviet Union is not supporting the idea of reparations.
I think this also can be worked out at a second stage, when we reach
the most important thing now, when we prevent the ground war and when
we make sure that the Iraqis are out of Kuwait. As soon as we reach
these, we can continue using all kind of levers we have to make sure
that the UN Security Council resolution is put into life from very
beginning to the end, taking everything into account.

KOPPEL
Let me just - forgive me for interrupting, I just wanted to warn our
viewers there is a possibility we may lose our satellite link to
Moscow, I think we ~re scheduled to lose it at midnight. I just want
to ask you one more quick question, Mr Grigoriev -

MR GRIGORIEV
Okay, Ted.

KOPPEL
- and that has to do with the monitoring of the withdrawal of forces.
Now, it may just have been an oversight, I'm sure everyone was in a
great hurry to get this proposal out. But the forces are not referred
to by name. It does not speak of Iraqi forces, it speaks of forces
and that there will be monitoring by people who have played no role
on either side in the Gulf war. In theory, the Iraqis could corne some
weeks from now and say, "All right, what about the monitoring now of
the withdrawal of American and Egyptian and British troops from the
region?" Was that intended?



MR GRIGORIEV
I don't think SQ. I think what is really intended is to set up a
panel of observers appointed by the United Nations to make sure that
the withdrawal is monitored.

KOPPEL
Which withdrawal?

MR GRIGORIEV
The withdrawal of Iraqis from Kuwait. I don't -

KOPPEL
What about the with -

MR GRIGORIEV
- think that it is - the very fact - the mere fact that the war will
be prevented, if it will be prevented, and that the allied troops
will be where - it will be where they stay now, does not think that
this point is directed in any way against them.

KOPPEL
There was -

MR GRIGORIEV
I think there will be just no point in having so much troops there
and after that, this is all negotiable.

KOPPEL
- there is one point that Saddam Hussein made again and again and
again from August 12th on, and that was the need for linkage between
a peace proposal and a peace plan and a Middle East peace conference
of some kind that in particular would take up the Palestinian issue.
Now, I'm sure that Tariq Aziz did not forget that or overlook it, so
can you tell me that this was left out with Iraqi understanding and
compliance?

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, I can understand that this was dropped out completely and the
Iraqis are no longer raising this question. It was made very clear to
Mr Aziz that we are not raising this question and no one is raising
this question in connection with other issues. There might be time
and need to discuss other problems that the world is facing - there
are so many of them - but we are talking now about Iraqi withdrawal
from Kuwait, and that's the basic thing, and about prevention of a
major war. If we can do it, if this can be achieved, let's say today,
within one day, then it will be great. Then it will be a big victory
for all of us.

KOPPEL
Can you also assure us, Mr Grigoriev, that there are no unwritten,
secret US - not US, Soviet assurances to the Iraqis - for example, on
a point such as that, saying yes, at the appropriate time we give you
our silent word that the Soviet Union will raise the issue of a peace
conference on the Palestinian question. Are there any unspoken
agreements here?

MR GRIGORIEV
Not that I know about, and I doubt it very much. The - basically,
what President Gorbachev told today President Bush is the whole
contents of the talks he was having with Mr Aziz. And I don't think
that there is anything under it or behind it.

KOPPEL
Mr Grigoriev, it was very gracious of you to get up so early and to
come into our Moscow bureau. Thank you for being with us.

MR GRIGORIEV
Well, I just didn't sleep, what wake up.

KOPPEL
Okay, well -

MR GRIGORIEV
There's a big difference.

KOPPEL
- I understand. Thank you very much. I appreciate it all the more.

MR GRIGORIEV
Okay. It's a pleasure, Mr Koppel. Thank you. Bye - bye.

KOPPEL
Thank you. When we come back, we'll get a congressional view of the
peace plan from the chairman of the House Armed Services Committee,
Les Aspin.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us live here in our Washington bureau is Congressman Les
Aspin of Wisconsin, who serves as chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, which oversees the budget for the US military.
There was a lot there. What did you think?

REP LES ASPIN, CHAIRMAN, HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE
Well, I thought that the best news of it is that they've dropped the
linkage to a Middle East peace conference. For the rest of it, I
think it's an awful lot of problems.

KOPPEL



Start spelling them out. I mean, some of those problems seemed
implicit, but let me hear your version.

REP ASPIN
Yeah, let me start - the first thing is the reference in the
agreement to dropping all of the ON resolutions once he's pulled out
of Kuwait. Means that you still have an awful lot of problems with -
the Iraqi government has not accepted Kuwait, has not accepted the
legitimate government of Kuwait. When you're dropping the UN
resolutions you're dropping that ON resolution that made null and
void Iraq's annexation of Kuwait. You're dropping - besides the
ability to force Iraq to accept Kuwait, you're dropping our ability
to influence the government of Iraq after this crisis, because we're
dropping the reparations, we're dropping the sanctions two - thirds
of the way through the withdrawal. We then stop the economic
sanctions. Basically -

KOPPEL
Well, you heard what Mr Grigoriev said. I mean, I'm obviously
translating very loosely here, but it was sort of "Picky, picky,
picky, we'll take care of those things later on".

REP ASPIN
Yeah. I think that's the problem. How do you take care of those
things later on once you have a cease - fire and once this thing is
going? It seems to me that the basic core premise of the Soviet
proposal is what's wrong here. The basic core premise is that somehow
we want to avoid the war. Well, the war is already going on. What
they mean is the ground war, that somehow the ground war is going to
be horrible. Basically, my view is that this war is about won, it's
about 90 percent won. And to come in now with this kind of a
proposal, what you're doing is saving Saddam Hussein at the last
minute. He doesn't deserve to be saved. He's got no negotiating
leverage left. He's at the end of his rope. I think that these terms
are just, in effect, as he admits, he's trying to save Saddarn
Hussein's face. The problem is that you save Saddam Hussein's face,
you're going to face Saddam Hussein again two to five years from now
when he goes back and is able to rebuild his situation. He's going to
be a hero in the Arab world and we'll face it all again.

KOPPEL
Did you feel as queasy about the Soviet agreement when you first
heard the agreement, or was it just hearing Mr Grigoriev's
interpretation?

REP ASPIN
Much more from Mr Grigoriev's interpretation. I - although clearly
the outline of the agreement - it was pretty clear from the outline
of the agreement that we have not, in that agreement, forced Iraq or
Saddam Hussein to face up to the existence, the legitimacy of Kuwait
and we, number two, will have removed all of our ability to influence
the nature of the government of Iraq after this crisis, when you give
up on - give away on reparations and give away on sanctions.

KOPPEL
Do you think the President is now, in effect - and I don't want to
use a loaded word here, but trapped into a negotiating process that
he might have preferred to avoid?

REP ASPIN
I think that's a real danger. And I think that at this point - I
think the President's in a very bad position, because what we're
having here is clearly a negotiation going on. The Soviets say
they're negotiating on behalf of the alliance, but clearly they are
not -

KOPPEL
No, they don't. No, they don't say that. They don't say they're
negotiating on behalf of the - yeah, well, maybe you're right -

REP ASPIN
They did.

KOPPEL
- yeah, they're negotiating on behalf of the alliance but not
negotiating with the alliance.

REP ASPIN
That's exactly right. He claimed he was negotiating on behalf of the
alliance. But they are not talking about their positions before they
present them to Iraq with the alliance. In other words, he went into
that - he, meaning Gorbachev - went into this negotiation with Tariq
Aziz and with Saddam Hussein with a set - an agenda, a program which
he presented and which he worked out then with Iraq without talking
about it with the allies ahead of time. So in the sense then he talks
to the United States and says, "This is what I presented and this is
what we've agreed to". I mean, that's not really negotiating on
behalf of the alliance in a fair manner. I think we've got to get
ourselves out of the position here where the Soviets are negotiating
on behalf of the alliance.



KOPPEL
And how do we do that without the United States negotiating itself
directly with Iraq?

REP ASPIN
I think that what we ought to do at this point, what the United
States ought to do is talk to the alliance partners and we ought to
make a take - it - or ~ leave - it deal to Saddarn Hussein, saying:
"There's a lot of progress that's been going on lately, we welcome
that progress. The pledge to withdraw, delinkage of anything in the
Middle East, but here's the deal. The deal is, number one, total,
complete, unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait. Number two, total
acceptance of all of the UN resolutions. Number three, an exchange of
prisoners of war. That's the deal, take it or leave it, 24 hours, 48
hours, that's what you've got to decide".

KOPPEL
But as things stand tonight, Congressman - and then I'm going to let
you go - you think we're a little bit closer to peace tonight?

REP ASPIN
It's hard to say. I think we're a little bit in a box in the sense
that we can't start the ground war at this point, but on the other
hand I don'e think we're near to ending this standoff here with that
kind of a proposal that the Soviets have. That's why I think what we
really need to do at this point is get a United States - led proposal
by - on behalf of the alliance, take it or leave it, building on what
the Soviets are doing, saying that the Soviets have made some
progress here, we recognize the progress, we recognize they're
trying, we recognize the good work they've done, but rather than us
objecting and then the Soviets going back and negotiating again and
then coming back and then maybe we object again, rather than that,
let's give them a take - it - or - leave - it proposition. And I say
a take - it - or - leave - it proposition because I basically think
the alliance now is in an extraordinarily strong negotiating
position. We can offer a proposal close to what the Soviets have but
dealing with all of the loose ends that you raised with the - tonight
on the show. Dealing with all of those loose ends, take - it - or -
leave - it proposition and give them a timetable to say yes or no to.

KOPPEL
All right. Mr Chairman, thank you very much for joining us and for
staying so late.

REP ASPIN
Thank you.

KOPPEL
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
The latest military communique from Iraq says allied planes made 244
bombing raids overnight, 65 of them on civilian targets. Allied
commanders continue to deny that civilian targets are being hit
intentionally. At the Pentagon today, officials actually produced a
photograph which they say disproves an Iraqi claim that allied bombs
damaged a mosque in the city of Basra. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BRIEFING) A briefing officer said a US bomb did fall near the
mosque in late January without hitting it. He said that Iraqi
workers removed the dome of the mosque and surrounding buildings 12
days ago leaving rubble that looks like bomb damage. (CU DIAGRAM)
It is not, he said.

REAR ADMIRAL MIKE MCCONNELL
The top portion of the dome of the mosque is undamaged, other than
that the dome has been removed. It's perfectly spherical. The
damage that was inflicted here probably was by demolition and it did
not occur from a bomb strike.

JOHN MARTIN
(JET TAKEOFF) The Pentagon said it had sent a reconnaissance plane
to take a photograph that would prove its case.

REAR ADMIRAL MIKE MCCONNELL
(PHOTO) The minaret is higher than the dome but is left undamaged,
so it's highly unlikely that a bomb would have caused that.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Until now the Pentagon has refused to release reconnaissance
photographs. But after an internal debate on whether to challenge
Iraqi claims, the decision was made to document the United States'
posi t i.on. An Iraqi diplomat called it disinformation. "Why would
anyone want to dismantle a mosque?", he asked. The Pentagon stands
by its story. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally this evening, another reminder that war is fought by people
not always by smart bombs and that people make mistakes. Of the
more than dozen Americans killed in actual combat so far at least
nine have been killed by other Americans; the last two this weekend
when a US helicopter pilot accidentally fired at two US military
vehicles near the Kuwaiti border. In the strange language of combat
they died as a result of friendly fire. It happens in every war.
Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(WWII BOMBING FTG) It has always created horror and embarrassment,
Americans killed by Americans by accident. (PHOTO) In World War II
American fliers killed 136 GIs in two days near Normandy, but when
this picture appeared the US Army caption said Germans had shelled
the troops. (WAR FTG) In Korea there were more deaths by accident,
but official records do not say how many. (WAR FTG) In Vietnam
56,000 Americans died, about 3,700 listed as killed from
miscellaneous causes including friendly fire. No final figure was
ever published. The soldiers' families were often outraged that the
deaths were caused by their own comrades. In one case which became
a book and a movie, an Iowa couple did not believe the Army's
explanation.

SERGEANT
(MOVIE SCENE) Sergeant Michael Eugene Mullen died while in a night
defensive position when artillery fire from friendly forces landed
in the area.

JOHN MARTIN
(FUNERAL) So far in Saudi Arabia US pilots have killed at least
nine of their own men. Pentagon officers said special new vehicle
markings visible at night to thermal detection may help pilots avoid
future accidents, but experts expect more. (SOLDIER MARKING TANK)

COB BRYAN
These few incidents initially of friendly fire are just part of the
terrible penalty that one pays when you're engaged in something as
dangerous as war.

JOHN MARTIN
Military analysts argue that more lives might be lost if tactics are
altered to avoid mistakes.

ANTHONY CORDESMAN
So to save perhaps five or ten lives from friendly fire we might
cost hundreds of lives in slowing down the pace of the battle.

JOHN MARTIN
Why is deadly fire called friendly? Historian Paul Fussell led
infantry troops in the Second World War.

PAUL FUSSELL
They tell us the war is so awful that it cannot be faced except
through a screen of protective language. Eliot, T.S. Eliot puts it
beautifully. He said humankind cannot stand very much reality.

JOHN MARTIN
But reality is that ground warfare at night with complicated weapons
will lead to more deaths by mistake. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN,

TED KOPPEL
(VO) He's Gorbachev's go - between with Saddam Hussein. He was in
Baghdad less than a week ago with Saddam. He was present at today's
Kremlin meeting between Gorbachev and Iraq's foreign minister. He
joins us live from Moscow tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington with the latest
on the Gulf war, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It would probably be too harsh to describe it as a peace scare, but
what more, after all, could the Bush administration want than to
achieve its goals in the Persian Gulf without further loss of life?
But there is a sense of apprehension in Washington this evening, a
feeling that perhaps the Soviet peace initiative may provide Saddam
Hussein with too much of an opportunity to save face and, more to the
point, to retain power. Publicly the Soviets have spoken only of
remaining faithful to the UN Security Council demand that Iraq
withdraw unconditionally from Kuwait. But elements of the Gorbachev
plan have been leaked to a German newspaper and partially confirmed
by a Soviet official, and those elements would seem to include
conditions that might not be acceptable to the United States. In
particular, there are believed to be assurances to the government of
Iraq and to Saddam Hussein in particular that the Soviet Union will
resist all efforts to punish them. That might be difficult to
reconcile with Security Council resolution 674, which requires Iraq
to pay compensation to Kuwait. It is also reported that the Soviets
are offering to work towards a Middle East peace conference that
would include the Palestinian issue. President Bush has been
resisting any efforts all along to link a peace settlement with Iraq
to any other issue in the Middle East. We'll raise some of those
questions with Yevgeny Primakov, President Gorbachev's personal envoy
to Saddam Hussein, but first, this report from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Sporting a mustache and cigar and bundled against the cold, the
foreign minister of Iraq ventured into the winds of war today. He met
with the president of the Soviet Union at what appeared to be the
11th hour. It was all kept secret, a plan by Mikhail Gorbachev to end
the war as it is about to enter a more violent phase. Tonight at the
White House, after studying the text on his return from Maine, the
President issued a statement agreeing to keep the plan secret but
warning our military campaign remains on schedule. What is in the
plan? ABC's Jim Laurie has been checking around Moscow, looking into
the cards offered Saddam Hussein.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Well, we understand that they guarantee the territorial integrity of
Iraq. They also say that Moscow will oppose any moves to punish
Saddam Hussein, and they call for a conference on the Palestinian
issue. These are issues that they believe will be a face saving
formula for Saddam Hussein.

MARTIN
But saving face for Saddam Hussein is not one of the original
objectives for WhlCh the US entered the Gulf conflict. What are these
objectives? For more than five months, Americans have heard a series
of strategic reasons for being in the Gulf from the lips of George
Bush.

PRES GEORGE BOSH
(September 11, 1990) Iraq must withdraw from Kuwait completely,
immediately and without conditions. Kuwait's legitimate government
must be restored. The security and stability of the Persian Gulf must
be assured and American citizens abroad must be protected.

MARTIN
(VO) Those four main objectives have been backed up by a series of
United Nations resolutions. They remain the stated reasons the allies
are there.



1
DICK CHENEY, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

(This Week with David Brinkley) We've also made it clear that in the
interest of security and stability in the region we wanted to destroy
his strategic military capability. We've done that now as well.

BRIG GEN RICHARD NEAL, US CENTRAL COMMAND
We flew over 2,400 sorties today, bringing our total to 80,000
sorties to date.

GEN THOMAS KELLY, DIRECTOR OPERATIONS, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
We think all of his nuclear's gone. We think all of his biological is
gone.

BRIG GEN NEAL
We have destroyed over 1,300 tanks.

GEN KELLY
And we believe he's down 90 percent in his ability to move things.

BRIG GEN NEAL
Eight hundred armored vehicles.

GEN KELLY
That army in the field is hurting.

BRIG GEN NEAL
Eleven hundred artillery pieces.

GEN KELLY
His military position is precarious.

MARTIN
(VO) But some military experts believe the job isn't done. While
Iraqi military units have suffered, says Anthony Cordesman, the
remaining forces must be defeated in the field or forced to withdraw
empty - handed well back from Kuwait.

ANTHONY CORDESMAN, ABC NEWS MILITARY ANALYST
If he can take his armored divisions and his mechanized divisions out
with all his equipment and supplies, that immense military machine
can be left virtually anywhere, and if it's left anywhere near
Kuwait, it is a little like putting your neck in a guillotine and
having somebody agree not to drop the blade, except they keep their
hand on the cord.

MARTIN
(VO) The President seems worried about just that. In recent days he
has taken the stated goals and carried them far beyond their original
expression.

PRES BUSH
And there's another way for the bloodshed to stop, and that is for
the Iraqi military and the Iraqi people to take matters into their
own hands and force Saddam Hussein the dictator to step aside and
then comply with the United Nations resolutions and rejoin the family
of peaceloving nations.

JUDITH KIPPER, ABC NEWS CONSULTANT
Since the war began, I think the implicit goal of the United States
is to encourage the removal of the Saddam Hussein and Baathist regime
in Iraq. I would speculate that the administration is coming to the
conclusion that that's getting more and more difficult, and that
would certainly encourage the White House to consider the Gorbachev
peace initiative more seriously.

MR CORDESMAN
Saddam Hussein by himself is not a threat. It is the military tools
that are open to him which are the primary threat. If he is denied
the army and he is denied resupply of military equipment, then he is
at most a political voice and one that may not survive that military
defeat.

MARTIN
(VO) If Saddam Hussein were to agree to the Soviet plan tomorrow, the
Pentagon and the White House would face a difficult choice: to start
a ground war or go along with the Soviet plan for an Iraqi
withdrawal.
ADM WILLIAM CROWE, (RET.), FORMER CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

Then theoretically, right now, if they left Kuwait, we could declare
victory. If we keep changing our objectives, that makes it more
difficult to declare victory, and also it sort of keeps putting
victory another step ahead of us. And in terms of the military, the
more ambitious your objectives, the more time it takes, the more
losses it involves, the more expense.

MICHAEL HOWARD, MILITARY HISTORIAN
What is the actual political objective which has been set for the
military? Is it simply to regain Kuwait or is it to overthrow Iraq?
And make up your minds which you're trying to do, and then devise
your strategy accordingly.

MARTIN
So this becomes a pivotal moment. What may not be known for some time
is whether for its own purposes of retaining influence in the Arab
world the Soviet Union is foreclosing American options before they
are chosen and preventing the United States from achieving its



KOPPEL
First of all, a quick footnote to my brief conversation with Bill
Blakemore a moment ago. We have just learned that the Iraqi foreign
minister, Tariq Aziz, is still in Teheran and he is due to meet at
this hour with the Iranian president, Hashemi Rafsanjani. Joining us
live now from our Moscow bureau is the Soviet Union's top Middle East
envoy, Yevgeny Primakov, who met with Saddarn Hussein last week in
Baghdad in an attempt to broker a peace deal. Today Mr Primakov was
present at the meeting between Iraqi foreign minister Tariq Aziz and
Mikhail Gorbachev at the Kremlin. I would like to ask you first of
all, before we talk about today's meeting, what it was about your
meeting last week with Saddam Hussein that caused you to believe that
there was a chance - that caused you to come back to Moscow somewhat
optimistic?

YEVGENY PRIMAKOV, GORBACHEV MIDDLE EAST ENVOY
(through interpreter) I was rather cautious. I said that there was
some glimmer, some glimmer of hope. I did in fact have that
impression. I had the opportunity to compare it with previous
meetings. This was the third time I was meeting him, after all. And
then it was quite clear that he gave me to understand and from what
he said it was quite clear that he might continue these talks on the
basis of a withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait.

KOPPEL
When he talks about ~ when he spoke to you about the withdrawal of
Iraqi troops - and you realize better than most how important
precision is in language - was he talking about total withdrawal, was
he talking about immediate withdrawal and was he talking about
unconditional withdrawal?

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) I can tell you what our position is, to make it
quite clear. We are talking about a complete withdrawal, an immediate
withdrawal and an unconditional one, and this was a thought which I
brought up constantly throughout our meetings. When you said, Ted, in
introduction to the program about some sort of panic or some
uncertainty in the United States about the mission of the Soviet
Union, I don't understand that reaction. Firstly, we are in constant
contact with the American leadership. We're not doing anything behind
the back of the United States. And at the same time we're acting on
the basis of our fundamental policy, which is based absolutely on an
unconditional and complete withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait.

KOPPEL
well, let me explain to you why I said what I did at the beginning of

greater objective of removing Saddam Hussein from power. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
Standing by now live from Baghdad is ABC correspondent Bill
Blakemore. Bil~, I would assume that there is a considerable sense of
expectation in Baghdad, awaiting the return of Tariq Aziz. Have you
been able to talk to anyone abouL it, or did it manifest itself the
same way as last Friday, when there was quite literally jubilation in
the streets?

BILL BLAKEMORE, ABC NEWS
There's no jubilation in the streets here. We were able to walk
around during the day and even late into the afternoon in several
neighborhoods, and certainly people are all waiting for news from
those Soviet - Iraqi meetings. It's just after dawn here now. We
don't know whether Tariq Aziz has made his way back into Baghdad or
not. The news we do have from here is that it was an extremely noisy
night. There was very little sleeping done in this hotel. The
bombardments were very heavy on the outskirts of town and here in the
middle of town. At times they shook the hotel itself. So I don't
think there's anybody in Baghdad who thinks the war is over yet.

KOPPEL
What is the sense in Baghdad with regard to the Soviet Union at this
time, Bill? Is there a feeling that the Russians are going to help
them pull their chestnuts out of the fire?

BLAKEMORE
We have very limited access to any - we have no access, in fact, to
any official statements or ideas, but the few people I've been able
to talk to who are generally informed point out that there is a long,
30 - year - long relationship with the Soviet Union and that they are
a natural go - between in this case. Nobody is being prepared for
peace here. There is a genuine waiting, thinking it might happen.

KOPPEL
All right. Bill Blakemore, thank you very much. When we come back,
the Soviet Union's top Middle East troubleshooter, who attended
today's meeting between Mikhail Gorbachev and Tariq Aziz, Middle East
envoy Yevgeny Primakov.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)



the program. I have spoken to some well - placed officials in the us
government who expressed concern over the fact that the Soviet Union
really did noc engage in any previous consultation with regard to
specifics with Washington. I understand there were general
consultations, but the complaint is that they did not know, indeed,
do not know to this moment specifically what was proposed to Saddam
Hussein.

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) I don't know, Ted. Of course, it's difficult
for me to give you any recommendations, but I'd advise you to talk
with those people who are more informed about the course of events. I
myself was in Washington after the first meeting. I met with
President Bush and with Secretary of State Baker and with others, and
it was made quite clear what we wanted, how we're trying to bring it
about, and subsequently we had constant contacts between President
Gorbachev and President Bush on all these matters.

KOPPEL
One official even asked me, when I told him that I was going to be
talking to you tonight, to ask you why you acted so unilaterally.
When I say you, I mean the Soviet Union.

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) In what way?

KOPPEL
Unilaterally in the sense that it was only, I gather, this evening
that the final message came to President Bush. Up until today,
specifically what President Gorbachev proposed to Saddam Hussein was
apparently not shared with the United States.

MR PRlMAKOV
(through interpreter) But there wasn't even any proposal before that
from President Gorbachev. As soon as there was one, he was -
President Bush was informed about it. If people believe that we have
to report everything to the United States and not have any individual
line, then this is a mistake. The Soviet Union has not been reduced
to the status of a secondary power. At the same time, I should like
to emphasize once again that here we're acting fully within the
context of the agreed policy which we have with the United States.

KOPPEL
I'll tell you what, Mr Primakov, what I would like to do is raise
some of the specifics that have already appeared in the press. We're
going to take a break right now, and perhaps you can respond to them.
We'll continue our discussion with Yevgeny Primakov in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Yevgeny Primakov is one of the Soviet government's leading experts on
the Middle East. He is also President Gorbachev's key go - between to
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. He was in Baghdad only last week and
was present earlier today at the Kremlin for meetings with the Iraqi
foreign minister, Tariq Aziz. Mr Primakov, if the published reports
are correct - and a Soviet spokesman indicated today that in general
terms they were correct - then the Soviet Union seems to be offering
certain guarantees to Iraq, including the fact that it will not be
punished after it withdraws from Kuwait. I draw your attention to the
UN Security Council resolution 674, which calls on the Iraqis to pay
compensation to the Kuwaitis. Would not those two things be
inconsistent with one another?

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) I think the main contradiction now in the
position which you have expressed is your abstracting yourself from
the fact that the war is going on and the war may continue and may
cause tremendous casualties to both sides. And there's also - there's
an ecological catastrophe and the world may be faced with an
ecological tragedy. And those conditions - that the main thing, as I
see it, is now to ensure the withdrawal, the unconditional
withdrawal, of Iraqi troops from Kuwait - unconditional, may I stress
that word? This is precisely our position. And a complete withdrawal,
and then put an end to the war, of course, and all remaining issues
can then be resolved, or do you think that we now have to work out
the question of compensation, hammer that out, and as a result of
that save the people - save both countries victims. I don't think
this is the way to look at the issue.

KOPPEL
No, I understand, Mr Primakov, but the point I would make is that
once you have gone beyond the point of a complete and unconditional
and immediate withdrawal of Iraq forces from Kuwait, anything else
that is then mentioned in any agreement takes on the form of an
additional condition. So I am wondering - and the reason I have been
asking earlier in this program about your informing the US government
- I am simply wondering whether you think that will be acceptable to
President Bush, who has stated time and again that he will not accept
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KOPPEL

any conditions?
MR PRIMAKOV

(through interpreter) I don't think we need to place a condition on
the other side, if we agree on the withdrawal of troops. That's one
thing. And secondly, I think this is a matter which should be
addressed to President Bush himself, whether he's satisfied with that
information or not. I personally believe that it will satisfy him,
because what we are saying here is that we have to combine two
points, firstly, to secure the withdrawal of Iraqi forces and then to
put an end to the war.

KOPPEL
Are you convinced that the ground war can be avoided this week?
Because there has been a great sense, both here and in Saudi Arabia,
that the ground war may only be a matter of 48 or 72 hours away. Are
you convinced that Iraqi reaction will be quick enough and firm
enough that such a war can be avoided?

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter I think it should be deferred, at any rate. We
have to make use of every chance offered to us now, because if we
start a massive opera:ion, a land operation, without replying to the
Gorbachev plan which has been given to Tariq Aziz and without the
world knowing what the reaction has been of Iraq to this, then we
would be assuming a great responsibility in history. I think that now
precisely we have to somewhat at least defer the reaction which may
take the form of a mass land operation.

KOPPEL
What kind of a deferral would you be thinking of? What kind of time
do you think this process will take?

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter Well, you see, I don't wish to intervene or
interfere in military affairs, particUlarly since President Bush, as
you've just said, has already stated that everything will go
according to schedule. But I think that the reaction should be
forthcoming from the :raqis to this proposal. If the reaction is
satisfactory for the world community, then we would have to act
within terms of the next few days, for example.

KOPPEL
Well, I guess what I'm asking you, Mr Primakov, is - it seems
reasonable to ask you how much time you think will be necessary for
Tariq Aziz to get back to Baghdad, how much time will be necessary
for him and Saddam Hussein to discuss your discussions, for him to
return to Moscow with an answer? If a war were - a ground war were
only 48 or 72 hours away, I can see where those two things might
intercept.

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) I don't think he has to return with a reply,
actually.

You mean the -
MR PRIMAKOV

(through interpreter) I don't think he necessarily has to corne back
to Moscow with a reply. There are other fora for information and for
taking decisions. But exactly how much time Iraq will need, I think
he would have got to Baghdad much quicker if there hadn't been a
declaration by an American general that he couldn't guarantee his
life. Therefore's got to go by a circuitous path in order to return
in safety.

KOPPEL
A quick last questio~ to you, Mr Primakov. We're essentially out of
time but I would be remiss if I didn't ask you. At this point,
knowing the Americans, knowing the Iraqis and knowing the proposal
puts you in a rather unique position. At this moment, are you
optimistic that peace can be achieved?

MR PRIMAKOV
(through interpreter) I am still optimistic. I think peace can be
achieved. And once again I should like to say that we've thrown off
all attributes of the Cold War in our relations with the United
States a long time ago. Please don't worry about us doing something
against you. We won't do this, we don't even consider there will be
any conflicts through the prism of our confrontation with the United
States. We simply wish to play our role in order to achieve the
withdrawal of Iraqi troops and put an end to this war. And I saw
myself in Baghdad what tremendous casualties it's cost.

KOPPEL
Mr Primakov, I thank you very much for getting up so early and for
joining us tonight. ~hank you. I'll be back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
And that's our report f r tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For



all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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(VO) A surprise announcement out of Baghdad. Iraq
to get out of Kuwait, bUL it sets conditions. The
"a cruel hoax".

says it's willing
President calls it

PRES GEORGE BUSH
Let me state once again, they must withdraw without condition, there
must be full implementation of all the Security Council resolutions
and there will be no linkage to other problems in the area.

KOPPEL
(VO) A hoax, or a way for Iraq to save itself? Just what is Saddam
Hussein up to?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington with the latest
on the Gulf war, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
For the moment, at least, people are hearing what they are
predisposed to hear. Those willing to give Saddam Hussein the benefit
of the doubt point to a gentle hint of compromise contained in this
morning's announcement from Baghdad. Those suspicious of the Iraqi
leader emphasize the heavy thicket of demands and conditions which
all but obscure the suggestion that Iraqi troops might withdraw from
Kuwait. And some familiar with the painful process of negotiating an
end to war believe that they recognize on both sides the stubborn
posturing of those who want to begin bargaining from positions of
strength. The element most difficult to gauge is the impact of time.
Saddam Hussein, who may believe that time is in his favor, could be
stalling to gain more of it. George Bush, worried about interrupting
the momentum of a successful military campaign, seems unwilling to
enter the time - consuming quicksand of a negotiating process. Such
is the background of this eventful day, reported now by correspondent
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) The day began with war and words of war. From Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf, airstrikes against the enemy. From Iraq, a threat to use
secret weapons against the enemy. Then, from Baghdad radio -

BAGHDAD RADIO
(through interpreter) The Revolution Command Council declares Iraq's
readiness to deal with the Security Council resolution number 660,
with the aim of reaching an honorable and acceptable political
solution, including withdrawal.

MARTIN
(Va) The statement did not specifically say Iraq would withdraw from
Kuwait, but it excited Iraqis. ABC correspondent Bill Blakemore was
in Baghdad.

BILL BLAKEMORE, ABC NEWS
(Va) We could hear gunfire in the streets all around this hotel,
people rushing out of their shelters, out of their houses, firing
guns into the air in jubilation. (on camera) The feeling here is that
we've got the workings of negotiation now instead of military force.

MARTIN
(VO) On the streets of New York, the word flashed to people on their
way to work. Around -he country, there was hope. And in Saudi Arabia,
too, among citizens and the soldiers who had come to protect them,
there was a moment of e~ation, but only a moment.

SAUDI ARABIAN
I feel happy, very happy. To save, you know, lives of people, even
whether Iraqi or Saudi or Kuwaitis or Americans or all nationalities
that are involved in this problem.

US SOLDIER
I was very happy at first. At first I heard that it was an
unconditional withdrawal. And then as time goes on we're hearing that
there are some strings attached.

MARTIN
(Va) Among the strings: The United Nations must rescind 11 of its 12



resolutions against Iraq. The allies must withdraw all troops and
weapons, including weapons supplied to Israel. Israel must withdraw
from the West Bank, southern Lebanon and the Golan Heights. The
allies must rebuild Iraq at no cost to Iraq, forgive Iraq's war
debts, leave all future military matters to the Gulf nations and
exclude Kuwait's ruling family from a new government. It didn't take
long, says ABC correspondent Bob Zelnick, for the Pentagon to make up
its mind.

BOB ZELNICK, ABC NEWS
This was pretty much the Iraqi gambit the Pentagon expected before
the war, so they were well - prepared for it. Within two hours of the
Radio Baghdad broadcast, the Pentagon said bombing was continuing, it
would continue until the President ordered a stop.

MARTIN
(VO) At about the same time, the White House made its first
statement.

MARLIN FITZWATER, WHITE HOUSE SPOKESMAN
The United Nations Security Council resolutions are clear in their
insistence that the withdrawal be complete and unconditional.
Promises alone are not sUfficient.

MARTIN
(VO) President Bush stepped in front of scientists assembled in the
Executive Office Building.

PRES BUSH
Regrettably, the Iraq statement now appears to be a cruel hoax,
dashing the hopes of the people in Iraq and indeed around the world.

MARTIN
(VO) Other governments lined up, from Europe to the Gulf.

JOHN MAJOR, BRITISH PRIME MINISTER
It does look as though it is not a serious attempt to reach a
conclusion, but something of a bogus sham.

ABDULLAH BISHARA, SECRETARY GENERAL, GULF COOPERATION COUNCIL
The overriding fact is that Iraq has to evacuate unconditionally,
immediately, without any bargaining.

MARTIN
(VO) On Capitol Hill, this interpretation.

SEN ROBERT DOLE, MINORITY LEADER
I see this as a statement by someone with their back to the wall. He
knows that his days are numbered, I'm talking - not his own, but ...

MARTIN
(VO) On a trip to the factories where the Patriot missile is built in
Massachusetts, the President called on Iraqis to take a fateful step

PRES BUSH
And force Saddam Hussein the dictator to step aside and then comply
with the United Nations resolutions and rejoin the family of
peaceloving nations.

MARTIN
(VO) For allied military forces in the Gulf, it was targeting as
usual. There was videotape of more attacks and a declaration that
there would be no pause.

CAPT NIALL IRVING, ROYAL AIR FORCE
Our program this afternoon and this evening haven't changed, and you
know, it will go on until such time as our leaders decide that there
needs to be a cessation.

MARTIN
(VO) In Texas, at ~he Fort Hood Army base where many families greeted
him with flags, one of the leaders was defiant.

J DANFORTH QUAYLE, VICE PRESIDENT
We are not interested in conditions. This coalition demands the
immediate and unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait by Iraq. Either we
have Saddam Hussein or we have peace. I say let us have peace.

MARTIN
(Va) For all the talk of rejecting the Iraqi statement, some
officials said it could be the first step toward bringing the war to
an end.

REPORTER
Does the administration see anything, anything positive in the
communique?

MARGARET TUTWILER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESPERSON
Yes. It appears that by mentioning for the first time ever, pUblicly
acknowledging resolution 660, that that is, could be - we interpret -
an acknowledgement of Kuwait as no longer the 19th province of Iraq.

REPORTER
And where does that lead you?

MS TUTWILER
Well, it's progress, isn't it?

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
Officials were not at all sure what this proposal meant, whether or



KOPPEL

not it was just an opening bid by Saddam Hussein, with more
interesting things to follow, or if it was just a ploy on his part.

MARTIN
But some analysts insist this is the beginning of the end game over
Kuwait, that as the days proceed the conditions will fall away and,
despite his bluster, Sacdam Hussein will finally withdraw. President
Bush insisted again tnddy that t:he war will end on his timetable.
Next week there wi:~ be talks in Moscow between Iraq and the Soviet
Union, and that is where the shape of some form of settlement might
emerge. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
Joining us live now from Baghdad's Al Rashid Hotel is ABC's Bill
Blakemore, where iL's now a little past 7:30 am Saturday morning.
Bill, I realize that you've probably just gotten up a little while
ago, but is there any indication of what has happened overnight,
anything?

BILL BLAKEMORE, ABC NEWS
No, except I can tell you one thing. We all slept very well again, so
we think that there wasn't much bombing around here. But we don't
know anything really that we didn't know at the end of the day here
yesterday, just after the realization had sunk in to all of the
people here in Baghdad - and I presume around Iraq - that the
American president had said from his point of view there was nothing
new here.

KOPPEL
It has been an emotia~al roller coaster here in Washington. I assume
it's been much the same in Baghdad. Where is it at the moment, down,
up or sort of betwee~ ~he two?

BLAKEMORE
Back down, I would sa}, except for the fact that there's no bombing,
as there hasn't been for twO nights, we think, here around Baghdad.
But among some of the people I've spoken with here there is a sense
that there's some very serious chess game going on here and that
people are looking towards Moscow. I've been hearing from some Iraqis
that there is a longstanding relationship since about 1958 between
Iraq and Moscow, and that there could be the beginnings there of
something. That's all we can say really on that point at this time.

KOPPEL
All the Soviets, of course, Bill, can do is propose. It is still up
to the Iraqis and the Americans to dispose. How much latitude do you
think there is in the Iraqi position?

BLAKEMORE
It's very hard for me to gauge, Ted, it really is. I can only tell
you that during the last week of very heavy bombing here we certainly
sensed an increasing unification in the neighborhoods I went into
here in Baghdad, of the people against America, against the West and
for Saddam Hussein. Whatever their feelings for him may have been
before, they were telling me things like, "We now see that the
alliance is evil, it's bombing all sorts of things, so we figure
we're going to hold out.", That was the mood in the neighborhoods I
went to. Beyond thac, we don't have a great deal of access to
anything official he~e,

KOPPEL
Bill Blakemore, thanks "ery much. When we come back, we'll get the
Iraqi perspective on today's events from their ambassador to Japan,
Rashid al-Rifai. Then later we'll go to Moscow and hear the Soviet
view from Middle East specialist George Mirsky. Ambassador Jacques
Andreani will give us the French outlook, and we'll also be joined by
former secretary of state Alexander Haig.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us live from Tokyo, where it's now Saturday afternoon, the
Iraqi ambassador to Japan, Rashid al-Rifai. Mr Ambassador, there have
been references here all day long to the suggestion that Iraq is now
proposing - albeit it with all kinds of conditions attached -
withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait. I gather you feel we have
gone too far even in saying that?

RASHID AL-RIFAI, IRAQI AMBASSADOR TO JAPAN
No, I think the announcement yesterday of the Revolutionary Command
Council is very clear and it came after intensive consultation with
many quarters and after an appreciation of the initiative of the
Soviet Union, which was handed to our leader by Primakov. So it is an
opening, really, for pedce and diplomatic efforts and to try to save
as many lives as possib_e after ~he start of this aggression against
Iraq.

Since you -
AMB AL-RIFAI

And to stop the destruction, also.



KOPPEL
- since you say, Mr Ambassador, that it is so clear, perhaps you
would help me with a little bit of the clarity.

AMB AL-RIFAI
Surely.

KOPPEL
Does it in fact propose a withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait?

AMB AL-RIFAI
Well, it does say that Iraq is prepared to deal with resolution 660,
and you know what is the substance of resolution 660.

KOPPEL
I do indeed. That calls for -

AMB AL-RIFAI
And (crosstalk) withdrawal.

KOPPEL
- that refers to an unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait. Now, the
proposal -

AMB AL-RIFAI
That is the resolution.

KOPPEL
- that is the resoluti8n.

AMB AL-RIFAI
Yes, that is the reso~~tion. And if Iraq is prepared to deal with
that, that means it's prepared to talk about it.

KOPPEL
Now, talking about it and engaging in an unconditional withdrawal
are, of course, worlds apart. You recognize that.

AMB AL-RIFAI
We recognize that, but also it is not realistic to say unconditional
withdrawal. It's just like saying unconditional surrender, or
something like that. I think we must be realists in this respect and
not use extreme terms like unconditional so - and - so or
unconditional so - and - so. If we want to achieve peace, we have to
talk. We have to have dialogue. And when we have dialogue, all the
parties have requirements, and we have to accommodate all these
requirements as much as possible. And we think this is the more
civilized and reasonable way of trying to resolve such problems, and
not by threatening.

KOPPEL
Negotiating - I think, Mr Ambassador, that I'm accurately reflecting
the position of President Bush when I say that, at least publicly, he
has indicated that negotiation is a process that should have taken
place before the war began, that now he is in no mood to negotiate
and indeed, he means ic when he says that Iraq will have to comply
with all of the UN resolutions. And today he seemed to take it even
one step further when he called for the overthrow of Saddam Hussein.
How do you interpret that last statement?

AMB AL-RIFAI
Well, first of all, let me say that we were asking for dialogue
before the start of the American and allied aggressions against Iraq,
but unfortunately, the other side, especially the Americans, they
were issuing ultimatums all the time, and this is very well - known.
So to say that this should have been started before, we wanted it to
start before, but he prevented it, he prevented anybody to talk about
it. He prevented the king of Saudi Arabia, he prevented Chadli of
Algeria, he prevented everybody from talking about a peaceful
settlement and took it on himself to issue all ultimatums against
Iraq, "You withdraw or else," and so on. And this is not negotiation,
obviously. Now, now, after committing such crimes against the Iraqi
people, who is he to talk about the Iraqi people killing their
leader? Everybody in Iraq hate his guts now, and hate the guts of all
the allies that have been killing our people and destroying our home.
So he is the last one to talk about this. He is now considered the
criminal of war in Iraq.

KOPPEL
There has been a repor~ in tomorrow morning's New York Times, and
we're going to just put up the operative paragraph from that report
right now, which speak~ of a letter that has gone out from President
Gorbachev, asking thal there be a deferral of any ground war until
such time as the Iraq_ representative has had a chance to meet with
President Gorbachev in the Soviet Union. It sounds as though this is
sort of a last chance, Mr Ambassador. Do you think it is a last
chance that will produce fruit?

AMB AL-RIFAI
I don't know whether there's any letter of this sort, but I hope that
the other side, the side that is really initiating this aggression,
will take the opportunity to try to save lives. Otherwise war will
continue and nobody knows how it will end. And this is very
important, too.



KOPPEL
Well, I'm simply - obviously, the United States is not going to be a
party to the conversations that take place in Moscow at the beginning
of next week. What hope do you have for those talks?

AMB AL-RIFAI
Well, I hope that they will review all the situation after the
announcement of the Command Council in Baghdad and see what other
steps they could do, and I think there is an understanding now
between the Soviet Union and Iraq, and we are getting more
understanding from all other quarters outside the alliance, the
fighting alliance.

KOPPEL
A last quick question -

AMB AL-RIFAI
And that's a good thing, what this will - this initiative will show
either the Americans and their allies accept peace and talk about it,
or they expose themselves in front of the whole world and that they
are not really fighting for Kuwait, they are fighting for other
things, as Mr Bush said in his speeches today.

KOPPEL
Ambassador al-Rifai, thank you very much for coming in and thank you
for joining us.

AMB AL-RIFAI
It's my pleasure, sir.

KOPPEL
During the past two weeks there has been a flurry of diplomatic
activity out of the Soviet Union. Last weekend a Soviet envoy was in
Baghdad. This coming weekend, as we've just indicated, the Iraqi
foreign minister is expected to arrive in Moscow. For the possible
outcome of that mission, we'll talk with a Soviet Middle East
specialist, Georgy Mirsky, when we return.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
(ABC News / The Washington Post poll: Who is most responsible for the
civilian bombing deaths? Saddam Hussein, 67%, Iraq, 12%, US 7%)

KOPPEL
The Soviet Union has been conspicuously absent throughout much of the
Gulf crisis, but as we near from ABC's Moscow correspondent, Jim
Laurie, that appears co be ending.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
(VO) After a meeting with the Iranian foreign minister, President
Gorbachev called the Iraqi offer a positive signal which should be
clarified and explored. Gorbachev's spokesman went further, calling
on the Americans to share in the Soviet hopes.

VITALY IGNATENKO, GORBACHEV SPOKESMAN
(through interpreter) I would have liked the Americans to have more
perspective in their reaction. So far it isn't there. I hope it will
be.

LAURIE
(VO) Despite the list of unacceptable conditions the Iraqis impose in
their offer to withdraw from Kuwait, the Soviets see it as something
to build on.

VIKTOR KREMENYUK, SOVIET ANALYST
The US would be inclined to see the proposal by Iraqi government as a
trick, while the Soviet Union would be inclined to see the opening of
some - maybe some negotiating phase in the evolution of the crisis.

LAURIE
(VO) The would - be opening comes in the wake of the Baghdad visit of
Gorbachev's personal envoy, Yevgeny Primakov. Primakov told Japanese
interviewers today he had known Saddam Hussein for 25 years, and if
he were forced to choose between unconditional surrender and a fight
to death, Saddam would choose to fight. It is the Soviet desire to
prevent such a fight to the end that has prompted a new round of
diplomacy, the Soviets hoping talking may get the Iraqis to eliminate
conditions and agree to complete withdrawal from Kuwait. Gorbachev
has met with the Iranians and the Kuwaitis so far. Tomorrow, west
Europeans, and Monday he's scheduled to meet Iraqi foreign minister
Tariq Aziz. In their last meeting Gorbachev scolded the Iraqis for
failing to budge on Kuwait. Gorbachev then moved to vote for the UN
resolution authorizing the use of force. Since then the Soviets have
grown uneasy about the war. Soviet officials express concern
devastating air raids on Iraq go beyond the intent of the UN
resolution. State television has emphasized the bombing and civilian
casualties.

CORRESPONDENT, SOVIET TV
(through interpreter) The war is very one - sided. In the face of the
US and its allies, Iraq is practically defenseless, as civilians
become the victims.

LAURIE
(VO) A commentary in the newspaper Izvestia denounced the Americans
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for turning Operation Desert Storm into Operation Desert Slaughter.
And many here see the Soviet military pushing Gorbachev to back away
from Washington and pursue compromise solutions with Iraq. Military
ties to Iraq go back nearly 20 years, through training and supply of
military hardware.

VIKTOR KREMENYUK
It's going to conti~JE, I think, to pressure Gorbachev every day, on
different issues, including, of course, the issues of the foreign
policy.

LAURIE
(VOl Still, no one here predicts a split between Moscow and
Washington on Iraq policy. Both share the same goal, to free Kuwait
from Iraqi hands. The difference lies in approach.

MR KREMENYUK
You know, while the Americans now, at this moment, they are using
sticks, the Soviets try to use carrots.

LAURIE
The Soviets also have something more at stake in pursuing diplomacy.
They want to emerge after the war with an enhanced position in the
Middle East. By playing to all sides, they're trying to ensure they
will. This is Jim Laurie for Nightline, in Moscow.

KOPPEL
Joining us now live from our Moscow bureau is Georgy Mirsky, a Middle
East specialist and a professor diplomacy at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Institute. Professor Mirsky, what influence, what leverage do
you think that Mikhail Gorbachev will have that nobody else has?

GEORGY MIRSKY, INSTITUTE OF WORLD ECONOMY
Well, I don't think you can talk about any kind of leverage. I think
that the first thing to do would be, when Tariq Aziz arrives here, to
clarify the most important points, whether Saddam Hussein really
means business or not. You see, now he's being deliberately vague,
and that's his strategy, you see, deliberate vagueness, trying to
confuse the whole world, to make it guess, to make it wonder whether
he means peace or whether it's just a maneuver on his part. So I
think the first thing to do would be to ask Tariq Aziz whether those
conditions put by the Iraqi government are final or not. Well, we
should tell him: "You see, everybody realizes that these conditions
are totally unacceptable. Israel is not going to pullout its forces
from the occupied territories, neither is Syria going to change
something in Lebanon. So if it's your final position, then, no way to
talk about peace". But if it's only the beginning of a process, if
it's some bargaining positions, the start of bargaining, then some
way is open for a very long, drawn - out negotiations. That's the
starting point, I believe.

PROF MIRSKY
Let me just ask you - and we're going to take a break in a moment and
then we'll be back - but let me just ask you, Mikhail Gorbachev has
shown the ability to pull rabbits out of hats every once in a while.
Is this a rabbit you can think he can pullout of the hat?

PROF MIRSKY
Well, I don't think that it depends entirely upon him. He may be a
skillful man, a good diplomat and all these things, but primarily
it's Saddam Hussein who is going to decide whether there's going to
be a prolongation of the war and the destruction of the Iraqi armed
forces, or a kind of peace and compromise condition. I don't think
that President Gorbachev really has all that much leverage now.

KOPPEL
All right. Professor Mirsky, we're going to take a break. In a
moment, we'll have two more perspectives on today's events when we're
joined by the French ambassador to the United States, Jacques
Andreani, and by former Secretary of State Alexander Haig.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
(ABC News / Washington Post poll: Do you approve of American
journalists reporting from Iraq? Yes, 43%, No, 40%)

KOPPEL
Joining us here in our Washington bureau is Jacques Andreani, the
French ambassador to the United States who has also served in
diplomatic posts in the Middle East and Europe. And from Palm Beach,
Florida, former Secretary of State Alexander Haig, who is also a
retired general and former supreme allied commander of NATO from 1974
to 1979. Secretary Haig, how do you analyze what's happened today? Is
he playing for time or is he really trying to get negotiations
started?

ALEXAND~k HAIG, F0RMER SECRETARY OF STATE
Well, probably both. ~e wants to get negotiations started with the
hopes that we'll de ~,',mE' of the foolish things we did in the Vietnam
war, and that is accept cease - fires and halt the military
operations that are underway, or at least modify them. And I think
the President has very effectively rejected that out of hand today



and I think correct:y so.
KOPPEL

Ambassador Andreani, how strong do you think the coalition is? In
other words, let us assume that something positive comes out of the
meetings in Moscow on Monday. Would it be sufficient, do you think,
that certain members of the coalition might begin to say, "Well,
perhaps we ought to have a pause," the kind of pause that Secretary
Haig was just talking about?

JACQUES ANDREANI, FRENCH AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES
I think the coalition is strong. If you look at the statements today,
if you assume - if your assumption is that one of the motives for
Saddam Hussein to do this, to make this offer, was to begin to try to
find cracks in the coalition, well, in hearing and looking at the
statements and the reactions from London, Paris, Washington, Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, he must be very disappointed. There's no crack.

KOPPEL
So what do you think the point is in going to Moscow, and what do you
think the usefulness is of having the Soviets at the moment act as -
I don't know if intermediaries is the right word - but as honest
brokers?

AMB ANDREANI
Well, the Soviets can r y to do something. If they succeed, little by
little, in cor.vinc~~g jddam Hussein to really withdraw or to convert
into implementing the resolutions of the United Nations, they won't
have lost their effor~s. But everything depends on Saddam Hussein.
But maybe -

KOPPEL
I think -

AMB ANDREANI
- maybe the Soviets can playa useful role. Why not? Why this
problem? Why discourage?

KOPPEL
- well, I - let me put the question to Secretary Haig. When I hear
phrases like, "Perhaps little by little he can be brought along,"
that suggests the passage of a certain amount of time, and I'm not
sure whether the President feels that time is necessarily on our
side. What do you think?

SEC HAIG
Well, I think if anything has brought this political minuet to pass,
it's been the effectiveness of the military operations, and I think
the President should continue on precisely the way we would have had
this morning's events not occurred. And we'll see whether or not in
the ultimate outcome of this thing Saddam Hussein is going to achieve
what he wants. I dcn'~ rhink so. And I really believe that it's very
important that the coa~~tion and especially Washington not succumb to
what Lyndon JOHNson described to me as the worst mistakes he made in
the Vietnam war, and they were the acceptance of a cease - fire, or a
pause, if you will, which would really be used by this fellow, who
has never been straight with us from day one, to rebuild or hope to
regroup or to emerge from this successful, ready to move again as
soon as he's licked his wounds.

KOPPEL
What you're ~

SEC HAIG
This is the key issue.

KOPPEL
- what you're suggesting, Secretary Haig, is that there is very
little time for these negotiations to work, because if, as has been
suggested all along, the ground war needs to begin - if it's going to
happen - within the next couple of weeks for climactic reasons, among
others -

SEC HAIG
Right. Well, Ted, that's true -

KOPPEL
- there's not a whole lot of time for negotiations, right?

SEC HAIG
- no, there isn't an dw:ul lot of time, and I think, Ted, that this
morning's events w~_ rFnd to e~courage those that don't want to
launch the ground wa.r t- urge the President to hold up. And at the
same time, because ~t'~ also a manifestation of the growing success
of our operations, it w_ll suggest to some that now's the time to get
in and move quickly rather than let this fellow emerge as some kind
of a hero with his resources reasonably intact.

KOPPEL
All right. We're going to take a short break and then we'll hear from
Professor Mirsky and Ambassador Andreani again, when we come back in
a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL



Professor Mirsky, in Moscow, we heard another Soviet analyst say
earlier in this program that the United States was brandishing the
stick, the Soviets were now going to be brandishing the carrots. Is
it accurate, however, to still assume that Moscow and Washington are
on the same track?

PROF MIRSKY
Oh, I believe that generally speaking we are on the same track, of
course, because the Soviet Union has no desire to change its policy
of supporting the Security Council resolution and the strong result
to see the Iraqi forces pullout of Kuwait. That is the first thing.
I believe that the thing now to do is to make sure that this is not
the final word from Saddam Hussein, because if it is the final word,
then there is no way we could end the war, and there is nothing to
talk about. The bottom line would be, in my view, to make an
arrangement whereby Seddam Hussein agrees to pullout of Kuwait in
exchange for the multinational forces' withdrawal from the Persian
Gulf, and I believe i~ to be a perfectly acceptable solution.
Because, after all, the allies have started the war in order to
liberate Kuwait, first, and to make Saddam Hussein more or less safe,
if the word safe can be applied to this kind of person, a little less
dangerous to the world in the future. So after Kuwait is liberated
and after a significant part of the military and industrial part of
Iraq has been bombed, now there is no pretext for continuing the war.
I believe it to be just the end the war, just at that juncture. But
the point is whether Saddam Hussein would be willing to go, because
we should tell him, I believe, when Tariq Aziz comes here, we should
tell the Iraqi leadership that of course most of the conditions they
have set are obviously unacceptable and the problem is really will it
be possible to make Saddam Hussein drop most of these conditions.

KOPPEL
Ambassador Andreani, there is a growing sense that President Bush -
and he suggested it today again when he called for the Iraqi people
and military to overthrow Saddam Hussein - there is a growing sense
that President Bush will not simply be satisfied with a withdrawal of
Iraqi troops, that in fact, that might be regarded as what is
sometimes called in -chis city now "the nightmare scenario," where he
is left with a lot of ~~s military still intact.

AMB ANDREANI
Well, maybe we want - if we want more than withdrawal, let's begin by
withdrawal. Let's begi~ by the nightmare scenario. There are three
things which must be added, which must be changed in the Iraqi
proposal of today. First, there has to be a timetable for withdrawal.
Second, there has to be the beginning of implementation of withdrawal
on the ground, concretely. And third, we have to - they have to do
away with the preconditions. If they do that, if they do that we get
more or less what we want. I mean, we are ~ at least, it's - we are
near what we want, if a question of Kuwait. And if a new situation
should be created, we'll see where Saddam Hussein stands and if he's
able to survive and what his regime will become and what his eminence
will become, but if we get all that, I think we will have achieved a
lot.

KOPPEL
Secretary Haig, only a few seconds left. Do you also have the
impression that perhaps President Bush has his cap set on a little
bit more than just withdrawal of the Iraqi troops now?

SEC HAIG
Well, I don't know anyone in the coalition that would not like to see
Saddam Hussein removed from power in Iraq. However, we have launched
this operation under the mandate of the United Nations and its
resolutions, and I th_nk we should hold firm to that, and then look
at the other aspects of the threat from this fellow, including levels
of armaments and, if necessary, use sanctions to insist that they be
realized. But I think it would be difficult now to suddenly go in and
seek to "liberate Iraq" with massive ground operations. I think we
should hold firm to what we have and hold him firm above all to
unconditional withdrawal, the resumption of the control of Kuwait by
the legitimate rulers and no linkage. These are the three things.

KOPPEL
afraid welre out of time. I thank you, Ambassador
Mirsky. 1111 be back with a program note after

secretary
Andreani,
this.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

Haig, I'm
Professor

KOPPEL
Defense Secretary Cheney will be David Brinkley's guest on Sunday.
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
On the question of war and profit we have reported before that some
people are making money as a result of Operation Desert Storm,
selling everything from gas masks to T-shirts. Now we learn that
the war is a golden opportunity for con men. ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PAPER PRESSES) Swindlers read the headlines too. (OIL RIG) In
California, oil and gas investment scams reported to authorities
have gone up SO percent since the Iraqi invasion. (TANKER) High
pressure callers offer shares of oil they claim is being held in
tankers offshore. Buyers write checks then discover the oil does
not exist. (SCRUBLAND} In Missouri, a caller offered a farmer
shares in a Pennsylvania pipeline that does not exist.
(STREET SCENE) In New York, patriotic citizens were urged to buy a
Desert Storm bracele~.

PHONE RECORDING
A bracelet is just ~iKe those that honored our POW and MIAs during
the Vietnam crisis and again, for those held hostage in Iraq.

JOHN MARTIN
The price: nine dollars, 95 cents by credit card. The catch:

BRUNO GAITA
We called up our banks and found out that we were charged 100
dollars for every bracelet that we bought and it was a scam.

JOHN MARTIN
Consumer experts say only the complaints are new.

ANDREW O'ROURKE
They were probably selling these bracelets when Hannibal went over
the Alps.

JOHN MARTIN
(WWI PHOTOS) When the Yanks went over to France in World War I, the
National Charities Information Bureau was formed to fight home front
swindlers. That bat~le goes on today.

KENNETH ALBRECHT / NCIB PRESIDENT
Get a financial report. See how much money is really being spent on
the bona fide charitab:e activities and if it's less than 60 percent
consider that as a warning signal.

JOHN MARTIN
(SOLDIERS) The Burea> reports a caller told one family their son in
the Gulf was in jai~ n~d needed money. (SAUDI PHONES) Someone
posing as a military _=ficer told another family their telephone
credit card was needed to help GIs call home. The stories were not
true.

KENNETH ALBRECHT
Think before you give, use your head as well as your heart.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Some sales pitches are perfectly legal and perfectly
tasteless. A veteran said a cemetery warned him to buy a grave site
now before war dead from the Gulf fill up the last available spaces.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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IRAQ'S WAR MACHINE STATE / US - USSR SOUR? PALESTINIANS CAUGHT IN CRISIS AGAIN
1991-01-28
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TED KOPPEL,
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(VO) More than 25,000 sorties flown in one of the heaviest bombing
campalgns in the history of warfare.
LT GEN THOMAS KELLY, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
We have air superiority. We can go wherever we want whenever we want
and every time they send an airplane up to do something about it, it
gets shot down.

KOPPEL
(VO) But is Saddam Hussein rebuilding his war machine as fast as
allied planes knock it out? And the Moscow summit is postponed. Are
US - Soviet relations beginning to sour? We'll talk with the chief
spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington with the latest
on the Gulf war, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
A new ABC News Washington Post poll underlines what may be President
Bush's biggest problem: eight out of 10 Americans seem to be
generally satisfied with the progress of the war in the Persian Gulf
and most give the President high marks for his handling of the war.
Only one of 10 people in the poll, however, thinks the economy is
improving. And only 45 percent of the public feels the President is
doing a good job in his approach to the economy. And if things take a
turn for the worse in the war or, if as one major newspaper reported
this morning, things are not going as well in the war as we have been
led to believe, support for the President may undergo a significant
erosion across the board. You might not think that one story in one
newspaper could have s~ch an impact, but when the paper is The
Washington Post and the reporter is Bob Woodward, he of Woodward and
Bernstein Watergate ~ame, one story can cause a lot of ripples.
Here's more from Dave ~arash.

DAVE MARASH, ABC NEWS
(VO) It's every journalist's dream, the story that moves the world.
On the front page of today's Washington Post, Bob Woodward had a
story that moved part of the world, the part inhabited by other
journalists. Every place newspeople were asking questions of military
people today, Woodward's article was cited.

REPORTER
(British Forces briefing) An American newspaper overnight reported
that the estimates of runways that have been taken out so far has
been exaggerated.

MARASH
(Va) Woodward, a Pulitzer Prize winner and co - author of the stories
that toppled President Nixon, packs a wallop, and so do some of the
points he made in this morning's paper. That 65 percent of Iraqi
airfields are still operable, that 8,000 to 9,000 Iraqi anti -
aircraft emplacements have survived intact, that Iraqi supply lines
are largely unaffected by the bombing and where Scud missiles
launchers are concerned:

REPORTER
We read this morning that you've only taken out eight out of the 30
fixed sites. What do you have to say about that?

LT GEN THOMAC KELLY, DIR OPS, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
What I have to say ab ut that is that all 30 fixed sites have been
attacked and hit. s.u-e of them have been totally destroyed. We have
rehit some of them.

ANTHONY CORDESMAN, NATIONAL SECURITY ANALYST
From the data we're getting, it would indicate that the weapons may
not be as effective as we hoped. On the other hand, some of the
things like the Woodward article imply a level of effectiveness that
military planners never expected in the first place.

MARASH
(VO) Part of the problem, says weapons designer and analyst Pierre
Sprey, is that visible damage can be less damaging than it looks.

WASHINGTON, DC
/ JOHN MARTIN /



PIERRE SPREY, MILITARY ANALYST
We spent all of World War II poring over extraordinarily similar
photographs, trying to figure out whether we had or had not destroyed
a given factory. The simple fact of the matter was that in totally
ruined - looking factories, the Germans produced about four times as
many airplanes in 1944 as they did in 1942.

MARASH
(VO) So could the brie:ers of the Gulf war be creating a credibility
gap?

WILL=~~ COLBY, FORMER CIA DIRECTOR
Well, I think that's w~at the administration's been trying to avoid
in its earliest b~ie:~~gs, stressing that these are very preliminary
results, that the~ets ~ ~ong war ahead.

MARASH
~ exactly the bottom - line message

~~nsmore drew from today's often contentious
(VO) In Riyadh, ~hat
correspondent Barrie
briefings.

3riRRIE DUNSMORE, ABC NEWS
I am sure that in ~he :i~st few days, many people here hoped that the
war could be won in the air. I think it's quite clear now they are
resigned to having to finish the war on the ground.

MARASH
In the Gulf war, few reporters are within hundreds of miles of where
the main action is. This increases reporters' suspicions that they're
being told less than the full story, and it's only cold comfort that
the briefers offering the official story of the war are themselves no
closer to the battlefront or to the true facts of what's going on
there. I'm Dave Marash for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
To help sort out some Jf those facts, two defense analysts with
special expertise i~ ~~e Gulf will join us in a moment. Then later
the chief spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry will be here to
discuss today's postponement of the US - Soviet summit. And we will
also be speaking with ~he President's domestic policy adviser on how
Washington deals with pressing domestic issues during times of
international c~is~s. ~~at and more, when we return.
(COMMERCIAL BRE~Y

KOPPEL
Abraham Wagner has c ~ 3 defense analyst and consultant to the
defense and inte~~lgAr community for more than 20 years. He is a
specialist in Middle ~as: and Persian Gulf military issues and co -
authored one of the definitive books on the Iran - Iraq war. Mr
Wagner joins us from Los Angeles. And here in Washington, military
analyst Michael Dunn, ~ho is currently lecturing at Georgetown
University on Middle East defense. Mr Dunn, Bob Woodward is a first -
class reporter who I'm sure is reporting accurately what his sources
at the Pentagon and in the intelligence community are telling him, so
what is the public supposed to conclude when it's hearing one thing
from that kind of source and yet another thing in the public
briefings?

MICHAEL DUNN, MILITARY ANALYST
Well, I think you have to look at the evidence, Ted, and the evidence
is that we've had thre~ days without a loss, we lost a Harrier in the
last day, but up untl~ - for three days prior to that we hadn't lost
a single aircraft. The number of sorties which had been flown so far,
one would have expec~ed to have lost somewhere between 70 and 100
aircraft at a minimurr. t reminds me of Sherlock Holmes remark about
the dog that did~'~ r in the nighttime.

KOPPEL
Yeah, except it see~5 me that you're reaching conclusions which
you mayor may not b ~stified in reaching. If, for example, Saddam
Hussein is husbandi~~ ~ s resources because he wants to bring them
into play somewhat ~d~er in the war, that would make all of your
speCUlation fruitless, wouldn't it?

MR DUNN
Well, if he's husband~ng his resources and he's keeping them in an
earthquake - prone ch~na cabinet, then he's going to lose them. If
he's moved them into Iran and Iran is telling the truth when it says
that they will be interned there and they will not allowed to fly,
then he's putting them out of the war and they're as effectively out
of the war for now as if they were knocked out of the sky. If he's
keeping them in his hardened shelters, then the same thing basically
applies. Gradually we are going to destroy those hardened shelters,
one by one, and he's go. ng to lose his aircraft. He is not going to
have his runways fore' r. If 65 percent of his airfields are still
operational, that mp n that 35 percent of them have been destroyed,
which is a thIrd of airfields. He has 66 or so major airfields
available.

KOPPEL



But the point, Mr Wagner - forgive me if I jump back and forth rather
quickly, but we have a relatively small amount of time here - is that
the Air Force was under the impression that it had destroyed a great
many more than simply 35 percent of his airfields, and that he
appears to be repairi;Q them almost as fast as we're taking them out,
if Bob Woodward's s: L.· is accurate.

t. ~f< ';-:.l\MWAGNEP, DEFENSE ANALYST
I think there's prObd[ _. a good bit of truth in what Bob's reporting,
and I'm not sure t he ' .r.a t's greatly different from what's being
reported by the military. I think the fact of the matter is that the
United States Air Force and the British allies and the Saudis have
been very effective in causing temporary damage to a substantial
number of airfields. They've had good briefings and reports on the
cratering of the runways. But it's also been widely reported that
within some relatively short amount of time the Iraqis have been
fairly good about going out with quick - patch cement and restoring
the runways. That's not a very high - technology problem. Craters in
runways can in fact be repaired in not large amounts of time, and
that's -

KOPPEL
When we hear, for example, as we heard General Kelly today suggesting
that most of the fixed Scud missile launchers had been taken out, and
then a question is raised as to whether in fact they have been taken
out or just damaged, again, the suggestion in Bob Woodward's article
was that a great many 0: those fixed launchers are still operational.

MR WAGNER
I think that the sugoes-ion in the article was that a number of the
Scud launchers were s~~.l operat::ional. I'm not sure how good the
information is on the :~xed launchers. I think the residual problem
is probably with the ~'-biles, and that's been a subject of discussion
for some days. I th. ',k what we found just after the outset of war is
that the number of Scud launchers, particularly on the mobile side,
was far larger than had been previously anticipated and they're
working to deal with it, but there still are a number of launchers
left and probably qui~e a number of Scuds available.

KOPPEL
Mr Dunn, let me raise a question with you that relates back to those
aircraft, somewhere between 80 and 100 of them that have now been
moved into Iran. You're quite right when you say that the Iranians
have said they're out of the war, they're neutral, but there was an
if connected to that, and that is if the Israelis for some reason
become involved, then the Iranians have already said that they will
come into the war on the side of Iraq, in which case presumably those
aircraft will all become operational again.

MR DUNN
Well, it conceivably could happen, but at the same time it's a very
dangerous thing for Iran to do. It's almost suicidal, given the
condition of their own armed forces, to take on a 28 - nation
coalition or it'll be 29 nations if Israel comes in. On the other
hand, it is quite t~ue ·hat the aircraft which Iraq has moved to Iran
are some of its be s' e i r defense aircraft and some of its best anti -
fleet aircraft, the F- ~ with their Exocets, which could threaten the
fleet in the Gulf. «rt.ei nly. -bvi ou sLy the coalition forces have
to pay very close a; '_E . .ion to what those aircraft are doing, and
make sure that they ar~, in fact, neutrally interned and not
available for combat.

KOPPEL
Mr Wagner, quickly, your thoughts on those aircraft in Iran.

MR WAGNER
Well, that's the $64,000 question, you know, precisely why have the
aircraft gone there? And I think we just don't have an answer for
that yet. There's one argument that has a plausible scenario, that
after a peace or a settlement of the immediate war, then Saddam
would, in fact, have an air force available to him and they could be
returned after some sort of a peace. But the precise reason as to why
he either ordered them moved there or they went there without his
direct orders, we're just going to have to wait and see. I just don't
think we have an accura~e answer to that yet.

KOPPEL
·1 Dunn, thank you both very much. Not all of
liess dealt with the Gulf war, but that cloud
US - Sov et summit, scheduled for February,
is afterr on because of the war. When we
by the .t: l f spokesman for the Soviet Foreign

All right. Mr Wagner,
today's Washington ~)U

was never far away. T~
was in part postpon~d
return, we'll be -1 r-
Ministry, v i t.aLy .hu r
(COMMERCIAL BREA,)

KOPPEL
When Soviet Foreign Mister Bessmertnykh emerged from his meeting
with President Bush t t.Ls afternoon, he and Secretary of State Baker



issued a short st.a t ems '.~ explaining why the February summit had been
postponed.

ChI"ISSBAKER, SECRETARY OF STATE
The Gulf war makes ~t ~nappropriate for President Bush to be away
from Washington. In addition, work on the START treaty will require
some additional time.

KOPPEL
In spite of the inappropriateness of the timing, the Soviet crackdown
in the Saltics has raised questions about a possible cooling in what
was otherwise the warmest relationship the two countries have shared
in postwar history. Joining us live in our Washington bureau is
Vitaly Churkin, the chief spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry.
Is it time for American anchormen to start beating up on Soviet
spokesmen again, Mr Ch~rkin?

VITALY CHURY=~, SOVIET FOREIGN MINISTRY SPOKESMAN
I don't think so. : think that our relations are still on track and
there have been some developments which could have created
difficulties, bu~ bas~cally the way the two sides have responded to
those developments show that we have a lot of common interests and a
solid basis for that ~~~ationship.

KOP~EL
Now, on the one s c ce , -r.enyou talk about those developments, you
could be referr-,-og,: example, to the Persian Gulf and the way
things and going, and erhaps the fact that the United States is
focusing more on attac{ing Iraq than the Soviet Union had wanted. To
what degree did that come up today?

MR CHURKIN
It did come up to a very small degree, because I don't think there is
much of a difference between us on that. We have expressed our
concern that the logic of war might bring about a situation where
people forget about the original goal of the United Nations
activities, and that is the liberation of Kuwait. And some other much
more far - reaching goals might come up which would entail greater
destruction and more casualties, but there was an important statement
this morning by President Bush who again reemphasized that the goal
was that of liberating Kuwait and that the United States did not try
to bring things farthe~ than that. So basically there is no argument.

KOPPEL
Now, you know and I krow that what you're talking about there is the
word that has been wafting around in a number of different ways over
the past couple of wee~s, suggesting that maybe the United States was
looking toward topplir~ or maybe even killing Saddam Hussein. Was
anyone so indelica~e d to put that in precise language today?

MR CHURKIN
No, and besides, what ve were expressing our concern was something
broader than that. :~ NdS the destruction of a country, of Iraq, and
we were simply bringI~J back the idea of the original purpose of the
United Nations actions. And we have a good understanding now between
the United States and :he Soviet Union on that.

KOPPEL
Now, on the other deve~opment which was sort of fuzzed over, at least
in the pUblic stateme~t, is clearly the activities of Soviet police
and the Soviet militarj in Lithuania and in the Baltics in general.
Was there any specific discussion of that today and did you have the
impression that while this may be an appropriate time for the summit
to be postponed because of the war, that that at least factored into
it?

MR CHURKIN
I did not have such a~ impression, but there was an extensive
discussion of that ana we again reiterated that it was the purpose of
the president that thp sItuation there is resolved peacefully,
according to the cons'ltution, in a way where the rights of the
national minorities ard social groups, all the social groups there,
would be upheld. So basically there is another case of a good
understanding, mutual Jnderstanding on a difficult issue.

KOPPEL
There is a grnw,nq p :~, as you know, in this country that President
Gorbachev is be, ern nr- re and mor e pressured by the right wing to
move himself "O'NdE: ....ght and that, in fact, he is doing so.

MR CHURKIN
Well, President Gorba 'lev continues to be commi t t ed to the program of
reform, but you are r Jht that there is a lot of pressure on him from
all the sides. So he' in a very difficult position and in a
situation where everybody should be very careful in responding to
whatever developments might take place in our country.

KOPPEL
When you're talking about everyone, do you mean the United States
should not be as critlcal? Was that message conveyed to the
President, and if so, how did he respond?



MR CHURKIN
Not in specific terms. We're not criticizing the response of the
United States specifically. But basically, as you know, there has
been some rather strong reaction in the West and we do feel that in
some cases that was overreaction, that it hastened to certain
conclusions which were not timely and that their response did not
take into account the whole picture of the situation in the Baltics
and, most particularly in Lithuania. Which is not as simple as some
people think it is at all.

KOPPEL
I know it's not easy ~o designate these things numerically, but if US
_ SovieL relations six months ago were, let's say, at an eight on a
scale of one to 10, wr re would you say they are now?

MR CHURKIN
Well, I don't know. ~ould simply say that we are still on track and
we come out from this ~eeLing hopeful that we can continue with that.
One important result, incidentally, is that they agreed that they
should continue vigorcJsly to work on the START treaty and we hope
that in February the basic work would be completed.

KOPPEL
Mr Churkin, I know iL's been a long day. Thank you very much for
coming so late.

MR CHURKIN
Thank you.

KOPPEL
Appreciate it. When we return, we'll focus on how Washington deals
with pressing domestic issues that appear to be eclipsed by the
current international crisis.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

BRIG GEN PAT STEVENS, US CENTRAL COMMAND
The campaign is prog~essing as it's planned and in accordance with
the desires of the President and we'll execute the orders as he
dictates.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
In Henry V, Sbake spe are wrote: "In peace there is nothing so becomes
a man as modest stil~~ess and humility. But when the blast of war
blows in our ea~s"r h wrote, "the man should imitate a tiger". Well,
the President is trY~GJ ro imitate both man and tiger, and so is much
of Washington, but thE bast of war is very loud here. (VO) To move
around, the Presidentlses decoy helicopters to confuse possible
assassins. Decoy limousines have been added to the presidential
motorcade.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
I am not going to screech my life to a halt out of some fear about
Saddam Hussein.

MARTIN
(VO) Despite the sense of war in Washington, the life of government
does go on. Workers do arrive from the suburbs. The cabinet does
attack the paper flow. At the Commerce Department today, Secretary
Robert Mosbacher was meeting with advisers. At Health and Human
Services, Secretary Louis Sullivan was hard at work. At Education,
the acting secretary, JOHN Sanders, was in his office. And for all
these days, the President has been in and out of his office, trying,
he says, to balance the business of the country.

PRES BUSH
(January 24, 1991) We will have a briefing on the number one issue of
the day, the Gulf crl is. We'll probably be talking about events
inside the Soviet Un_ ~ that concern all of us, Democrats and
Republicans alike. A;~ ,hen we'll focus in on the domestic agenda.

SA:vJUEL ;~:~ER,SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
If you look at the 1a five or six months, you would see that
there's a very good be ance in most of the meetings and things that
have occurred in the w~ite House as far as policy decisions.

MARTIN
How about the last one that you went to? Do you remember roughly what
you -

SEC SKINNER
Well, I would say that it probably was ~ probably 70 - 30 national
security versus domestic.

MARTIN
(VO) When the dust of the Cold War cleared last year, there was great
hope the United States could find a way to solve its own problems -
the savings and loan mess, the specter of recession, violent crime
and urban decay. These problems are still visible, but war blocks
much of what the Pres~ient sees on his desk.

KENNETH DUbSRSTEIN, FORMER WHITE HOUSE OFFICIAL
You have a little ex' t1 measure of clout in a foreign policy crisis
to say: "Now, wait 3 ~inute, the President is focused on the Persian
Gulf, the President focused on policy for pursuing the war. You



really want to spend ~) or 15 minutes talking about X or Y? Can't it
hold?"

MARTIN
(VO) But if X or Y a~e savings and loan or the budget deficit, what
then?

STUART SIZE~L' ,CARTER ADMINISTRATION POLICY ADVISOR
A new legislative ac i., has to be set for the coming session of
Congress. Those t h i :.c ",,,-11 be done because they have to be done, but
the difference is, t r :-~esident won't have the time, he won't have
the energy, he won't ,3ve the resources to then take those decisions
and really elevate the~, spend time in working them and selling them.
And they'll therefore inevitably get put on the back burner.

CHARLES PETBS, EDITOR, "THE WASHINGTON MONTHLY"
There is a great tendency in Washington for nothing to happen in the
bureaucracy unless the~e is attention coming from the top and from
the bottom, from the people and from the President and the Congress.
There's a great rule in Washington that I call "make - believe equal
survival". In other words, you go to the meetings, you proclaim, you
have conferences, you have memos, but nothing really happens at the
end of the day.

REP LEON PANETTA, (DI, CALIFORNIA
To try to somehow orga~ize groups to focus on domestic needs while
the war is going on is difficult to do. There's no enthusiasm. The
failure to address the domestic agenda means that the quality of
society that these ~r ~ps will be returning to, these men and women
will be returning to, lerhaps will be a little worse off as a result
of this war.

PRES BUSH
And so life goes O~, .j this is priority.

SEC SKINNER
I don't think the ~y =an people understand how hard the President
works, but he's work_~J even harder than he normally does, and he
gets an awful lot do~e, so he can get an awful lot done in that
period of time.

MARTIN
(VO) But once the worK is done, domestic policy advisers face a
final, perhaps fatal obstacle.

MR EIZENSTAT
You've gotten the President to sign off on it. You've maybe even
gotten it in the State of the Union address. And then you find that
it's not reported at all because the whole country's attention is
riveted on the Gulf crisis instead of on the issue you've spent
hundreds of hours on.

Obviously, the at~f

I guess the questi :
is the degree to wh~cr
with his own energy, r

MARTIN
So with the blasts of ~ar sounding throughout the city, Washington
has gone back to work iistracted. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline,
in Washington.

KOPPEL
However distracted, official Washington focuses tomorrow night on the
President's State of -~e Union Address. And when we corne back we'll
be joined by the a: r ect of that speech, Roger Porter.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK

KOPPEL
Before the break W~ ~ ~ed abou~ the problems of dealing with
domestic issues thesp lajS. Joining us now live in our Washington
bureau is the Presider 's domestic policy adviser, Roger Porter, who
is also the white Hous~ coordinator for tomorrow night's State of the
Union address. It's ar imperfect analogy, Mr Porter, but we've got a
huge news organization here with probably around 85 or 90 reporters
around the country and the world, and those who focus on domestic
issues are certainly SLill focusing on them and trying to raise them
at editorial meetings every day, but they're sort of getting brushed
aside because most of the focus ends up, obviously, on the war. To
what degree do you have the same problem at the White House?

ROGER PORTER, WHITE HOUSE DOMESTIC POLICY ADVISOR
Well, it's certainly true that most of the press attention and media
attention has been focused on the Gulf and the events there, but
within the White House, as the President indicated, life goes on.
He'll be delivering his State of the Union address tomorrow night.
We'll be presenting '.re budget the following Monday and the economic
report of the presen' dter that week. All the work that goes into
the preparation of t~ addresses and those documents has continued
apace, despite ~he f that ever~s in the Middle East have
distracted a goo'j d public dltention.

KOPPEL
is focused at the different departments, but

the one that Stu Eizenstat raised, and that
he President can imbue some of these projects
king up the phone, jawboning with Congress,



giving it the kind lttention that many of these projects are going
to need. He's only h~rr,n, he's only got so many hours in the day.

MR PORTER
It is certainly true that he has a limited amount of time, as we all
do, but he is a man of extraordinary stamina and someone who
appreciates that the j8b of being president includes not only being
the architect of the nation's foreign policy and its commander - in -
chief, but also an individual who has responsibility to care for the
nation's economic and domestic needs. I have been impressed in the
last several days and weeks at the amount of time and attention that
he has been willing to devote to the budget and the State of the
Union, to education and energy, trade and the other range of domestic
issues that we're dealing with.

KOPPEL
comparison, under normal conditions, when there
- and t~at is an extraordinary kind of crisis -
the Prssident normally spend on foreign policy,
he nor~3lly spend on domestic?

MR PORTER
Well, it varies a good deal from president to president. I think it's

is not
how
how

Just by way of
a war going on
much time does
much time does

KOPPEL
This President.

MR PORTER
- this President, i' '5 roughly a 50 - 50 or 60 - 40 split. It depends
on what's going on arcJnd the world. But it's a fairly even balance.

KOPPEL
So when, as you hear nJW ~ and I don't know to what degree these
things can be quantified - that the President is spending 70 to 80
percent of his time focusing on the war, something's got to give,
right?

MR PORTER
Well, this is at a time when the Congress is not in session, and so
the responsibilities of doing a lot of phone calls and lobbying on
the Hill is not quite the same. He is still involved in making the
same range of decisions, with respect to the initiatives that we will
be announcing during t~e next several days and weeks. And in that
sense, there's not a t-g difference.

KOPPEL
Well, under normal - ! guess what I'm getting at, and I realize you
are being protective h~re and it's only understandable that you would
be, but I would think -hac at times like this if the secretary of
state or the secretar\ ~t defense or the director of Central
Intelligence or ~he pv~s~dent's national security adviser needs his
ear, they will gee it ~ ~ot more easily than, say, the secretary of
HHS or education.

MR PORTER
Well, certainly, if events in the world of foreign policy, whether
it's the Gulf or US - Soviet relations, require his attention, he
gives it to them. But 3gain, I would simply reiterate that I've been
impressed at his willi~gness and his interest to remain engaged and
involved in economic a:1d domestic issues, which he cares very greatly
about and which are very important for the country.

KOPPEL
Give us a sense of how he works it into his day, then, if you would.

MR PORTER
Well, he has a regular set of meetings and briefings. Some of these
involve several cabinet officers, some of these would involve simply
a few White House officials. He does a good deal of reading,
paperwork, memorandum~ go to him. In a very real sense, since August
the flow of events has not changed that much within the White House.

KOPPEL
So you would say ehe a~tention to the economy, education, issues like
that, is - from the perspective of the result that's going to emerge
- equivalent to what °t has always been?

MR PORTER
Perhaps a little les~ Obviously, more of his time and attention has
to be devoted to frI' ~r policy ~ight now, but he recognizes that
it's a job that i~·: both sides, and he has continued to impress
upon his cablnet and 'n his White House officials, in the sessions
that we have had with im, that he expects us to be at our desks and
doing our work and tha the nation needs an economic and domestic
policy just like it nE~ds a forelgn policy, and he wants to provide
it.

KOPPEL
Mr Porter, you've emerged unscathed. Let's hope the President does,
too. Thank you very much for being with us.

MR PORTER
Thank you.



DONVAN
(VO) The barber did put some money in his pocket today, but he
complained, "What qooc is it to work just for one day? It is not
enough". Palestinians believe that the curfew, which Israel calls a
security measure, was in fact designed to punish them for their
support of Saddam Huss9in. They are also bitter that West Bank Arabs
are last on the list f)r gas masks from the government, behind
Israeli citizens, ever behind tourists. Here in Bethlehem,
distribution of masks)egan only last week and only after Israel's
highest court insisteo. But it turned out there were not enough gas
masks for most Palesti~ians, especially not in children's sizes.

RAANA: GISSIN, ISRAELI ARMY SPOKESMAN
When we made the inir A: assessment of the threat of chemical
warfare, it was dncor, vab Le to 'JS that the population in the West
Bank will be targers ; chemical warfare attack by some of their
brothers, Arab leade' who are claiming to be representing them.

DONVAN
(VO) Meanwhile, Pales' mans like the Kattib family are improvising.
A cloth soaked in bak 10 soda substitutes for gas masks.

GHASS~~ KATTIB, WEST BANK PALESTINIAN
It is really creating ~ome worries and tension here at home, within
the family, to see o~ he television, on the Israeli televisions, the
directions given to I -aeli families how to use the gas masks, and we
are not able to use tr .m because we don't have them.

DONVAN
{VOl Because there are no sirens in West Bank towns, they keep the TV
on all day for news of missile attacks. And, like the Israelis, they
have sealed off one r om of their home against the possibility of
poison gas. The Kattibs did not back Saddam's invasion of Kuwait but
did support his call f r a diplomatic solution, one that would also
address Palestinian ~. evances,

MR KATTIB
a· our interests are served better by putting
~use nobody will win in this war, especially

KOPPEL
For some months now, F~esident Bush has refused to link the
resolution of the Gulf crisis with the Palestinian dispute. When we
come back, the angers and fears of Palestinians caught, once again,
in the middle of larger issues.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Many of the Middle Eas-'s problems seemed to come together for a
brief moment today when a Scud missile fired by Iraq at the Israelis
went off course and f~3gmented over the West Bank, populated mostly
by Palestinians, one ~8~e piece 0= bad luck for a people who have
found these days part_~~larly difficult. Here's ABC correspondent
JOHN Donvan.

JOHN DO~VhN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Already it has 3ted longer than any previous general curfew
since the Is~ae~~s .~ed this '_erritory 23 years ago, a curfew
that has 1.7 ~iliiQn .estinians, the entire population of the Gaza
Strip and the West Ba~:, shut up in their homes 24 hours a day. The
rules are strictly en~ ~ced everywhere but in the most out of the way
corners of the West: 30'%, whose hills today seemed to be one of the
few silent places 2.'1 .. E: Middle East, (on camera) The impression, of
course, is misleading. :nside their homes the Palestinians have their
televisions and radios turned on all day, every day, following the
progress of a war that most of them said beforehand they did not
want. (Va) What they do want, now that it is war, is victory for
Saddam Hussein. This was a household in Jericho last week, filmed by
an amateur Palestinian cameraman just as a TV announcer was reporting
the first missile hits on Tel Aviv. And in the kitchen of the same
household, a Palestinian woman composed a song to Saddam. "Oh ,
Saddam, our hero," she sang, "thank God you stood your ground. You
have healed my broken 'teart," sentiments echoing allover the West
Bank since the firs- ~~3sile strike.

PALESTINIAN WOMAN
It's the first time tra: people in Tel Aviv are living days and
nights of worry, whi' we lived these days and nights for 33 years.

DON''AN
(VOl But these are Du' happy times for the Palestinians. Today, in
Bethlehem, the =s~o~_ allowed ~~em out of their homes for six
hours. Most we~l sn C ',g, fil~~~~ prescriptions, stocking up on
food. There is eno~~~ : chat. Th~ problem is money. After nearly two
weeks at home, not w~t~ing, a lot of people are running out of cash.

RaGE ATTA, WES~ BANK PALESTINIAN
I know personally in cur neighborhood, people are selling their gold,
their furniture, to b~y fruits and food for their family, for their
kids.

And we still believe
an end to this war, t



the Palestinians.
DONVAN

(VO) Afternoon in Betr ehem, heading for home as the curfew was
closing in again. The 1nnouncement that from tomorrow restrictions
will be eased in certa~n towns was no doubt welcome, as the people
got ready for another ~ight shut indoors, listening for news of
missiles reaching Is~ If they looked out their windows tonight,
they would have seer js missi~e ~assing overhead, for the first
time dropping t raeme-.' into the 'IllestBank, but no Palestinians were
harmed, which perhap las cause for more song in these not - so -
silent hills. JOHN Dv~ an for Nightline, in the West Bank.

KOPPEL
And a closing note. Boo Vinton made two appearances on Nightline last
August. When we were Lie first journalists in Baghdad following the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwa't, Mr Vinton volunteered to drive us around
the city and gave us the benefit of his experience there. Then, last
December, he was with ~s again, having just been released by the
Iraqis after some mon~hs as a human shield. We chatted for a while
after the program and I told him how much I would enjoy driving him
around Washington, sho~ld he ever come here. It is a privilege I will
never have. Bob Vinton died over the weekend at his home in Santa Fe,
New Mexico. It was a heart attack. He was 57. We didn't know each
other well, but when a group of American newsmen needed help, Bob
Vinton gave and gave generously. Our condolences to his widow, Susan.
That's our report for ~onight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us here at ABC NewQ, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
There is a report on -Ie front page of today's Washington Post that
allied forces may ha"~ p.:npointed Saddam Hussein's location one
night last week, but ,~re prevented from attacking because of bad
weather. The mili-a~J of Saudi Arabia today said it wasn't true.
President Bush said ~cjay the US is not in the business of targeting
the Iraqi leader pers ~ally. Other military sources have told us
that if the US does 9 ~ussein it'll be by accident - which does
not mean he is camp>' ~.'safe. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(NIGHT SKYLINE JS ~ tary officials insist Saddam Hussein himself
is not a target. Assa~sination is against United States law, but
his whereabouts are a "ital piece of military intelligence.
(HUSSEIN) The CIA has a task force watching Iraq. (CIA BLDG) It
has not been ordereo tJ locate Saddam Hussein as an individual, but
informed officials say that if he is discovered the word will go
directly to Pentagon c~ficials who are not prohibited from attacking
the Iraqi command st~L~~ure. (PHOTO MONTAGE)

PAUL S~ARES / BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
You cannot distinguist between the leadership and the command
system. They are inseparable components.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONTROL ROOM) To firj the Iraqi high command, airborne tracking
units have been recorc ng telephone and radio traffic from the sky.
(SATELLITE DISH) Sa~e~lites listen for electronic emissions from
command bunkers, hopi: ~ to hear codes or a telltale burst of
messages.

PAU~ STARES
the presence of a key member of the
r.' Hussein.

JOHN MARTIN
(MAP/GRAPHICS H':9r.~ aquenc y direction finders in nearby
countries - Oman, :J''''' ~s and Turkey - pinpoint the source of the
signals. (NSA BLuG r.e clues are fed by satellite to the National
Security Agency ou t s ,c! Washington and to the British goverrunent
communications headqu~~ters in Cheltenham, England. (MEETING) To
avoid detection dip:o~i~ic sources say, Hussein has not used
telephones in six wee~5; preferring face-to-face meetings with
battlefield commander~. This one reportedly took place yesterday
and even if the US p:rooints his location there is another
challenge.

MAN
To say that he's there at this moment is one thing and men go half
an hour later and be certain that he will be there.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) If he is there ~Jwever and if there is time, military experts
recognize that hittin that target could be the fastest way to end
the war. JOHN MARTIN, hBC News, Washington.

All these would sugge
leadership such as ~d
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PETER JENNINGS
Despite the Lhou sar.d. f allied combat missions so far, it is
possible, as eve rybod has speculated, that many of Iraq's key
military assets have .r'vi ved , which raises the question for a great
many people is Saddam tu sse i n holding back? Will there be a
surprise? Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOMBING FTG) Despit direct hits, Iraq's air command keeps
commanding. Many of ~:s officers protected by concrete bunkers.
(STREET SCENE) In 1981, beneath shops and streets, Iraq began
building a series of bunkers. To design and direct construction,
the Iraqis hired Western companies and spent hundreds of millions of
dollars. (BLUEPRINT GRAPHICS) These Belgian bunkers were built,
according to this cont~actor, with special barriers to protect
against bombs aimed at doorways. (CU BUNKER DOORS)

MAN
(INTERPRETER) We we~e asked to cover them with sand to make them
look like dunes.

JOHN MARTIN
Most of Iraq's warplar~s are hidden this way, say US intelligence
officers. (BUNKER ST j~S) A Portuguese contractor said his firm
built underground bu~ ~rs at this base to hold more than 100 planes
on three levels. B'" l senior analyst insists the hangars are
vulnerable.
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-ro-optically guided, which is what we would
ke that, impacting at pretty much of a 90
a very good chance of punching right through
was inside.

JOHN MARTIN
(SOLDIERS) Military Experts say crack Republican Guard troops are
also protected in bunke rs . So is Saddam Hussein. (HUSSEIN) He had
a special bunker built for himself and his family behind 6,000 pound
steel doors. (BUNKER SCHEMATICS) German contractors claim it can
withstand nuclear atta~k.

WILHELM DIETL
It can absorb the shockwaves and the bunker is able to move about
two feet.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU FILTER) Its air ~ld water are filtered, says a British nuclear
shelter expert, who was contacted by the Iraqis in 1986.

COLIN CROFT
You could stay down ir ~he shelter for indefinitely. Depends on how
long your foodstuff 1 ~r and water. And providing your air
filtration units act 1, you can stay down there for years.

JOHN MARTIN
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

ot:l\ "11..
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The very idea of havi~g a Republican Guard tells us a lot about Iraq
as it is governed by Saddam Hussein and the ruling Baath Party. If
Iraq had a king, it wculd be the palace guard formed originally to
protect the ruler. It is the spine of the Iraqi Army as you have
heard. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(SOLDIERS) Iraq has r.2arly a million troops in uniform, but the
Republican Guards are ~he best equipped, best trained and best paid
soldiers of all. Mos~ are literate, many are college graduates, all
are believed to be de' "ted to Saddam Hussein.

HEINO KOPIETZ
One could equate the ~~publican Guard to the rough 55, the 55 units
of the Second Wor~d ~.y which had a particular loyalty to the
Fuhrer.

JOHN MARTIN
(OLD FTG) They we~F ce a smaller force composed only of soldiers
from Hussein's herr -n . (WAR FTG) But faced with defeat by
Iran in 1986, Iraq ~e :ed a large force to counterattack. Hussein
decided to open up t~ Guard. In 1988 in five crucial battles, the
Guards held off Iran~ attacks and broke through enemy lines. Now
they face a new ~est Ald analysts disagree about whether they are up
to it.

FRANCIS TUSA
They've been trained l' both Soviet and the Western schools of
thought and they have started to train hard, something they did not
do before the Iran-Iraq war, never underestimate them.

GENERAL BERNARD TRAINOR / RETIRED
They've been pampered. They're the Praetorian guard, but to paint
them as an organiza~irn that we should fear, I think that would be
overrating them by qL :e a bit.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) In fact, Train0. even speculates that faced with defeat, the
highly nationalisti: S~publican Guards might be the one unit that
would turn against Sa,1f am Hussein. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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From ABC News, our special one hour edition of World News Tonight
with Peter Jenn~r.gs r n~ nues.

PETER JENNINGS
It is just a lit~~e more than twenty - four hours since the first
missiles and war planes !Jegan attacking positions inside Iraq and
Kuwait. The Bush Administration expresses cautious optimism about the
initial effects of what is now called Operation Desert Storm. But the
President has warned against taking anything for granted, and we are
reminded constantly that this is the beginning of what could be a
very lengthy fight with the Iraqis. As for diplomacy, there is
apparently going to be no pause in the fighting. The White House says
that if Saddam Hussein wants peace, he must surrender. The operation
began with 100 tomahawk cruise missiles, more than 1,000 sorties by
planes from the US, Britain and France, and with some participation
by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. ABC's Bill Redeker is in Saudi Arabia,
and he has a view of the first day.

PILOT
From (inaudible) standpoint, we went in there and did exactly what we
wanted to do. We haa air superiority the entire time, we came up very
little. We went in with some very precision bombers, went into very
heavily defended areas and dropped an excellent bomb and destroyed a
lot of targets.

BILL REDEKER
And what they did was Mrlssive and continuous. From the launching of
deadly cruise ~issl~es, tu the wave after wave of aerial bombardment.
All four serv~ces used t~eir fighters and bombers to deliver
punishing blows agains~ anti - aircraft systems, command and control
facilities and Scud missiles aimed at Israel and Saudi Arabia. And it
is not over yet.

PILOT
We'll continue, and depending upon the results, we may continue for
several days and weeks.

REDEKER
The Pentagon said one American plane and its pilot were downed by the
Iraqis. A Kuwaiti and British plane were also lost. Casualties in
Kuwait and Iraq were reported to be substantial. In the desert,
frontline Marine and Army troops welcomed the air strikes, believing
that their job on the ground, if it comes to that, will be easier.

SOLDIER
Indeed, he's not ten fee~ tall, and he does have some significant
weaknesses.

REDEKER
In the background tonight, you can perhaps hear the sound of jet
aircraft taking off - a thundering noise. That was one of the British
fighter bombers that takp off from this air base on the hour, just
about every hour. We also have a report of a Marine incident on the
border with Kuwait. App6~ently the first Marines got into a firefight
with Iraqi ground forces positioned inside Kuwait. Marines went in;
there are no reports on how many casualties the Iraqis took, but
apparently two Marines, according to one military spokesman, may have
been injured. Peter?

JENNINGS
Okay. Bill Redeker in eastern Saudi Arabia, thank you. Now for their
thoughts on this first day we are joined, as we have been on a
regular basis, by two of the leading military analysts in the
country, whose knowledge we have all, I think, benefited from. In
Washington, Tony Cordesman. And in Boston, former Marine General
Bernard Trainor. General Trainor, with you first - give us your
thoughts on how you think they day has gone, and what we should watch
out for.

GEN BERNARD TRAINOR
We're in good shape right now, Peter. The air campaign into Iraq is
continuing to tidy up the things that they started last night, and I
think that there's every indication that the air campaign against the



field forces ~::.Y~wait is underway, to soften them up for an ultimate
ground attack. =~ -erms ri the Iraqi capability, frankly, I think
their only capabi~:ty at this point is to continue to defend and hold
their positions.

JENNINGS
. _lSC~ 'hroughcut the day at what you've seen, or

~a~~~ Dased on the reporting we have.
TRAINOR

Well, I have bee~ surpr~ ed. I think everybody has been surprised by
how effective ~hls campalgn is, and frankly ...

JENNINGS
Stand by - Ge~e~a_, s:G~d by for a second, if you would. A moment,
please. We we~e j~st about to do a report on Israel, anyway. There
are air raid s~rens - you can hear them in the background. Those are
air raid sirens In Jerusalem, and ABC's Dean Reynolds is there. Dean,
it's yours.

DEAN REYNOLDS
Peter, the air raid sirens began about 30 minutes ago. The Israelis
had said that they would not sound the sirens unless they believed
missiles had been launched in their direction, or were about to be
launched. They ha' e said all along that the missile sites that the
Americans hit ea~~_er today had not rendered all of the launchers
inoperable. N w :'~ hear ng a diminution in the air raid siren

JENNINGS
Dean, let me e s c "J t.r; s , if I may. Because you say that they
thoughL all the ~ncter~ ~ad not been hit - does this mean the
fixed, as wel_ as ~he ~~~~le? Because the impression you gave us
earlier today, oiG so a Israeli intelligence, was that the
launchers in ~~e '_st r- portion of Iraq, which could launch against
Ls rae r, had b r >- s t r d.

REYNOLDS
What they said t o-fey , Pe t e r, as they got more information, was that
all of the la~~c~ rs -~a~ had ~issi.1.es in them were destroyed. There
are other statlohO_Y ~aJnchers out "::herethat did not have missiles
in them, and ~he ;lr Fo~~e decided ~t was not necessary for them to
be destroyed, or they cldn't go after them because they didn't have
the missiles. The~e are mobile launchers that the Israeli military
said they weren't sure exactly where they were, and that, in fact,
they posed a serious danger. Now, the sirens have stopped. People
around me are unpacking their gas masks, as we were instructed to do.

JENNINGS
Dean? Dean, if people are unpacking their gas masks, why don't you do
the same thinq. maKe a ljple of minutes and we will run the report
which you prepa~F for;, which we would have been running in just a
couple of sec rid, an "~:i And "hen , depending on conditions, we'll
come right ba c c - lO~. -ia t sounds ~ike a truck in the street. Am I
correcL?

You have been
not seen ':rof""

That's right, ~~e(e's a
now.

REYNOLDS
t of polir.e traffic up and down the street

JENNI1-JGS
ne'~ co~e right back to you. As I said,

; a rep r' for us which we would have run
. Under these abnormal circumstances, here
10t too long ago.

REYNOLDS
Police with chemi :al warfare gear were out on the streets of Tel Aviv
this evening, but most everyone else was indoors. An attack here is
still possible, and the Israeli military says Iraq's motivation is
higher tonight because of frustration at the way the war is going.
Israeli officials say a third of the stationary missiles in western
Iraq may still be ope rabc e , and the location and condition of the
mobile launchers is unknown.

BRIG GEN NAHMAN SHAI
Those mobile miss~les are still around, and we have to be aware - and
as I said, we are aware that they may use those missiles tonight,
tomorrow, aga~nst Israe

You go ahead ~;J

Dean Reynolds
under normal ~r
is wha t he f i .d r

While many Israc
to be true, Pale

'"bel
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REYNOLDS
Peter, I thinK we rea_L should head inside. The sirens are starting
again, and I thi~~ that' ~ what we will do, and probably talk to you
from inside.

JENNI~GS
Okay. Please do it as qu i c kl y as you can. ABC's Dean Reynolds in
Jerusalem, creating the kind of fear that a great many people have
talked about today. Let us go now to our two military analysts to ask
what they think of this present situation. Tony Cordesman in
Washington, I know you've got the map with you, among other things -
at least I think you still have the map with you. Give us a sort of
geographical sense of what it is that may have caused the Israelis to
start the air raid warnings now, when they said they wouldn't do them
unless they thought somerhing had been launched.

ANTHONY CORDESMAN
If we look down here, Pe:er, we can see the general locations of H-2
and H-2, but these are ~eally air bases. The launch complexes are
near them. There are probably many other complexes which are not
perhaps as advanred. One problem the Israelis face is that it is at
most, five to s ix m.i nu r before the missiles can hit these targets.
If there a~e a~' ndl a ns at all ~hat there are missiles being
brought up, r I! r t.er l slim they may be, they are going to have to
trigger t ho sc ns S __I': ~ Y because t he re would be no other form of
warnlng.

JENNINGS
Let me ask you this. It's about - to look at that map again - 250
miles from the Iraqi border to the nearest point in Israel which they
could attack. Can they attack that with mobile missiles, or do they
have to have a launch - a fixed Scud?

CORDESMAN
They can attack it with mobile Scuds, but these are relatively
limited systems in terms of payload. I would not expect that these
could do serious damage to Israel. They lack the accuracy in the
payload, even with chemical weapons. I believe that the fixed systems
- the longer range, higher payload systems - are the ones where the
launchers have probably been destroyed. So there may be a threat to
Israel, but hope!ully i· is not a grave one.

JENNINGS
Okay. Let me go ~o General Trainor for just a second, and continue
our discussion on a somewhat wider plane. General Trainor, we have
been cautioned throughoc~ the day not to be too optimistic, even
though the poiitlcal est, blishment has been pretty optimistic. Is
there any reas( r ~o th rk that there should be stiffer resistance to
come, than we've had r r ~ted so far?

TRAINOR
Well, VOL havE-'t under and, Deter, that these fellows fought a very
successful defenslve Wa: for four of the eight years of the Iran -
Iraq struggle. They know how to fight a defensive battle. They know
how to dig defenses, and maybe the defenses that they have in Kuwait
and around Basra, maybe, are not of the same intensity and
development that they had along the inaudible) with the Iranians.
They are still very form:dable, and you can bomb them, but troops can
dig in and if their morale remains, they can fight and provide a
tough battle for you, and I think this is something that we should
anticipate. If it turns out in our favor, so much the better. But we
should not be over optimistic.

JENNINGS
You would reaffirm for us that this enormous army of Saddam
Hussein's, which is d i spr-rsed in a wide area of the country, is an
army, whlch in y ~r view, has a :ot of fighting strength in it.

TRAINOR
That's c rrect:.

Okay. Can I just
think, that t r r
been an exp., .or
just as quick
moments '9' '-,
were gOlng .n
just one momen<-.
(COMMERCIAL BREM

JENNINGS
Lell yc~ as we pause for just a second here to
has bs . r one report, unconfirmed, that there has
in TE Mviv. We will do our best to confirm that
we .s r'. But as y u 've heard just a couple of

,Br'< In Reynold, the air raid warning sirens
rssIerr:, here Dear Reynolds was. We I 11 be back in

JENNINGS
We'll keep you up as best we can to what is going on in Israel. We've
not been able to confirm that that explosion in Tel Aviv means
anything, particularly in terms of an attack from Iraq. But the
moment we know something, we'll get back to you. Let's turn our
attention for just a second now to security and the terrorist factor.
When the battle in the Gulf began last night, commercial airports in
the US immediate~y went on their highest level of security alert 50



travelers in the us are going to find it takes longer to get on a
plane. There are a lot more guards everywhere, and here's ABC's Jim
Slade.

JIM SLADE
The new FAA rules require airport operators to close concourses to
anyone without a ticket. Passengers are to be screened for
personaL.ty traits a ssocia t ed with terrorists. Curbside check in has
been e Li.rruna r.ed..Al I una- -e nded bags or cars will be taken away. In
addition, air~~n s are 111W asking passengers for identification under
some c i rcums t ence s . Ann .ited is asking customers to arrive up to
two and a ha~~ ~ ~rs ea for baggage checks. And some American
business have becun res _cting emp~oyee travel. 3M is calling
overseas travele:s home, and is curtailing future trips. Chrysler,
Xerox and IBM .eve rest" 'ted almosl all employee travel to the
Middle East n. nSl~l areas. Jim Slade, ABC News, Washington.

JENNINGS
For all ~he w rr and ~~ern in the country and overseas, the public
at home appears solidly behind the President's decision to launch the
attack yescerday. Our p< ling unit ~onducted a survey last night -
75% of the pecple, that we asked at least, said that they approved of
the attack, and :3% said ~he US should have waited longer. Well, you
can find evidence of that support in a lot of places. We've chosen
Colbrarn, Colorado, a small town with a large stake in Operation
Desert Storm, which we've visited before. Here's ABC's Tom Foreman.

TOM FOREMAN
~TIN Woodring was feeding his cattle this morning just like it was
any other day, but he knew it was not. America is at war, and that
has extra meaning in this tiny town of 300, where more than a dozen
young people are servin~ in the Persian Gulf.

MARTIN WOODRING
Can't le- a th~ra world ~ntry build into a major power by just keep
taking one little guy, and anocher little guy, and another little
guy.

FOREMAN
Tough talk from a town w th so much co lose? Perhaps, but from the
very beginnina, ~olbram ~ade it clear its soldiers are in the fight
to stay. Tha~ is now Cu'~' and Steve Hatch think of their soldier son,
even iG 'he :a;~ of way.

STEVE HATCH
I didn't wan: ~o see it come, but now that we're there, let's do it
and get it over with.

JUDY HATCH
I want him to come home safe and sound.

FOREMAN
Life did not come to a standstill in Colbram today, despite all of
the worries of war. It went on - at the post office, at the cafe, at
the corner store, but prayers went up from every corner, too, for
every soldier so far away.

JUDY HATCH
Keep God in your pocket, and just keep praying they'll be alright.

FOREMAN
In many ways, the start of war has changed things very little in
Colbram. Peop a e here suppo rt ed their troops when they sent them over,
and they stil~ do because patriotism for people here, is not
something the~' ~nfurl ~~st when it is needed. Like snow in winter, it
is a fact of ~ifF - in peace and in war. Tom Foreman, ABC News
Colbram, Colorad

JENNINGS
From a Co Lo rado -rat t Le rich we go to the nation's capital on this
first day of war. No c_· ~n the Un~ted States has been more
disrupted, nor ~elt the ,nxiety of war any more deeply than
Washington. Here's ABC'~ JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
At sunrise this morning they came to the wall, seventeen Vietnam
veterans from Virginia ~r~ll suffering stress, they said, from the
war they fought.

LARRY GUTHRIE
There's got to be more to it than just fighting over oil. People's
lives are worth more than that.

MARTIN
At the Pentagon, officers ran up steps and into the building with
urgent news. Limousine drivers waited. People thought war.

S SGT ROZETTA PROCTOR
I have fears for the peorle that are there. The unknown is always
scary.

That is why ties d
security worrle everywh
the cars of senators anj

MARTIN
le this Na:y telephone hotline. There were
e. At the Capitol, a security dog sniffed

..:ongressman.



Eve r ybod' i n '''13
nothing Out \-r,

REP THOMAS DOWNEY
for sixteen years, and lIve never
this.

MARTIN
Magazine, the editor said no one was paying
ms a, horns
~HARLES ·ETERS
thinking about nothing but this war -

I've been in rh ~ongre~
experienced arj-l.lng like

At the Washi r a-
a t t en t Lcr. to ~

,..,~onth
a _ p~ L

At a nearby gr ~ , pat;
condemned the ga ns.

MARTIN
talk of t.he losses that might corne. One

MARGO OKARAWA - RAY
It has nothing tc do with morality or ethics, it has to do with
certain people making money.

MARTIN
At a restaurant, a lawyer said most work had stopped.

DAN MOORHEAD
I think at least two - thirds of the people are circled around
television sets, or have the mute buttons on and are sort of keeping
an eye on devel pments.

MARTIN
At a ca-hedral, -hey heard a Cardinal call war a sad necessity. So
Washing~ '0, wr.c the de .isi.on was made , found itself at war. JOHN
MARTIN, ABC News , WashiLlt..on.

JENNINGS
We want to go ba know t our Middle East correspondent Dean
Reynolds, who's n Jer~sa~em. You've heard us report that there was
an explosion heard in T ~ Aviv, which is the Israeli city on the
Mediterranean S~a. Dean, what can you tell us?

REYNOLDS
Peter, we have a camera and a microphone on a roof in Tel Aviv, and I
don't know if YOu can see the picture of the Tel Aviv skyline, but we
are hearing n w ·he air raid siren going off in Tel Aviv.

JENNINGS
Dean - let me in~errupt. You can punch the picture up. You have to
punch the picture up.

REYNOLDS
We have to punch the picture up, I'm told to see it, fellas. And we
are also being told there was some kind of explosion in Tel Aviv this
evening. Peter, if you can imagine, we are in a small edit suite,
about six of us, just about to seal the room. Everybody has their gas
mask at hand as per instructions, but so far I can't confirm that any
attack of any kind is underway, it's simply that the air raid sirens
have sounded bot~ in Jer~salem and !el Aviv.

JENNINGS
So, we're still ~earing - those air raid sirens we're hearing now are
in Tel Aviv, or near you in Jerusalem?

REYNOLDS
They are in Tel Aviv.

I'll jus· rem~~a IOU WhR-
that y(L heve c t- r I
see it, th~nK .• ~at 1
bureau in ':'e: Av "?

JENNINGS
our technical people tell me to tell you,
he camera in Tel Aviv. There, now we can

~he camera on the roof of what? Our ABC news

REYNOLDS
That's r;ght, Peter. YOu're looking at the city's central market
there, and in the middle of the picture, and in darkness is the
Defense Ministry.

JENNINGS
Okay. It's the middle of the night there - 3:30 in the morning there?

REYNOLDS
Itls 2:20.

JENNINGS
Okay. Dean, stand by for just a second and we'll see if we can get
any confirmation out of this through the military process. ABC's Bob
Zelnick is at the Pentagon. Bob, any clue to what's going on there?

ZELNICK
Peter, t~e Pentaaon is ~earning about the details of this as we are,
from watching television and seeing what is being reported from Tel
Aviv. They have maintained throughout the day that while there has
been no confirmed Scud ~aunchings up to this point, that Iraq still
had a Scud capab~ ity a~~ could pose a Scud threat to US forces, as
well as t.o other -ount r es in the region, including Israel,
particularly t~ mobi_p ~cud missiles.

JENNINGS
Okay. Dean Reyno ds in e=usalem, anything to add to this as we look
at a map of T'e' Aviv wh :h shows, as you pointed out, where the
Defense Ministry is. Very much in the center of town, isn't it?



REYNOLDS
That's right, Pe 'er. A :...t of people in the bureau in Tel Aviv are
r epo rr i nq a v- big exp Losi.on - a loud explosion. Some of the folks
that we're w~th have ca::ed their families back in Tel Aviv, and they
have reported thE same thing, so we have independent confirmation
from a n~mber of people that there has been some explosion in the
city of Tel Aviv, although we do not have anyone who has actually
seen it.

JENNINGS
Tel Aviv is, of course, a city which sprawls along the Mediterranean
coast. It is Israel's largest city. Dean, do you have any sense of
where it's dropped in the city - where it has exploded, I should say?

REYNOLDS
None whatsoever other than the fact that people who are hearing it -
like our burea~ and these other independent confirmation - the noise
of it, at least, they're in downtown Tel Aviv. Itls a very urban
area, anyway, b~~ it sOLnds like it came very close to the city, if
not with~n the c~ty ~imi~s itself.

JENNINGS
~ow prepared are people in Tel Aviv? Your report
·as larqe:y about people in Jerusalem where people
~ Israr~, felt safer, believing that Saddam Hussein
-ne Mu. - -m ho Ly places which are in Jerusalem. And I
: ev et cre it's an attack from Iraq at the moment.
Aviv ciSwell prepared as anyone in the country?

REYNOLDS
Absolutely, Peter. Eve rybody in this country was taking it quite
seriously. There were hardly any cars on the streets. People had very
studiously sealed up various rooms within their houses for this
occasion, and I think ~hat generally, they were well prepared. The
government was at pains to do this very calmly, and not to arouse any
panic, and I think that in so doing it, it prepared the public for
this possible eventuality.

JENNINGS
Okay, Dean, turn to your colleagues and see if you can glean any
information. We will be with you at any time you want to talk. The
Associated Press is now reporting that three missiles hit in Tel
Aviv. The Assoclated Press reports that three missiles hit in Tel
Aviv. That's according to the Associated Press. I'm not sure if the
Associated Press is giv~ng any kind of a source on that, but that's
what we'll go WL~h. Say again? Quoting Israeli officials, Dean -
three missiles have hit in Tel Aviv, according to Israeli officials.
Perhaps you wa~~ to taKe a second and do some reporting of your own
there for a secQ~d while we talk to General Trainor, who is still
with us in B~~t ~. Gene~a~ Trainor, this sort of takes the edge off
that euphoria -~ ~ Amer~ :ans have been feeling all day, and reminds
us abou~ the ~ _e ca~ n lity of the Iraqis. Please expand on that?

TRAINOR
Well, clearly, t~e Scuds - whether they are the permanent missiles or
the mobile missiles - w u_d be very high on our intelligence
collection requ~~ements lIst, and also very high on the target list.
We went after them with a vengeance last night, and presumably took
out the more permanent :ixtures, and one would think that ...

JENNINGS
General Trainor, hang on for a second. As you talk, I just want to go
back to our staff in Jerusalem. Dean, go ahead and put your gas mask
on, please. If you can talk through it fine. Put the phone down for a
second. Dean? Dean Reynolds.

Okay. Now, just
earlier tonig:-::.
had in the mai-
would n~t at to K
reaffirm we 'r
Are people l~ 1~

There's no way t- talk
REYNOLDS

t-hrough this thing.
JENNINGS

all, and then we'll figure out whether orPut it on, Dean, first
not you can tal~ througt. t.

REYNOLDS
Alright, fine.

JENNINGS
General ~ra~r r, Ne'll 1St keep our eye on Jerusalem now, as Dean
Reyno_ds sa~d, ~ IsraE households, and all Israeli businesses
have des gnat j ~ea. ne area in virtually every building from an
apartment - 1se" J,;vernment operations, where people in just
such an lDstar'p 3S tt ~ave been told to go in and try to seal the
room, and pUl n their gas masks. I believe these are British gas
masks WhICh we provided for our staff, which ironically, we've been
told on a number of OCCasions, are actually better. Throughout the
country, peop:e have been ordered to put this on at the moment. Dean?
Ask somebody to put the phone up to Dean's ear, if that is possible.
Dean, can you hear me.

I can hear y( u, Peter.
REYNOLDS

don't know if you can hear me through this



contrapt.ion.
JENNINGS

Yes, I can hear you just fine, so don't worry about your ability to
communicate with us at all, and we can hear your radio in the
background. I gather that people throughout the country have been
ordered to put their gas masks on?

REYNOLDS
That's correct - and to go to a sealed room.

JENNINGS
Are you in a sea~ed room?

REYNOLDS
We are, indeed, Peter.

JENNINGS
Tell me where you are i~ Jerusalem.

REYNOLDS
We are on .Jaf f e .t t ree r, nor far from the Jerusalem Hilton. I suppose
about a mile 0: 50 from the old city.

JENNINGS
You're just abour a mi~e west of the old city, I think, from the
Jaffa gate of the old city. Very much

REYNOLDS
Peter, we are hearing explosions now in Tel Aviv.

JENNINGS
This is a camera on the roof of the ABC news bureau in Tel Aviv,
which is looking down at the central market. It is about 2:30 in the
morning. Let's listen to what we can hear. These are the worst fears
realized of the Israelis and Americans. Saddam Hussein had said at
the outset that he was going to try to engage the Israelis if the war
came. And of course, now that the war is in its twenty - fourth hour,
perhaps people were begin~ing to relax. They'd expected him to
counter - attack, or attack against the Israelis early on. Very much
a worse case sce~arios for Israel, and for the Middle East, in
general. The Israelis have said ..

REYNOLDS
Peter?

JENNINGS
Go ahead, Oea;).

REYNOLDS
Peter, -ian y !" a r me .

JENNINGS
I can. Go ahead..

REYNOLDS
I would point out that if this is really what I think it is, that it
will prompt virtually a certain Israeli retaliation, and the
potential now for a wider conflict, I daresay, is there.

JENNINGS
Dean, we can hear sort of bangs, explosions in the background. Can
you give us any sense of what those are?

REYNOLDS
I can't, Peter. I really don't think it's fair to speculate. We can
hear them, too. The radio confirms, Peter, that it was a missile
attack. Actually, the way they're putting it is there is a missile
attack.

JENNINGS
And there's sor: of a crack every few seconds. Is that actually what
sounds to you J ke a new explosion every few seconds?

REYNOLDS
I can't really S('ly,PerPL It's difficult to hear, let alone to
report.

JENNINGS
It actually m-vy also be your sharp breathing in your gas mask, which
is fUlly under~~AndablE. Let's listen again.

REYNOLDS
I think that's what you were hearing.

PETER JENNINGS
We are doing ur best Lhrough every possible source at the moment to
confirm exactly what has happened in Tel Aviv. It is Israel's largest
city. It is off ~he Mediterranean coast. It is the entry to Israel
from all parts of the world, though the international airport is
between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem - Ben - Gurion Airport. I cannot help
but think, at the moment - I don't know why, it's a totally abstract
thought - but the contrast here, mentioning that airport, is when
Anwar Sadat, the late Egyptian leader went to Israel ... Now we hear
the sirens again, Dean. Are those in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv, again,
Dean?

REYNOLDS
It's Tel Av~ , -ue i n . '';'ij ';'e picking up the audio from Tel Aviv. It's
not an al~ ~ r Pc f Y, the radio is continuing to instruct people
in cLv i l de f ense methe 1 ; how to don your gas mask, what to do in the



GOURDES

case of an attac~.
JENNINGS

I cannot te~l you how, In the middle of the night, this comes as an
enormous shock to people, after a day in which the Pentagon and the
White House and the po:itical establishment here has spoken of the
success of t he opening rJ'1dSeS of the campaign. We all have been
cautioned aga~n~' euph - a, and yet it has been inevitable in both
the politlca~ a~i mili" ~rj establishment as we picked up bits and
pieces through 'u' the 0~~1 and therefore it is inevitable in the
press, to some extent, that people will not have relaxed a little
bit. This is Mickey Gourdes? Okay. I have someone in Tel Aviv on the
phone now named Ni.c ke y . Mickey I can you hear me?

MICKEY GOURDES
Yes, I hear you.

JENNINGS
Mickey?

Yes.
JENNINGS

I think you may be near a radio. If you're near a radio, could you
turn your radio down for just a second while you speak to us.

GOURDES
Yes, I hear you.

JENNINGS
Okay. Can yow -al~ to us about can you tell us about what you
think you know is going on?

GOURDES
(Inaudible)

JENNINGS
So the radio ha s "Cold you to go into a closed room and put on your
gas mask, whirr' 'll clea~~y have done because you sound like you're
talking through a gas mask. Where are you in Tel Aviv, and do you
know of any exp~osions?

GOURDES
(Inaudible

JENNINGS
You are on the north side of Tel Aviv? In the center of Tel Aviv.

GOURDES
(Inaudible) We need to go now, because we need to go to a safe room.

JENNINGS
Okay, thank you very much, Mickey, for taking this time. Please go to
the closed room. Someone identified as Mickey, or perhaps it is
Nicky, in Tel Aviv, saying they are in the center of Tel Aviv
listening ~ as clearly, all Israelis are at the moment - to the radio
as they get a va~iety of instructions from the government on what to
do. JOHN McWethy in Wasr.~ngton, you can confirm this - maybe we don't
need confirma~i ~, but can you add any details?

JOHN MCWETHY
I can't add details, Peter, but I can tell you the US government is
confirming that ~here has been a missile attack on Tel Aviv. Of
course, the implications of that, as Dean Reynolds has already point
out, are enormous.

JENNINGS
The implicati -ns t ha t. Dean Reynolds talked about come from the
Israelis having .iaid repeatedly in the last days and weeks that if
there is an attark on Israel, the Israelis will respond a
hundredfold. They said It as recently as last weekend. You may recall
that the Bush Administration sent a very senior State Department
official, Lawrence Eagleburger, over to Israel before the beginning
of Operation Desert Storm to ask the Israelis to hold back if they
were attacked. He got pretty much the cold shoulder. General Trainor,
this raises ~ aside from the political implications which this raises
at the moment, widening the war in the Middle East - this raises some
instant military problems in that if the Israelis were to attack the
Iraqis now the skies over Iraq and Kuwait are full of American
aircraft.

TRAINOR
That's correct. We don't know if there's been any arrangement made on
airspace mand0ement between the Israelis and the US, at least there's
been none made publicly. So there is the possibility of confusion if
the Israelis elect to attack, but I have to say that 11m sure that
this eventuali~\I was part of the contingency thinking of the American
air control au t h.r i t Les, and I think, perhaps, this is a manageable
task. After a ,we do ~Ave the AWACs operating there, and very
sophisticated ~ -rme nd ard control systems governing use of the
airspace. So ~., not np essarily disastrous in terms of managing the
air battle, bu~ It is pI entially dangerous.

JENNINGS
Speak to us f r d second, Gen Trainor, about Israel's defense



capabil~~~es. s Israe~ have some of the Patriot missiles?
TRAINOR

They do have M iot mis~iles, and they have the hawk missiles, which
are real~y de lq~ed to r3ke care of an air attack with conventional
aircraft. But" rhink once the missiles have landed, and one can
presume that these came from the mobile Scuds, that if the Israelis
act true to form and follow their doctrine, they'll be going after
the missiles, and I suspect those aircraft are already on the way
unless there is some sort of agreement that we don't know about with
the American authorities.

JENNINGS
Okay. Let's talk to Bob Zelnick at the Pentagon. Bob? Do you want to
talk a little bit about US - Israeli coordination while we try to
track down what's actually going on in Tel Aviv.

ZELNICK
Well, my sense du ri.nq my visit to Saudi Arabia was that there was a
good deal more behind the scenes coordination than there was public
coordination. Both countries recognize the extreme delicacy of the
situation and the grave political risks if this confrontation between
the US and its A~ab allies and Iraq became instead an Arab - Israeli
war. I think hi ~~ sides breathed a sigh of relief when that did not
happen before -r us and iraqis became engaged with one another. I
would ba ~ Jpon in~t net and many conversations that I've had
within the PdS· ouple 1 weeks, I would speculate, Peter, that
unless there ~s carnage that really hurt many Israelis civilians, the
Israelis, despite their doctrine, will sit back for a period and
watch Iraq's military capability being destroyed by bigger friends.

JENNINGS
Okay. Well, let us not no offense intended, but let us not
speculate too much, but ask General Trainor this question. General
Trainor, the Israelis have one of the clearly most sophisticated air
force in the Middle East. One of the most sophisticated air forces in
the world. Is there any reason to believe that they could do any
better against the Iraqis now than the US is doing?

TRAINOR
No, I don't believe so. I think we have a problem here of target
acquisition. You have a vast desert space out there, and you have
these mobile missiles and you just can't cover all of the territory,
all of the time. There is always a danger in this entire operation of
what is termed 'within the military as a "leaker", where a fellow has
the good luck co be able to get an aircraft or a couple of missiles
off at you that otherwise normally you would be able to stop. There1s
no absolute, sure defense against the ingenuity of the other side,
and we may have ~hat case here. And in terms of the Israeli response
to it, it cerrai~ly couldn't be any better than the response that the
United States ~o~ld provide.

JENNINGS
Okay, we are ~oined now by the former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Admiral William Crowe who comments on a regular basis for us
on events in ~he Middle Sast. Admiral Crowe, at the moment, it would
seem that at least some of the Iraqi threats of pre - war entity are
more than bravado.

ADMIRAL WILLIAM CROWE
Yes, Peter, it looks that way.

JENNINGS
Do you want to comment a little further on what you think of this,
and the ramifications of it?

CROWE
Well, I would consider it serious. I agree with Mick completely.
First of all, there may be a retaliatory strike on the way very
shortly. And sec ndly, to stop all of these mobile missiles is a
very, very heavy task and I'm frankly not surprised, I'm a little bit
surprised at their ability to hit Tel Aviv with three in one attack
they way they have.

JENNINGS
Why are you surp~ised?

CROWE
Well, I WQu..Ld-;;::ikthey would be in a more random fashion and
infrequen- f~' and ~ t so aggregated in one group.

JENNINGS
What stri~es IJS _n the first instance here is that when the Iraqis
boasted about their ability to hit Israel, despite everybody's
commentary about how inaccurate the Scuds were, the Iraqis said
they'd hit Tel Aviv and that's appeared to be what they've done.

CROWE
They've made the boast good.

JENNINGS
And what political ramifications do you think that's going to have
immediately? You know the Middle East, as a political analyst, as



well as a military man.
CROWE

I'd be a little reluctant to jump to a conclusion. The scenarios
which we've laid out ahead of time, of course, are rather dire and
alarming, but retaliatory strikes ~ at least a heavy one from Israel
_ would cause reverberations throughout the Arab world, and drive
wedges and rifts between our Arab allies and ourselves, etc. That's
probably a little premature to say that.

JENNINGS
Okay. As JOU said, let's not get into too much premature speculation.
I know how much you resist it. Let's go back now to Jerusalem, and
see if we can talk to ABC's Dean Reynolds again to be brought up to
date. Tha~ is a view - it's not a very enlightening view, I must tell
you, in the midd~e of the night in Tel Aviv - from the top of the ABC
News buredu th"Ol. of the 'entral market, and it's very difficult to
tell prec i seL' ",;:,at t he yt re looking at. We don't see any movement
down there. ~ .s near t.he Defense Ministry in Tel Aviv. And, Dean,
on the te~ep~cne, can you contribute anything to us now? Well, that
is not Dean Reyn~lds' laugh, but it is interesting to hear someone
laugh because it suggests the tension, at least in Jerusalem, has
been broken, or at least momentarily relieved by some occasion. Dean
Reynolds in Jerusalem, can you hear us?

REYNOLDS
I can't imagine what my mother is thinking back in the states.

JENNINGS
Okay. Well, I'll tell you what your mother is thinking, Dean, and
we'll be in touch with her. She may be watching the broadcast. Dean's
mother lives in Washington and we'll get in touch with her. Let's go
back to Dhahran in eastern Saudi Arabia now where the air raid sirens
are also being heard. Here's ABC's Forrest Sawyer. Forrest?

FORREST SAWYER
Peter, I don't want :0 sound too great an alarm - actually I haven't
yet heard any air raid sirens. What we are hearing - I doubt if you
can hear it in the far distance - is what is the hotel alarm. I guess
it was about ten or fifteen minutes ago, the power went out here in
the hate: on -wo separate occasions and then people began streaming
out of the build ng. Mosr of them have now been herded down into the
basement a: th~s hote~. :he hotel alarm has just gone off again. It's
hard to s~y eXd~~ly wha-'s going on at this point. We have not yet
heard the national air ra~d alert, and I suppose we'll just keep
waiting for that.

JENNINGS
You are, as I think our viewers are fairly accustomed to seeing now,
adjacent to an air strip from which American aircraft have been
taking off and landing all day and all night. Is there any activity
there in the last half hour, say?

SAWYER
Yes, there has been activity all day long, Peter. As you've rightly
pointed out, there are no waves here. This has just been an occasion
where planes have come in, refueled, re ~ armed - often very quickly
- and gone right back out again, so the strikes are continuing. It
seems to me that it might have picked up just a little bit here in
these dark hours. It is still a moonless night, overcast - perfect
for American strikes, because they have night vision capability. But
it is ongoing, a~d I expect it will be for quite some time.

JENNINGS
Forrest Sawyer ir. eastern Saudi Arabia. 3:43 in the morning and
within the Las t; Lou r we've heard several reports about the bombing
campaign beginn~~g again. Perhaps beginning again is misstating it -
continuing agelir: t the ..: -s tern sections of Baghdad. You saw from the
Iraqi te...ev i si .n earlier today, when pictures of Saddam Hussein were
transmitted, a rather defiant speech made by President Saddam Hussein
at one po_nt. Here's Dean Reynolds, again, in Jerusalem. Dean, what
can you add?

REYNOLDS
Peter, t~e radio continues to broadcast rather calming messages to
the Israeli public to do precisely what they've been told to do - to
put their masks, go to a sealed room, to stay in a sealed room, not
to go to a basement. That suggests that they are assuming the worst -
that this could be a chemical attack. Again, we have no ABC
confirmation that an attack is underway, other than the fact that
there are air raid sirens going off around the country.

JENNINGS
Just to clarify, or at least expand a little bit on the question of
why people are told not to ... they're told not to go into a sealed
room, but to gu ~p in the case of a gas attack. Is that right?

REYNOLDS
F~·er. I gather that they feel that the gas or the
8ep into the ground.

That's ri qh t ,
chemical.::>wil-



JENNINGS
What are you ~earing on the radio right at this moment?

REYNOLDS
What are we hearing on the radio right at the moment? They're playing
music r:ght now, Peter. I should point out, too, so that we don't get
melodra~~ric ~ '~, earl~er while we were listening to some of the
noise fr'f'l TE' e-t i v , we were told that there was, in fact, a
thunder rm ac comj un i ed the actual explosions. If there is rain
in Tel tv. v, . ne t S goe:::l because that helps to combat the effect if
there is some KJ.nd of a chemical attack. I'm getting way out on a
limb now.

JENNINGS
Okay. We'll keep you back, from getting out there too far. The point
is that we have had from Pentagon officials, from State Department
officials, and from Israeli government officials, and also from one
witness we talked to on the telephone in Tel Aviv, a confirmation
that there have been explosions in Tel Aviv. They have been
characterized as missile attacks by the Pentagon, and by the State
Department and by Israeli officials. The Associated Press is
recording a volley of three landing on Tel Aviv, but we do not know
any more than that.

REYNOLDS
We can hear the air raid sirens again in Tel Aviv, Peter. I should
point o~t tha~ the air raid sirens went off in Jerusalem some time
ago and t he y r.ave not repeated here. But in Tel Aviv, they've been
going on and ~~: for the last few minutes.

JENNINGS
The air raid Sl~en we are hearing now is in Tel Aviv or in Jerusalem?

REYNOLDS
That is n Te_ A~iv.

JENNINGS
Okay, be,ause we're hearing this also on a microphone outside the ABC
News bureau. And we should tell you that Dean Reynolds and the ABC
News staf: in Jerusalem have their gas masks on because they were
order to do so by the government. Now, we're going to go back to Bob
Zelnick at the Pentagon in just a minute. Senior military officials
in the G~lf, I think Bob told you, several weeks ago that there was
an agreement that if Israel was hit first they'd respond, but if the
war had started, it might be different?

ZELNICK
Peter, what I was told at the time was that if Israel was hit in a
way that did some damage to the population and really was militarily
effective, there could be a military response from Israel and the
United States had no hope whatsoever of talking Israel out of that.
However, if the US and the Iraqis were already at war and there was
some Iraq-"-attacK. on Israel, there was a much higher degree of hope
on the Unjted State's part that the Israelis would refrain from
responding. Now, Peter, we've just had word, as you were talking,
that the Pentagon, which all day has said there were no confirmed
Scud launchings by Iraq, now says that the US military has detected
five Scud launchings from Iraq. Presumably this was responsible for
whatever r.umber reached Israel.

JENNINGS
"he yt ve ac know ledq ed those five now, or five at an

~ the day.
Now, is vh i s .
earlier t me

ZELNICK
Five now.

JENNINGS
But to confirm what you have said, Secretary Cheney in his briefing
at 9 o'clock eastern time this morning, almost twelve hours ago, said
that there were no Scud missile attacks ... no Scud launchings they
detected at all, which of course, argued for a very successful
initial phase of the American air attack on their established Scud
missiles, if not on their mobile ones.

ZELNICK
Well, the Pentagon has insisted that they have tried to put some
damper on the euphoria throughout the day, and one of the things they
repeated was please do no broadcast or publish the fact that Iraq has
no longer any Scud missile capability. And in fact, for reasons that
had to do with their future military plans, they would not even claim
that they had ~nocked out permanent Iraqi launchers because, very
often, if the" have only damaged one, they want to send US planes
back to F'nish ~he lob.

JENNINGS
Well, I jon't- want to be in the position of complaining in the middle
of a mil -ar~ 3mpaign, Due the Pentagon did promise us there were
going tn be twn briefings today, Bob. We've only had one. It was, as
I said, aLmo s' twelve hours ago. So given what's been going on in
Washington, the enthusiasm of the politicians, and even the military



briefing f f : -ors have indicated - even as moderate as it was - the
public is bour.d to be fairly enthusiastic about the air campaign
without a~y =~r:her information. Why are they waiting until tomorrow?

ZELNICK
Well, I -hink _t may be because at this particular time there are
operations underway that they may not want compromised. There was a
background session that the pUblic affairs spokesman, Pete Williams,
held in his office just prior to 5 o'clock this afternoon. But you're
quite right, two briefings a day, on the record, on camera, with
officials who can bring us right up to the minute on what's going on
did not occur on this first full day of the campaign.

JENNINGS
I just want to point out, we'll be blamed for a lot of the
speculation, of course, by some people in the military, but there's a
whole informa~ion bureaucracy in the Pentagon which has not briefed
us for a seco~d time today, as we were told. Tell us what you got in
the background briefing.

ZELNICK
Well

JENNINGS
Tell us what you can te:':'us you got in the background briefing.

ZELNICK
The bacy.~rour, Dr~e=in~, and I've already named the official, but the
backgrou~d b~~_fing bas_~dlly increased the number of sorties that
the US and its allies had flown. You'll recall early this morning
Secretary Cheney and Chair~an Powell said there had been about 750.
This was ~aised now to 1100 to 1200. They also indicated, as I
mentioned, that Iraq continued to have a Scud missile capability,
particu~arly a mobile Scud capability. And they indicated that there
were going to be many US sorties that returned to the scene,
revisiting targets that had been damaged, but not completely taken
out in the earlier operations.

JENNINGS
Well, I just want to reaffirm for those in the Pentagon who may be
listening to television - and they do, on a fairly regular basis -
but another ramification of pressure this does put on the public is
the pressure that has been exerted on the 800 numbers today. We'll
put them up for you in a moment, but all five services have put 800
numbers into operation with the beginning of the war so military
families could try to elicit some information about their loved ones
in the Gulf. There's been an enormous, enormous pressure on those 800
numbers, we are told, because there has been so little information
forthcoming from the Pen~agon. Some of it, of course, can also be
wrong, and cer:ainly, c nfusing. France's Chief of the Armed Forces,
General Moray Schmidt, ~eports just a short while ago that Iraq is no
longer capable of launctlng a series chemical attack because missile
sites fro~ ~r en missiles capable of carrying chemical warheads have
been hit. Let's go to General Trainor in Boston again, and ask you
General, whether or not you think that is a reasonable assessment
from the French.

TRAINOR
Well, it depends upon where they're getting their intelligence. The
French have always been pretty good at intelligence collection in
this region. But I just don't think that there's any data that's been
presented to us by the American authorities that would lead us to
that conclusion.

JENNINGS
Okay. I also want to point out, by the way - it may be confusing to
some people why Dean Reynolds, whom we can talk to again now in
Jerusalem, is putting on a gas mask when the attacks appear to have
occurred in Te_ Aviv. l~'s only 34 miles from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
And it's onl.Y a couple of hundred miles from the western Iraqi border
to Tel Aviv. And it's only about an hour up the road from Jerusalem
to Amman in Jordan. So, for those of you not too familiar with the
Middle East, we're talking about a very compressed area. You take a
look at Syria 0n the map. This very much complicates the situation if
Israel g~ts involved. The Syrians said before the war began that they
were stJ~ q ~g to be members of the anti - Iraq coalition, which
they he v- bee r from the beginning, but the Syrian political
leadersh.p s~ j if the ~~raelis got involved/ they would have to turn
their at~ent ~s to the :sraelis, and not, necessarily to the Iraqis.
Therein lie mdny of the political complications of one salvo of
missiles launched, presumably by the Iraqis against the Israeli
Mediterranean city of Tel Aviv just a short while ago. I want to go
very briefly to London now ... Dean Reynolds in Jerusalem?

REYNOLDS
Peter, we are hearing sirens now in the Tel Aviv area. The Israeli
Army Radio came on a few minutes ago to say that they believe the
country has been hit by several missiles, and that ambulances and



first aid people have been dispatched to the areas affected.
JENNINGS

Do we have any indication, because so many Americans will be
interested, of what particular part of Tel Aviv is being discussed?

REYNOLDS
We're trying to figure that out, Peter. We do not have hard
information on that. We're talking to an employee in Tel Aviv right
now to see if he can try to pinpoint it for us.

JENNINGS
Okay, Dean, we'll go away again until you're ready, but please break
in at any timE. Ironic sort of convergence of events now. Just before
World News Tonight, we didn't pay much attention to it at the time,
one of the Slate radios - the government radio in Belgium - was
quoting the rreq i Ambassador to Belgium as saying the war has truly
only jus- be~~n. The tiM_ng is, of course Go ahead, Dean.

REYNOLDS
We're being t0~d that our guy in Tel Aviv has seen lights in the air
over the city.

JENNINGS
Flares do you mean, Dean?

REYNOLDS
It's difficult, Peter, because we're doing a Hebrew to English
translation right now.

JENNINGS
We'll be back to you in just a couple of minutes. We'll just try to
pull some of this stuff together and then get a full report from you.
But I was saying that the Iraqi Ambassador to Belgium was saying
earlier today that the attack on Israel is coming and nobody, quite
frankly, paid much attention to him at the time. He said the timing
is secret. His name is Yed Hidar. He said the war has only just
started. It will be a very long war. He then went on to say that Iraq
had deliberately made little response to early allied attacks for
strategic reasons. And as I said, it is ironic, but in the enthusiasm
that most people have shared for - most people have shared, not all
people have shared, by any means - the early success as reported by
the US high command against targets in Iraq and targets in Kuwait,
things like t he Iraqi Ambassador to Belgium have slipped through the
cracks. Let' go to Land n very briefly until welre interrupted, and
listen lc Fre~ Halladay rom the Institute of Strategic Studies in
London. Fred, what are y u picking up?

FRED HALLADAY
Well, it looks like Saddam has carried out his threat. How effective
it is, is no~ at all clear. We must remember hundreds of missiles
landed on London during the second World War, it didn't mean the city
collapsed, and I think the question is what was on the warheads? We
don't yet know. Was it conventional warheads? Was it bacteriological?
Which is perhaps the most serious. Was it chemical mustard gas?
Which, perhaps, won't be so serious, although emotionally it's
clearly a very dire question, indeed. We just don't know. But one
thing I think does emerge from this, if there was any question up to
now of a compromise with Saddam - in other words, he leaves Kuwait
but remains in power - I think now, this is the end of it. This
campaign, whether by the United States or Britain, or by Israel, if
it gets invo:i"ed, will remove Saddam Hussein from power. He will not
be allowed to stay, even if he leaves Kuwait. I think that's the
bottom line f tonight's

JENNINGS
Fred Halladay, please pause in London. We now have an eyewitness in
Tel Aviv. Hi name is Thomas Haveen. Mr Haveen, can you hear me in
Tel Aviv; Th ~as Haveen n Tel Aviv, can you hear me at the moment?
I'm told we have an eye ....'~(ness on the telephone. While we are trying
to make conta -t. with him, let us go back to Dean Reynolds in
Jerusalem. I think I'm the only person who can communicate with you,
Dean. Dean Reynolds? Dean Reynolds in Jerusalem, can you hear me? You
can imagine the confusion. We have one report that this missile - or
at least one nf the missiles - has fallen in southern Tel Aviv, and
perhaps I think we'll hold off on designations until we're a little
more certain. But we have at least that of one missile falling in
southern Tel Aviv. But let's hang on for a second until we can get
more confirmation, in part because so many Americans have relatives
who live in Israel and will at this point be - unhappy is just not
the way to state it. Let's go back to Fred Halladay in London. Fred
Halladay, as you've watched the reporting - I know you know Iraq and
the Middle East as well as anybody, quite frankly - what's been your
impression of listening to what's been going on throughout the day?
And to wrat degree do you think this would complicate the general
overall . tu~tion?

HALLADAY
well, it der ~Js how serL IUS the attack is on Israel and whether



FROST

Israel responds. Beyond the disgust which everybody must feel at the
use of chemi~al and other forms of forbidden warfare, I think -

JENNINGS
Which we do nnt know have occurred, Fred.

HALLADAY
Which we do t know have occurred. The question is how serious? I
think t he ~ ~'J~-n sense eva Lue t i on before this was if a few missiles
with conven: ::a: Size .".rheads fallon Israel, Israel will not
respond, par _:::Jla~-,-y a [he f i r s t. attacks were on on Israel. If it's
a very serious attack, ~hen the Shamir government would be very out
of character if it didn't respond.

PETER JENNINGS
Okay. Stand by for a - Fred, I apologize. Fred, stand by for a
second. Peter Allen Frost, ABC's radio correspondent in Tel Aviv, is
on the line. Peter, can you hear me?

PETER ALLEN FROST
I read you loud and clearly.

JENNINGS
Please, tell us what you know.

FROST
The sirens went off. There was a short pause. Then there were were
three large explosions, clearly audible in this northern section of
Tel Aviv where I am now. Following that, Israel's radio broadcast
emergency mea~ures, calling on all citizens to don their gas masks
and not to gn lnto any shelters. There were another few explosions,
or echoes tha~ sounded like explosions after that. We have reports of
three explos~~ns in the Southern Tel Aviv region, one of them very
close to the ABC News Bureau there. Following that, there was some
traffic on rhe pol~ce scanner, which indicated there may have been
some casual-~es. That has not been confirmed. Israel's emergency
broadc as t; d c s u ssed the m.i ssi Le attack only in general terms, and
right now the'}'are r epee; znq in Hebrew the announcement to put the
masks on beca~se of :he mlssile attack.

JENNINGS
Peter, why are people asked not to go into shelters? I think I know
the answer. B~~ tell us.

~ at the moment.
JENNINGS

Say again.
FROST

That is the situation at the moment, as we know it here in Tel Aviv.
JENNINGS

Peter, I think I know the answer to this. But please explain to us.
Why are people asked not to go into shelters?

FROST
Gas and chemi~al warfare agents tend to settle. Most shelters are on
the ground floor, or below ground level. Therefore, any of those
agents could filter through, The best place, say the Israeli civil
defense authorities, is actually above - ground level, and to rely on
the sealed ~ooms, which Israelis have been preparing over the past
few days and are protec~ive masks with which they have been issued.

JENNINGS
Peter Alan f s~ te~ls U3 he's in the northern suburbs of Israel,
which is up a~ove t~e n~::on Hotel on that map. In fact, we go back
to the other map, there's an enormous range of suburbs, built in
Northern Tel Aviv, extend~ng all the way up towards Haifa on the
Mediterranean coast. Peter, have you been able to make phone calls to
anyone you know in the center of town, or in the southern sector of
the city?

FROST
We have a guard in the ABC office, who was the only person there when
I left just a short while ago. I have managed to get through to him.
He tells me that he did see flashes outside the one window of the
office which we did not cover up, and then the line was broken. We
tried to talk to him later, and, apparently, he had moved into the
sealed room which we had prepared, So, we could not establish contact
with him immediately.

JENNINGS
Okay, Pete~ A an Frost Ln Tel Aviv. Please keep at it. We'll get back
to you in just a couple of minutes. Want to emphasize that the reason
there is an y -f i scu ssi.on of a chemical attack on Tel Aviv is because
the Israe:i government, through the Israeli national radio and also
through ~he m litary ra~ has asked everybody to put on their gas
masks. 'T'hat,' 'he only ree son there is any specu Le t Lon about it at
the mome n' . f·' 's q to w.i sh.inq t on , our National Security
corresp noen , JOHN MeWf'"hy.

JOHN MCWETHY
Peter, US Jov~rnment sources are saying there is no indication that



this is ':-1
large, exp.;
examine t r-.e
chemical a t ;

_~al atta~k. Thus far, it appears as though these were
've warheac without the chemicals. They're continuing to

Luation. BJt as yet, no indication that it was a

JENNINGS
I keep re~embering someone - I've forgotten who it was, JOHN, in the
last week or so - said that an attack, a chemical attack on Israel by
Saddam Hussein would be the equivalent of committing national
suicide. Is that the view in Washington?

MCWETHY
Well, I think Israel's force have more than five hundred aircraft,
would be pouring out of their various airfields right now pounding
every square inch that they could get of Iraqi territory.

JENNINGS
But that's happening already, isn't it, JOHN, the US and the other
Air Force:

MCWETHY
It mayor may not be, Peter. It is not clear whether Israel has
decided to re~aliate, and it's not clear what arrangements Israel has
made, or agreements with the United States.

JENNINGS
I'm sorr 2 jr ' ....mean - suggest it was happening by Israel. I meant
it was ~{Lf ~ -~ w~th tt us and the British and the French, and,
perhaps, ·he ~udi Arab ~ns, and the Kuwaitis attacking every square
inch th~- ~~E J think has got a military asset on it.

MCWETHY
That is t~ue.

JENNINGS
Okay. Let's got to the Pentagon, then. Bob Zelnick, what can you add?

BOB ZELNICK
Peter, just a few minutes ago, Pete Williams carne into this room and
told reporters that the Pentagon can confirm an undetermined number
of Scud missile launchings from Iraq, and added that that is the
reason why the military is very, very concerned about Iraqi Scud
missiles, and they remain a highest - target, one of the highest -
target priorities. There may be a message between the lines there
that the Pentagon is intending to send to Israel that the US
continues ~o be searching out the Iraqi Scud missiles.

JENNINGS
As I reca .....r , Le t; me go back to JOHN McWethy for a second. JOHN, as I
recall, Pr~s~jent Bush personally assured President Shamir that the
United Sta~es would be responsible for the defense of Israel in this
particu:d~ ~nstance, whe~ he urged him not to get involved in this
campaign. Am T right?

MCWETHY
Well, that wa~ the pitch the United States has made repeatedly to
Israel. Bu~ the Israelis from all I can gather rebuffed the US on
that, sayjng ~hat they have to be responsible for their own defense.

JENNINGS
Bob Zelnick, i f this is not, as JOHN McWethy says, the State
Departmen~, r US officials are leaning very, you want to talk to
somebody ~he.::-e?Cause we'2-l wait.

ZELNICK
Why don't you wait just one second? We may have additional
information.

JENNINGS
Okey dokey. In which case, let's go back to Tel Aviv, to Peter Allen
Frost, who is in the northern suburbs of Tel Aviv. Peter, can you
contribute anything more at the moment?

FROST
There is still traffic on the Israeli police
give:i no more indication to any extent of
Radio continues to broadcast the fact that all

their masks on and not go down to their shelters.
JENNINGS

All right. That map of ours is somewhat misleading, because it is
most un L, ',::,:,1't ha t , ce r t a i n ly, a mobile Scud missile - help me here,
General -. :l.~ r' in Bo st or, that a mobile Scud missile could fire from
that deE~ :1 ~aq en Te. Aviv. It would have to be fairly close to
the borde rich is, I "hink two hundred and fifty miles. Isn't it?

GENERAL TRAINOR
That's r-, r....ecr , Peter. c f it's a mobile, he would probably try to get
a closeu~ to 'he Jordanian border, so that it would minimize the
flight time, because, as you know, the Israelis have certain air
defense capabilities to shoot these things down. But saying that, the
missiles would have gone probably right over Amman. That would be
pretty much along the line of flight of the missile.

JENNINGS
Okay. Talk to us about the Scud. Let's put that picture back up a

Not at -t-e m men t .

scanner. ~h~~ have
casualties. ~ rael
citizens shOCld put



That's exactly right.

second, because this is, this is such unfamiliar territory to such
Americans. Talk about the Scud, which we can no see on the screen.

TRAINOR
Well, it's a, it's a, either a permanent, the launch missile, or a
mobile missile, and I think it's safe to assume that they're using
the mobile missile. It's, it uses liquid fuel, and this is one of the
things in ~he intelligence community that they would look for,
because they know that they can't launch these missiles without
preparati ~ ~e, which ~anges, depending upon the, some of the
prelimina~ s~eps they take, anywhere up from one hour to four hours.
So, they"; .sr ran' t move r.hese things very quickly out of a shelter
someplace, ,-(Jut of camouflage, and pop it off, and run away. It
takes a j i : t Le while to prepare it. But, again, there's a lot of
desert 'it there, and i' 's very difficult if they're using deception
and cam, 'J~ aqe, perhaps, ~o, to locate the missile.

JENNINGS
The Iraq~s hav~ a vast number of them, Don't they?

TRAINOR
Yes. Well, t~ey have thirty - six of the missile launchers, and if I
recall c ,rrertly, somewhere in the vicinity of about five hundred of
the missi~es. Now, they have been doing a lot of experimenting with
these missiles to give them extended range and they've been very
innovative with their development of the Scud. So, it's very
difficult to tell exactly what sort of high - explosive warhead they
may have in particular Scuds that they use here, and there's always
been a controversy as to whether or not they could put a chemical
warhead on it. But apparently, the Pentagon has discounted the fact
that chemicals are involved.

JENNINGS
Talk to me, pArticularly ~n view of the fact that, you say, it takes
time to ~e- 'hese things Jp, about the AWACS. There are two early -
warnlng p'anes up over the general area of the Gulf at ... I think
there are eleven in the Gulf, aren't there? Six, American; five,
Saudi Arabian. Why wouldn't they have detected -

TRAINOR
Oh, I'm s~re they - not only the AWACS, but a variety of other
radars, a~d probably inc'uding the Israeli radars, would have picked
these up, ~r. that's wh·' stress the point that the Iraqis probably
moved tnpsp. . r ngs 1S c_ se as possible to the Jordanian border, so
that t he 0 .... .1 redu ce -Le flight time to Tel Aviv, to reduce the
warning.

JENNINGS
Just reminded of King Hussein of Jordan the other day, who said that
nobody would be allowed ~o violate his air space, neither the Iraqis,
nor the Israelis, and all sorts of people pointed out here, if they
did, he couldn't do much about it.

TRAINOR

JENNINGS
Tell us, tell us, General Trainor, what kind of a missile is the
Scud. I'm sorry, What kind of a weapon does it carry? What kind of
potential damage can it do, if it isn't a chemical weapon?

TRAINOR
It is designei to have a high explosive warhead, and it's to be a
casualty - prJducing, and also for destroying structure. It is not
particula~~y accurate. But, frankly, if you're firing at a city the
size of Tel Aviv, it real~y doesn't have to be very accurate. If they
wanted to take out the M~nistry of Defense, they probably couldn't.
But if ~hej w~nted to hit Tel Aviv, it's certainly accurate enough,
enough £ r :"1,"1-.

JENNINGS
Okay. ABC's JOHN Donvan is on the line from Amman, the Jordanian
capital. Let's go to the map. I think if we go to the map every time,
we'll get a real sense for people of what's happening at the moment.
Well, a little map, if we may, that, all rightie, Roger. JOHN Donvan.
We said it was about thirty - four miles from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
So, when air raid sirens went off in Tel Aviv, it would have been
perfectly natural for them to put on their gas masks in Jerusalem.
But, of course, the air raid sirens went off in Jerusalem as well.
So, from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem is only about thirty - four miles.
It's about maybe a forty - minute drive on a fairly modern highway.
Now, if you go from Jerusalem just to the right there, you got the
Jordanian capital, Amman, because only about another hour in a car.
So, we're talking about a distance over which military forces can
rang e in a matter of minutes, and sometimes in a matter of seconds.
ABC's JOHN ~ nvan is in Jordan. JOHN, do you have any clue to this
particu:ar g. ing on?

JOHN DONVAN
Nothing wha t s .ever. Peter, and at the moment the city has not reacted



Okay.

in the ~lg st. However ... Jordanian military is aware of this and
is on a ~. hey have at the moment ... facing Israel. But here in
the cap'd ~y, the l:ghts are still on. There have been no warning
sirens. Ammdn Radio is sllent at the moment. Normally it's not on at
this time right and it has not come on for an emergency. We're
obv i.ous, . H 119 on ear .ut to see if Israeli jets are going to be
... way'--. .i r way -0 "r aq . Quite possibly, that would not happen
un t i I ~ r f r a PW days. But at the moment, the city is
silent. ~e taker out our gas masks as well, just as a
precaut ~, ~a~ened al~ f our staff who are sleeping. We're all up
and fin Ru~ at the moment, there's no general alarm going out in
Amman wr.a ~s .·er.

JENNINGS
Okay, JOHN J ~van. Also might tell you that your communications at
the moment ar~ the worst they have been all day. So, you might want
to look :0 +~at, before we come to you again. I just ask our producer
downstairs, Jeff Gralnick, if all these people I think are available
to me are available to me. How about - Bill Quant available to us at
the moment? Okay. I'd like to talk to Bill Quant at the moment, one
of the country's premier Middle East analysts, to see what he thinks
the political ramifications are of all this. Let's go briefly back
overseas. We'll keep you up to date. The moment we know any
informat. -on f rom Tel Aviv. It is about an hour now since Dean
Reynolds reDr~ted to us that the air raid sirens had gone off in
Jerusalem. ~~ it is alm st an hour now since we had the first word
of explosio:.s in Tel Aviv, which only reinforces how difficult it is
anywhere in 'Ole world, this particular moment, to get information
over wha~ lS .ruly happening on the ground. It is just after three
o'clock ~~ ~ Aviv, and ust after four o'clock in Baghdad. We've
los t aI -0'1.IT'..:r; ica t ions w.i t h Baghdad. One has a sense there that a
politica d· ;s~on was ffidQeby the Iraqi authorities at one point to
cut off a~ 'oadcasters tor whatever reasons. Part of the reason may
be that Ga~; ~hepard, ABC's Gary Shepard and others, were reporting
from Baghdad, in various stages in the last twenty - four hours, just
how much damage they thought had been done around Baghdad, around the
Western portion of Baghdad, particularly. So, in some respects, the
Iraqis may we~l have thought they were giving aid and comfort to the
enemy, by providing inadvertently intelligence for US forces there.
JOHN McWethy, at the State Department. Yes, JOHN?

MCWETHY
Peter, the US government is now confirming there have been six
missile hits in Tel Aviv, number one; and the reason they do not
believe they are chemical attacks are the following reasons: Number
one, the explosions are too big for chemical warfare weapons. So,
they be~ieve ~hey were just a conventional, high - explosive warhead.
Number ~WOt there has been no indication of anyone coming down with
the normal s ymp toms that a chemical attack would, would indicate. So,
that appears ~o be a good sign. But we have to reserve judgment.

JENNINGS
Okay. Thank you very much, JOHN McWethy at the State Department. Just
to r est et.ewha ' he said, the US government says six missile hits.
This is, by t be way, three more than we have had anybody else report
to us e - '<h rnomen ' in -be twenty - fifth hour since the war began,
and the XP ons, ~oo r~g to be chemical explosions. From Peter
Allen F: s~ ~ Tel Aviv. Anything to add? We have no contact with Tel
Aviv at -l;e n .ment .

SAMI FROST
Yes. You do. You have contact with Peter's wife. Peter went outside
for jus~ a second.

JENNINGS
Well, Peter's wife. May I ask what your first name is.

SAMI
My name is Sami. How are you.

JENNINGS
Hi, Sami. I'm Peter Jennings, here in New York. Please tell us what
you think is going on.

SAMI
We have no idea. The radio keeps telling us to put our masks on, stay
in sealed roems. It is not giving any information. The police
scanner~ we'r both listening to are talking about hits. They1re
talking lboL~ where are you and reports, but we can't make out -

JENNINGS

SAMI
- we ca~not ~a~e out whe~E those specific hits in Tel Aviv are. We've
heard a numbs of big be nq s, and that is basically all we know.

JENNINGS
Sami, tei~ m how far you live. I know you live up, I think, on the
way to Herzel'a, or beyo~d Herzelia.



SAM I
We live 'if; :.alfwa"/ be-ween Tel Aviv and Hezelia.

JENNINGS
So, you t r > n'" r t y much cr. the northern outskirts of well -
esrabli ~eQ ~e~ Aviv. So, you're two or three miles from downtown.

SAMI
I would sa} S~. Perhaps, a little more.

JENNINGS
And you ~annot - are you up high? Can you see anything from your -
are you on a balcony?

SAMI
No. We're - from our house, we live in a house, we can't see any, any
distance wha~soever.

JENNINGS
Okay. We:l, ~~ank -

SAMI
Only wh T-' 5 r.appe n.i nq in t he irrunediate streets around us.

JENNINGS
Okay. T'r.ank -j:»: very much for that contribution, and we'll talk to
your husoand, Peter, when he comes back again.

SAMI
He just ".tJa-l.:':'rj back in. He r e he is.

JENNINGS
All rig" ~. San y~ , see a.ry t h i.nq outside?

FROST
Hello.

JENNINGS
What have you discovered outside, Peter?

FROST
There ere a f e...; blue lights in the distance, police cars are moving
through the s~reets. The, other than those lights, that's the only
traffic ~hat there seems to be on the road. Street lights are all
working. There are lights in the houses. People seem to be looking at
television sets, listening to radios. It's uneeriely quiet out in the
streets at the moment.

JENNINGS
Peter, let, while you've been outside, ABC's JOHN McWethy has
reported from the State Department that the US believes there were
six mis-iles :hat hit in Tel Aviv, and the explosions are too large
for it -", ha-ve beer. a chemical attack. So, perhaps that's something
you wan to t'lrsue there, while we go and discuss this and other
matters. TUC_ h KIpper, vU~ regular Middle East analyst. Judith, your
view on hi s . Stand by, "ud i th . Nobody can hear you. Audio, let's try
it agai; ~C ahead. Not yuite. ~ot quite yet. Let's try to get
Judith' M~r~ phone open, so that we can hear her. Judith Kipper, by
the wa~', r e';r rned from· he Midd~e East, literally as the war began,
and she ~ad t en i~ P~a~ and she had been in the Gulf and she had
been iG 'he cupied ter' caries and in Israel. Judith, can you hear
us now;

JUDITH KIPPER
I can hee r you . Yes. Can you hear me?

JENNINGS
Yes. I a n . ~o ahead.

KIPPER
Peter, it's awesome, watching you talk to the people in Tel Aviv.
This is such an escalation of such enormous proportions, and,
obviously, it's going to change the course of these events in very
dramatic ways. For the Israelis, of course, if it turns out to have
been a chemical attack, you can imagine the sensitivity of the
Israelis to a chemical attack, and a very poignant part of it, of
course, a~e ~~ose hundreds of thousands of Soviet Jews, who have
landed T - ,el., .c i t era ~j in t he last weeks and months, some of
whom a r ~i' TJ, many .in .n apart.ment, and there are some ten cities
that I ~, wh:~e I ~as there, of four Israelis and others, who
are ve r , vu nerab Le , and ~t.' s very drama tic, and I think we're going
to see ,me really tremendous repercussions from these acts. But
Saddam JSSP'" always te_~s us exactly what he's going to do, and
he's d .i ' nee again.

JENNINGS
'issein, in that you have met him. As we've
s todsj, perhaps nobody truly knows him. But
at a1 ?

YIPPER
.r rpri sed , b-r- t err bly saddened by it, obviously. But

SE r is one of he leaders of the last decade who signaled
tim pub Li.cLy e-xa ct Ly what he was going to do, and when he
we tend to be surprised, because it's all so outrageous.

JENNINGS
Okay, Judith Kipper, please do stand by. You do put your finger on
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one of t~e, on one of the things we just hadn't thought of at the
moment, which, of course, is the incredible migration of Soviet Jews
to Israel, who, as Judith points out, arrived in the last week and
come to encounter war in a region so many of them arriving in Israel
over the last year, feeling they had escaped a kind of repression
with which they couldn't live any longer, had gone to Israel, many of
them not knowing what the political situation was in the Middle East,
many of them finding it very difficult to settle there, and now to
run int this. Let's try to give you, if we can, some further
illustr -~o~ ~= the Scud missile. Dennis Troute in Washington, who
covers t th ~litical and defense matters for us on occasion, has put
togethe -hl~ report.

DENNIS TROUTE
Because ~~ ca~ hit targets up to four hundred miles from its launch
site, Iraq's 2cud missi~e is ca:led Baghdad's only strategic weapon.
The US ~_~~~ r,"s forward headquarters in Saudi Arabia is only 250
miles f. Saudi bo~jer with Kuwait. So, it is well within the
range -~0 2ud. Military analysts say Saddam Hussein has ordered
as manv 3.S e Qht hundred of the missiles sent to Kuwait, though there
may be ~~Y ~ew dozen launchers for them. Warheads can carry
an y t h i roc; from high explosives to chemical agents. Analysts say
there's ~~tt_e reason, though, to worry about Scuds with payloads of
chemical agents. It's no~ a very accurate missile.

MAN
If you happen to be there where it falls, that's a problem for you.
But in the context of being able to go out and accurately bombard a
target, it's not all that good.

TROUTE
Scuds work best against big targets. They were fired into Tehran
during the Iran - Iraq war and helped turn public opinion against the
war by 5co~~aging the population. Iraq may have a total of sixteen
hundred :: t r.em, though out s i de rs cannot be sure of that. Basic
models orE: b :Jght from -:he Soviet Union, and then modified to get
increase] range. Diplomatic analysts fear that Iraq's underlying
reason =or p~rchasing and modifying the Scud is to threaten Israel.
Iraq rna" not. :10 much military damage to the Israelis, but striking
Israeli -prrl~ory would not be difficult. As with chemical and
biologi 'a: weapons, Iraq's missiles fit better into an arsenal for
terror -:~a~ --0 any mi:~:ary category, and it is this capacity for
terror ~~ h Washington l-es s often as reason for going to war
with Saonam ~~ssein. De~.~_s Trout.e, ABC News, the Pentagon.

JENNINGS
That'll he no surprise tu you. That was prerecorded before the war
act.ually broke out and, certainly, before this incident tonight. But
you get some further indication there of the Scud's capability.
Joining j,s us is our other resident for the duration, military
analyst Tony Cordesman, who's in Washington. Tony Cordesman, this is
a weapon that was used to instill terror in the heart of Iranians and
Iraqis during the war of the city during the Iran - Iraq war. Dennis
Troute says it's more a terrorist weapon than a military one. Do you
agree?

TONY COROESMAN
Peter, I think we need to be very careful tonight, because we're not
really t31king about a Soviet Scud missile, and we're not necessarily
talking 3bout a system with the same guidance system that Iraqi used
aqe i ns t "ran -wc years ago.

JENNINGS
Okay. W~3i a~e we talking about?

cnRDESMAN
Well, t~ ~e of Lhe problem~. We're talking in terms of
specula' '1;"Jl; .ut a sys" -m that may have improved guidance. But there
are a -f P = things -r.ac you have to understand about even the
improve; 3~uG. While it has a warhead of perhaps five hundred
ki roq ram.s. of high explosives, ~he way it separates from the missile,
as the m ssile attacks the target, creates a lot of noise. It
shatte=c ~ind )ws over a wide area. But if it's the system we know
from rhc Iran - Iraq war, it produces comparatively little damage,
and even if it's accurately aimed, it will probably destroy only one
or two t .ildings in the odd event it hits one. More than half of the
Scud missiles that fell on Tehran really didn't produce any
casualties at all. The problem is the chemical side.

JENNINGS
Okay. Let me interrupt you there, Tony, because JOHN McWethy has
already reported to us that the US government does not believe there
was a chem~cal component on the fixed missiles which the US
governrr 'l~ be'ieves landed on Tel Aviv tonight, and I think, JOHN
McWeth' , '-h State Depa rtmen .....I you can now perhaps add locations.

CWETHY
It appe.r ....h i s ea rIy repo r r i.nq date the two of them were directed



at Haife and ~~ey hit that target. Two of them hit Tel Aviv. Haifa
is, of r ._se, north of 7el Aviv. One of them fell between Haifa and
Tel Aviv, ana one to the south of Tel Aviv. So, they sort of worked
their W3'/ d'lW'1 the coast from Haifa to the north. One, between Haifa
and Tel h."~v. Two, on Te_ Aviv, and one south of Tel Aviv.

JENNINGS
And do -e kr- where in Tel Aviv, JOHN?

MCWETHY
No.

JENNINGS
Okay. WE' ./ to ze ep ~9 with you on that now. But Haifa, as JOHN
says, l~ u~ the northern coast. You can see it there. And rather
tragica ....L··,resddent s of Haifa will remember the 1973 Arab - Israeli
war, berause ~he only effective, long - range Syrian missile attacks
made dUIi~g -hat war - Tony Cordesman, remind me, I don't think I'm
wrong ir. this - were directed at Haifa. Am I right?

CORDESMAN
The missiles that occurred during that war probably were. Of course,
they didn't hit any target.

JENNINGS
But they did land around Haifa in the 1973 war (OVERLAPPING VOICES)
Now, JOHN McWethy says they, perhaps inadvertently, that they were
aimed at Haifa. How inaccurate, or how unreliable is the Scud, if it
is the S '~d ~e're calking about?

CORDESMAN
Well, w~ ~'~u_j estimate, and understand, Peter, this isn't based on
anybody ~'Te~having obse~ved them, that they are only accurate within
about f .r -0 six kilome~ers operationally and only two kilometers,
if we 1- ~ a~ ~hem technically and ignore all the real - world
factors. One ~actor to r~nsider here, though, they have to fire these
missiles -ow where ~~ey're going to land, and the fact that this
round u~ ~ h ~~ exp~osives does not mean they may not be conducting a
chemica a l~. 7~e ~n~ ~unate reality is they'd have to fire a
round 1 ~. --'5 to gee an idea of where the missiles would land
before -~ey ~?uld actua: y fire chemical ones.

JENNINGS
How wou i o -ne y know where it was - how would they know where it
landed?

CORDESMAN
Well, I'm afraid they're going to get a pretty good idea fairly
quickly, simply because a democratic society is going to find it very
difficult not to describe the approximate location, and I think they
will have observed from this round that the system will fire, a salvo
will hit somewhere in an urban area. Now, what we don't know, Peter,
is how lethal the chemical weapons are, if they have them. That's
speculation. We think they'd have to be very small warheads. We think
they'd neve t.obe relatively crude design. But if this was a Soviet
warhead, and t hit a ci~y, that would be a relatively lethal weapon
of mass ~est~~ction.

JENNINGS
And the advan~age, Tony Cordesman, which the Iraqis have at the
momenr, ~ his is a mODe.Le Scud missile, and I do appreciate your
bringino ,~ lp shorr on ~hat point, is that within minutes after they
had fir "he; rould ~ave c~osed this mobile unit down and taken
off in- _gt.t.

C RDESMAN
Within J. I rnean , eve n if .l.C'San hour, Peter, it's going to
take time t~ cover ~hat area. I think it's very likely most of the
time the']'w i j j have fueled these missiles, which means they're much
more rea8Y than if they had to refuel them - they're storable - and
kept them a considerable distance away from any given launch site.
So, the iaunchers may be moving right now to another launch site
somewhere in the Western desert. And they may have missiles
prepositioned and ready to go.

JENNINGS
Okay, Tony Cordesman, stand by for a second. It seems to me, when you
raise the whole question of target acquisition and moving around in
the regior, ~hat it's as good a time as any for us to review what we
do know about the anti - Iraq coalition's success in the air against
Iraq and cClpied Kuwait today. But before we do that, we'll ask
General rain r and Tony ~ordesman and Bob Zelnick to participate in
this. W'" hear from Dean Reynolds in Jerusalem that, at least, in
.reruse i er-. -rebody, please confirm if I'm wrong, Israelis have been
told th.t erUS3 em t~ey may take off their gas masks, so the
level o~ nand anx - lev~l of tension, official tension has
qcne do' if. TE'n:. em. I' may not have gone down at all with
the civ ~L on, ther -sraeli, or Palestinian there. But in
Te AVl C:OiJ .pLe ave not been told they can yet take
off th ~ask. ~e take a look at that camera which is on the
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AB - Ok we, ~an we, do we have any communication with Tel Aviv
or .Jeru r- '-LA morner.; ? Peter Allen Frost, in Tel Aviv. Okay.
Everybou. " el AVlv and Jerusalem appears to be off, trying to do
some rec :t .~ at ~he moment. So, let us, having just added that the
governm>" has said people may Lake off their gas masks in Jerusalem,
go back ~:~j~'view the day in terms of the briefing that we've had
from the :ah command. Now, we're in the twenty - fifth hour of this
operatio~, 6esert Storm. ~here has not been a briefing by the US High
Command a~ :he Pentagon for almost twelve hours. There was a briefing
at nine o'clock Eastern time today, at which in the first fourt - I
apologize - we won't go back to them. We think we've got ABC's Bill
Seamans on the line in Israel. Now, Bill, do you hear me?

BILL SEAMANS
Peter, do you hear me?

JENNINGS
Yes. I de ~ear you, Bill. Please, go ahead.

SEAMANS
Peter, _ ", c n the Hilton Hotel in Jerusalem, in a gas - proof room,
one of -Le many rooms that they have put, they've put - they put a
gas - pro C room on each floor. Now, the latest situation is this.
The Ls ra :_ authorities have j us t; broadcast the notice that Israeli
civilia~s -3~ remove their gas masks, as you said earlier, but they
must, r~~ ~ust rema_~ in their sealed - off rooms. Now, we've
been si' t~is ro,~ for about an hour and ten minutes now,
waitlng . ~ si- la:' -0 clarify. The authorities have broadcast
the new, ., r ' "be re has r.een a missile strike, but they say they
cannot ~( _ -~e populatlon, or broadcast where these missiles hit,
because w~~ld help the enemy, they said, it would help the enemy
correct, or adjust his aim, or tell him he was successful. So far,
you know, ~'m sitting in this room with about twenty people and some
babies, two dogs and three cats, and everybody seems to be very, very
calm, once ~he fiercesome experience of putting on the gas masks was
gotten ove~ with. So, we're sitting here waiting, hopefully, for an
all - clear, and coping the best we can. Peter.

JENNINGS
Bill, I, I, you, you bring up a point I don't think anybody in this
country, unless they've been through it, can truly appreciate what it
must have been like for all of you to put on gas masks, all of a
sudden ~i~e that. Horrendous experience, I would guess.

SEAMANS
Okay. Pe'f', -1m sorry. I'm getting information in my.other ear. Say
that eq e.

JENNINGS
'~e baCK to JOU in ~ust a second. Forrest Sawyer, in

i Arabia, WIth news. Forrest.
SAWYER

Peter, ~. tell you exactly what it is. We have seen a flare off
to our ~e=~, ~~ich is ren~lY in the direction of the air base, air
field, a~~ W~ have heard a loud explosion. People have begun
scurrying i r r-und here. I can't tell you much more than that. But as
we begin to ~~nd out what might have caused that, we will pass it
along tc .....:J.

JENNINGS
Okay. Ju - expand, thank you very much, Forrest, in Eastern Saudi
Arabia, r~g~t on the edge of the Persian Gulf there. JOHN McWethy has
been reporting from Washington that US sources tell him six missiles
hit in Tel Aviv. Dean Reynolds now tells us the Israeli Army says
that ten missiles hit in Tel Aviv and in Haifa. So, this is, this is
a pool video camera in Eastern Saudi Arabia, which, I believe, is all
we're allowed to say at this point, though it is reasonably common
knowledge, I think where it is. Forrest Sawyer, are you there?

SAWYER
~f 'er. You m~qht be able to hear that. That appears to be
t~st glless, aking off in that direction. But it is a
~~cer~ peo~_e have here that people began dashing off in

rr I They strapped their gas masks on. There's a lot of
hIS point, after that explosion that we just heard, and

JENNINGS
Ano~her .~t tak~ng off, reminding us that in the early phase of
this carr. rr . rnA'-'f; t he sa t elLi t e going down from Dhahran, or it
may just be -:--,e1-- -c.culer videotape. No. That was a live
sho r . SI, "ria' 1] »e the sat.eLf i t e going down for just a moment. And
that har.r .rom' ime - time. Sometimes, it turns out there is just
a power .re. But as y u see, those jets take off from Eastern
Saudi Ardt I again tonigtt. We're reminded that earlier on, they were
taking 0" ~~ a rate of about one every fifteen or sixteen seconds.
We have 0 An Reynolds on the phone again in Jerusalem. Dean, bring us
up to date. I beg your pardon. Go ahead. Stand by for a second, Dean.
We haven't got your microphone. Start again. Go ahead.
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he r e .

REYNOLDS
As you r~p _~ed, we have heard from the Army that at least ten
missiles hi~ Israel tonigh~, scattered about Tel Aviv and Haifa. We
have heard reoor~s of some casualties, although we have not been able
to confirm th~m_ The Tel Aviv area, the air raid sirens just went off
a moment ago_ In areas where the air raid siren has not sounded
recently, Nhich is Jerusalem, they have told us that we can take the
gas masks n:!, although, clearly, everyone is in a high state of
alert her"

JENNINGS
But you"- ~ ~ no 2_: - =~ear in Jerusalem.

REYNOLDS
We've n~- ~~j ~n a1_ - clear, and we are hearing airplanes flying
overhead.

JENNINGS
G. for a se~ od, because General Trainor says it's urgent

ea d , Sene raI Trainor.
TRAINOR

I just ~ nbserve, P~ter, that if these reports that we're
getting he Israe:~s, and, indeed, from the United States ...
somethi~ ~. ten Scud ~issiles hitting Israel, my understanding of
Israeli .- _'1eand my kr.owledge of the Israeli armed forces, I
can't be '·0 for a moment that the Israelis are not in the process
of launc~~~g ~ot only a s~rike against possible sites, but a full
scale re~aliatory mission against the Iraqis.

JENNINGS
Well, General Trainor, we'll do our very best to pick up on that.
Here's Bill Seamans in Tel Aviv. Bill.

SEAMANS
Following up on what Dean just told you, we have been
'~e radio here ~n our shelter, and the population in Haifa
~as ~ust been told ~o put their gas masks back on. The
- i Bfi1 Tel ~~iv, pu~ their gas masks back on, stay in

~~ Jer~salem, we have been allowed to take off our gas
·,,·e-cus t; .reme i n in O'u r' gas sealed - off rooms, and that 1s

SEAMANS
I'm on tne ~o~rteenth floor. But, unfortunately, the windows are all
sealed o£~ ~h opaque materials_ So, I cannot give you an eyewitness
scene of whap ~s outside. But before I carne into this room, the
streets were empty. Early morning lights were twinkling, and very,
very quie~.

JENNINGS
One of the things we'd obviously be interested in looking at, bearing
in mind General Trainor's remark is any air activity that you might
see headed 2ast towards the Jordanian frontier and beyond to the
Iraqi fron-ier from Jerusalem. Just to take another quick look at the
map, bear~~o :n mind what Bill Seamans has just said, you can take
their ga ~1 KS 0:: in -erusalem, but put them back on in Tel Aviv
and Haif~. -'s really a triangle we're looking at here. Well, no,
it's a ~r.-.no:e on its side, actually, because Jerusalem is a little
more tha' .~i;~y miles from Tel Aviv, and from Tel Aviv up to Haifa
is about; -j-" miles. Sv • you get some sense of the parameters of the
landing., 0- '1 ' ten rru.'.i Les, as the Israeli Army tells Dean
Reyn~ld~, act~ally anded, as many as ten. Dean Reynolds, to you
in .Jerus sqa _;._Ar. rrc-re ? ikay . We have lost Dean Reynolds for a
sec~nd_ he's otio ~d to leave his chair at any time he wants.
We will -JaIl; be _.~errupted by what's going on, or what is not
going or -'.:.A\-iv ana Haifa and Jerusalem. But let us go back and
try a 1.:' I-' b t to review the day. Tony Cordesman, one of our two
militar~' ~.. ')sts, has a map there. Tony, if you would, working with
the map, ~~ i ~orking, we'll have to widen out with the camera there,
working 'h the map and bearing in mind everything we've been told
by the Perragon today, b( th on and off the record, give us a sense of
how you think the air campaign, and a little bit of the ground
campaign, because there has been some ground action, has gone, in the
last, coming up on, twenty - six hours now.

CORDESMAN
~hink, at some point, fairly early on, perhaps as early as
j ~~at broke over Baghdad, they had effectively suppressed

r - iFfen asset~. It's fairly clear that they
-pob an srd f ,"-es• just north of Kuwait, to keep

e t ; . ng. Wp Jon't know how effective they've
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uld quess, from the fact that it seems B-52 have been
the Reput ,ican Guards have taken very serious

a~d that was the elite strike force inside these thirty -
sions of Iraqi troops,

JENNINGS
"'I was the Republican Guard such a prime target for the US
~ ~h militari ~'and psychologically?

C0RDESMAN
Because ~lC~ ~he ~Qve f Vf hundred and forty - five thousand
men !l 5, t nese v e d i v s Lon s, and that's sort of an
unc~ass ,~ ffi~tc t ;~ the press, are the elite force, not only
the eli· :e _0 :erms ot their ability to counterstrike, to
countera' ~~.~, to do something against our forces, they are the core
of the d- ~ p~lne. Other units have to fear the Republican Guard,
fear act_ r. by the Republican Guard, if they should break or
surrender. ~his is the strike arm, personal strike arm of Saddam
Hussein, and there are only about a hundred and twenty thousand, at
most, elite troops out of this total of five hundred and forty
thousand.

JENNINGS
And the RepUblican Guard is also at the back door of Kuwait in
Southeaster~ Iraq there, Southwestern Iraq, as well. Isn't it?

CORDESMAN
tly have not seen any real descriptions that let us

~ what I would think are down here are still infantry
-e lat i ve Ly low grade. There may be Republican Guard

-~e border over here. And there have been reports, at
ial forces, or Republican Guard units over on the

~.n van and perhaps above it.
JENNINGS

1 i of Bubiyan, the is~and that Saddam Hussein wanted, in
l~cess -0 'he sea. Range a little wider over Iraq now,

abou ' ser-e of the other targets that were high on the
ties.

CORDESMAN
Peter, as J 90inted out, this is always military guesswork. But
let's as~ :~~ :hat they didn't destroy the entire air defense system.
They just -rCY" corridors. 'That is, they destroyed enough systems in
certain aL -as, so they could move freely through them. That will
probably have allowed them to move in this direction from the air
bases here, and our carriers, will have allowed our carriers, which
have both Navy and Marine Corps aviation forces, to move freely in
through there. Now, they are probably striking in detail at all the
other targets, other thao the surface - to - air missiles. They're
keeping the air bases suppressed and at the same time they're
knocking l~ the rest of the radar. I would assume that if in the
next twe~' ~ four hours, effectively most of the sensors, most of
the majo~ ly~aCe - to - air missile sites will be gone, and even
though t~F Jir bases w~~l still exist and be sheltered, they'll be
cratered and filled with mines, and their ability to get any
significar~ a:r attacks off will largely be gone.

JENNINGS
t; d at the beginning of this campaign, or, actually,
J··ipaigrbega~, about the Iraqis being ill prepared in

Di1~e:1 '0 n the official information of today, do
.dqrr- . r; ;fa ke ?
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Well, 1·\ ,~~e tave to say that part of this is a tribute to the
f orces we ;'i'ITE-' in the area, It's an incredibly skilled operation,
moving a· ,n incredibly quick tempo. No one has ever approached this
kind of 1 ~ration before, except, perhaps, Israel in its attacks on
the Bekka n 1982. But even so, they should have been able to
generate more sorties. Their surface - to ~ air missiles should have
been more effective. We knew that this was always the weakest part of
their capability. But this is weaker, I suspect, than anyone outside
the intell;qence community could have dreamed.

JENNINGS
Tony Cord, ."':"L.)O, stand by, on the subject of surface - to - air
missiles, rack to Eastern Saudi Arabia, and Forrest Sawyer. Forrest.

SAWYER
J migr.t imagine, th;s is a somewhat skittish moment. We

""1 power outages here, and just a few moments ago, we had
national ai~ raid alert, or warning, actually, that was
~ bEqan rno 'ng down into the basement. Now, our
ceo ---:ame~.'s rea. -y up on the roof of this hotel,

1 1510"'"1, Ha.S J ling;.: c t ures of the air base along the
,~~ pic· ~(e. This, we're not sure what it is.

rnet.r "-q 10 r.che s o.p here, as you can see, moves up into
rbe n f ;<t: Lodc s . That may have been the explosion that we
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Okay. Fnr 03- Sawyer,
Wallace.

CHRIS WALLACE
I was at tre King David Hotel when the air raid sirens began to sound
early this morning, Jerusalem time. The King David had prepared for
just this eventuality. They had sealed off a number of rooms on the
fifth flo that we were LO go to to put on our masks and to close
the doors. -';ehad all at some time tried to put on the mask. But it's
a very 0~ "e r n t t h i nq , as you can imagine, when you're simply
Le arn i n-- .... .; -0 use t he equipment, and, in fact, when you're doing it
under -;- ..i , aa t. 0':: whe t seems to be an air raid. There was obviously
conside~a~ e ~ervo:sness in these sealed rooms at the time. But after
a few mn~ ~S, Ro~ Dean, our cameraman, who took these pictures
before ~. _no o~ hLS own mask, we got tired of sitting around, and,
so, we~' p~:ed i~to a car and drove across West Jerusalem, here to
our ABC b -;< I'"" ·,..;as.nde rst ardab Ly at two o'clock in the morning,
even .i " ...·ere:·- a;' a i r reid sirens, absolutely empty. We saw
twe 0-1: .J;"", • )....8 r ;, as we came across the city. No signs, of
cou~se, ,r ja~a~e, d~_jbody n the streets, and, of course, when
we go~ ~~ _ the DUreaj, most of the people were in sealed rooms,
which is ~~ooably where we should have been all along.

JENNINGS
Chris, as three - thirty in the morning, when you were doing
that. Wha- Nere all those people doing up and around?

WALLACE
Outside o~ ~~e street, there was almost no one, Peter. We were all in
our rooms at ~he hotel, when we were rousted out by the air raid
sirens, a~d, of course, all of us piled into these sealed rooms on
the fifth floor.

JENNINGS
Okay. I beg your pardon. I wasn't altogether sure about that. As you
drove aCi 5 West Jerusalem, you saw absolutely nothing?

WALLACE
n repo rrs of any missiles actually hitting in Jerusalem.
r r.e r-ep. r t s are near t.he coastline, Haifa and Tel Aviv.
fan' m.i ss _~es ir. this area.

.,.t:"'J~JINGS
~"_kclce n -~ usalem. Thank you very much. Look forward

~ga if y J ~earn anything. Back to Tony
< i nq a' that video tape from Eastern Saudi

CORDESMAN
Peter, I ~nk it's very interesting to watch the thing in the air,
because U. Scud is a very pecu-liar missile in one sense. The warhead
separates rrum the body of the missile before it plunges to the Earth
and srrikef ~~e target. N )w, there wasn't sufficient information, to
be sure, b t- t ha t behaved very much as a Scud missile does.

JENNINGS
What? The thing we saw over, over, near Forrest Sawyer?

CORDESMAN
Well, the fact there was a large bang in the air.
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......~. - 1 . that we should be cautious about saying
B~t 'here ~re, certainly, Patriot missiles that ring

·ea ..E~F as ~art of a defense system. Now, we heard the
.s w • ,. r e was the flash there, and we have had at

.r .s ar - raic warning. We are not hearing anything at this
_ s~ppose we wlll continue to monitor the situation.

JENNINGS
thank you very much. In Jerusalem, ABC's Chris

-,

CORDESMAN
, 5 me t h.i nq falling. r.oa i n. it's speculation. But that

~l ~: t-he ...rhead 3eparation phase of a Scud missile.
JEI·m:NGS

k a' _- 19 c n , I actually thought it was going up
a L, not com~ng down. Can we look at that once more? I
~, going up? WR can': look at it again? I beg your

'I'h i s s a p.ro I cerae ra, which is on top of a hotel at
Ea,·."Hn Saudi Ar ab i a . Let's watch it. And it goes
SK· Ton' rdesm 0, again, second look.

;PuESMAN
r v ro ,r. 'j a .rqh .ind i ce t.or . It's going to take time for

JeNNINGS
~sply the po. nr I wanted, I wanted to make. In Washington,
wolve asked ~ join us this evening. Mr Luttwak, thank
:h for, for t.axLnq the time to come in. I confess, I had
l~k to you thjs even ng, because - are you there, by the



ED LUTTWAK
I am.

JENNINGS
Can I have a look at you, because you had written a piece, I think
for the New York Times, the other day, in which you had - I don't
mean to be unfair by the way, in which you had, you had analyzed, you
had decided that Saddam Hussein would, would never hit Israel, and he
would neve= ~se chemical weapons. Do I recall your commentary
e c cu r a t ly?

~"lTTWAK
Tha t '

TS>JNINGS
Okay.

LUTTWAK
I wrote was -hat t}l~ Ird1_ capability was not one that could
s e r Lou s L' r.h r ee t.e n s r ae i In terms of its basic security.

u~.NNINGS

LVTTWAK
But let ~e sa~' that ~his, this Scud story over Israel is the story
thaL real~ belongs here in Washjngton, because ever since August,
we've h~d a 1 ~he Middle Eastern experts parading out, with the
theor~' ~har r~e Sa'ldis would promptly abandon the coalition, if the
Israelis did ~ot anyching at all. The Saudis would give up all self -
protection, if this terrible infringement took place. As a result of
this type of theory, which, obviously, the administration was the
first to believe, the US government goes to the Israeli government
and asks them to do twO things. One is not to retaliate, not to
punish in the event that they get attacked. That's an easy thing to
ask, because the US, with US aircraft by the hundreds flying over
Iraq, there's no room. There's no - it's obviously very dangerous for
Israelis t be flyina ar~~nd, t~ying to bomb Baghdad redundantly.

JENNINGS
So, i~'s YO_IT ~iew OVER~APPING VOICES) (unintelligible) one point.
In your view, r~e :sraelis have not been flying off into the night
because the S~les are ~oo crowded with American aircraft.

',JTTWAK
No, nr. . ho -pe rere , it's a qui -.e separate thing the United States
ask~d. '~;3 re - hig ~ensitivity to profess Saudi
sen.si c' ':-_p ,. ~",.':3.1tlVJ we saw, by the way, in (UNCLEAR)
was :.:.r-."1~ t r :;lV'O~~ 5 .iId nc go in, not to bomb Baghdad, but
s Lrnp,, "'O:.f ~)' ~ --'- qh t patro.s, reconnaissance patrols, to try and
cat~h this moolle m~ssi.1e, When ~he Israelis gave up this thing as a
huge concession, what they were qiving up was the opportunity to go
in ehe extreD~ ~orthwest of Iraq, well - separated from all other
targets and ~o have their own aircraft, with their own pilots, making
their own best efforts to try and find these very difficult targets,
these mobile launchers.

JENNINGS
Mr Luttwak, stand by for just a second. We're gonna go back to
Jerusalem for more news. Dean Reynolds.

REYNOLDS
Peter, I've just gotten off the phone with an official of the Israeli
Army who says r na t . in fact, it was eight to ten missiles that did
hit t.r.e C .a st eL area of t sr-aeL, stretching from Haifa down to the
Sou-her. s-cbu rbs 0" 'T'e.1 Aviv, a!",.jfor those Americans who are
fami::ar w ~: Tel A,'v, ne of tre missiles was apparently near the
Cinerama D'~r Club, wh~ch is o-f the main highway from Jerusalem to
Tel Avjv, a:,o quite near the Asr News Bureau in Tel Aviv. The
spoK~srr~n .he q~my ~d~d tha he could not confirm whether
unc vr.ver '- ... ):-"i wear ns l- EJ beer ssed , but he did say that
dec ':-l~,-3.mina·-i!, 1 ws a i out iT' the city, and he thought that - he
t cc ; .h T as s i qr t ha t , perhaps, it was an indication of some toxic
matpr al ~hat I ad beAn TJ ned 0' the city. The, at least one source,
who ~s a us~aLly re jab' source, says that an Israeli retaliation
may w'l be under way, pven as we speak right now.

J'-"JNINGS
Oka Dean Re/nolds, thank you cry much. Let me go back, then, to Mr
Lut-wak in Washington. T thought you said, Mr Luttwak, that the
Israelis had given up the righ~, not the right, really, but to attack
those targets in Western Iraq. Will you be surprised to see the
Israelis retaliate?

LUTTWAK
The word retaliation in English means punishment. The issue is not
punishment. The issue is -

The IP i
JENNINGS

'he~her th,y'll f:; tonight.
'1TTWAK

r m ~)~ No" the issue is to look for missiles,
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'NNINGS
So, wha dc u think they will be doing at the moment?

'JTTWAK
The only th ng that wou~d make ense militarily, which they mayor
may not be dOlng, and it's a thing that they would have undoubtedly
wanted to have done lasL night, is to fly reconnaissance, scouting.
You fly over. You look. It's very difficult, You try your best. You
see if vou ce r spot these Launr.he rs . It was giving up that in
con u- t- nco. n co ...uc i de -e . That was the enormous concession that
was mad- "l: J t h i r k there's a Lo t , a lot of people have a lot to
an swr , r .

".JNINGS
Okay, Mr L11't we k, r h i s c Lee t a debate that will go on throughout
the evep nq. ~ank jury mu, for joining us in Washington. Edward
Lu t we t; , n' ~" s ub ~ Ls re retaliation and how complicated the
rela' sh r s bE~we ~ ~rael Id the United States on all affairs
mi~:t ay~. -hat t fore the war there was a real back -
and f.L.·r . ,'~"'EC t'1E rae and the United States on how much
coor ~ ~ ~ be: re the war began there was a real
res ::l~:e he '-'m t a ry tablishment to giving away too much
of '.e' p lest .he srae - complicate the issue. Well, there
is que s ' ,with ~r_F' six - - ten missiles landing on the
Med -prrane~~ roast of ~ael r nlght, the issue has become about as
comp~ ca-ed a. it can be. But w cannot confirm to you that any
Israe:i, call it what yl u like, retaliation or seeking out mobile
Scud missiles in Western Iraq, we cannot tell you what the military
activity is in Israel at the moment. We'd like to digress just for a
moment - we'll always come back to the news - in this instance to
talk to Brian Jenkins in Los Angeles, who's familiar to Americans,
has been for years, as one of the country's leading analysts of
ter~orism. He's now an ~ndepende~t, so - called, terrorism expert. Mr
Jenk n s , ~ "51<: you, ber- .• se t.he _ 's been so much talk about the
t e rr t i -:11 j' ,e La s" r- .ipLe of de ys , as to whether or not you think,
pe rbeos , f ee ...."0:- Arne r i a ns has got somewhat ahead of reality.

BRLZ\N JENKINS
wr thi.nk of t erro ri ill as comprising not only the

ns ''1emSR_ -e s , r .... the atmosphere of fear that those
, nr -he ". reat ~errorism creates, then, yes, there
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c r o r ...sm.
SNKINS

That' what! mean. The atmosphere of fear and alarm has existed, as
we have become more concerned, peculated more in public about the
targe:s, the possible targets of terrorism, as security has
increased. Certainly, the alarm level has gone up in this country.

JENNINGS
So, creating fear is the first weapon in a terrorist's arsenal.

uENKINS
It is, and :f I can connect, really, however, the issue of terrorism
to what you have been tdlking about in the show up until this moment,
in t- -ms o : ~'e mi ssi Les against- Tel Aviv, one of the key questions
at j~ 8eg n~ ng 0: t-he Nar wa Would Saddarn Hussein fight the war
witt .n eyp t- n_s cwo J w survival, accepting the
pos s ' i it', t he 1 ke.l.d.cod of military defeat in Kuwait, but
hoping to rer- .i n in power in B ghdad and emerge as a champion of the
Arab neop I , for hd"ing --Qod to the coalition? Or would he, like
Sams' :l t- '~ef'l.p ...e, all hi.s capabilities in a final
Arm3- oj 'T ..... " -;19 IT _ .es, chemica 1 weapons, terrorism,
ter :1'

Cou : 'wp

NINGS
~m f_ just a second? Because one is never



sur t ct how much of a weapon it really
is 'd u hear, day in, day out, people who
are ok , ound the world, what does it
100 c, .n h,s point of view?

NK ~"
FrO! ,n t _a"egic point of view, terrorism
has, Va u It \oJill not materially affect the
out • -e r .

r \jNINGS
Brian, for n t e r r upt i.nq you. What can he do, before we
...t em' ? l.oJhatcan h do? Can he pick up the phone and

d zen countries and say: Go?
ENKINS
.ponents of it. The two that he would
be those Iraqi agents - these are
ups that had allied themselves with

ndve been put into place in various
~p rts of these. We don't know who
~Y have the expUlsion in some cases
zens to go by. The second component

such as the Abu Nidal
come to Baghdad, that have thrown
~hat he could, that he could use
r.'-sm.

, ....NGS
~hese days that Abu Nidal is

now that?
ENKINS

We, - .e e ar s cmp Lv r er r~.s"r he is, and, in fact, it doesn't
make er;'.' :.L'- ~ ence whe he r he rsonally is or not, and, indeed,
when De -p~e -d~k aaout he Abu Idal organization moving to Baghdad,
that doesn'" ~ean that -he infrastructure, the apparatus, the
capabili~y ha~ moved to Baghdad. That simply means that there is now
an office, that there's apparently a relationship that has been
estab~ished in Baghdad. That is not simply a result of the event that
has happened since the Invasion of Kuwait in August, but has been
developing in the month~ since the end of the Iran - Iraq war, as
Iraq ha~ chosen to emerge once again as the most vocal champion of
the PalestiJ~ ca~se.
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"~NNINGS
rnmE~"S and you advise corporations allover the
LhE ~~way ask you this question: How worried

- ~e k yo -ha-, on behalf of everybody who's
w ~ .ed u d .~ericans be, both at horne and

;j< J NS
WeI, k : r e ~ divide that geographically.
Ame~ h ce n the Middle East, Americans that
are rc ady .ir ~ ,;r r no rush home. They are, they may want
to a i a r . h p r c i Le Ame ri c events. They may want to avoid
protest dern: -, I- rat .on m n f esta' ons. Americans that are at horne and
conte~p a~in 10in~ -e SEas rna want to think about that, that
caret 11 y, pe rt acu c erLy ;= the' "r e heading toward Europe - not that
they' -e nece sse ri i ,' in de nqe r . ut a postponement, simply until the
situation be ccme s a j i t : e bit more clear than it is now, might be in
order. I would say, if ~he trip is not essential, it need not be
made, The other point, made with regard to international travel, is
that the international traveler now is going to face long delays,
flight cancellations, and that may make international travel a bit
nerve - wracking. Americans at home probably don't have a great deal
to w rry abl-

.s~on here, go back to the last
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assc- I - hat f' a s ci t ca.se gets 011 a plane, a passenger gets on the
planE tc go ~ th ~~, and If a p ssenger doesn't get on, the suitcase
come s off , n aified .int erv Lews passengers, at least to subject
them 0 init al screening process. So, things have improved. Does
that mean that, that now commercial aviation is impregnable to
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terr~~isL aL-cck? ~erta~nly not,
JENNINGS

Okay. Brian ~enkins, thank you very much for coming and making that
contribution, a reminder that Pan Am 103 - I beg your pardon? That's
what I thought it was. Pan Am 103, just before Christmas in 1988. I
was about to say 1989. Now, Tony Cordesrnan in Washington, I think,
has some news. Tony Cordesman.

TONY CORDESMAN
I don't have ~ews, Petee. I have more speculation, and it's what
Israe .is pr ba o l.' do.i.nc at this moment. I think that if I were an
Ls ree i i , T \0; d -.~"e ar.d be ar ~:19 and planning for strikes
some~he~e he ~~ s~ae_, cons:~~~i:1g whether I was going to move
down t h rcuqr... e -3~_f 0:- Aqaba -,::d around Jordan, or through Jordan.
I wo'~~d be ~ c~~ ~; :0 ~-r~ke d- any possible mobile missile site in
this area, a , .. gic _:d b approximately this: These were
conve~ti oa:. ~e~' Q~ b ~J' missed. Our intelligence indicates they
do P "e .r.em a' wa rheads. They probably don I t have
bioI ~i ~_ ~ ~a~ _r _"en a Ltide radiological weapon. But these
have ~)ee:~ J a- :::'sra,at c.rban areas, and you will never again
kno~ ~ha- tt- ~d _ _~ thr'ie missiles. And the only way I can
put -, in perscec ; "e 'N'"'_. d be: T: a- the height of the Cold War, a
Sov i e r ~""'BM _r.;.::edoe t we r. wast- rqr on and Baltimore, and it only had
a co,,'.ren-.-;.or."_ we rae ad .

MISSING T?ANSCRI?T FROM 8:59 TO 9:59 PM
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
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PETER JENNINGS
From Lhe Colorado cattle range we go to the nation's capital on this
first day of war. No city in the United States has been more
disrupted nor felt the anxiety anymore deeply than Washington.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VIETNAM MEMORIAL) At sunrise this morning they came to the Wall,
17 Vietnam veterans from Virginia, still suffering stress they said
from the war they fought.

LARRY GUTHRIE
There's got to be more to it than just fighting a guerrilla war.
People's lives are worth more than that.

JOHN MARTIN
officers ran up steps and into the
(LIMO) Limousine drivers waited.

(PENTAGON) At the Pentagon
building with urgent news.
People thought of war.

SERGEANT ROZETTA PROCTOR
I have fears for the people that are there. You
is always scary.

know, the unknown

JOHN MARTIN
That is why families deluge this Navy telephone hotline. (HOTLINE)

HOTLINE OPERATOR
I can tell you that there are no reported casualties in the Navy.

JOHN MARTIN
There were security worries everywhere. (CAPITOL BLDG/DOG) At the
Capitol, a security dog sniffed the cars of senators and
congressmen.

CONGRESSMAN THOMAS DOWNEY
I've been in the Congress 16 years, have never experienced anything
like this.

JOHN MARTIN
(OFFICE) At the Washington monthly magazine, the editor said no one
was paying attention to social problems at home.

CHARLES PETERS
Everybody in Washington is thinking about nothing but this war,
nothing but this war.

JOHN MARTIN
(DINERS) At a nearby grill, patrons talked of the losses that might
come. One condemned the gains.

PROFESSOR MARGO OKAZAWA-RAY
This has nothing to do with morality or ethics, it has to do with
certain people making money.

JOHN MARTIN
At a restaurant a lawyer said most work had stopped.

DAN MOORHEAD
I think at least two-thirds of the people are circled around
television sets or have the mute buttons on and sort of keeping an
eye on developments.

(SERVICE) At a
necessity". So
itself at war.

JOHN MARTIN
cathedral they heard a cardinal call the
Washington, where the decision was made,
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
At many government buildings and military bases today security was
stepped up in advance of the deadline. Many take seriously the
Iraqi warning that the effects of war will be felt outside the Gulf.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PENTAGON EXT/INT) The country tightened up. At the Pentagon,
guards sealed a corridor to examine a suspicious package. They
closed a health facility to look for another possible bomb. Nothing
was reported found. (PORT SCENE) At the port of Miami, officials
said they were adding extra agents to monitor visitors.
(AIRPORT SCENE) Transportation officials said airport security was
being strengthened. (X-RAY SCREEN) A travel magazine said in
recent months reporters carried a mock bomb unchecked through 50 of
55 gates at major airports.

TOM WALLACE
The danger is from terrorists, it's not from airport security
people. But what we have found is that airport security doesn't
work.

JOHN MARTIN
(10 CHECK) Military installations were buttoning up. (BARRICADES)
In San Diego County at the naval air station on North Island and at
Camp Pendleton, trucks delivered concrete barricades.
(AERIAL OF OIL FIELD) Oil facilities were under guard in Alaska at
the Valdez terminal and at the strategic petroleum reserve in Texas
and Louisiana. (GATE) At the New York Mercantile Exchange where
oil is traded, authorities banned visitors. (NYSE BARRIERS) The
New York Stock Exchange put up barriers. With hours to go before a
possible war, America was jittery. (WH POLICE) JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS, ABC NEWS
(VO) Satellite photography: an animated view of what an American
fighter pilot would see if he approached Kuwait from over the Persian
Gulf. The pilot is looking for an Iraqi target as he weaves and
dodges his way across the city in seconds. The Iraqis have refused to
withdraw. In a matter of hours, George Bush is free to use force.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
We cannot compromise with brutal, naked aggression.

JENNINGS
(VO) Soon after a war began, all of Kuwait would become a
battleground and once the shooting starts, no one knows how it will
end. It is now five and a half months since Saddam Hussein invaded
and George Bush drew a line in the sand. (on camera) Good evening.
We are not necessarily on the eve of war, but if President Bush
attacks Iraq in a little more than 24 hours, he will do so with the
support of a United Nations resolution and a majority in the
Congress, albeit a narrow one. Still, there's a great anxiety
tonight. Millions of Americans, whether they support the President
or not, are beleaguered by questions, which only seem to beget
questions - whether this is an American concern to whether American
military power can achieve the President's objectives - all the "what
if" questions. This piece of geography has become hauntingly familiar
to Americans, though its landscape, largely barren, continues to
disguise just how complicated the Middle East really is. But
whatever happens down here in the immediate theater of war, where
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and Iraq come together, the repercussions are
going to be felt throughout the entire region from Israel, over here
on the Mediterranean, all the way across Iran and up into the Soviet
Union, where there are 50 million MusliMs You know, it only takes
about an hour to go in a taxi from Amman in Jordan to Jerusalem.
Think of distances tonight in terms of how fast an army can travel or
how fast a fighter plane can fly. It is 560 miles from Baghdad to
Tel Aviv. The Israelis said only this weekend that if the Iraqis
attack Israel, the Israelis will respond 100 - fold and it doesn't
matter what the United States says. The Syrians are presently members
of the anti - Iraq coalition prepared to fight in the Gulf, but they
say that if the Israelis fight the Iraqis, the Syrians will have to
concentrate on the Israelis more than on the Iraqis. And look at
Jordan, surrounded by everybody. King Hussein says neither Israel
nor Iraq may invade his air space, but if they do, there is nothing
he can do. Down here on the Persian Gulf tonight, American military
commanders are trying to figure out how tough the Iraqi army is
inside Kuwait. Has that army been overestimated? There are some
people who think so. How determined will the Iraqi soldier be to
defend a piece of land which the vast majority of Iraqis think of as
not Kuwait, but as a natural part of the Iraqi homeland? And does it
make any difference that they are battle - wise because of previous
fighting? On the o~her side of the frontier, in the international
coalition, the vast majority - the overwhelming majority - of
Americans has never heard a shot fired in anger. When President Bush
drew this line in the sand, he told the whole world that they could
take him at his word: Saddam Hussein would leave Kuwait somehow.
Trying to anticipate Saddam Hussein, trying to divine what Saddam
Hussein will do next, is infinitely more frustrating. (VOl It has
become an astonishingly personal duel between George Bush and Saddam
Hussein, a dialogue of the airwaves.

PRES BUSH
So it isn't oil that we're concerned about. It is aggression!

PRES SADDAM HUSSEIN
(through interpreter) The Americans say this, but not everything that
the Americans say is right.

JENNINGS
(VOl Constantly talking past one another, often to entirely
different audiences. Did the back and forth on television undermine



(VO) Saddam Hussein
pressure and so far,
his will.

JENNINGS
has said from day one
he has never had to.

he does not bend to
Others have always bent to

the possibility of diplomacy in private, where egos would be less
exposed? In five and a half months, there has only been that one
high level US - Iraqi meeting. In the Middle East, nothing was ever
accomplished in one meeting.

PRES BUSH
Anybody's asked to fight, they're going to fight to win.

JENNINGS
(VO) President Bush has gradually increased the pressure: more
troops, further UN ~esolutions, the support of Congress for a war.

CONGRESSMAN
We're about to give the President the authority he needs to bring
about peace.

SECRETARY OF STATE JAMES BAKER
The Iraqi government miscalculated the -

JENNINGS
(VO) Perhaps Saddam Hussein knows all this and does not think he has
miscalculated. You do not have to win a war in the Middle East to
become a hero. Gamal Abdul Nasser never won a war. Anwar Sadat
never won a war. Yasir Arafat never won a war. What if Saddam
Hussein survives the first punch? He fought the Iranians for eight
years and he didn't win and he's still in charge.

PRES BUSH
He doesn't have it. He doesn't understand it.

JENNINGS
(VO) George Bush says that Saddam Hussein must believe him, that as
of tomorrow, he may have gone over the brink. Perhaps Saddam Hussein
does believe him. Perhaps he has believed for weeks that his refusal
to bend to American pressure would result in war. Perhaps Saddam
Hussein thinks war is worth it. (on camera) And so much of the world
is consigned to waiting. And still, this late in the game, there is
so much wishful thinking. Maybe Saddam Hussein will leave tomorrow.
Maybe there is still a way. We have various colleagues with us
tonighc in various places. What do they think? In Washington, JOHN
McWethy, who has covered the Secretary of State since the very
beginning of this crisis. JOHN, I'd like to know what he thinks
privately tonight, despite what he has said publicly. Does he think
all the diplomacy is over?

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
Peter, I think it is very likely that Secretary Baker deep in his
heart believes that diplomacy is over and that a war is now going to
follow, as a result of the fact that Saddam Hussein has simply not
been willing to entertain any offer, even offers that the United
States is not interested in entertaining either.

JENNINGS
As late as today, almost to sustain the wishful thinking, the French
are out there with another initiative, the Yemenis and the Algerians.
Does the Secretary think they have any value?

MCWETHY
The Secretary is willing to support them in public but a number of
elements in the var~ous plans are things that the United States
thinks should not be offered. They are rewards, in other words, as
Secretary Baker calls them. But the US doesn't support them, not
privately. And the US thinks they have very little chance of going
anywhere.

JENNINGS
Okay, JOHN McWethy in Washington. Thank you. Let's move on to
London where ABC's Pierre Salinger is standing by. Pierre, you've
talked to a score of sources in the last few weeks. What do you
think Saddam Hussein will now do?

PIERRE SALINGER, ABC NEWS
Well, Peter, Saddam Hussein now is prepared for war, but it is part
of the Saddam Hussein mentality and the Iraqi mentality. His friends
say that Saddam Hussein is not afraid to die because if he dies, he
will become a martyred hero in the Arab world. But if he lives, he
wants to stay in power. And therefore what he wants to do is to hold
out because the Iraqi mentality is pride and the worst thing that
they will not face is threat or intimidation and that is exactly what
Saddarn Hussein's mindset is. Actually, he's sitting in Baghdad and
according to a very close friend of his, who we talked to about two
hours ago, only one thing can now solve this crisis and that is if
George Bush will pick up the telephone in the White House and call
him and start conversations directly. He wants to talk to his
adversary. He doesn't want to talk to intermediaries.

JENNINGS
We've heard that before, Pierre, and I suspect it's not likely to



happen tonight. Thanks very much. Let's move on to the Middle East
to Amman, where ABC's Judith Kipper, who comments regularly on the
Middle East for us, is standing by. Judith, same question. You've
talked to a score o~ sources. You've been allover the Arab world
and in Israel in the last couple of weeks. What do you think Saddam
Hussein is after?

JUDITH KIPPER, ABC NEWS
I think Saddam Hussein has his back against the wall and he's going
to wait for the war, If he can stay alive during a war, he will
emerge as a hero in the Arab world and the street will be with him.
And he doesn't have to win a war to be victorious.

JENNINGS
Does the street make any real difference when it comes to war?

MS KIPPER
I think it does make a difference - not militarily, of course, but
politically. He's the hero the Arab world hasn't had for a long,
long time. It's not that Arabs support occupation but they do
support his toughness in facing up to the West, to the United States
and to Israel.

JENNINGS
Judith, from the Iraqis we often hear about the conspiracy theory,
that we're after him no matter the circumstances. Do you think he
believes in it?

MS KIPPER
I think he believes in it very seriously. He himself is a
conspirator and certainly the introduction of American troops into
the Gulf, for him, was the fulfillment of what he has believed for a
long time, that in fact the United States and the West are out to get
him.

JENNINGS
Judith Kipper in Amman, thanks very much. Just down the road in
Jerusalem is ABC's Dean Reynolds. Dean, we hear it all the time,
that if Saddam Hussein is attacked, the first people he will attack
will be the Israelis. Does the Israeli military believe it?

DEAN REYNOLDS, ABC NEWS
The Israeli military definitely believes it, Peter. They believe
right now that there's a 90 percent chance that war will break out
and that if it does, there's a 99 percent chance that Iraq will try
to attack Israel.

JENNINGS
And, in a phrase, does the Israeli military feel threatened -
seriously threatened?

REYNOLDS
No, they do not, Peter. They believe that Saddam Hussein's missiles
are generally inaccurate and relatively small.

JENNINGS
Dean Reynolds in Jerusalem. Thank you very much. As we move rather
quickly on to Riyadh, where ABC's Barrie Dunsmore is somewhere in
that satellite mix, monitoring the US military high command, speaking
about Saddam Hussein on this eve of a deadline expiring. What's
their calculation about Saddam Hussein tonight, Barrie?

BARRIE DUNSMORE, ABC NEWS
Well, Peter, what they're saying is that he is too unpredictable to
predict. But, frankly, some of the people that I've been talking to
on the fringes certainly seem to think that the fat is in the fire
and some of them think that he may strike first

JENNINGS
And rather quickly to you, Barrie, if I may, because you've covered
the region for so long, what do you think Saddam Hussein will do?

DUNSMORE
Well, I've been up and down the emotional roller coaster but my gut
feeling for a week or so has been he definitely is not going to
withdraw. He's not going to concede. People say he has done so
before but that's one of the reasons he won't do it this time.

JENNINGS
Barrie Dunsmore in Riyadh, thank you very much. And finally we go to
the place here at home which truly counts. ABC's Brit Hume is
standing by at the White House. Brit, I wonder sometimes whether the
President didn't believe throughout all of this crisis that Saddam
Hussein would move.

BRIT HUME, ABC NEWS
Oh, Peter, I think he did believe that. In fact, I think at the
outset that the President thought that Saddam Hussein would be very
much moved by the array of nations against him, including his former
supplier and patron, the Soviet Union. I think there was surprise
here at the White House that the diplomatic array against him seemed
to have no effect on him.

JENNINGS
We've all tried to monitor the President's state of mind throughout



MR YERGIN
He would be in a position to control price by controlling output. It
wouldn't be the end of the world but it would be a different world.

MARTIN
(VO) Different and dangerous, in the conventional view,
world would have to come to him for oil - poor countries
countries like Japan and those of Europe, countries even
dependent than the United States on Middle Eastern oil.
people who follow oil aren't so sure.

HENRY SCHULER, CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
I'm not at all convinced that Saddam's control over Middle Eastern
oil would actually represent a threat to the United States or to the

because the
and rich,
more
But some

this crisis. Is he relaxed about everything this evening?
HUME

Well, I think he's about as relaxed as he can be under the
circumstances, but I think his mood is generally very grave and very
worried, more so than at any time since I have known him.

JENNINGS
Brit Hume at the White House and my other colleagues, thank you very
much. There are so many more questions than the ones we've asked
now, so we'll continue in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

JENNINGS
Anyone who says this crisis isn't in very large measure about oil is
simply mistaken. The US alone gets 23 percent of its oil from here
and as you've heard many times, other people get a good deal more.
So he who controls the oil has enormous power. There have been a
number of crises here which have sent the world into a panic about
oil: in 1951, when the Iranians nationalized the British oil
industry, which was taking out much of the profit; in the 1967 Arab -
Israeli war, Israel against Syria and Egypt, the Arabs tried to
organize an oil boycott against the West They didn't succeed. But do
you remember all the gas lines in 1973? In the 1973 Arab - Israeli
war, it was Saudi Arabia which organized the oil boycott against the
United States and now it is the ruling family in Saudi Arabia and all
of the oil which they control which the US has rushed here to defend.
And it was, of course, in enormous measure because of oil that Saddam
Hussein abducted Kuwait. The question is, does the US really need to
rush to the Middle East in defense of oil? Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

WHAT PRICE OIL?
JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS

(VO) This is the nightmare: the Libyan desert, 1965. Terrorists set
off charges to destroy five oil wells. If war breaks out in the
Persian Gulf, the damage will be far more devastating. Some
intelligence reports say Iraqi commandos have placed explosives on
300 of Kuwait's 1,000 oil wells.

PRES BUSH
(August 15th, 1990) Our jobs, our way of life, our own freedom and
the freedom of friendly countries around the world would all suffer
if control of the world's great oil reserves fell into the hands of
that one man, Saddam Hussein.

MARTIN
(VO) If that was the threat when the crisis began, the reality today
obscures it. The world has enough oil.

ADM JAMES WATKINS, (RET) SECRETARY OF ENERGY
We are 155 million barrels over normal stock levels in the world
market today. We have 100 million barrels at sea that can't be sold
on the market.

MARTIN
(VO) That's because Saudi Arabia and other OPEC countries,
encouraged by the West, increased production after the crisis began.
(interviewing) Senior government officials say that combat would not
disrupt oil supplies or have much of an effect on the amount of oil
available in the world market.

SEC WATKINS
Yes, that is true.

MARTIN
(VO) But it wasn't the threat of temporary shortages in oil supplies
that brought America to the Gulf. Iraq holds 10 percent of the
world's oil reserves. By taking Kuwait, it now controls 20 percent
of the world's reserves. Had he taken Saudi Arabia, Saddam Hussein
would have controlled 46 percent, nearly half the world's reserves.

SHEIK AHMED ZAKI YAMANI, FORMER SAUDI OIL MINISTER
I think if he's left alone to keep Kuwait, he will become an emperor
and he will then dictate the price of oil on all the neighbors.

DANIEL YERGIN, ENERGY ANALYST
He would have a very, very dominant position.

MARTIN
Could he control the price?



world's oil importers.
SEN TIM WIRTH, (0), COLORADO

OPEC had almost 90 percent of the world's oil supply under its
domination and it couldn't control the price and it's hard to believe
that one individual controlling, say, Saudi Arabia and Iraq would be
able to control the price of the world's oil supply.

DOUG BANDOW, CATO INSTITUTE
The administration, I think, is making a miscalculation if it thinks
that Hussein is in a position to ruin the world economy.

MARTIN
So the United States is overreacting to a threat that really doesn't
exist?

MR BANDOW
Clearly, oil is important. One shouldn't downplay that. The point
is, there's a lot of oil out there. It's not in Hussein's interest
to sit on the oil. He can't drink it.

MARTIN
Is it possible that the President miscalculated the threat from a
takeover of Kuwait?

SEC WATKINS
No, it's not possible at all. To have that individual setting
himself up as the leader, the new OPEC czar, is a threat not just to
the United States. I think that he was clearly heading for
establishing his own controls over oil prices on a significant amount
of the oil production in the world.

MARTIN
(VO) Ever since Roosevelt, every American president has taken the
position that Persian Gulf oil is crucial to national security but
that relying on it leaves America vulnerable.

PRES RICHARD NIXON
(1973) We will have developed the potential to meet our own energy
needs without depending on any foreign energy sources.

PRES GERALD FORD
(1975) - declare our energy independence -

PRES JIMMY CARTER
(1977) - will be the moral equivalent of war.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(1982) - never again held hostage by the whim of any country or
cartel.

PRES BUSH
(July 25th, 1989) We cannot and will not wait for the next energy
crisis to force us to respond.

MARTIN
(VO) When President Bush said that, it was a year before Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait. The price of gasoline, adjusted for inflation,
was lower than at any time since the Second World War.

JOHNNY CASH
(conunercial, 1973) If everybody used one gallon less a week, there
wouldn't be a shortage. Let's see the shortage through together.

MARTIN
(VO) Despite all the crises and campaigns over the years,
conservation never really caught on. The price of gasoline went up
and down but was always low enough to take the steam out of the
search for alternac~ves. The national energy policy shriveled to
this: a pool of oil, 590 million barrels, in the strategic petroleum
reserve from which the government can draw in a crisis, and this, the
forces of the marketplace.

SHEIK YAMANI
I don't see an energy policy in the United States. Your policy is no
policy.

MARTIN
(VOl Now the cycle has started again. Prices have risen and 50 has
the private effort to produce more domestic oil but there's still no
serious government effort to raise prices high enough to encourage
alternatives or conservation.

MR SCHULER
The problem is that $25 a barrel as compared to $13 a barrel last
June doesn't have the same appeal to the American politician. A
politician, with his limited time horizon, he's worried about the
next election.

SEN BOB KERREY, (0), NEBRASKA
(October 17, 1990) The people of Nebraska would like to have a
reduction in the gasoline tax.

SEN TRENT LOTT, (R), MISSISSIPPI
And in Mississippi, the people say "Don't hit me with this gasoline
tax" .

SEN STEVE SYMMS, (R) INDIANA
Because it's unfair. It hits the working people.

MARTIN



treated as servants.
JENNINGS

(Va) Gara Karmi is a Palestinian now living in London. Many members
of her family lived in Kuwait for years. Before the invasion, there
were 300,000 Palestinians in Kuwait.

MS KARMI
When Kuwait fell, there were mixed feelings about it among
Palestinians. On the one hand, nobody can support the rape and
pillage and destruction and killing of anybody, whether it's Kuwaitis
or anybody else. But at the same time, there were feelings of
perhaps they deserved a little bit of ill treatment in return for the
ill treatment that they had meted out.

JENNINGS
(Va) The Kuwaitis have also stirred ill feeling in the less - well -
off parts of the Arab world.

GEORGE JOFFE, MIDDLE EAST ANALYST
It's felt by many Arabs that Kuwait has not given its oil wealth to
the Arab world itself. Instead, it's preferred to invest the
majority of its revenues in the outside world and in the West And
when one considers that Kuwait has invested some $100 billion in
Western properties compared with some $10 billion invested in the
Arab world itself, one can see some of the justice behind that
complaint.

MS KARMI
They would have escaped that charge if they had been more generous.
The sad thing is, because they never gave enough, they of course
earned themselves the reputation of paying out just enough to keep
everybody quiet.

JENNINGS
(Va) Of the more than $100 billion in assets which the al-Sabahs
control internationally, there is $50 million invested in the US
alone and billions more in Europe, including a chain of gas stations
called "Q8". Kuwait is an influential player on everyone of the
world's major stock markets. Before the Iraqi invasion, Kuwait was
making more money from its investments than from its oil. In fact,
Kuwait is the only country which runs its financial affairs from a
foreign capital. In the last two decades, the vast wealth which oil
generated has seemed to ~ransform Kuwait into two states: Kuwait, the
city - state in the Middle East and Kuwait, the company state with
its headquarters thousands of miles away in London. Even if Kuwait
the country is never liberated, the vast wealth will allow Kuwait the
company to go on for years. If it comes to it, the al-Sabahs can
actually afford to rebuild their nation from scratch. And if the
Sabahs are returned to power, will they run Kuwait the same way?
That is an urgent question for many Kuwaitis who are not members of
the extended ruling family, some who do not have enormous wealth, who
do not live quite as well in exile. Many of them resent the Sabahs
for undermining the democratic process in Kuwait. In 1985, for
example, the parliament began to investigate corruption in some of
the government ministries controlled by al-Sabah family members.
Parliament was dissolved. Political freedom was suspended
indefinitely. Censorship was imposed on what had been the freest
press in the Persian Gulf. That has been tough on the younger
generation, which has become accustomed to more freedom.

KUWAITI
We have constitutional rights that we were suspended and it's my
rights. So any, any human being would be angry or dissatisfied when
his rights are violaced.

JENNINGS
(Va) Even at a meeting in Saudi Arabia called to demonstrate unity
in the face of Saddam Hussein, members of the Kuwaiti political
opposition managed to call into question how just the Sabah family
has been. The al-Sabahs pledged that when they're returned to power
by the US, parliament and political freedom will return with them.

AHMED AL-KATIB, FORMER MEMBER OF KUWAITI PARLIAMENT
This is what the Kuwaiti people want and this is what the government
has promised now.

JENNINGS
(Va) After that meeting in October, Dr Ahmed al-Katib, a former

member of parliament, was optimistic that the Sabahs were as good as
their word. Today, he is not convinced. He recently told other
Kuwaiti exiles in London that he now believes the al-Sabahs will, in
fact, tolerate less opposition than before. He told us the Sabahs
will decide which Kuwaitis are actually allowed to return from exile.

DR AL-KATIB
They want to have tighter control of the government but I don't think
they can do it because the Kuwaitis, they would lose that. And I
hope that they would be reasonable because if they are not, we are
going to fight them.



(va) The one fact most politicians never mention is that Americans,
who are five percent of the world's population, consume 26 percent of
the world's petroleum. That fact dominates the world's markets. It
creates a logic all its own: Keep the price low and America will
never kick its habit. (interviewing) Admiral, do you think there's
the political will in this country to create and energy policy that
will work?

SEC WATKINS
Only because Saddam Hussein has hopefully given us the will. It's
the only good thing I can say about it, that he may have given us the
Pearl Harbor catalyst we need to get this nation on its feet and
willing to share some of the burden more equitably across the nation
in energy.

SEN WIRTH
What would we rather do, have 400,000 troops in the Persian Gulf or a
national energy strategy? I think most Americans would say, "Hey,
I'd like a more efficient automobile. I'd turn down my thermostat.
I'd like to know how I can conserve fuel" and so on, rather than to
have troops in the Persian Gulf.

MARTIN
(va) And so what began as a crisis over oil has become something
much more. (interviewing) Are you satisfied that you've done
everything you can to produce a national energy policy that will mean
the US won't ever again have to send hundreds of thousands of troops
to possible combat in the Gulf?

SEC WATKINS
"Ever again" is never a thing I ever would say in Washington, DC.
That would be my desire and my hope.

JENNINGS
In defense of oil. When we come back, we'll take a closer look at
Kuwait, which has become fabulously rich because of oil and is pretty
unpopular in the Arab world.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

ANNOUNCER
A Line in the Sand; War or Peace. Once again, Peter Jennings.

JENNINGS
Ever since the Iraqi's invaded Kuwait, President Bush has talked a
lot about the New World Order. The trouble in the Middle East is all
the disorder, not at mention all the competing visions as to what the
future should look like: Iran versus Iraq; Iraq vs Syria; the Arabs
against the Israelis. Now, there are a great many Arabs, including
many of them in the anti - Iraq coalition, who believe that the
United States is out here to get de facto control over the energy
resources, that in time the US will make Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, if
it's liberated, and these other oil - rich sheikdoms - Bahrain,
Qatar, the United Arab Emirates - American protectorates, just as the
British did with Kuwait until 50 years ago. You know, centuries ago
there were no modern states out here at all. The al-Sabah family,
which ruled Kuwait until the Iraqi invasion, were nomadic bedouins
just like everybody else until they came down here to the Gulf in
search of water. It was the British who drew all of these modern
boundaries. In fact, it was the British high commissioner in Baghdad
who drew, in the 1920s, the modern borders between Iraq and Kuwait.
He took a red pencil, literally, and with it he denied Iraq access to
the sea, which has had an awful lot to do with Saddam Hussein's
invasion of Kuwait. You know, the Kuwaitis are not very popular in
the region. Go almost anywhere and people will tell you that they
are arrogant and they are selfish. Of course a lot of that has to do
with jealousy. Because they were sitting on the oil, they ended up
with all the money.

KUWAIT
JENNINGS

(Va) Kuwait was not always rolling in money. In 1945, its per capita
income was $21 a year. It was oil that changed everything. In June,
1946, Sheik Ahmed al-Jaber al-Sabah sent the first oil through a
pipeline to a waiting oil tanker. Kuwait was changed forever and so
were the Kuwaitis. No other nation has ever become so rich so
quickly. Kuwait began a headlong rush to modernize. Hundreds of
thousands of foreigners, many of them from elsewhere in the Arab
world, were brought in to do the work - 80 percent of the work force.
Kuwaitis soon became a minority in their own country. All the money
allowed the al-Sabah family to become, in a sense, benevolent
monarchs. In the 1960s, they even made modest progress towards
democracy. But the foreigners were almost always made to feel that
no matter how much they contributed or how long they lived in Kuwait,
they were always still foreigners.

GARA KARMI, PALESTINIAN
There are people who really hate the Kuwaitis. They really hated
them and they felt constantly they were put down, undermined and



1ST SOLDIER

JENNINGS
But first, all Kuwaitis would agree their land must be liberated and
for that they will rely on American soldiers.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

JENNINGS
And now we come to -he crunch. A few months ago when we wandered
around this map talklog about the origins of the conflict, nobody
ever really thought there was going to be a war in this small place.
But tonight, with all the threats on the table, the possibility of
alliances breaking down, with a million men concentrated on this very
small place - "sane men in insane circumstances," someone said - with
weapons unlike anything the United States used or had used against it
in Vietnam, including chemical weapons, there is a real sense of
menace in the Middle East And there doesn't appear to be any
sanctuary. Americans, for example, in nominally rear areas such as
Dahran here on the Persian Gulf, or even in the Saudi capital of
Riyadh, are within range of Iraqi missiles, however random those
missiles may turn out to be over long distances. As the allied
troops inch their way forward tonight, there's a sense that neither
side is as well prepared as it needs to be. Intelligence reports
that Iraqis may not be as well dug in in Kuwait because they spent
the last five and a half months hardening up their positions inside
Iraq, just in case there's an American invasion. Some of America's
best armor is still on Lhe high seas being deployed from Europe to
the front lines here, the increasingly lengthy front line, where it
will be needed. And the President is under enormous pressure to act.
As for casualties, often it seems that analysts use the numbers, from
a few hundred Americans killed in action to 10,000 or more if the war
drags on, to suppor~ whatever political argument they are making
about the military campaign. The Pentagon makes its own estimates
but none of us knows how bad they think it's going to be. Iraqis and
Americans will die, withouL question, and so they prepare. Here's
ABC's Bill Redeker.

DESERT WAR
BILL REDEKER, ABC NEWS

(VO) US forces are moving by the thousands to the front.
OFFICER

Do you solemnly swear the answers you will give to the questions I'm
about to ask will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Yes, sir.
2ND SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
OFFICER

Are you Darren T. Carter and are you Samuel Jackson, Jr
1ST SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
2ND SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
OFFICER

Have each of you read over your wills?
1ST SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
2ND SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
OFFICER

Do you each of you feel like you understand your wills?
1ST SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
2ND SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
OFFICER

Do the wills accurately reflect how you want your estate administered
and divided following your deaths?

1ST SOLDIER
Yes, sir.

2ND SOLDIER
Yes, sir.

REDEKER
(VO) Troops are coping with the reality of crossing the line.

3RD SOLDIER
At the time I give you a thumbs up and we hit the line, it's show
time.

4TH SOLDIER
You have 28 minutes. Anything past that is too late. Make sure you
have that target identified and kill it.

REDEKER
(VO) This front - line Marine company has only minutes to destroy



Iraqi tanks.
5TH SOLDIER

God damn it!
6TH SOLDIER

The staff sergeant's got the lithium batteries, if you want to go
ahead and do it.

7TH SOLDIER
A busted battery case on the (deleted) vehicle. Tell Robertson to
bust his (deleted) battery case out. Hurry up!

REDEKER
{VOl While setting up their $8,000 missiles, the Marines are a prime
target. A successful hit means survival. But nearly one out of
every three missiles fails. Some don't fire at all, leaving the crew
dangerously exposed to enemy fire.

8TH SOLDIER
Got to get EGO. Just get an EOD up here!

GUNNER
Jesus Christ!

8TH SOLDIER
Okay. Keep this on? Keep this on! Leave it there. Tell them we've
got a hang fire on this one.

9TH SOLDIER
Son of a bitch, Pete!

10TH SOLDIER
Cease fire!

11TH SOLDIER
Cease fire~

12TH SOLDIER
Dead missile!

13TH SOLDIER
Get EOD up here!

14TH SOLDIER
Cease fire!

CORP. DANIEL BILLMAN, 3RD BATTALLION 1ST MARINES
My first gunner either went over the target or had a problem with his
missile. From what I saw, he probably had a problem acquiring the
target. My second missile's (deleted) rocket motors never kicked in
on the second missile so that's why you saw the missile about 50 feet
out, the tube go tumbling across the ground. So now basically, if
there was a real, live situation, tanks have already seen my missiles
fired and everything. They know where my positions are at and since
I'm dug into the ground, I can't pick up 220 pounds and run
somewhere. So basically my people and me are dead.

REDEKER
How does that make you feel?

CORP. BILLMAN
As long as I die with them so I don't have to write no letters to
mamas.

MAJOR PATRICK GOULD, 3RD BATTALLION 1ST MARINES
I really don't think there's any way you can prepare somebody for the
meat grinder. It's just something that's got to be faced.

REDEKER
Have you told your men what sort of casualties to expect in combat?

MAJOR GOULD
I've told them that they have to expect and prepare for casualties.
They have to be ready to move on and take up a higher leader's
position, if necessary. But, you know, again, unless you've actually
been there you just can't really begin to describe what I would
envision as the horror.

REDEKER
(VO) American forces are pitted against an army that has three times
as much artillery, twice as many tanks, attack helicopters and a
proven willingness to use chemical weapons. (interviewing) When was
the last time the US faced that kind of an enemy?

GENERAL BERNARD TRAINOR (RET)
Well, I'm not so sure that the US has ever faced anything quite like
this before.

REDEKER
So what are we confronted with?

GEN TRAINOR
Well, you're talking about probably the most violent type of
conventional clash that has ever existed in the history of warfare.

REDEKER
(VO) General Trainor witnessed Iraqis in action during the final
stages of their eight - year war against Iran. They exploited an
arsenal of modern Soviet artillery, French and Russian bombers and
fighters. They were willing to take hundreds of thousands of
casualties before their final assauLt

MARSHALL SERGEI AKHROMEYEV, GORBACHEV SR MILITARY ADVISOR



--------------------------------------------------------------------~

{through interpreter} This is not the kind of army that will fall
apart after the first strike, no. This army has been seasoned by war
and it will show unyielding stubborn resistance.

REDEKER
(Va) Marshall Akhromeyev knows the Iraqi command and is well
acquainted with their Soviet weapons. He has told the US military
that Iraq's ammunition and supplies will last months.

MARSHALL AKHROMEYEV
(through interpreter The armed forces of Iraq consist of 700,000
men, 60 infantry divisions. Of course if it starts, fairly quickly
the air force of Iraq mighL be suppressed by anti - aircraft systeMs
That, perhaps, will be possible. BUL the infantry, 60 divisions,
they will fight.

TALAL SALEM, FORMER IRAQI SOLDIER
I used to be an officer in tanks, a second lieutenant. And I served
in the front for L~ree months. After that, I got shot and I've been
captured by the Ira~ian and I spent in captivity for seven months as
a POW and then they released me after I'd been blinded.

REDEKER
(Va) Talal Salem moved to Michigan after commanding three Iraqi tanks
in the war. He does not underestimate his former military
colleagues.

MR SALEM
I was there and I know they are tough. They fought hard.

REDEKER
Do you think that Iraqi soldiers will give up their arms, cross the
border, quit, or will they fight?

MR SALEM
I think they will fight.

15TH SOLDIER
Troops report any enemy activity in your area - enemy troops. Move
out and dest.roy.

REDEKER
(VO) US forces say they can cripple the Iraqi army within a month.

SGT STEVEN JOHNSON, 2ND BATTALLION
69~H hRMORED 197TH INFANTRY DIVISION

There's a lot of st~:f sitting ove~ on this side and we put it over
there, I don't th i nk they're going to like it too much. I think he's
going to have a lot of people quit.

REDEKER
A lot of people say, "Why not let the Air Force just do the entire
job and take no casua~ties and that'S the end of it?"

SSG PHILLIP VERGAMINI, 2ND BATTALLION
69TH ARMORED 197TH INFANTRY DIVISION

They can't. do it.
REDEKER

I'm sorry?
SSG VERGAMINI

They can't do it. That's a pipe dream from the Air Force. They
won't admit it but there ain't no way in hell air power's going to
knock out all the stuff they have. You've got to have ground forces
to do that.

SGT JOHNSON
They can do a lot or damage but there's still going to be a lot of
tanks, a lot of armor sitting on the ground that they're not going to
get to and it's going to take us to go in there and get them out.

REDEKER
(VO) They will go into what is being called "a killing zone" in
Kuwait. Iraq's engloeers have laced the front with mines, napalm
trenches and walls f sand embedded with tanks.

GEN TRAINOR
They will be difficult to breach because they've built them along the
same models that they did with the Iranians, with barbed wire, mines,
various obstacles, anti - tank obstacles, strong defensive positions
in sequence in grea~ depth, all of them being supported with
artillery and from adjacent positions. These will be very, very
difficult, the sort of thing that we ran into in the Pacific battles
in World War II.

REDEKER
(VO) The United States is relying heavily on more than 1,000 attack
aircraft and bombers to strike into and behind enemy lines during the
opening days of a war. They will use massive force to shock and
disable Iraq. Pilots are confident they can win quickly.

~T TOM EGBERT, F15 FIGHTER WING
We will own the sklev up there.

REDEKER
Lieutenant, have you ever fought in combat before?

LT EGBERT
No, I haven't.



REDEKER
Does that bother you, considering the fact that you may now be called
on to do that?

LT EGBERT
It doesn't bother me. I would like to have had that experience in my
bag of tricks, if you will, knowing that I am potentially going into
conflict. Nobody knows what it's like that hasn't been there to have
a missile shot at them or a gun from the ground shot at them. I've
never actually seen that smoke trail coming off another airplane
heading towards my airplane. It's kind of like the butterflies you
get in your stomach before the big game but then once I think things
kick off, it's going to be business as usual for us.

GEN TRAINOR
Anybody that thinks that the airplanes are going to go over there and
have a free day of dropping bombs and shooting missiles and hit
everything that they fire at like they're playing some sort of a
Nintendo game is crazy. There are going to be lots of targets that
are not going to be - they're not going to be destroyed even if they
are hit and lots of targets that are not going to be hit unless you
go after them many, many times.

REDEKER
(VO) If Iraqi missiles or aircraft are not destroyed, huge US air
bases in Saudi Arabia and American ships in the Gulf will be
vulnerable to attack from Iraq's French - made Exocet missiles and
Russian Scuds.

HENRY DODDS, "JANES DEFENSE WEEKLY"
The things the allied forces need to worry about are Iraq's surface -
to ~ surface missiles and the sort of warheads they could be putting
on those missiles. You have Scud missiles and variants of the Scud
missiles which have got a range up to about 500 miles. They can
carry a high explosive warhead of up to one ton but, more worryingly,
they could carry either a chemical warhead of nerve gas or mustard
gas or possibly even fuel - air explosive.

REDEKER
(VO) Fuel - air explosives were developed in the United States. The
technology was sold by private companies and arms dealers to Iraq.

MR DODDS
A fuel - air explosive warhead is like a poor man's tactical nuclear
weapon. It's basically a little bit like a napalm charge, but you're
firing a blanket of petroleum - air mixture over about 400 or 500
yards. And then once that blanket is spread out, it's detonated and
it gives you tremendous blast and tremendous heat effects over that
whole area and the effect is totally devastating.

REDEKER
(VO) Iraq's threat to use chemical weapons is forcing American troops
to face the possibility of gruesome casualties.

MR DODDS
The type of casualties you get fro~ chemical weapons are very nasty.
It's not a clean casualty. You'll have someone coughing their lungs
out. You'll have terrible blisters appearing on their skin. It's
very demoralizing if you see that happening to a friend of yours.

REDEKER
(VO) Medics who wi~.L have to treat Cl:1devacuate the wounded are
expecting the worst

CAPT DAVE MACDONALD, 65TH AIR MEDICAL EVACUATION SQUAD
Those of us that have been and seen casualties and seen death and
smelled and tasted war want no part of it. We haven't dealt in
chemical, biological warfare and we're not sure what's going to
happen but we are prepared and are trained in the chemical treatment
of patients and casualties.

REDEKER
Talk to me about these biological ~ what are we getting now? They're
going to issue shots or vaccinations against anthrax? Have you heard
anything about that? Have you gotten any instructions about that or
is that just for troops up north? No?

1ST MEDIC SQUAD MEMBER
(unintelligible) do that.

REDEKER
Really?

1ST MEDIC SQUAD MEMBER
Nothing to protect for anthrax.

2ND MEDIC SQUAD MEMBER
Death cures anthrax.

1ST MEDIC SQUAD MEMBER
Death cures anthrax' That's about the only thing that'll do it.

GEN TRAINOR
Hopefully, it'll not be too messy but to say that it won't be messy I
think would be a very bad mistake. It'll be messy.

REDEKER



GEN TRAINOR

One military analyst described it as - he said, "Surgery? This is
amputation with a chain saw".

That's about it.
OFFICER

Have each of you read over your will?
16TH SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
17TH SOLDIER

Yes, sir.
OFFICER

Do the wills accurately reflect how you want your estate administered
and divided following your death?

16TH SOLDIER
Yes, sir.

17TH SOLDIER
Yes, sir.

JENNINGS
We'll have some final thoughts in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

JENNINGS
We began this hour by saying that questions lead to questions, which
only create questions, so we're going to leave you with some more,
all of which may be on your minds already. But what if Saddarn Hussein
loses Kuwait but stays in power in Iraq? Will President Bush go
beyond his stated objectives and invade Iraq? What happens if the US
prevails in Kuwait but there is still no peace? This brings up a
long - term question: What if the US is obliged to occupy Kuwait or
stay on in Saudi Arabia? What happens if the Arab coalition falls
apart? What happens if Iraq and Israel go to war and King Hussein of
Jordan in between them both is swept away? And if Iraq is defeated,
who fills the power vacuum in the Middle East? Remember, it wasn't
that long ago that the US supported Saddam Hussein to keep the
Iranian revolution in check. If President Bush orders an attack,
will he be setting events in motion he cannot control? What will
this map look like when it's over and at what cost in human life? I'm
Peter Jennings. Good night.
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DIANE SAWYER
Finally tonight, pleasure where you certainly don't expect to find
it. As far as we know, nobody ever decided to spend a free
afternoon in serene contemplation of the subway. Grouchy commuters
are hardly candidates for art appreciation. Or are they? Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAFFITI) For years this almost passed for art in the subways of
New York: Graffiti.

CLIFF LAMB
That doesn't look like art to me. I think it would be a lot nicer
if it was not there.

JOHN MARTIN
(TILED FLOOR) Today, much of it no longer is there. In its place,
nearly 20 works of art - subway art. (SKYLIGHT/MURAL) In Brooklyn,
the tiled mosaic of a passageway, a glazed skylight. Under
Wall Street, a 42 foot mural; public art created with more than a
million dollars of public funds and private donations.
(WASHINGTON SKYLINE) The idea has been spreading. (ARTWORK) In
Washington, subway riders get glimpses of six painted banners in a
major station near the White House, a streak of neon yellow on the
far wall of another st e t i.on. (STATION INT) Even a parody of subway
traffic called "Penguin Rush Hour", where "penguin" commuters buy
the tickets, pass through the turnstiles, board the trains and read
their newspapers. With new commissions, artists are showing off
their work and thinking big.

SHIRLEY KOLLER
I'm hoping to reach a million or more people.

JOHN MARTIN
If they're paying attention that is. Some are not because the art
is often installed out-of-the way, tacked on to space available
after the system was built. (HIGHWAY/SKYLINE) But in Seattle, down
below its hilly streets, an underground bus system has just opened
with all five stations designed by artists working with architects
and engineers.

JACK MACKIE
I was bending the concrete, an engineer came by and said "you can't
do that". I said yeah, I know I can't, but you can.

JOHN MARTIN
So they did. They built a waterfall in this station. They did a
lot of things to attract riders fearful of grime and crime.

KEVIN PETERSON
We're trying to invite people, we're trying to make these spaces
friendly so that it uplifts the people in their day-to-day use of
the city.

JOHN MARTIN
(MURALS) So they created bright murals filled with pop art figures,
they installed ceramic tiles, they programmed electronic
pictographs, they even chiseled poems into the stairs. "If you
follow the beaten path" this one reads, "life becomes somewhat
monotonous", the observation of a Seattle professor, one of 16
people whose words lead to their silhouettes sitting at the top of
the stairs. (SU) So if the price of oil continues to go up and
more Americans decide to go down to their buses and trains, they
should know that some people are trying to make the beaten path a
lot less monotonous. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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